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EDITORIAL

LOOKING AHEAD

by Robert J c Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

In past editorials this writer has com-

mented on various needs and problems of the

deaf-blind population, and on various aspects

of work with the deaf-blind that needed to

be brought to the attention of professional

workers engaged in education and rehabilita-

tion of the deaf-blind. Much of the material

used was gleaned from years of firsthand

personal experiences and observations, and

from contacts with other deaf-blind indi-

viduals who expressed their frustrations

and hopes.

Today we live in an era where progress

moves swiftly and its changes affect every

segment of society. This is certainly true

for deaf-blind people, for whom - during the

past forty years - education, rehabilitation,

placement and employment services, and tech-

nology have improved tremendously, providing

greater opportunities for independent living

and social acceptance.



All this is commendable and desirable,

but I find one important element still miss-

ing that could have a great influence on

future developments. That missing element is

input from the deaf-blind population as a

whole. Most of what has been accomplished

to date has come through the efforts of

dedicated, interested workers who believe

that deaf-blind people can achieve worthwhile

goals. For the most part, deaf-blind people

have been accepting, but passive; they have

been willing to accept what was offered,

without making a special effort to express

definite opinions or preferences of their

own. What is needed now is advocacy - not

just the advocacy of single individuals, but

advocacy from the deaf-blind community it-

self, expressed through developing leader-

ship.

If anyone knows what it means to live

in a world without sight and hearing, then

surely it is the deaf-blind individual who

actually lives with the problems of this



dual disability and is emotionally and phys-

ically involved with the frustrations they

create. For a deaf-blind person those frus-

trations are a living reality, and we cannot

assume that professional workers can under-

stand the full impact of living with deaf-

blindness. We are fortunate in having de-

voted professional workers who are strong

advocates for the deaf-blind; now we need

deaf-blind advocates who can offer construc-

tive suggestions and criticisms. We should

not leave the destiny of deaf-blind citizens

entirely to the professional workers. Let

me know your feel i ngs on this issue.

Deaf-blind people should speak out now!

FIELD NOTES

by Jules Cote, Associate Director

During the last week of September and

the first week of October 1986, I visited

Arizona, Oregon, and Idaho. In Arizona I

observed at firsthand the beginning of the

new Work Supported Program which is intended



to assist with job placement and employment

for the handicapped. This program, estab-

lished by the federal government under the

Rehabilitation Act of 1986, could be very im-

portant to deaf-blind persons in assisting

them to find remunerative employment. Al-

though many problems have to be worked out,

this program promises to be a success because

of the fine teamwork of the people involved

in developing it.

Visiting the Northwest, I was impressed

by the willingness of different state agencies

to cooperate across state lines to ensure

quality services to the deaf-blind. It was

heartwarming to observe quality counseling

by staff personnel with great empathy for

their clients. Idaho, in particular, demon-

strated its belief in its work by employing

the handicapped. There is nothing like

having good role models to convince clients

that philosophy is not just words, but can

also be reality.

The week of November 17th, the Helen



Keller National Center brought its Regional

Representatives and Advisory Committee

together at its headquarters in Sands Point

to exchange information and make new plans

to implement new ideas and improve services.

This was the first time that the Center T s

field staff had an opportunity to exchange

information with the Center's Advisory

Comm i ttee

.

Seen during the November 1986, meeting at headquarters are
the following HKNC Regional Representatives: (standing 1. to r.)

David Bennett, Sue Olson, Louis Anderson, Mary Ellen Barbiasz,
Jules Cote, Associate Director of HKNC, Elizabeth Bixler, Ron

Cyphers, Sherri Wallace. (Seated 1. to r.) Barbara Martin,
Connie Miles. (Absent due to illness, C.C. Davis.)

In recent months, the Center's National

Training Team has been active providing

training sessions from New York to Utah. In

addition, the Center's monthly seminars



continue to be well attended, with an increas-

ing participation by group home personnel.

The Center T s National Coordinator of

Affiliated Services, Joseph McNulty, has

been busy assisting four new affiliates to

start services for the deaf-blind. However,

it will be February or March before we see

progress due to the long state procedures

in h i r ing new staff.

In conclusion, let me express to you

readers our best wishes for the coming

New Year! !

DECADE OF PROGRESS
AT HELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER

(Editor's Note: Following are excerpts from

the PORT WASHINGTON NEWS, Port Washington,

NY, and NEWSDAY, Long Island, NY).

"We are one with history," said former

New York State Governor Hugh Carey to the

group assembled on October 8, 1986, to

celebrate the Tenth Anniversary of the Helen

Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths

and Adults. In a moving tribute to the



Center, Mr. Carey, who attended the Center T s

dedication a decade ago, outlined its estab-

lishment under a federal grant ten years

ago. He talked of Dr. Mary Switzer, whose

main concern was the vocational rehabilita-

tion of the deaf, and of Peter Salmon, a

leader of The Industrial Home for the Blind,

and their collaboration in the founding of

the Helen Keller National Center.

Mr. Carey said the Center T s success is

only a first step in meeting the needs of

deaf-blind people. " I wear a Braille watch

very frequently to remind others of the work

that still needs to be done. The clients

teach us that they may be disabled," he

continued, "but only we can make them handi-

capped. "

Mr. Louis Bettica, formerly Associate

Director of the Center, who received an award

at the ceremony, posed the question, "Where

are we going?" to the audience. Reminding

them that there are between forty and fifty

thousand deaf-blind Americans, and that the
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Center can only handle forty at one time,

Mr. Bettica said that the focus from here on

should be on research and development. "A

lot is being done, but if we're ever going to

make a dent, it must be done out in the rest

of the country as well," he said.

Barbara Hausman,

Ass istant D i rector

of Community Educa-

tion at the Center,

read a letter from

a former client

that left few in

the crowd dry-eyed.

Jerry Jamerson, now

back in rural Vir-

ginia, sa i d that

she had learned to

read braille, to

clean, cook, and

sew at the Center.

"Every Sunday," she
Former New York State Governor, Hugh Carey (1.)
is seen congratulating Louis Bettica (r.) on u/ r n + e M i „ - +^
his award. WrUie, I go TO



church and thank God for the Helen Keller

Nat i onal Center. "

The program concluded with a play,

performed by clients and staff, a singing/

signing choir, and a rhythm band. Stevie

Wonder ! s "A Place in the Sun" never

received a more touching performance.

After the birthday speeches, the guests

were invited to enjoy refreshments which

had been made by the clients.

After the ceremonies, former Governor Carey (center) had an opportunity
to talk to HKNC client Eleni Tau'ili'ili (1 .

) Martin A. Adler, Presi-
dent of Helen Keller Services for the Blind serves as interpreter.
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INSIDE IMAGES OF DEAF- BLIND
PEOPLE

by Barbara Delatiner

Among the people photo-
graphed by Mathieu Roberts

were, from far left, Myrtle
Harper, Lynn Turcotte, and

Scott Bass.

(Reprinted with permission of THE NEW YORK

TIMES, New York, NY)

Like many people, Mathieu Roberts was

ill at ease when he first made contact with

the deaf and blind residents of the Helen

Keller National Center in Sands Point.
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His interest piqued from serving as

c i nematographer on the film "The World At

His Fingertips," a documentary about a man

who loses both sight and hearing as an adult.

Mr. Roberts had come to the rehabilitation

center to do a photographic portrait series

of the male and female residents.

That series, "Without Sight and Sound:

Photographic Portraits of Deaf and Blind

Individuals at the Helen Keller National

Center," was on exhibit at the Port Washing-

ton Public Library, Port Washington, NY,

during the month of October as part of the
j

Center's 10th Anniversary. Eventually it will

tour Long Island and throughout the country.
|

"I didn ! t quite know what to expect,"

Mr. Roberts recently recalled of his visit

to the Center. "I was afraid they f d all be

depressing and strange and that l

f d be

unable to communicate with them - establish

enough rapport to cut through and find their

essence. I guess most people without dis-

abilities have comparable misconceptions
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about the disabled."

Using palm printing, tactual gestures,

tadoma - a method by which the deaf and

blind "read" by touching the lips and throat,

and, when all else failed, an interpreter,

the photographer managed to "explain what

was going on and create the right environment

for something to happen.

"It was important to me that each client

trust me and understand what the photographic

process was about," he said in a telephone

interview from his home in Stamford, CT.

So I had them touch the camera and the

strobe umbrella and l

T d set off the flash

so they could feel the heat."

Mathieu Roberts, photo-
grapher, communicates with
HKNC client, Donna LePiors,
using the Tadoma method as

they prepare for a

photographic session.
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His studio, an empty office at the

Center, had a stark white background that

was meant to suggest inwardness and isola-

tion. It also enabled the photographer to

examine his subjects in penetrating detail,

eventually compelling the viewer of the

finished product "to forget that the por-

traits are only two-dimensional."

He shot more than 2,000 frames for the

series and finally selected 20 to exhibit.

But in a way, he conceded, the results are

contradictory. Philosophically, the pictures

were meant to show the rest of the world

that, save for their disabilities, deaf and

blind individuals are like other people.

However, some of the subjects "were angry and

frustrated, some resigned and some actually

happy," he said - which made them unique

portrait subjects.

"There T s a sense of patience in all the

portraits that you don T t normally see," he

said. "S

i

ghted-hear ing people usually are

impatient and fidget. But these people,
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with their movement limited and the way they

hold themselves, they are really there; not

just sitting there, but there . They were

there for that moment, and their inwardness

comes through. I don T t think they look like

anybody else - at least I hope I captured

their uniqueness and diversity. "

Ed i tor T s note: This fine art portrait series

is available for exhibition throughout the

country in private or university galleries,

and in library media centers. For details,

call Barbara Hausman at (516) 944-8900

(TDD and vo i ce)

.

KEEPING UP WITH THE NEWS

Braille Publishers, Inc., of California

is announcing publication of WORLD NEWS

TODAY, the first weekly current news magazine

published in braille. Working with United

Press International as the primary news

source, WORLD NEWS TODAY will offer a format

similar to NEWSWEEK and U.S. NEWS AND WORLD
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REPORT. Included in national and inter-

national news are medicine, finance, science,

and human interest, along with commercial ad-

vertising. Advertisements by national pro-

ducers of food products, home products, home

care, and health care may have special offers,

recipes, or coupons much like those in GOOD

HOUSEKEEPING or the READER'S DIGEST.

WORLD NEWS TODAY uses a newly developed

system of braille publ ish i ng, 1 i nk i ng computer

generated information with rotary presses

allowing for cost and time efficient pro-

duction. This will put the news and adver-

tising in the braille reader's hands while

it is still current and relevant.

As a commercial venture, WORLD NEWS

TODAY will be employing accepted business

methods. There are no grants, subsidies,

affiliations, or political influences

supporting this magazine. With up to 100

braille pages per weekly issue, yearly sub-

scriptions of up to 50 issues are available

for $40.00, or 25 issues in six months for
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$25.00. As a limited edition magazine,

requests will be taken on a first come first

served basis.

WORLD NEWS TODAY hopes to present an

accurate and similar representation of what

is available to the sighted. For more in-

formation, call or write: WORLD NEWS TODAY,

P.O. Box 675, Alamo, CA 94507 (415) 831-9679.

A SPECIAL REQUEST

Editor T s Note : Following is a letter

from Richard A. Lewis, M.D., Associate Pro-

fessor, Department of Ophthalmology, Pedi-

atrics, and Medicine at the Cullen Eye Insti-

tute in Houston, Texas, to Helen Keller

National Center requesting information con-

cerning Usher's syndrome. In view of the

fact that approximately fifty percent of deaf-

blindness is caused by Usher f s syndrome and

relatively little is known of its genetic

cause or early diagnosis, it is timely and

commendable that Dr. Lewis is now studying

this disease. We sincerely hope that
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readers of NAT-CENT NEWS will be willing to

cooperate with Dr. Lewis in making his pro-

ject a success by providing information and

part i cipat i on

.

Dear Sirs: Because you have an intense

interest in deaf-blind children, adolescents,

and adults in the United States, I am writing

to enlist your help in identifying individuals

and families with Usher T s syndrome, a form of

hereditary neurosensory hearing loss, and

retinitis pigmentosa. I recognize that

Usher's syndrome is usually divided into two

categories, one in which children have pre-

verbal deafness, and another in which the

hearing impairment generally develops after

the verbal.

As surely you must now realize, auto-

somal recessive disorders like Usher's syn-

drome are very difficult to analyze by any

present genetic technique because of the im-

possibility of identifying clinical features

among even obligate genetic carriers. Thus,

parents of children with Usher's syndrome
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typically have no eye problems and no hearing

problems

.

To begin these studies, I am looking

for families with Usher f s syndrome (of

either type) in which there can be no con-

fusion about the diagnosis. I will restrict

my initial efforts to families with Usher f s

syndrome (with either preverbal deafness

or postverbal deafness) in which there are

two or more affected siblings and in which

both parents are living and available for

study.

This disorder is infrequent enough and

suitable families of this type are difficult

to come by. You, or members of your or-

ganization, may be familiar with appropriate

families.

If there is a way through your news-

letters, registries, and other correspondence

to identify families with Usher ! s syndrome

and two or more affected offspring, or if

anyone within your organization would know

of such families, would you please send me
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their names and addresses, or ask them to

contact me at the Cullen Eye Institute, 6501

Fannin Street, NC-206, Houston, Texas 77030

(713) 799-5942. Thank you for your help.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

"Dealing with the Threat of Loss," the

first booklet in a series on retinitis pig-

mentosa entitled THE BUSINESS OF LIVING

BOOKLETS, is now available. Published in

1982 and now in its second printing, this 22

page manuscript has been put together for

family members of those with Usher f s

syndrome.

This booklet is not only a personal

story of the author T s lone struggle to main-

tain control of her life after being told she

would be blind by the time she was 40; it is

also a primer for newly diagnosed persons.

It offers tips on how to cope with the

frustrations of "now you see . . . now you

don't." A personal philosophy woven with a

sense of humor are seen as the author's tools
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for emotional survival.

This booklet is available in English

in bold-face, sight saving type, or in

French, 12-point size only. To order, U.S.

residents should remit $5.00 in check or

money order; from Canada or overseas, $6.00

should be remitted in money order or bank

draft in U.S. dollars on a U.S bank only .

Orders should be addressed to: The

Business of Living Booklets, P.O. Box 8388,

Corpus Christi, TX 78412-0388.

For ten years the RP MESSENGER, bi-

annual newsletter of the Texas Association

of Retinitis Pigmentosa, Inc. (TARP), has

been reaching persons throughout the United

States and many other countries in a bold-

face, sight-saving print format, and on

aud i o-cassette.

In celebration of its Tenth Anniversary

this year, TARP's Board of Directors elected

to support the very promising molecular

research headed by Richard A. Lewis, M.D.
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and his colleagues at the Cullen Eye Insti-

tute, Houston, Texas. In the Fall/Winter

1986 issue of the RP MESSENGER, a plea for

families with Usher f s syndrome who meet

certain criteria to get in touch with Dr.

Lewis has understandably created a need to

make the newsletter available in braille.

TARP needs your help. Are you inter-

ested in receiving its publication twice

yearly in braille? Would you be willing to

support it as print and cassette readers/

members do? Please indicate your feelings

on this issue by writing to Dorothy Stiefel,

Editor, RP MESSENGER, TARP, Inc., P.O. Box

8388, Corpus Christi, TX 78412-0388.

STORY HOUR IN BUCKINGHAM
SHOWS FINGERTIP WORLD

By Tana Knott

(Reprinted with permission of THE FARMVILLE

HERALD, Farmville, Virginia).

Story hour at the Buckingham County

Public Library didn't look any different one

recent day. The children were gathered
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iround the guest story-teller where they spent

the hour listening, giggling, singing, and

sharing. It was a fun hour. They learned

several new songs and heard a great version

)f the fable about the King of the Jungle

ind his new found friend - a little mouse.

Within that hour, however, the young-

sters learned a great deal more than they
% ealized. They learned to look beyond a

)erson T s disabilities. The guest story-

:eller was Jerry Jamerson who was accompanied

)y her guide dog, Travis. Mrs. Jamerson has

{PG, a disease that causes a degeneration of

:he retinal neuroep i thel ium which has left

ler sightless. She is also deaf.

It was immediately evident that Jerry

las no handicap when it comes to dealing

nth children. Her vitality and that of the

children blend almost magically. A mother

)f four and grandmother of six, Jerry is

lore than experienced in teaching and

/orking with children.

While in Baltimore, where she and her
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husband, Clarence, res

i

ded for most of their

33 years of marriage, she volunteered as a I

teacher's aide to handicapped children.

"Our family has always been active with

other people," states Jerry. "My husband

makes a great Santa Claus," she says as she

relates how the family worked with schools

and churches in the Baltimore area.

Jerry and her husband moved to Bucking-

ham several years ago. Mr. Jamerson is for-

merly from Buckingham. Three of the Jamersor

children have also relocated to the area.

Fourteen months of Jerry T s life were

spent at the Helen Keller National Center

for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults in New York.

There, she underwent training in braille,

mobility, sign language, and f

i

ngerspell ing.

She was also taught skills such as cooking,

plant care, industrial arts, sewing, and

arts and crafts.

She enjoys crocheting, knitting, macrame

and various other crafts. "I am capable of

teaching anyone these crafts," Jerry says
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proudly. "If I can do them, anyone can!"

Her talents don f t stop there. She writes

children T s stories and especially enjoys

teaching young children how to communicate

with deaf and/or blind people.

Mrs. Clarence Jamerson and her dog, Travis, make a special visit

to the Buckingham County Public Library. Jerry was the guest
story-teller at a recent Story Hour. Following several stories

and songs, she let the children get acquainted with her guide

dog Travis.

While in New York, Jerry was in

a movie for the Helen Keller National Center

entitled, M The World at His Fingertips,"

which is a film about a man who lost his

sight and hearing. The film strives to give

the public an idea of what the blind and

deaf go through, and shows how they are
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taught at the Center to become active, pro-

ductive citizens in today T s world.

In spite of her blindness and deafness,

Jerry continues to meet the world with a

smile on her face. "My mother gave me the

gift of laughter," she explains. It is

evident by this lady's spirit and determin-

ation that this is one gift she uses

constantly - it is also a gift that she is

willing to share.

TRAINEE TOWN HALL MEETINGS

by Laura J. Thomas
Supervisor of Direct Services

Where do you see many deaf-blind persons

and interpreters gathered together? Once a

month, here at the Helen Keller National

Center, when we have the Trainee Town Hall

Meet i ngs

.

These meetings function to give clients

an opportunity to offer suggestions and ex-

press complaints about the overall training

program and residential living. Clients are

encouraged to develop confidence and self-
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advocacy in making their needs known to us.

These skills will help them when they even-

tually return to their communities.

Guided by Dr. Robert Smithdas, a commit-

tee of three clients acts as advocates for

the whole group of trainees. The commit-

tee^ chairperson collects suggestions from

other clients and presents them at the

Trainee Town Hall Meeting. Other suggestions

may be made during the course of the meeting,

for instance: "Can we have electric doors

installed?" "We need a washer/dryer on the

second floor of the Residence." "We should

be encouraged to do our own room mainte-

nance." "Can we start a buddy system for

new cl i ents?"

Then certain staff members work with

the committee by discussing the suggestions

and recommendations. Some of the suggestions

may not be realistic, while others may be

good ideas. The focus is to work with

clients in developing assert i veness and

understanding reality.
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These skills will assist clients when

they leave the Center and return to their

home communities. They will be better pre-

pared to make suggestions, improvements, and

changes by expressing their needs.

RUBELLA AMONG INFANTS
(Reprinted with permission of the NEW YORK

TIMES, New York, NY)

Ed i tor T s Note : As readers are aware,

one of the leading causes of deaf-blindness

in recent years has been rubella. Two epi-

demics in the 1960 ! s produced over 10,000

children who are deaf-blind - many afflicted

with other disabilities. The following ar-

ticle, though it deals only with the State

of New York, is an important warning that

women of child-bearing age should be im-

munized against rubella in all of the United

States .

*r ^p v ^F

Nine cases of congenital rubella syn-

drome have been reported this year to the

New York City Health Department. That is a
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big change - officially an "outbreak" in

fact - because the annual number of cases

in recent years has been zero or one.

The agency traces the cases of the syn-

drome among newborn infants to an outbreak

of rubella in the spring of 1985.

What frustrates health officials is that

it did not have to happen. "These C.R.S.

cases are a signal that our rubella immuniza-

tion has been inadequate," said the Director

of Immunization in the Health Department,

Dr. Polly Thomas. "It is an entirely pre-

ventable problem. "

Transmitted in the womb to the fetus,

the syndrome can lead to profound mental

retardation, cerebral palsy, infantile autism,

eye cataracts, glaucoma, deafness, and

cardiac lesions, according to the Director

of Pediatrics at the St. Luke ! s-Roosevelt

Hospital Center, Dr. Louis Z. Cooper.

About new cases, he said, "In broad community

terms, it is not a big deal. But for those

families, it's hell."
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Dr. Thomas said the goal was to widen

immunity among adult New Yorkers and those

who work in New York. Meanwhile, Dr. Cooper

said, "No woman should enter the child-

bearing years without documentation of pro-

tection against rubella. That means one of

two things: proof of a valid rubella

vaccination or a valid blood test which

shows the presence of protective rubella

antibodies."

For further information about rubella

and its prevention, call your local or

state Health Department.

PETS HELP HANDICAPPED AI
HELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER

(Reprinted with permission of the North

Shore Animal League, Port Washington, NY)

Just for a moment, close your eyes and

cover your ears. Now, slowly count to 30.

Seems like an eternity, doesn r t it? Well,

that T s how life is each day for the resi-

dents of the Helen Keller National Center.
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11
1 just knew that it would brighten the

lives of the residents at the Center if they

could touch, cuddle, and love a furry puppy

or kitten," said the League T s Betty Rosen-

zweig. Well, the folks in charge at the

Center also thought it was a great idea. So,

just recently, the North Shore Animal League

team arrived at the Center with lots and lots

of perky pets cradled in their arms.

Within minutes, there was laugh-

ter, shouts of joy, and ear to ear smiles

all over the place. "I f ve never seen any-

thing more wonderful, " said the Center's

Volunteer Coordinator, Nancy Lagan.

One of those happy faces belonged to

John Ferreri. John is both blind and deaf,

but through his interpreter, volunteer Pat

Green, he said he knew the North Shore

Animal League had come. He felt a wagging

tail hitting against his leg as the little

dog called "Nutmeg" passed by. And when the

3-year old terrier mix was gently placed in

his lap, John was overwhelmed with happiness
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as Nutmeg planted warm, wet kisses on his

cheek. "She likes me, doesn't she?" John

signed to his interpreter. And Pat Green

signed back answering, "She loves you!"

FRIENDS MEET: "Nutmeg loves you," HKNC volunteer Pat Green (r.)

tells client John Ferreri (1.) as another HKNC volunteer, Mark

Fearing (center), looks on.

And then resident Sam W

i

lloughby , who

had been reluctant to touch the animals in

the beginning, was soon petting a tiny puppy

for the very first time ever! "They didn't

know what to expect," said Pat. "But it sure

didn f t take them long to learn what loving

a pet is all about."

In the meantime, Nutmeg was making

friends with just about everyone there as she
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ran from person to person - happy to be with

the residents and loving all the attention.

"You know it wasn f t long ago that

Nutmeg was abandoned at North Shore, M said

the League T s Nora Sepler. " I remember how

lonely and afraid she was. But she T s not

afraid anymore. Just look at her, her tail

never stops wagging. She f s having the time

of her life."

END OF A PERFECT DAY: HKNC client Sam Willoughby
(r.) says goodbye to a new furry friend. Everyone
agreed it was a beautiful beginning and that they

should meet again real soon, including the League's
Nora Sepler (1 . )

.
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Everyone agreed that the day was a

success - certainly something to be done

again soon. "It was a beautiful beginning,"

said Nancy Lagan. "Just take a look around

and you can see what today has meant to our

clients. It made them happy. Now, thanks

to North Shore Animal League, they know the

joy a pet can bring." As client John Ferreri

said, "God made these little animals, didn T t

he? He must have liked them a lot because

he kept making more and more of them."

TACTILE SPEECH INDICATOR

The new Tactile Speech Indicator (TSI)

is an inexpensive telephone device called

the Phone Listener, sold by Archer Electron-

ics, which has been modified so that it can

be used as a vibrotactile device by deaf-

blind people. It has simple controls, is

easy to operate, and the vibrotactile sig-

nals are strong and clear.

DESCRIPTION : The TSI is housed in a

lightweight plastic case approximately three
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inches wide, five inches deep, and two

inches high. Controls consist of an on/off

switch, located in the right-hand corner

facing the user, and a volume control dial

located on the right-hand side of the case

just below the top edge. On the back panel,

to the left, is an input jack for plugging

in a magnetic pickup. The magnetic pickup,

which is included, has a suction-cup which

must be pressed against the back of the

telephone receiver's earpiece when the TS

I

is in use.

The Phone Listener has been modified by

having a two-inch diameter circle cut out

of the speaker on top of the case, and a thin

plastic disc has been inserted over the

speaker T s amplifier. The deaf-blind user

places his finger on the plastic disc to feel

relevant signals - phone rings, busy signal,

pickup, and voice or Morse Code signals.

The device operates on a 9-volt flat

radio battery. The base cover of the device

snaps off easily so that batteries can be
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changed, and is easily replaced after the

battery has been installed.

The vibrations of the plastic disc are

strong, distinct, and easily felt by the

user. If the vibrations are too weak (as

sometimes happens with long-distance calls),

their strength can be increased by turning

up the volume.

Ideally, the deaf-blind user should have

usable speech so that he/she can ask ques-

tions over the phone and rece<ve appropriate

answers, such as "Yes," "No-No," and "I

don't know," which come over the speaker as

a single, double, or triple vibration. The

device can also be used for sending mes-

sages spelled out in Morse Code, provided

both sender and receiver are familiar with

the code.

The TS I is available for $20.00. For

further information or purchase, contact:

Jules Cote at the Helen Keller National

Center, 111 Middle Neck Road, Sands Point,

NY 11050 (516) 944-8900 (TDD and voice).
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NEW CATALOGUE _OF AIDS

InfoVisie is a technical and advisory

center for the blind, partially sighted, and

deaf-blind, and for interested institutions,

employers, and schools. It provides informa-

tion on research and inventory of technical

aids for the visually disabled and deaf-

blind, and acts as a consultant to disabled

i nd i v i duals .

This organization has just completed

preparation of a new catalogue of aids for

the deaf-blind. The book contains descrip-

tions of over 100 aids, references, addresses

of producers, and information on current

catalogues of aids and devices. The cata-

logue is available on prepayment of 500

Belgian francs, plus mailing charges of 300

Belgian francs made out to: Bankaccount:

785-5064684-28, or by Eurocheque in the

same amount.

Orders should be directed to: Info-

Visie VZW, Capuci jnenvoer 7, B-3000

Leuven, BELGIUM
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DEAF - BLIND PROFESSOR "HEARS" THE SHOFAR
by Mon i ca Maske

j

(Reprinted with permission of THE SUNDAY

STAR-LEDGER, Newark, NJ).

Ira Cochin, a professor of mechanical

engineering at the New Jersey Institute of

Technology in Newark, "heard" the blowing of

the shofar in a rather poignant way - by

placing his hand on the ram f s horn as it

sounded for the Jewish New Year.

Cochin, who lost his eyesight 15 years

ago and lost his hearing three years ago, I

refuses to be defeated personally, profes- I

sionally, or religiously by his blindness and

deafness. He continues to teach. Capitaliz-

ing on the sensitivity in his hands, he has I

begun to sculpt wire figures and to do car- I

pentry. He has also mastered the array of I

electronic and mechanical devices which I

allow him to communicate with his wife, I

children, friends, and students. I

Placing his hand on the shofar during I

services in Congregation Shomrei Torah in
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Fairlawn, is just one of the ways the 61

year old professor has learned to cope with

his "affliction." Using an electronic

scanning device to "read" written questions

or placing his fingers on the nose, mouth,

and throat of someone speaking to him,

Cochin answers the inevitable questions re-

garding the unfortunate loss of vision and

hear i ng

.

"A lot of people have asked me whether

I have ever wondered, T Why me? 1 The answer

is T No, T " he said. "1 always said, f Why

not me? T But I have to explain that. I

manage very well, that f s why I say T Why not

me? ! "

Cochin, who has become a more observant

Jew in recent years, said his disabilities

have not affected his religious beliefs.

"I don't relate my faith, or what God

does, to my affliction," he said. "The

affliction is my problem, just like what size

shoes I wear or whether I am hungry.
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"It is no one else T s fault or respon-

sibility/' he added, M so I don't think I ever

made the association either way."

Cochin, who has taught mechanical en-

gineering at NJIT for 20 years, said while

losing his vision was bad, the loss of a

second sense was nearly devastating.

"Now, this is hard to say, but when I

became blind it didn f t seem so terrible,"

he said, noting that he could "handle" it.
J

"When I became deaf, that was a different I

story. First of all, being deaf robbed me I

of all the substitutions I had made for beinc

blind. Also, I had gotten used to being I

blind."

Although blind, he was able to communi-

cate with people. But, he said when he lost

his hearing, he was "totally out of it." I

In the same breath, Cochin added that he I

"kept trying" to communicate. I

"1 tried everything imaginable," he I

said. "I have a vibration device I wear on

my wrist with which I can feel the vibration
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of a voice, and with thousands of hours of

practice, I can make out a few words."

With his wife, Dinah, a teacher at a

Yeshiva in Englewood, Cochin will communicate

by placing his fingers on her face and mouth,

a system designed 80 years ago for deaf-blind

people to communicate with each other. The

system is called "tadoma," a word created

from the names of the first two children to

use the system. Dinah also uses sign lan-

guage, with her husband placing his hand over

hers to feel the letters and words.

Cochin spent a summer at the Helen

Keller National Center in Sands Point, NY,

two years ago to learn to cope after losing

h i s hear ing

.

"I had been deaf for a year and I al-

ready knew braille, so what I had to concen-

trate on at the Center was learning how to

get around - mobility - and the tadoma way

of communicating," he said.

Among the "other gadgets" he uses is

an electronic cane which sends out a radar
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beam which measures the distance of objects

and obstructions in his path. The cane is

his primary way of getting around at NJIT,

where graduate students assist him and drive

him to and from school.

Cochin, who will admit to "mixed feel-

ings" about the fact that students have

occasionally taken advantage of his lack of

sight and hearing, is even more frank about

the impact of his blindness and deafness on

friends.

"When I became blind, people reacted a

little strange, but I didn't lose them," he

said. "When I became deaf, a lot of people

avoided me." He said he finally "came to

terms with it" by concluding that people

are "uncomfortable" with his disabilities.

He said they either avoid him or want

to "mother" him. In reaction, he has learnec

to meet people "more than halfway and make

them comfortable. If I put them at ease,

then they won't be afraid and run away."

Cochin said a frequently asked question
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is how does he know his wife still looks

attractive. He said when he was blind, he

could hear her getting dressed and "prettying

up. M Since he has become deaf, he can feel

the vibrations on the floor as she goes

about dressing.

"But I don T t have to see, because I

know," said Cochin. "It's not the pretti-

ness in the face - it is the prettiness in

the heart, and that didn't change."

THE NORDIC WAY

In Denmark, news is now being mailed

every day to deaf-blind persons. This serv-

ice is being offered by the Home for the

Deaf-Blind near Copenhagen. A braille print-

er prints out the news from news texts on

television. Each day the news is posted to

the deaf-blind subscribers who can read it

the following morning.

In Sweden, a study has been completed

on the actual living conditions of deaf-blind

persons. Seven deaf-blind persons were
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observed for 24 hours each day for one week

with the intention of finding out how the

deaf-blind really live, how technical aids

and devices suited them, and how they gained

access to information and rehabilitation

programs. Interviews with the deaf-blind

participants were an integral part of the

study. A conference based on the findings

of this survey was to be held in October

1986, and its report will be the subject of

further studies.

EDUCATION MORE THAN THE THREE "R's"

(Reprinted with permission of PYRAMID
PUBLICATIONS INC., Rockville Centre, NY)

Education is not academics alone.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic are only one

kind of education. The Helen Keller National

Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults

(HKNC), headquartered in Sands Point, New

York, concentrates on a different kind of

educating - the aim being independent living

for the deaf-blind community.
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The prevocat i onal program at HKNC in-

cludes instruction in various communication

skills, mobility, basic education, skills of

daily living, home management, industrial

arts, speech training, arts and crafts, and

horticulture. A program offering placement

for qualified, deaf-blind persons in various

levels of sheltered or competitive employment

is also included in the total rehabilitation

program. Some of the many parts of the pro-

gram offerings are outlined below.

The prevocat i onal work program is to

assist mult

i

-hand i capped , sensory impaired

clients in developing basic work skills and

habits that can be transferred to other

work situations. Close supervision and con-

sistency in training are essential components

of the program. Participants will learn to

perform duties such as sorting, packaging,

assembly, and envelope stuffing. Behavior

modification techniques are employed to re-

inforce appropriate work behaviors.

Clients will be evaluated in the
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Vocational Evaluation unit for work habits,

tolerance of work, and identification of

career goals. Upon completion of the evalu-

ation, a comprehensive report is written in-

cluding results of various tests, employable

assets and liabilities, and recommendations

for future training, services, and/or career

goals

.

Work experience training is another of-

fering of the program. These training pro-

grams are offered both on and off the campus.

On campus jobs include kitchen utility

worker, clerical worker, laundry/linen

worker, housekeeper, maintenance worker,

braille proofreader, and cashier/server in

the coffee lounge. Off campus possibilities

are stock person and general grocery assis-

tant, laundry/linen worker in hospital, oper-

ator of clerical machines, animal feeder and

cage cleaner, and housekeeper in nursing home

Staff personnel also work to provide

permanent job placement services upon com-

pletion of the various training programs.
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The Daily Living Skills program is de-

signed to teach deaf-blind clients skills to

maximize independence in areas of personal

skills, self-management, and social activities

Clients will learn personal grooming, table

skills and manners, and personal management.

The Orientation and Mobility program at

HKNC aims to develop abilities and provide

experiences which will enable individuals to

travel safely and independently in a variety

of environments, and to reach the highest

level of independent travel he/she is

capable of achieving. The program includes:

orientation to the HKNC campus, long cane

techniques, outdoor travel skills, use of low

vision aids, advanced travel on public trans-

portation, effective communication with the

public, introduction to travel alternatives

(i.e. guide dogs, electronic travel aids),

and safety procedures on airlines.

The Community and Neighborhood Exper-

iences (CNE), is a team approach involving
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staff from the Orientation and Mobility

Department, Communications Learning Center,

and Daily Living Skills Department. Clients

develop an awareness of the community and

its resources and learn to function within

it as independently as possible. And, for

those who have the potential to benefit from

an opportunity to live in an independent

or semi -

i

ndependent setting, the Independent

Living Experience (ILE) program has also

been developed. The individual is expected

to maintain an apartment on the HKNC campus

in a clean and orderly manner, plan, shop,

and cook his or her own meals while he

or she continues with daily class routine.
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FOR THE MICROWAVE COOK

As a follow-up to the article that

appeared in the May 1986 issue of NAT-CENT

NEWS, readers might be interested in the

Microwave Times, a bi-monthly braille

microwave cooKing magazine. On the average,

the magazine features 45 pre-tested recipes,

tips, and techniques for microwave cooking.

A one year subscription to the braille

edition is $34.00.

It is aloO available on tone-indexed

audio cassettes which, with a binder, costs

$31.00 a year.

Interest d? Write: CL Productions,

2905 Berkshir , Mesquite, Texas 75150,

or call (214) 681-2771.
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EDITORIAL

BRIDGING THE GAP

by Robert J. Smithdas, LHD , Litt.D, LHD

It is amazing that within the past

three decades, modern technology has made

tremendous strides by combining the latest

scientific findings to produce aids and

devices which help to overcome the age-old I

problems of the blind and of the deaf. The

deaf can choose from a variety of excellent

telecommunication devices, home signaling

systems, and a growing number of information

networks throughout the nation. Blind !

people have guide dogs, talking books,
|

radio reading services, and a plethora of

talking devices, including clocks, ther-

mometers, scales, computers - and even a 1

device into which paper money can be inserte

and the denomination of the bill is announce



Most of these sophisticated devices

are not cheap, and many are downright ex-

pensive; but it is commendable that they

exist and can be purchased by those who can

afford them. There are also state, civic,

and private organizations which are often

willing to subsidize the cost of such

dev i ces

.

In the midst of all this technical

evolution, the deaf-blind population is

sometimes - unintentionally - ignored.

Many new devices either require useful

sight or useful hearing, and the number

of items which can be read by touch have

noticeably decreased in number. Deaf-blind

people as a group rely heavily on their

tactile senses.

Whatever happened to the prototype

electronic Tellatouch machine that the



late Douglas Maure of the American Founda-

tion for the Blind believed could be pro-

duced for less than $1,000.00? It was

lightweight, and had rechargeable batteries,

a ten-cell braille line, and the potential

to be used for face-to-face communication

or telecommunication. If a machine with

synthetic speech can tell the denominations

of paper money, why can T t it be done

tactually? Worse yet, this writer has

ordered two devices which he was assured

could be used by the deaf-blind, and which

he had to return because there was no way to

feel the high-pitched electronic signals

one had to follow in order to operate the

devices properly.

We need to evaluate current, existing

aids and devices for use by deaf-blind

people. We need to determine whether



available equipment can be modified or

changed without adding substantially to the

costs, thus saving on expensive development

orograms which rarely seem to perform.

<nowing what is available for use by the

deaf-blind community, and evaluating new

items as they become available, should be

the responsibility of both professional

workers and the deaf-blind people themselves.

Catalogues are not the answer - for deaf-

Dlind individuals, it T s a case of "hands-on"

demonstration and trial.

To increase the quality of life and

independence for deaf-blind people, individ-

jal consumers and consumer groups must say

what they need and ask for constructive help

from others. My friend, Henry Viscardi from

the Human Resources Center in Albertson, NY,

vho has spent his life working with the



disabled, developed the slogan, "Give us

the tools!" But getting the tools is not

enough; we need to say what tools we need.

We should ask the states to legislate to

make phone devices available for the deaf-

blind, as is already happening in at least

six states. We should ask for better support

services, like the system used in England -

the Deaf-Blind Helpers T League. Change

begins with the consumers who express them-

selves openly and strongly.

CHANGES AT THE CENTER
_____________ t i ___________

The Board of Trustees of the Helen

Keller Services for the Blind (HKSB) and the

Helen Keller National Center (HKNC), and its

President Martin A. Adler, have announced

important changes in the Center's management.



New Director Stephen S. Barrett

assumed his position at the Sands Point

headquarters in late April. Mr. Barrett

has had a professional association with the

Center T s national activities for twelve

years, and a distinguished career in the

fields of blindness and deaf-blindness for

over fifteen years.

Raised and educated

in Texas, Mr.

Barrett first joined

the Center's staff

as its South-Central

regional representa-

tive in 1975. Sub-

sequently, he was

named n at i onal co-

ordinator of Affil-

iated Services. On



behalf of the Center, Mr. Barrett designed

and wrote the original proposals which led

to HKNC f s Technical Assistance Center (TAC),

funded through the United States Department

of Education. Throughout his many years in

the field, Mr. Barrett has acquired extensivi

experience on the national scene in the area:

of fiscal planning, program development,

evaluation, and quality control.

In mid-March, Dr. Robert J. Smithdas,
j

formerly director of Community Education

at the Center, was appointed assistant

director of the Helen Keller National Center

His responsibilities include community educa-

tion, in-service training, and client

advocacy.

Former assistant director of Community

Education, Barbara Hausman, was named to

the position of director of Public Relations
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for both HKSB and HKNC.

Mr. Jules Cote will continue his

duties as associate director of the Center,

/vith responsibility for its ten regional

Dffices, the Affiliate Program, the National

Training Team, and job placement.

According to Mr. Barrett, "It is my

goal that we continuously search for more

5ffective ways of meeting the needs of per-

sons who are deaf-blind, their families, and

Local service providers across the nation.

\s with any growing organization, it is

important that we at the Helen Keller

National Center review the services we

Drovide, look toward the future, and strive

for excellence in all areas of our program,

^ew opportunities are unfolding for employ-

nent and independent living. We will work

lard to see that people who are deaf-blind



are better prepared to participate more full;

in these services. "

FOURTH NATIONAL AWARENESS WEEK

For the fourth consecutive year, the

Helen Keller National Center is spearheading

a nationwide Helen Keller Deaf-Blind Aware-

ness Week to focus on the problems and

needs of American citizens who have combined

severe visual and hearing losses, or who

are totally deaf and blind. For the first I

two years of this effort, the Center obtaine

the passage of two congressional resolutions

signed by President Reagan, establishing

the last week in June as "Helen Keller Deaf-

Blind Awareness Week. M

The Center is the only national non-

profit agency providing a full range of

I
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training and rehabilitation services for

deaf-blind Americans. Its purpose in

sponsoring a special week of awareness of

deaf-blindness is to bring to the attention

)f others that there are thousands of men

ind women who, like Helen Keller, are

capable of overcoming their disabilities and

ire able to contribute to community life as

productive individuals. Many of these

Deople are working in professions or

competitive employment today. Their success

depends on the public's realization that it

is ability, not disability, that counts,

rhe Helen Keller National Center is

dedicated to spreading this philosophy

through the use of media, posters, and the

cooperation of many public and private

agencies and groups.

This year's theme for the Deaf-Blind
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Awareness Week is " I NTERDEPENDENCE - A

JOINT VENTURE. " In a very real sense, every

member of human society is interdependent

upon all other members for success and

happiness. It has been proven that deaf-

blind people can be successful when given

encouragement, support, education, and

training, and this is the kind of joint ven-

ture our society must plan for the future

of deaf-blind people and society f s own goal

of human uplift.

AADB CONVENTION , 1987

The twelfth annual open convention of
j

The American Association of the Deaf-Blind |

will be held June 28 - July 5, 1987, on the

campus of California University, Pennsylvania

located about 40 miles from Pittsburgh. The

theme of this year T s convention will be
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"COMMUNICATION: REACHING OUT WITHIN THE

COMMUNITY."

As in past years, there will be

three categories of participants. DELEGATES

ire deaf-blind individuals who are entitled

to participate in all convention activities,

rhey must pay the convention fee. The fee

for delegates who are AADB members will be

&210.00, and the fee for delegates who are

Tot AADB members will be $230.00.

SUP PO RT SERVICE PROVIDERS are those who

aire able and willing to help out as

interpreters, guides, braille transcribers,

stc. SSP T s work is under the direction of

the Support Service Coordinator, who is re-

sponsible for scheduling and ensuring that

adequate support services are available for

ill activities. In return for donating

their time and skills, the AADB and host
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committee will pay the convention fee for all

who are accepted as support service pro-

viders.

OBSERVERS are all non-delegates who come

as professionals or who cannot, or will not,

serve as SSP T s. Observers are asked to pay

a fee of $50.00 per diem, or $285.00 for the

week. If an observer stays off-campus, the

fee will be $30.00 per diem.

All participants should plan to arrive

between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on Sunday,

June 28th, to allow time to get to the

convention site, register, get settled, and

attend the first event - dinner at 5:00 p.m.

Please be sure to give your travel plans to

AADB as far in advance as possible so that

transportation to the campus can be provided

for those arriving by bus, train, and plane.

Registration forms should be completed I

and sent to the AADB home office no later
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han June 1, 1987. An acknowledgement will

e sent of receipt of forms sent on or before

hat date. Registration forms will be

ccepted up to June 15, 1987, but no applica-

ion will be accepted after that date. Any

egistration sent after June 1, 1987, will

e subject to a $20.00 additional fee for

ate processing.

A whole week of exciting activities is

lanned including meetings, tours, and

ecreational events such as a cruise on the

hree Rivers and a day at Kennywood Amuse-

ent Park. This may be one of the largest

nd best-planned conventions ever!

FIELD NOTES

by Jules Cote, Associate Director

Since the last issue of NAT-CENT NEWS,

his writer has attended advocacy meetings

n Florida, Illinois, and Massachusetts.
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There appears to be a great deal of activity

at the state level to provide better services

for deaf-blind people. Helen Keller National

Center regional representatives have played

a vital role in advocacy planning, providing

information and technical assistance, I

arranging for the National Training Team

to visit interested private and public {

agencies, and assisting the Center's Techni-

cal Assistance Center to serve deaf-blind

individuals and their families.

It is gratifying to realize that pro- j

grams that were started five or six years

ago are now producing tangible results.

During the months of March and April, I

the Center was busy preparing for the May

meeting of its regional representatives and

affiliate specialists. This week-long

meeting serves that important purpose of
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keeping the field service staff up-to-date

on information, sharing new ideas, updating

the Center f s staff on former clients and new

developments, and keeping in touch with

colleagues. After the meeting, the Techni-

cal Assistance Center will provide a two-day

workshop on supported employment for some

of the Center's staff.

A number of states have indicated their

desire to become part of the Center T s

affiliate network. We are now formalizing

this process, spelling out the Helen Keller

National Center's responsibilities and those

of participating state agencies so as to

provide quality programs. These affiliations

will ensure continuing training of special-

ists in deaf-blind service and improve the

quality of such programs.
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CLIENTS VISIT SCU LPTURE STUDIO I

(Reprinted with permission of the PORT WASH-

INGTON NEWS, Port Washington, NY)

Sculptress Nina Cantrell of Port Wash- I

ington, recently received a visit from I

clients of the Helen Keller National Center.

The clients were Ronald Ickes, Karen Gillis-

pie, and Joseph Johnson. Interpreting the

tour for them, in f

i

ngerspell ing and manual

alphabet techniques, were Instructor Ann

Morales and Senior Instructor Madeline Cohen,

both from the Creative Arts Department of

the Center.

Otto Peter Erbar, Jr., executive direc-

tor of the Council for the Arts on the North

Shore, Long Island, had the idea for the

tour. " I think the experience was a mutually

beneficial and emotionally rewarding one for

all concerned, " he said, adding: "We often
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counsel people not to touch art, but the en-

joyment of some sculpture is often enhanced

by feeling. For the disabled in our com-

munity, sculpture is one art form that,

happily, needs no translation. The art

speaks for itself. "

In the case of Ms. Cantrell T s work,

this is especially true since she works in

a wide variety of stone and the texture is

an integral part of the art.

Pictured at Nina Cantrell's studio are: (1. to r.) Karen Gillispie, client;
Madeline Cohen, senior instructor; Ann Morales, instructor; Mary T. Campbell,
director of the Sabbeth Art Gallery at the Wunsch Arts Center; Ronald Ickes,'
client; Joseph Johnson, client; and Nina Cantrell, sculptress.
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A highlight of the tour was the artist's

willingness to share the use of her tools and

the experience of sculpting with the clients.

Sculptress Nina Cantrell (1.), shows Ronald Ickes, client (r.) how her
tools are used.

A NEW COMMUNICATOR

A new communication aid for use by

deaf-blind people has been developed in The

Netherlands. The device, which translates

alphabet letters into braille, makes it

possible for a seeing person to communicate
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ith a deaf-blind person. Knowledge of

raille is not required of the person sending

essages with the device, but is necessary

or the deaf-blind user.

The device has a standard typewriter

eyboard and a braille display consisting

f a perforated metal plate with raisable

ins which can form nine braille characters,

hen a key on the standard keyboard is

ressed, a corresponding braille character

ill be raised on the braille display. The

eaf-blind user puts fingers on the display

nd can read a whole word, up to nine

haracters, at once.

Power supply for the device is 220

olts, 50 hertz. Dimensions are 38 by 25

y 6 centimeters; weight, 2.7 kilograms,

rice is 2,500 Dutch florins, 737 pounds

terling, or approximately $900.00 U.S.
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dollars .

For further information, write:

Mrs. Drs. Anneke Balder, Coordinator,

"Stichting Doof-Bl i nden , " P.O. Box 580,

3500 An Utrecht, The Netherlands.

COMMUNICATION BOOKS :

FUNCTIONAL AIDS TO INDEPENDENCE

by Deborah Harlin, instructor, Commun i cat i on?

Learning Center, and Barbara Levittan,
j

speech-language pathologist.
j

Within the last year, the staff in the

Communications Learning Center at the Helen

Keller National Center has noticed an in-

creasing need among individuals who require

an alternate or supplemental communication

mode for expressing and/or receiving infor-

mation. The majority of these individuals
j

have no speech skills and limited reading

and writing skills. Their sign language
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abilities vary. In order to address the

needs of these clients, it has become neces-

sary to develop functional language tools -

that is, communication books to aid in their

ability to communicate with other people.

These books can be used in the classroom,

the work environment, at home, and in the

commun i ty

.

What \s a commun i cat i on book ? It i s a

functional tool that is individualized to

reflect the language levels and sensory

needs of each client. The books can consist

of picture-word pairs, basic written sight

vocabulary, tactual objects, tactual written

vocabulary (raised letters), or braille-

pr i nt comb i nat ions .

When i s th i s book used ? It is used in

situations to facilitate interaction between

two people who may not have a similar form
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of communication. For example, a deaf and

visually impaired person who does not have

speech or writing skills, can now indicate

what he or she wants in a restaurant or store

by pointing to a short phrase/picture in

the book. The individual can communicate

his or her needs without using an interpreter:

The person is now able to become independent

in areas where previously he had to rely on

others .

How i s _a commun i cat i on book made?

First, it is necessary to obtain information

from the individual and significant others

in his or her environment. It is important

to know the person T s likes and dislikes,

wants and needs, and general interests.

Next, it is important to consider the sen-

sory needs as well as the language level in

order to select an appropriate format. For
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example, some individuals can understand

large pictures. Others may need braille

labels. The individual learns to use the

book in the classroom as well as in the

community. Each communication book is a

looseleaf binder which consists of a coded

table of contents, durable pages consisting

of categorized material (for example, items

found in a drug or food store, leisure time

activities, feelings, medical/health issues,

etc.), and directions for use with the

publ i c.

As mentioned earlier, the communication

book reflects the individual needs of the

person using it. In order to maintain the

functional value of each book, it is

essential to adapt the book to reflect the

changing life experiences of the individual

as well as the growth in his or her
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communication abilities. It is also important

to remember that this is a supplemental aid

and not a replacement for the individual's

primary mode of communication.

LANDSCAPE FOR THE BLIND

by Lee Cain

(Reprinted with permission of THE CINCINNATI

POST, Cincinnati , Oh i o)

A sighted person can design and develop

a seemingly wonderful garden for the blind

that may miss the mark entirely. The test

is whether a visually impaired person can

"see" and enjoy the offering.

At this year's Cincinnati Home and Gar-

den Show, which ran in March at the Albert

B. Sabin Convention Center, 10 gardens teemed

with collections of spectacular plants.

Each had something that appealed to the
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disabled - but the exhibit entered by Jay T s

Garden Center of Milford was designed to be

shared with people who have impaired vision.

Was it a success?

Jay Jungclas found out when he invited

Donna LePiors, a resident of Clovernook Home

and School for the Blind, to "view" the

landscape. Ms. LePiors, who is deaf as well

as blind, recently completed a course in

horticulture at the Helen Keller National

Center.

As she entered the Convention Center her

blue eyes widened. "I can smell hyacinths.

I have a pot of them in my room," she said.

"Every day I put an ice cube in the pot -

it makes just enough water for the plants/'

By the time that she had reached the

second set of doors, she had detected many

kinds of flowers and mulch.
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Jungclas suggested he show her through

his garden. When she felt the railing along

the path, she told him she could go alone.

On the path, she touched tall plants

along the way like dogwoods and pussy

willows. Jungclas gave her a pot of moth

orchids. She touched each blossom, noting

that they were pretty enough but did not

smell

.

"
I like the hyacinths, tulips, and

pussy willows, " she told the nurseryman,

"because they smell so good."

A stainless steel sculpture that moved

like a gyroscope and occasionally clanged

together caught her attention. Ms. LePiors'

fingers felt the sound vibrations as she

touched each piece.

Ms. LePiors handled and smelled every-

thing, including long strings of cypress
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jlch .

The Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Gardens

5 providing animals to hold and pet and

leir own volunteers to assist blind visitors,

radio reading service offers poetry and

ther tapes for those who wish to rest in-

ide the garden.

Ms. LePiors indeed "saw" the Home and

irden Show. M lsn f t it nice of Jay to fix

iat garden so we can all see it," she said.

1 her special way, Ms. LePiors seems to see

)re than most of us.

DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS

Folks at the Texas School for the Blind

i Austin, Texas, are excited! The Deaf-

Lind Department at the school is having

ts first graduation ceremony.
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Saturday, May 16, 1987, is the red-lette

day. At 2:00 p.m. Lee Coughran, Nisa Eller,

Steve Ellis, Danny Gregory, Sharon Harris,

and Patty Salazar will wear maroon and gold

caps and gowns and receive diplomas from the

Texas School for the Blind. After all,

these six students have spent a total of 76

years at the school.

The ceremony will take place in the

patio area of the new Deaf-Blind Educational

Bu i Id i ng

.

Patty Salazar
Nisa Eller

Sharon Harris
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Steve Ellis Lee Coughran

Danny Gregory

Ron Sawasky
Photographer

This is a special event in more

ways than one. The first graduation of

deaf-blind students at the school is also the

official Open House for the new facilities

for education of deaf-blind people, and it

will be a happy time to welcome and visit

with former students and staff, families,

and special friends of the Deaf-Blind

Department for a reunion.

Graduation for these students is quite

different than for high school students at
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the Texas School for the Blind. Practice

started months ahead of the big event. It's

difficult for the girls to learn how to put

on and wear pantyhose for the first time, and

how to sit in a dress; and for the boys,

wearing a tie and not flicking it is a new

experience! Even shaking hands and holding

the diploma requires practice, and it's hard

to learn to tolerate that cap on your head!

Why is this all so important? "Just

ask our moms and dads," the students say.

"We're just as important as our brothers,

sisters, and cousins. We've been in school

for more years, but we also have important

plans for our futures! This special day

marks the end of our school days and the

start of adult adventures. We'll do this

for our f am i 1 i es .

"
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NEW DIRECTORY AVAILABLE

The Helen Keller National Center

announces the publication of its revised

DIRECTORY OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

SERVING DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUALS, 1987, which

is designed as a resource and an aid to

oarents and professionals who are seeking

services for deaf-blind individuals nation-

wide. The Directory includes federally

funded and public and privately funded pro-

grams, and the listings appear alphabetically

according to state, city, and name of agency.

The data includes directors name,

geographical service area, eligibility re-

quirements, age range of the population

served, major services, communication modes,

funding sources, and contact person. The

Directory T s three-ring binder permits the

addition of updated material which will be
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forwarded periodically to users.

To order, send $10.00 payable to HKNC,

to: Community Education Department, HKNC,

111 Middle Neck Road, Sands Point, NY 11050

(516) 944-8900 (voice and TDD).

A SPECIAL GUEST AT THE WHITE HOUSE

by Pat McDermott

( Ed i tor T s note : Janie Biell, whose story

appears below, was a trainee at the Helen

Keller National Center when the episode

described occurred. Pat McDermott is Janie's

mother . )

Janie was born profoundly deaf. She

learned to talk and lip-read with our teach-

ing under the guidance of the John Tracy I

Clinic in California. She completed two !

years of college; drove her own car; was
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the first deaf person hired by Avco Corpora-

tion-Newport Beach; married; owned her own

home; and was raising her three children,

all of whom hear.

In 1984, she was diagnosed as having

retinitis pigmentosa, an incurable eye

disease, and told she would lose her eye-

sight. At that time she was asked what she

would most want to see if she could go

anywhere in the world. Without hesitation

her response was Washington, D.C. She

wanted to see all the historical buildinas

she had studied about in school.

On May 1, 1986, unbeknownst to Janie, I

wrote to Nancy Reagan f s personal secretary

telling her of Janie's wish. I asked her to

intercede for me to see if Janie could visit

the White House and get a "glimpse" of the

President and Mrs. Reagan.
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Seven days later I received a call from

Jane Erebeeck, personal secretary to Mrs.

Reagan. She said, "Mrs. McDermott, I have

received your letter and have shown it to

Mrs. Reagan. On Saturday, May 24, 1987, Mrs.

Reagan is having a tennis tournament at the

White House and she would like you, your hus-

band, and Janie to be her auests for the

tournament that afternoon and a reception

following in the White House." Well . . .

I couldn't believe what I was hearing and in

my excitement almost dropped the phone!

Three days later we received engraved

invitations, and May 22nd we were on our way

to meet Janie at Kennedy Airport and then j

drive her to Washington, D.C. I

On Saturday, May 24th - the big day - we

taxied from our hotel to the East Gate of 1

the White House where we were greeted by
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riendly White House guards. We met Shirley,

ne of Mrs. Reagan f s secretaries, who intro-

uced us to a handsome young Marine Captain

om Gilroy, who would be our guide for the

ay. He walked us toward the south lawn to a

roup of large, canape-covered tables where

hips, dips, and soft drinks were being

erved.

There was excitement in the air as

uests and celebrities began to arrive. Many

f them were actors, actresses, Olympic gold

edal winners, tennis stars and dignitaries.

As we enjoyed refreshments, surroundings

nd celebrities, Jack Cortamache, Mrs.

:eagan ! s chief of staff, approached us saying

ie was happy we were able to be there and to

et him know if there was anything we wanted,

en Baron introduced himself as Mrs. Reagan f s

pecial projects chairman and proceeded to
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tell us about the program and purpose of

today T s event, "Just Say No to Drugs for

Little Children."

The tennis tournament began with four

participants playing for twenty-minute inter-

vals. There were little innuendos voiced

from the audience, the players, master of

ceremony, the judges, and the President -

making it a very light, fun-filled afternoon.

At four o T clock the press and cameramen

were allowed to come onto the court and the

President and First Lady were escorted across

the court. They passed in front of us,

stepped up the right side of Janie, and were

seated behind us! (Janie could lean on the

President's knee during the tournament!) The

expression on her face was priceless as she

realized what had just occurred!

When the tournament ended, Mrs. Reagan
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walked onto the court with Tom Selleck, the

actor, to present trophies and talk about

the "Just Say No" program. She then invited

everyone "up to the house for refreshments."

We proceeded up the drive entering the

White House lower level south entrance, then

up the winding stairs to a circular landing

where the Presidents band played dance music

Adjoining this half-circle room which looks

out over the front entrance is a great hall

carpeted in red. At one end of the hall is

the East Room, and at the other end is the

State Dining Room. In each of these rooms

was a long buffet table laden with dinner

from hors d ! oeuvres through desserts. On

the other side of the room was a buffet bar

where waiters served a choice of cocktails,

champagne, wine or mixed drinks.

A receiving line was forming in the Red
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Room, one of three rooms off the center hall,

As we entered the room we were asked to give

our name to the officer as we wished to be

introduced to the President and Mrs. Reagan.

We met, exchanged a few words, and they said

they hoped we were enjoying the day. We

then followed the guests into dinner.

As our beautiful day was coming to a

close, Jack Cortamache approached us to ask

if we would come with him to the great hall

near the elevator because the President and

Mrs. Reagan wanted to say goodbye to us.

While other guests were leaving, there we

were with the President and First Lady thank-

ing them for the wonderful time and they were

telling us how happy they were that we were

able to come.

At that moment I told the President this

was Janie f s 35th birthday, and how happy this
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trip had made her. He turned to her again,

exuberantly shook her hand, and wished her

a happy birthday as Mrs. Reagan leaned for-

ward and gave Janie a big hug. Janie's face

turned the color of her red blouse, she was

so taken with what they had done for her.

President Ronald Reagan
and First Lady Nancy Reagan
express birthday congratu-
lations to Janie Biell (L.)
as her mother, Pat
McDermott proudly looks on.
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Captain Gilroy was at our side to es-

cort us out. My husband, Frank, remarked,

"I hate to leave" as he turned to take one

last look at the White House. Captain Gil-

roy heard him and, as he removed his hat and

jacket, remarked, "Here, you take these,

Mr. McDermott - and my place - and I
f 1 1 leave

with your wife and daughter!"

As we entered the taxi, we turned to

wave goodbye to our fairy tale day and all

the wonderful people who had helped make

Janie T s birthday the greatest ever and one

she will never forget!

HERE AND THERE

Congratulations are due to Mrs. Jerry

Jamerson of Cumberland, Virginia, who this

year has won seven first-place blue ribbons

for her arts and crafts work at local fairs.
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Aost recently, Jerry, a former client of the

lelen Keller National Center, took first place

in a statewide competition in Virginia for a

Deautifully crocheted tablecloth! Jerry is

veil known in her home community and

surrounding areas, where she often speaks to

church, school, civic clubs, and other groups

ibout her training at the Center, and the

communication methods used by deaf-blind

Deople.

WORLD NEWS TODAY is a new braille

nagazine which will be appearing within the

lext few months. The magazine, using the

Latest developments in technology for braille

Droduction, will contain general news,

~ecipes, advertisements, and general articles

Df interest, and will be sent on a weekly

Dasis. Its contents will be similar to the

format of regular printed newspapers, and the
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plan is to get the news to braille readers

as quickly as possible. Subscription rates

are: fifty issues for one year - $50.00;

twenty-five issues for six months - $25.00.

For further information, write to: WORLD

NEWS TODAY, P.O. Box 675, Alamo, California

94507 or telephone (415) 831-9679.

WORTHY OF PRAISE

The Hadley School for the Blind,

Winnetka, Illinois, is the only international

correspondence school for the blind and vis-

ually impaired, with courses in many diverse

subjects. Among its students have always

been deaf-blind men and women taking various

courses and interested in self- improvement .

This year Hadley announced that the

recipient of the Richard Kinney Challenge

of Living Award is Ruth Harriet Silver of
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The award, named after

Richard Kinney, the late president of Hadley

who was himself deaf-blind, is given to a

student who is deaf-blind and has shown out-

standing academic achievement.

Ms. Silver, who at one time taught deaf-

blind children at Perkins School for the

Blind in Massachusetts, is blind and uses

hearing aids, without which she is

practically deaf. She is currently the

director of the Center for Deaf-Blind

Persons in Milwaukee, which she helped to

organ i ze.
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EDITORIAL

LEST WE FORGET

by Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

Years ago, while I was serving as

associate director of Services for the Deaf-

Blind at The Industrial Home for the Blind,

I had an elderly man as a client who had a

remarkable talent for identifying people

readily by touch. Orris had been totally

deaf and blind most of his life, but he rare-

ly failed to identify a person simply by

feeling the hand that was offered to him.

Many of his friends tried to confuse him by

altering the way they spelled, or by using

their other hand, but he would merely rub

their hands between his fingers and then

spell out the correct name.

Orris definitely had a unique ability

but it is not one shared in common with

most deaf-blind individuals.



Over the years, many deaf-blind people

have expressed their annoyance and dislike

of having to guess the identities of others

who ask, "Guess who this is?
M They point

out that such guessing games are for chil-

dren, and that they, as adults, should not

have to participate in them. One deaf-blind

friend has commented: "Expecting me to gues:

the identity of someone plays on my disabil-

ities - and I

f m an individual, too." I

The remedy to this situation is a simpli

one: identify yourself to your deaf-blind

friends. Use a name sign or a special ges-

ture that is easily recognized.

Equally important is the need to com-

municate with deaf-blind individuals direct-

ly. If one has the essential communication

skills for conversing with a deaf-blind

person, there is no valid excuse for using



a third person to relay information to a

deaf-blind person. Communicating directly

establishes a sense of warmth and personal

intimacy that lessens the deaf-blind indi-

viduals 1 sense of isolation, revitalizing

their belief that they are still part of

the world they live in and function as dis-

tinct personalities of their own.

Every individual has a sense of his/her

own dignity as a human being. Deaf-blind

people are no exception, and we can provide

that extra uplift to the spirit by a simple

sign or gesture, or a few direct, personal

words that break through the barrier of

isolation.

REFLECTED GLORY

On July 3, 1987, at its annual awards

banquet, the American Association of the

Deaf-Blind presented its John J. Murphey
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Award for outstanding service as a vol-

unteer for the deaf-blind to our own Linda

Ann Stillman. The award, named after the

late "Jack" Murphey, who was himself deaf-

blind and much loved by his colleagues

and friends, is given annually to an out-

standing individual who has given dedicated

service as a volunteer to the deaf-blind

population.

Linda Stillman, who is a member of the

HKSB Board of Trustees, has been a volunteer

worker at the Helen Keller National Center

for more than a decade. She is a certified

braille transcriber who has turned out

thousands of pages of braille for the

Center f s staff and clients. In addition,

she organized the Center f s braille office,

and is now working as a volunteer interpret-

er for Michelle Smithdas, who is currently



in the Master f s degree program at Columbia

Un i vers i ty

.

'

Before coming to the Helen Keller

National Center, Linda was involved in many

volunteer activities, including the estab-

lishment of Meals on Wheels, a program which

supplies hot meals for the elderly and home-

bound.

Linda Stillman shows Robert J. Smithdas, assistant
director of the Helen Keller National Center, the
1987 John J. Murphey Award.
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Accepting the award, Mrs. Stillman

MWe all search for life's work that

is useful and meaningful. My volunteer

work has fulfilled this quest/ 1

"My participation at the Helen Keller

National Center has brought me not only

a real sense of satisfaction, but a warm

and deep friendship with people I really

care about. I look forward to continuing

my efforts at the Center to ensure they

reflect the needs and desires of those who

are deaf-blind. "

FIELD NOTES_____ *

By Jules Cote 1

,
Associate Director

Last May, the Helen Keller National

Center sponsored a one-week training meet-

ing for its field services personnel. The

meeting was attended by the Center f s region-

al representatives and twenty-one affiliates.



Highlights of the meeting included a pre-

sentation by Mr. James Henson of Kentucky

on "A Statewide Approach to Comprehensive

Services"; Dr. Bernadette Kappen, from

Philadelphia, whose topic was "Overbrook

School f s Community-Based Program"; and

Mitchell Turbin, from Seattle, who dis-

cussed "Psychological Implications of

Usher f

s Syndrome 11." On Friday, the

last day, Mr. Jack Franchetti, "Voice of

the New York Mets" baseball club, pre-

sented a half-day workshop on "Becoming

a More Effective Speaker."

In the last issue of NAT-CENT NEWS it

was mentioned that some states wanted their

specialists in services to the deaf-blind

to participate in the Center f

s affiliate

program. We are pleased to announce that

Florida f s Department of Education, Division

of Blind Services, is now part of the
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affiliate network. Their specialist is Mr.

Mondi Azpeitia, and he will participate as

a member of the Genter r s network of service

prov i s i on

.

To provide more service to deaf-blind

persons, we are adding two new regional

representatives to the Center T s field

staff. One will be assigned to the Seattle

office to work with the large number of

deaf-blind persons in the Seattle and

Portland areas; the other will be located

in the Atlanta, Georgia, office which

serves eight states where there has been

an increase in direct service activities.

Another person will be added to field ser-

vices who will serve as a resource special-

ist to work with elderly deaf-blind in-

d i v i duals.

The Center f s affiliate program has

seen many additions, and we are planning



to hire specialists in Arkansas, Hawaii,

Massachusetts, and at the Alabama School

for the Deaf and Blind. Currently we

have a new affiliate in Chicago, the Center

for Rehabilitation and Training of the

Disabled, and HKNC has entered into a con-

tract with Mississippi State University to

develop a new data base for its national

reg i ster

.

THE JOY OF ART
FOUND BY TOUCH

by Barbara Delatiner
(Reprinted with permission of THE NEW YORK

TIMES, New York, NY. )

Alfred Van Loen was worried. Although

thousands of people have trekked through

the sculptor f

s meandering Huntington Station

studio, this day was different. Mr. Van Loen

was expecting a visit from residents of the
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Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind

Youths and Adults.

He had considerable experience working

with autistic children, he pointed out.

"Art is a wonderful way to break through,"

he said. But how, he wondered, could he

reach out to visitors who could neither see

his work nor hear him talk about it?

Minutes after the arrival of the van

from the Sands Point Center - the only fed-

erally financed program in the country

devoted to the rehabilitation and training

of deaf-blind people - Mr. Van Loen discover-

ed what two other sculptors, Nina Cantrell of

Port Washington and Katie Seiden of Sea Cliff,

had previously learned. At the request of

the Council for the Arts on the North Shore,

which originated the program, they too, had

opened their studios to HKNC clients, as

the staff calls them, and, Ms. Seiden said,
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had found that sculpture was the ideal ar-

tistic experience for such people.

"Most sighted people look at sculpture

and then go right by," she said. "But sculp-

ture is meant to be touched. And since the

HKNC clients can f t see and can't hear, one

of the senses they have left is the sense of

touch. Watching them with my work - feeling

the materials, responding to the humor in my

use of discarded objects, and reacting to a

new way of exploring things because they,

even more than most people, are locked into

what they can imagine - was marvelous.

"They learn by feeling, and if I could

enrich their lives, help open their imagina-

tions and philosophically, perhaps because I

do use things that others throw away, show

them how things that have no apparent value

have value in new form, then the visit was
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worthwhile. Besides, it's just fun to go

to an artist f s studio. "

Client, Joe Ann Jackson, explores sculpture donated
by artist Katie Seiden to the Helen Keller National
Center.

"It was to provide the HKNC clients

with an opportunity to have fun and also

expand their creative horizons that the

council, based at the Wunsch Arts Center in
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Glen Cove, began the program, " said Otto Peter

Erbar Jr., its executive director.

"I was walking through our Sabbeth Art

Gallery during a recent sculpture show," he

said, "quite unconsciously running my hand

over a stone bird without seeing it, but

knowing it was a bird, when I realized what

a great project this would be. To tell

people, usually told not to touch art, to go

ahead and touch, and especially to make that

experience available to people who are blind

and are so suited for it. That r s what an

arts council's supposed to do - make arts

opportunities available to people who other-

wise would not have them. M

"And with us acting as middlemen," said

Mary T. Campbell, the director of the Sabbeth

Art Gallery, "we essentially set up a model

for others to follow - for other
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organizations, museums, and galleries - to

provide for the people who are handicapped/ 1

"From the Helen Keller Center's point

of view, the sculpture program was important

in several ways," said Barbara Hausman, a

spokeswoman. "It provided an opportunity

for the community and the clients to have

some contact; to give the public inform-

ation about the world of deaf-blind people.

"With more visability comes more un-

derstanding," she said. "Such activities

also give the clients a sense of experienc-

ing the world. They come to us from usually

isolated, sedentary lives, and any exposure

to the outside is meaningful. Naturally,

i t
T

s a valuable learning experience that

adds to our creative arts program. All

clients - and we can accommodate 50 who stay

for an average of a year - take creative
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arts, both as a therapeutic outlet and to

provide leisure-time activities. And don T t

forget the pure joy involved in using the

senses - the joy of feeling roundness, the

sensation of feeling cold marble or grained

wood. We get joy from experiencing art,

and so do they, in their own way."

In the two hours that the four visit-

ors, whose ages ranged from mid-20 f s to

mid-40's, spent at the Van Loen studio,

all those elements came together. They

were accompanied by three staff members

who served as interpreters by fingerspell-

ing into their palms or using sign language

for those with limited vision.

Unbridled joy at discovery, exclam-

ations of pleasure (sometimes expressed

only through laughter by people who could

not speak), and silent acknowledgement of

understanding were apparent as Christopher
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Cook, Helen Mclntee, Joe Ann Jackson, and

Krissy Carbone made their way through the

sculpture garden, indoor workrooms, and

informal gallery, "exper i enc i ng" Mr. Van

Loen T s sculpture in stone, wood, and Lucite.

The fun experienced by Ms. Jackson and

Mrs. Mclntee was obvious. They swung on

the trunk of a massive "Echo Elephant

Swing" that Mr. Van Loen had created years

ago for his children, let the water that

spurted from his abstract hammered-brass

fountain trickle through their outstretched

fingers, and touched every piece intently

to feel the texture and define the form.

A large wooden "Fertility Goddess"

was particularly mirth-provoking. "lt T s

got 19 bosoms," Mrs. Mclntee said. "Wow."

"It feels like a cow must feel," Ms.

Jackson said with a laugh. "
I "m glad I

f m
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For Miss Carbone, who has cerebral

palsy as well as being deaf and legally

blind, it was a matter of absorbing new

concepts. As she went from sculpture to

sculpture, thoughtfully examining each,

she told her guide that that particular

medium would be her next venture in class.

"She's determined to do everything,"

said Madeline Cohen, a Creative Arts

senior instructor at the Center.

Mr. Cook, who suffers from a disease

that has progressively made him completely

blind and deaf (he does speak because the

illness had its onset in adolescence), was

perhaps the most serious "potential"

sculptor. He has worked in clay since he

was a teen-ager, and, he said, would like

to make his living "making and selling

sculpture .

"
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"The studio visits have been especially

profound for him," said Ann Morales, another

Creative Arts instructor at the Center. "He

is such a private person and one of the few

times he expresses himself is in Creative

Arts .

tt

"Being exposed to abstract as well

as realistic forms is helping his growth

process," she said. "He f s beginning to

express himself more symbolically. He f s

getting looser, emotionally as well as ar-

tistically. And where a few months ago he

might have done a self-portrait true to form

by actually recreating his features, now I

think he T ll be more expressive. This pro-

gram has really reached him."

By the end of the visit, it had also

reached the initially nervous Mr. Van Loen,

who was impressed by being able to affect

people through "pure art, medium and form."
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The experience, he said, was "absolutely

heart-warm i ng .

"

"Watching people in the throes of dis-

covering something, seeing the expressions

on their faces, the pleasure they got in a

purely emotional way, was remarkable," he

said. "I don T t think my work has ever

been seen this way before, and it T s

terribly gratifying."

SPECIAL GRANT OFFERS ASSISTANCE

Could your deaf-blind clients use

TeleBraille equipment? They may qualify

for a partial subsidy through the Electronic

Aids program at Associated Services for the

Blind. The TeleBraille - like the Optacon,

the VersaBra i lie , and some computer devices -

can provide vital access to information for

blind and deaf-blind users. But the cost of

these devices puts them out of reach for
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many of the people who need them most.

Fortunately, we have received funding

this year to provide about half the purchase

price of a TeleBraille to a small group of

qualified users. Of course, our funding is

not enough to solve everyone's equipment-

related financial problems, but we expect

to help between 50 and 60 blind and deaf-

blind buyers this year. We're seeking se-

rious, self-motivated, aspiring users who

have a well focused plan to put a TeleBraille

to work in specific situations - for employ-

ment, education, or just fundamental personal

independence. If this sounds like someone

you know, please encourage your clients to

apply. Write to Electronic Aids Program,

Associated Services for the Blind, 919 Walnut

Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107 for applicat ions

in both print and braille.
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TELEVISION ACCESS FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

By Linda Anderson, Research Associate

For those who are hearing impaired,

participation in an American pastime, tele-

vision watching, requires a little tech-

nical assistance. The technology of closed

captioning of programs has made TV access

more enjoyable and meaningful for the hear-

ing impaired. Closed captions are trans-

mitted at the same time as the TV signals.

With a small device called a decoder, one

is able to read these signals on a tele-

vision set. Speech and sounds of television

appear on the TV screen as subtitles. Closed

captioning of public television began in

1980 with 16 hours of air time; today more

than 130 hours of TV time each week are

broadcast with closed captioning. However,

until recently, if a person was both deaf

and blind, accessing TV captions was still
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a problem.

Daniel Hinton, a communications engi-

neer, believed that this problem could be

solved. Mr. Hinton works for Scientific

Applications International Corporation

(SAIC). He felt the advanced technology

available today could be applied to solve

some of the problems of deaf-blind people.

He knew that being deaf-blind could mean

the need to get an interpreter for the

Super Bowl or World Series, or having to ask

a friend what the weather would be for the

day. Though newspapers and magazines pro-

vide good information and variety, they are

often received too late to satisfy a reader's

curiosity. So Mr. Hinton designed a device

to access TV closed captions for deaf-blind

individuals- the Braille Telecaption System.

Currently, there are two systems that
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have been built. One provides the TV cap-

tion in braille, while the other displays

them in large print. The braille system

uses a TeleCaption II decoder, a Commodore

64 personal computer, and a braille commu-

nication device. The Helen Keller National

Center chose to use the TeleBraille device.

In some states deaf-blind consumers can

borrow a TeleBraille from the telephone

company without charge. However, other

braille devices such as the VersaBraille

and the M i crobra i Her can also be used with

the Braille TeleCaption System. TV signals

are picked up by the decoder, sent to the

computer, and changed to the signals for a

TDD call. The braille communication device

can then pick up the message and display it

in Grade One braille.

The second system displays large-print
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captions on a computer screen. This system

uses a decoder and an IBM personal computer.

It allows a person to save a TV show on a

computer disk so that it can be read later.

It also lets one send the information to

a printer in case a paper copy of the show

is wanted.

HKNC client, Joe Johnson, reads a closed-captloned television
broadcast in braille.
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A bold print copy of the closed-captioned broadcast is seen on an IBM computer.

Both systems let users control the speed

of reading. Beginning braille students at

the Center appreciated this feature, since

electronic braille can be very fast, and

feels different from paper braille. Some-

times a spoken TV show is just too fast to

be enjoyed at a leisurely pace.

The Helen Keller National Center has

been working with Daniel Hinton and his
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research project since September, 1986.

Deborah Harlin, a communications instructor,

and this writer have been working with deaf-

blind people who are in training at the

Center on how to use these new systems. We

have also demonstrated both systems at

national meetings and conferences in New York,

Chicago, Seattle, and Sante Fe.

Watching television is a pastime that

entertains and keeps us informed about changes

in the world. It provides topics of common

interest for us to talk about with friends

and family. Television is an important

source of general information. Captioning of

TV shows provides exposure to English lan-

guage models, idioms, and new vocabulary.

With the Braille TeleCaption System, the

pleasure and education offered by television

are now available to people who are deaf-

blind.
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If you are interested in obtaining fur-

ther information about the Braille Tele-

Caption System, please contact Linda

Anderson or Deborah Harlin at the Helen

Keller National Center.

EXCEPTIONAL IS THE WORD FOR THIS LADY
,

i » —«^— - i
"

'

How can a person who is both blind and

deaf have a positive outlook? The answer

is difficult, but Sherry Cardell comes close

to meeting that criteria.

Sherry - that f

s what she wants to be

called - resides in Little Rock, Arkansas.

She tends her apartment herself, cooks her

meals, and maintains relationships with

friends and associates.

How does she do all these things, being

unable to see or hear?

To answer that question you have to be

around Sherry. She is an individual who
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strives for independence and is appreciative

of any favor.

Not only is Sherry without sight or

hearing, she also has multiple sclerosis

and spends much of the daytime in a wheel-

chair. Still, thanks to the Office for the

Deaf and Hearing Impaired (ODHI) and her own

valiant efforts, she keeps in touch with

others and reads - yes reads!

Two high technology systems located in

her apartment enable her to do these things.

One involves a TDD (a telephone device for

the deaf) and a TeleBraille. The other is

an Optacon (optical-to-tactile-converter).

With the TDD, which has a typewriter-

like keyboard, a visual display, and a modem,

Sherry can type out a message on the key-

board. The person to whom she corresponds

must also have a TDD and can type out

a response to the message. Being blind,
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however, Sherry cannot read the return mes-

sage except with the TeleBraille. The unit

has a braille console that translates the

message which appears on the TDD visual

display into electronically controlled

braille, which Sherry can read.

She can use the system either with a

telephone, or in face-to-face conversation

with a person unable to use finger and hand

commun i cat i ons .

The second system Sherry uses, the

Optacon, is a compact, portable reading aid

for a blind person. The system, about the

size of a textbook and weighing less than

two pounds, works by converting a printed

image into a tactile image that a blind

person can feel with one finger.

According to the manufacturer, after

a period of training and practice, a blind

person can use the system to read ordinary
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books, magazines, newspapers and other

printed materials.

Sherry, of course, is justifiably

proud of the two systems, which were pur-

chased for her by ODHI. A measure of their

value to her is that now she wants to enter

the University of Arkansas at Little Rock

and study writing.

Perhaps a printed motto that hangs in

Sherry T s apartment sums up her view of life.

It says, "The sensitivity of a friend can

remove today T s grievances."

FRIENDS? YOU BETCHA

by Jack Lewis

(Reprinted with permission of THE SCRANTONIAN,

Scranton, PA)

(The following article is about Nathan

Kessler, a former client of the Helen Keller

National Center.)

As they frequently say in the newsroom,
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an interesting story possibility came

across my desk the other day which I de-

cided to pursue, hoping you r ll enjoy it

too. If there is a moral to this story

it has to be M count your blessings. "

My new friend is Nathan Kessler, a

one-time upholstery craftsman who lives

alone at Lutherwood Apartments across from

Lake Scranton. He keeps busy in retire-

ment doing crafts, meeting and enjoying

people, and playing scrabble or crossword

games. He's a terror - beats all the com-

petition! He r s a clever word juggler.

June 21, 1987 is an important date

for Nathan. It's the start of Deaf-Blind

Awareness Week. You see, folks, Nate

Kessler is deaf and legally blind, a victim

of retinitis pigmentosa (RP) since birth.

He does have a little tunnel vision and

has undergone eye surgery.
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At 61, Nate is an amazing, intelligent

man. He has a sensational outlook on life.

Let Nate's nephew, Mark Berger, tell

you about his uncle: "He sits around and

smiles constantly. My friends enjoy being

with him. They like his company, his up-

beat conversation. They talk to Uncle Nate

by spelling out letters in the palm of his

hands .

"

By his own words, Nate says braille

remains his first love. "It has been a

boon to me.
M

A bachelor, Uncle Nate gets along

just fine with meals. Every morning, ex-

cept weekends, a Meals on Wheels volunteer

delivers soup and fruit from the kitchen

of a nearby nursing home. "It's a dairy

meal at lunch and a meat meal at dinner.

When the meal is marked hot, I put it in

my broiler. When it ?

s marked cold, I eat
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it," Nate said in his note to me.

Listen to this enjoyable guy, will

you? "It's so easy for me to cook. I

depend on memory, touch, smell, and a little

tunnel vision."

Uncle Nate like to perk up his life

with an occasional passenger ride on

Mark's big Honda. A spin to Mt. Cobb is

h i s favor i te

.

Nate attended the Pennsylvania School

for the Deaf in Philadelphia, graduating

in 1945. He did well in the upholstery

craft, including operating his own shop

until 11 years ago when RP placed him in

an unwilling retirement.

He f s a big booster of schools for the

deaf and blind and state and local blind

associations. He attended the Helen Keller

National Center in Sands Point, NY; craft
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classes at the blind associ at i on, and is a

member of the Pennsylvania Council of the

Blind. He attends meetings with the help

of an interpreter who spells words on Nate's

hand. " I

t

f s easy to understand, " Mate

said in his note to me.

Nate uses some computerized machines

for the deaf, including a teletype, pocket

buzzer, and transmitter. Actually, i t T s

his personality that really keeps open his

communication lines with people.

Thanks for introducing yourself, Nate.

Count me in as another friend.

SHE HAS THINGS TO LIVE FOR

by Heather Reed (Reprinted with permission

of the Natchez Democrat, Natchez, Ml)

Earldean Harden, deaf, legally blind,

and partially paralyzed, cannot smile, but

her laugh explains how happy she is. "I
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have things to live for," Miss Harden wrote

on a sheet of paper. "lt T s hard, but some-

times I just ignore, go on and do other

things. I may just sit and look. I have

to accept the way I am."

A once healthy, happy college freshman,

Miss Harden is a victim of von Reckling-

hausen^ Disease, a hereditary disorder

that produces spots and tumors on the skin

and tumors on the nerves and bones.

Her mother, Linda Harden, said that

when she was in high school, she lost about

80 percent of her hearing and had head-

aches, but doctors could not figure out

what was wrong. Finally, von Reckling-

hausen^ Disease was diagnosed. Miss Harden

had a tumor wrapped around her brain stem,

and doctors said that she would have a

5 percent chance of living if it were re-

moved and no chance if it were not.
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Tumors had also grown on Miss Harden's

optic and auditory nerves. The surgery left

her totally deaf and paralyzed, and doc-

tors said she would never walk again, but

Miss Harden proved them wrong. "I can f t

walk so good. When I bump into children,

I get mad, M Miss Harden said, with a bit

of a chuckle. But she can walk. Miss

Harden f

s face and throat remain paralyzed.

Because she cannot blink, she has two

stitches in each eyelid to help protect

her eyes. Her poor vision cannot be cor-

rected by glasses.

Miss Harden, 28, was majoring in busi-

ness administration at Jackson State Uni-

versity before the disease struck. She is

one of 10 children, and she said that busi-

ness and family are still two of her main

goals in life. " I want a family - someone

to care for and to take care of." she said.
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Miss Harden spends her days helping

her mother around the house by cleaning,

cooking, ironing clothes, and making beds.

She also sews sometimes, but not as much

as she did before her disease struck be-

cause she no longer has the patience.

The biggest problem she r s had since be-

coming deaf-blind is communicating with

others. "I can f t talk to people like I used

to. A lot of people I used to talk to I

can f

t because they don't do this," she

said, moving her hands in sign language.

Miss Harden is often left out of conver-

sations because people will not take the

time to tell her in sign language what

everyone is talking about. "I want them to

talk so l

T ll understand," she said.

"When I was hearing, I used to do more

things. I used to like to play games, but

now people don't have time to explain."
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Miss Harden said she wants to be treated

just like anyone else. At the same time,

she says, people should realize she has

limits to what she can do. "I have my

limits. All of us do. I just have different

1 i mi ts ,

" she sa i d.

People often stare at Miss Harden, and

that bothers her. She would rather have

someone come up and ask her about her

handicap than have them stare at her.

Because she began life as an outgoing

person, Miss Harden has been able to over-

come some of her communication problems.

rt

It isn f t hard for me to make friends, but

I thought it would be," she said. She still

enjoys meeting people, especially when

they can converse with her in sign language.

Miss Harden remembers the despair she

felt before adjusting to her handicap. I

thought everything was finished until I
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started going to these special schools.

Last year, she made a trip to New York

to the Helen Keller National Center. She

was introduced to various equipment for

deaf-blind people such as an alarm clock

that vibrates instead of rings. During her

eight-month stay in New York, Miss Harden

worked in a bank sorting coins and in a

library sorting cards for the card catalog.

She lived by herself in an apartment on the

school grounds, and although she had some-

one help her shop, she did all of her own

cooking and cleaning. " I got a chance to

learn about living by myself."

Miss Harden can wake up by herself,

fix her breakfast, get ready for work and

clean up, but she is worn out after she

does that because she lacks endurance, sa i

d

her counselor, Susan Smither, from the

Mississippi Vocational Rehabilitation
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Agency for the Blind in Natchez. For this

reason, she needs a roommate - not someone

to take care of her, but someone to help

with the day-to-day chores.

In August, Miss Harden will begin a

training program at Royal Maid in Hazel-

hurst. Royal Maid is a company that makes

such things as mops, brooms, plastic ware,

and military equipment such as camouflage

jackets. Miss Harden either will live in an

apartment with a roommate or in the group

home there.

Because of her experience, Miss Harden

now can do many things on her own. After

her stay at the Helen Keller National

Center, Miss Harden flew home by herself.

She has her own money, and when someone

takes her into town, she can do her own

shopp i ng

.

" I can T

t see some things. When I go
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shopping to town, when I am looking for

things, it gets confusing, " she said. Miss

Harden has endured the sometimes painful

trials of her handicap, but realizing she

can overcome them is very important to her.

"A lot of things hurt me. I feel like

crying, but I don T t stay down. I guess it's

self-love, " she wrote.

SPECIAL NOTICE

The Tactile Speech Indicator (TSI) is

now available for $25.00 each, prepaid,

which includes shipping and handling. For

further information or purchase, contact

Greg Verity, 53 Haven Avenue, Port Washington,

New York 11050.
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RUBELLA BABIES GROW UP

by Michelle Slatalla

(Reprinted with permission of NEWSDAY,NY)

In the bank, Sharon Brown is the only

customer who holds a magnifying glass an

inch above a deposit slip, the only account

holder whose nose touches the glass as she

painstakingly signs her name. In the post

office, she is the only one in line who has

a picture book open to an illustration of

a stamp, the only person who points to the

picture when the clerk asks her what she

wants to buy.

Sharon Brown is deaf. She is legally

blind. She cannot talk. The disabilities

that set her apart are the legacy of a

disease that struck her mother during preg-

nancy. Brown was one of 20,000 American

infants born with birth defects in the mid-

1960s in the wake of a two-year epidemic
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of rubella (German measles) that caused

about 12.5 million cases of the disease.

Now, at 21, Brown has learned to communicate

through sign language and is one of nine

"rubella kids" who live and work at the

Helen Keller National Center in Sands Point.

In the next year, these rubella kids - and

thousands like them around the country - will

be ready to leave the protected environments

of special schools, ready to get jobs and

live in group homes with other disabled

young adults.

But because so many deaf and blind and

retarded babies were born in such a short

time as a result of the epidemic, the ru-

bella kids have created what experts call a

"bulge" in the system - a sudden, big in-

crease in the number of people who need

placement in group homes. And the system
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is having a hard time absorbing the bulge.

In 1965, when Bea Brown told a doctor

about the raised spots on her face, the

doctor said not to worry about a few bumps.

The rash went away in a few days. But what

Bea Brown T s doctor had not realized was

that the bumps were symptoms of rubella, a

virus whose effects in nonpregnant people

are mild: a slight fever, a red rash that

lasts a few days, and mild swelling of

lymph glands. But Bea Brown was pregnant.

And in a pregnant woman, the virus crosses

the placenta and attacks the fetus, according

to Dr. Stephen Cochi of the Center for Dis-

ease Control in Atlanta. It can interfere

with development of the baby T s organs and

cause an array of congenital defects, in-

cluding deafness, blindness, retardation,

heart defects, and diabetes.
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There was no vaccine to protect preg-

nant women against rubella until 1969, and

Bea Brown was one of 12.5 million Americans

who came down with the disease during the

epidemic of 1965 and 1966. About 11,000 of

the pregnant women who got rubella mis-

carried or underwent therapeutic abortions.

Some others were luckier; they had healthy

babies despite the virus. Bea Brown wasn't

lucky

.

About two months after her daughter,

Sharon, was born, Bea Brown took the baby

to the pediatrician for a routine checkup.

The doctor clapped his hands to test the

baby's hearing. Sharon did not respond. He

clapped again. No reaction. He clapped

again. And that was when Bea Brown knew

that rubella had harmed her baby. "I went

to pieces in his office. I"ll never forget.
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I didn T t know what to do or where to turn,"

remembers Bea Brown, who lives in New Ro-

chelle, NY.

The pediatrician called Dr. Louis

Cooper, a Manhattan physician who had recent-

ly organized the Rubella Project, which has

grown since then from a laboratory group

trying to develop a vaccine into an inter-

disciplinary program at St. Luke 1 s-Roosevelt

Hospital Center that refers patients to

existing services and helps expand the scope

of educational and health programs for

rubella kids. Still an infant, Sharon be-

came one of the 1,000 rubella kids whom

the program would track for almost 23 years.

She went on to school for 16 years at the

New York Institute for the Education of the

Blind in the Bronx. From there, she went to

the Helen Keller National Center last September.
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The transition from one school to

another was smooth, and Sharon Brown T s

progress was charted along the way by a

variety of social workers, teachers and

counselors. The system was designed to give

rubella kids the best education available.

'When they're school-aged, it T s simple;

they're the direct responsibility of the

local school district, and if local dist-

ricts or BOCES programs can ! t meet the

needs, a child can be placed in a private

program" said Douglas Bailey of the State

Department of Education's Office for the

Education of Children With Handicapping

Cond i t i ons .

But Sharon Brown is no longer school-

aged. Her next transition may not be smooth.

When her two-year training program at the

Helen Keller Nati onal Center ends in September,
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1988, she will need somewhere to work and

live. A job should be no problem. She is

learning to be a dishwasher - washing the

lunch dishes in the Center's cafeteria.

Every day, she scrapes and cleans about 50

plates, taking the thick dishes off the

plastic trays, spraying both with steaming

hot water, and pushing them along into the

automatic dishwasher. Wearing white pants,

a smock and hairnet, Brown moves almost as

efficiently as a machine. But machines don f t

hum quietly to themselves and machines don't

arin when they are praised by their super-

visors. Brown ?

s supervisors say she is a

good enough dishwasher to get a job at a

school or hospital cafeteria when she is

done with her training.

But finding housing is a different

story. "It would be wonderful to have lots
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of group homes where the rubella clients

could find a peer group in the outside

world," said Gay Alexander, a counselor at

the Center. MWe rarely recommend that an

individual go back home; at home there f

s

a natural tendency to be overprotect i ve of

these children and they r re naturally going

to regress. If somebody is going to cook

and clean for me, you'd better believe

I'll sit back and let them. So will our

clients. So we really encourage some

kind of living where they can be more inde-

pendent." But group homes are far outnum-

bered by the people who want to live in

them. "Unfortunately, the realistic thing

is that the only time beds become available

is when someone dies." Alexander said.

ft There f s no separate residence just for

deaf-blind clients that I know about on
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Long Island, and the problem seems to be

gett i ng worse .

"

There f

s a simple reason for the tem-

porarily worsening shortage of available

beds in group homes. Little advance plan-

ning was done for the day when the children

of the rubella bulge would become adults

and "age out" of the educational system.

Like thousands of other disabled people

nationwide, the rubella kids are being

placed on waiting lists for a very limited

supply of supervised day programs and living

arrangements. In New York, 400 kids already

have aged out. According to the State

Department of Education, there are another

100 rubella kids -mostly in the metro-

politan and Long Island area - under 21.

There arent enough programs or resi-

dential beds to absorb the bulge. The
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education department has agreed to allow

a few rubella kids to remain an extra few

months in a school setting while suitable

residential placement is sought. But that

kind of "trans i t

i

onal" solution isn T t

popular with educators because it means

that space is taken up that could be filled

by students under 21, Bailey said. "Right

this minute, there isn f

t enough space, but

there is a plan," said Lou Ganim, from the

State Office of Mental Retardation and

Developmental Disabilities. He said about

17,000 beds exist in group homes in the

state. "There T s definitely a gap. The need

is so great and it T s a need that this state

has only been addressing for a decade."

Ganim said the state will create

2,000 beds for developmentally disabled

clients this year, some of which could be
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occupied by rubella kids, and another

1,600 beds each year to 1991. M By 1991, we

will be in pretty good shape, " he said.

"By 1991? What about now? They knew these

kids existed and nobody ever faced the fact

that someday they would be adults," said

Valerie Dwork, whose daughter, Krissy

Carbone, also attends the Helen Keller Na-

tional Center. "We've spent years training

these kids and now we don f t have any guar-

antee that there's anywhere for them to go.

If these kids come home and close the door

on everything we T ve taught them, their lives

are going to be over. Then what?"

In addition to being deaf and legally

blind, Carbone has cerebral palsy and walks

with crutches. She has been guaranteed place-

ment at the United Cerebral Palsy residen-

tial facility in Buffalo when she finishes
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the Center T s program. But to Carbone f s

mother, who lives in Hicksville, Buffalo

seems a long way from Long Island. "She's

been raised on Long Island, went to school

in this area, and yet she has absolutely

no projection for residential placement

here," Dwork said. "She has family, friends,

people who love her on Long Island. Suddenly

everything I felt when she was born I'm

feeling all over again. Nobody seems to care

that we put 22 years of effort into this

person and we don r t want to lose her."

But there f s little hope of placement

in the metropolitan area, where the group

homes that exist are full. Many of them are

not equipped with the special features that

deaf-blind residents need: a one-story

floor plan so they don't have to navigate

stairs; bright lights that flash to alert
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residents to fire alarms; a round-the-clock

supervisor who knows sign language; wall

alarms that vibrate instead of making noise

to alert a resident that someone outside

isknocking.

Those were some of the items on a wish

list drawn up during a recent meeting of

parents of the nine rubella kids who are

at the Helen Keller National Center. They

talked about what will become of the children

who have become adults so quickly. "We miss

having Sharon with us, but we know a group

home would be better for her," Bea Brown

said, looking around the room at the

earnest, worried faces that mirrored her

expression. "The question is, where will

we put her? What's going to be available in

the area?"

Another group of parents decided to
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meet their needs themselves. Advocates for

Services for the Blind Multiply Handicapped,

based in New York City, plans to build a

group home in Canarsie to house 12 people,

mostly rubella kids with multiple handi-

caps. The group also hopes to purchase a

two-family house for 16 residents in the

Riverdale section of the Bronx, said Rose-

mary Yostpille, the group's corresponding

secretary. "If you r re just deaf-blind and

you don T t have retardation, you can be

trained to live on your own, M said Yostpille,

whose multiply disabled son, Joseph, just

turned 20. "But most of these rubella chil-

dren are dependent people. They have multi-

ple problems. Nobody knew the potential of

these children when they were born and no-

body planned where they would eventually

live. There T s no law that will keep your
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child from sitting at home and rotting

forever .

"

The group would like to sponsor more

homes for disabled residents, Yostpille

said. But the process is time-consuming

and neighbors often fight to keep the

residences out. ft

I don T t even want to tell

you the address of the Riverdale house

because we f re about to close the sale,"

Yostpille said. " I n Canarsie, the community

planning board voted us down at first.

Finally the state ruled in our favor. It's

not easy."
j

The group r

s homes will accommodate the

children of the parents who did the planning.

But there will be no room in either of

these two new residences for Krissy Garbone

or Sharon Brown.
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SAWDUST IN THE AIR

by Stephen Zembrusky, instructors aide,

Industrial Arts Department

The Industrial Arts Department of the

Helen Keller National Center started a

fledgling woodshop in its vocational build-

ing on March 2, 1987. The program, designed

to increase and develop manual skills and

creative interests for the Center r s train-

ees, could lead to later employment in

woodworking, or provide genuine satisfaction

as a leisure time activity.

At present, there are six clients

working in the program. Each client re-

ceives one-on-one instruction in building

his or her individual project. Depending

upon the needs of each project, clients

are given opportunity to experience and

learn the use of hand tools, portable power

tools, and heavy-duty woodworking machines.
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Basic hand tools include hammers, saws,

screwdrivers, pliers, rulers, squares and

planes; portable power tools are electric

hand drill, electric sander, and router.

For more advanced projects, trainees are

given instruction in the use of power

machines such as the drill press, power

belt sander, radial-arm saw, band saw, and

scroll saw.

HKNC client, Harold Johnson, uses a drill press
to build a cane rack in the Vocational Building
at the Center.
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Clients are encouraged to choose their

own individual projects. After choosing

one project, the client is taken on a field

trip to the lumberyard to purchase needed

materials. Starting from scratch, the client

is taken through each stage of the project f s

construct i on

.

Ronald Ickes, HKNC client, makes a cabinet in the
Woodshop Program at the Center.

Current projects include jewelry boxes,

a cane rack, a night table, and a cabinet.
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Most ambitious of the projects now in

progress is a cabinet-bookcase for the

clients T lounge in the Residence Building

which is being worked on by several eager

beaver clients.

AMTROL INC. AND INDEPENDENCE SQUARE

The story begins with Kenneth L. Kirk,

vice chairman of Amtrol Inc., a Warwick,

R.I., manufacturer of plumbing, heating,

and water systems. Struck by a personal

tragedy in his own family, Kirk became

president of United Cerebral Palsy of Rhode

Island. He and his brother, Chester H. Kirk,

chief executive of Amtrol, and their chief

financial officer, Albert N. D f Amico,
|

quickly identified a problem common to many

non-profits; dilapidated, downtrodden

quarters, unsuitable for any kind of
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activity for helping the disabled or for

fund rai s i ng

.

The trio found a school building in

Pawtucket, R. I., that was built in 1971,

and abandoned in 1981 and was available for

a good price. They countersigned a note

with Providence f s Fleet National Bank for

$1.6 million and rehabilitated the school.

Today it houses 14 nonprofit institu-

tions at a cost of $9.63 per square foot,

which includes all utilities, office equip-

ment, air conditioning and room for a bank

full of phones for fund-raising. Included

are facilities for UCP; for the blind; for

victims of severe head injuries; a day care

center; and training areas for paraplegics

and others. It is supported by the Indepen-

dence Square Foundation, for which it is

named.
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The subject of the company f s advertise-

ment is Laurindo Marques who is deaf and 1

blind. He has only blurred vision straight

ahead, no peripheral sight, and he is I

totally deaf. Yet he has been trained to I

build furniture with band-saws and lathes, I

which he operates safely; he can cane chairs

and package expensive pens. Soon he will

be learning to operate a sewing machine.

Laurindo, who is now self-supporting, is

a former client of the Helen Keller

National Center, where he learned to adjust

to his loss of sight and hearing.

Says John J. Padien III , executive
j

director of the Foundation, "There f s not

a cause for the disabled in Rhode Island

that does not know or has not felt the

impact of the Kirks, Al D'Amico, and Amtrol.

They and their associates have devoted
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hundreds of hours boosting hopes of the

disabled for a better life. They pulled

together the public and private sectors

of Rhode Island for a cause. "

In November 1986, voters in Rhode

Island passed a $2.6 million bond issue

to build a second Independence Square

somewhere else in the state, a tribute to

the Kirks and Amtrol.
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EDITORIAL

ONE SMALL VICTORY

by Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

When our nation's major airlines were

deregulated several years ago, each one was

given a broad option to determine and

establish its own particular policy regarding

the safety of passengers and the procedures

to be followed in case of emergency.

Essentially there was nothing wrong with the

concept of allowing airlines to develop their

own codes of safety for passengers, provided

that the rules stayed within a strict

definition of safety and did not infringe on

the civil rights of those who use the airlines

as a means of public transportation.

But almost immediately problems began to



appear. Though a constitutional amendment

forbids discrimination against individuals on

the basis of race, color, creed, or disability,

some airlines began refusing passage to

various groups of disabled americans, stating

that severely disabled persons could be

safety hazards to other passengers in case of

EMERGENCIES. At THE HELEN KELLER NATIONAL

Center we began receiving complaints

concerning deaf-blind persons who had been

denied passage on various airlines when they

tried to travel alone, even though they were

capable, highly trained individuals who had

often used airlines in the past without

serious difficulties.

Over a period of four years, your editor

developed a large file of these complaints,

ALONG WITH CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM
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federal regulatory agencies and the airlines

involved. Airlines maintained that deaf-blind

passengers could not travel alone; they must

be accompanied by a sighted and hearing

companion. nor were the airlines consistent

in following their policies: in many

instances, they flew deaf-blind passengers to

their destinations, then refused them passage

on their return trips, or vice versa.

Advocacy alone did not produce the desired

result of eliminating discrimination against

deaf-blind passengers, but it stimulated

awareness and growing concern. what was

needed was a test case in court and a

favorable decision.

Then the long-awaited breakthrough came.

a young woman, who had been a former

trainee at the helen keller national center,



was denied passage by southwest airlines on

which she had tried to travel to her

destination alone. she filed a complaint

with the United States Department of

Transportation (DOT) , and the case was

scheduled for a hearing in april, 1986.

This writer and several other members of

the Center's staff were asked to present

TESTIMONY AT THE HEARING, AND THE LARGE FILE

I HAD MAINTAINED WAS TURNED OVER TO AN

ATTORNEY FOR DOT.

A FEW WEEKS AGO I RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING

LETTER FROM DAYTON LEHMAN, Jr., SENIOR

attorney, office of aviation enforcement

and Proceedings:

"Dear Bob:

you will be happy to know that the

Department recently decided the Southwest



Airlines discrimination case that we

litigated in 1986 - and we received a

favorable decision.

In essence, the Department accepted our

arguments and held that southwest's stated

expectation that all unaccompanied deaf-

blind persons will jeopardize safety is

unreasonable. i have enclosed two copies

of the Department's decision.

i want to again express my appreciation

to those at the center who were essential

to the case, especially you, barbara

Hausman, Richard McKay, MaryMichaud, and

Linda Bieder man-Anderson."

The above letter represents a small but

important victory in advocating the rights

of deaf-blind americans. the favorable

DECISION HANDED DOWN BY THE PRESIDING JUDGE



at the Department of Transportation is

concerned only with southwest airlines and

does not affect the policies established by

other carriers . however, i t est ab l i sh es a

precedent and gives us a tool to use for

future litigation of similar cases. and it is

one long step in the right direction!

FIELD NOTES

by Jules Cote', Associate Director

In the last issue of NAT-CENT NEWS, it

was mentioned that the helen keller

National Center planned to hire two new

regional representatives. flrst to be hired

in September was Ms. Mary Cay Stewart,

who had been the center's affiliate in

Topeka, Kansas. Ms. Stewart holds a Master

of Arts degree in Orientation to Deafness
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from the University of Tennessee at

Knoxville. She has eight years experience as

a counselor for the deaf in alaska. she will

be located at the center's regional office in

Atlanta.

The Center's other new regional

representative is ms . cathy klrscher,

formerly of coastal counseling centers of

St. Petersburg, Florida, where she was

coordinator of mental health services for

hearing- impaired persons. she holds a

Master of Science degree in Counseling

(with a specialty in rehabilitation counseling

of the deaf) from western oregon state

College, Monmouth, Oregon. Ms. Kirscher

will be located at the center's seattle,

Washington office.
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Our two new regional representatives,
Mary Cay Stewart (above) and Cathy
Kirscher (right) interpret for clients
Sami Pajoohi and Tammy Wilson, at
HKNC's Annual Holiday Party.

_

N. Wright, photographer

The Center is hopeful of adding a new

position in its' Dallas, Texas regional office

when funds become available. this new

position will be called specialist in services

TO ELDERLY DEAF-BLIND PERSONS. The

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SPECIALIST WILL BE: 1.

TO WORK WITH THE CENTER'S REGIONAL



REPRESENTATIVES, AFFILIATES, AND OTHER SERVICE

PROVIDERS TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC MODELS OF

SPECIALIZED SERVICES TO ELDERLY DEAF-BLIND

PERSONS. 2. TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ON

SERVICES, RESOURCES, AND TRAINING TO REGIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES, AFFILIATES, AND OTHER SERVICE

PROVIDERS. 3. In CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER

ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING TRAINING IN DEAF-

BLINDNESS AND/OR SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY, THE

SPECIALIST WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING

TRAINING AND SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY DEAF-

BLIND .

In addition, the specialist will help

develop resource files for each hknc

region, serve as a consultant on funding

sources, services, and support agencies for

the deaf- blind, and many related areas of

TRAINING AND SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY DEAF-
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BLIND POPU LATION .

We regret to announce that Ms. Constance

Waters-Miles has resigned as regional

representative at the center's san

Francisco office, and has relocated to

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. We hope to be

able to eventually fill the vacancy left by

her resignation in the not too distant future

BON VOYAGE

The Field Notes column in this issue of

NAT-CENT NEWS was the last to be written

by Jules Cote', former associate director of

the Helen Keller National Center.

Mr. Cote' assumed a new position as

Executive Director of the Vermont

Association for the Blind and Visually

Impaired, January 4, 1988. This agency
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SERVES BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS

OF ALL AGES THROUGHOUT THE STATE OF

Vermont. A significant number of its

employees are blind or visually impaired.

Before leaving, Mr. Cote" said: "It has

been a real pleasure and a challenge to

have worked here at the center for the past

eight and a half years. many new services

have been initiated to meet the needs of

deaf-blind persons. 11 jules will be missed

by all his friends at the center.

HELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER AWARDED

FEDERAL GRANT

The U.S. Department of Education , Office

of Special Education Programs, has awarded

the Helen Keller National Center's (HKNC)
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Technical Assistance Center (TAC) an

ADDITIONAL TWO-YEAR GRANT WITH A BUDGET OF

$600,000.00 FOR THE FIRST YEAR.

"This new funding period will focus on

specific 'outcomes' for individuals , such as

real options and choices for community-

based living, employment, r e c r e at i on and

leisure-time activities, health care and

support services for the individual and his or

her parents/family, " said angela m. covert,

Ed.D., project director. "We will now build

on the original founding grant. tac has

ALREADY HAD EFFECT ON IMPROVING AND

INCREASING AVAILABILITY OF COMMUNITY- BASED

LIVING AND WORK OPTIONS FOR YOUTH WHO ARE

DEAF-BLIND. It HAS ALSO HAD A MAJOR IMPACT

ON PROVIDING TRAINING FOR DIRECT SERVICE

PROFESSIONALS, AS WELL AS EDUCATION FOR
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PARENTS AND FAMILIES. A L L THIS HAS LED TO

INCREASED AWARENESS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR

QUALITY COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES."

TAC RECENTLY PUBLISHED TWO BOOKS.

EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS FOR YOUNG

ADULTS WITH DEAF-BLINDNESS:
PHILOSOPHY, PRACTICE. NEW
DIRECTIONS . is a manual which includes

INFORMATION ON ISSUES, TRENDS, SERVICE

SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS OFFERING VOCATIONAL

AND EMPLOYMENT SERVICES TO DEAF-BLIND

youths. COMMUNITY-BASED LIVING

OPTIONS FOR YOUNG ADU LTS WITH

DEAF-BLINDNESS is a step-by-step guide to

TRAINING AND PLANNING COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES.

A THIRD BOOK TO BE RELEASED IN NOVEMBER,

TRANSITION FOR PERSONS WITH DEAF-

BLINDNESS AND OTHER PROFOUND
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HANDICAPS: STATE OF THE ART, edited

byAngelaM. Covert and H . D. Fredericks, is

A COMPILATION OF ARTICLES DEALING WITH

SUPPORTED COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT, HEALTH

AND PSYCHO-SOCIAL ISSUES, AND RECREATION AND

LEISURE OPTIONS.

WHITE CANE SAFETY DAY AT HKNC

by Mary Michaud, Supervisor, Mobility

Department

Are you familiar with the terms diagonal

technique, marshmallow tip and scotch lite?

do you know how the white cane evolved as

a travel aid for the blind? likewise, do you

know that there are different kinds of long

canes to choose from, and that some fold

and others don't?

In an attempt to answer these and other
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QUESTIONS, AS WELL AS TO PROMOTE AN

understanding and awareness of the

white cane, the helen keller national

Center recognized and celebrated White Cane

Safety Day this year on Thursday, October

15, 1987.

Part of the White Cane Day Display at the Center.
N. Wright, photographer

With the help of Douglas McJannet, Nancy

HlGGINS, AND LISA ROTHERMICH, STAFF MEMBERS
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from the Orientation and Mobility

Department, a collection of various canes,

historical information, prints, and anecdotes

were displayed for staff, clients, and

visitors. Various cane techniques were

described and illustrated.

Straight canes, as

well as folding,

telescopic, and support

canes (old and new)

WERE AVAILABLE FOR

VIEWING. TO GET INTO

THE SPIRIT OF THINGS,

STAFF AND CLIENTS WERE

GIVEN WHITE CANE LAPEL

PINS ( HOMEMADE , OF

COURSE) TO WEAR IN

A visitor at the White Cane Day
display looks over one of the canes

N. Wright, photographer

HONOR OF THE DAY. OVERALL, IT WAS AN
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exciting project for the orientation and

Mobility Department to organize and share

with others at the center.

The news release from the American

Foundation for the Blind which follows this

article provides a nice summary of the

purpose, history, and deve lopment f white

Cane Safety Day.

so, remember, when october 15th rolls

around next year, take a friend out to

DINNER AND CELEBRATE. It's WHITE CANE DAY-

SPREAD THE WORD.

AFB ENDORSES WHITE CANE SAFETY DAY

The American Foundation for the Blind

(afb) joins other disability agencies in

endorsing white cane safety day on

October 15. White Cane Safety Day was
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established in 1964 by presidential

proclamation to alert sighted people to the

significance of the white cane and the need

to exercise simple courtesy and common

sense when approaching a blind person.
11 The white cane is more than a guide for

its user and a signal to others, it is a sign

of independence, 11 said afb executive

Director William F. Gallagher, who cited

STATISTICS SHOWING THAT OVER 20,000 BLIND

PEOPLE WERE TAUGHT INDEPENDENT TRAVEL

TECHNIQUES IN 1986. He POINTED OUT THAT

the white cane is the most common means of

travel for visually handicapped people and

that many states have enacted white cane

Laws to safeguard their right to enjoy

unhindered mobility.

In 1930, the Lions Club of Peoria, IL,
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successfully lobbied for the first white

Cane Law giving the right of way at

intersections to blind people carrying a

white wooden cane with a red tip. although

they enabled some blind people to move

about more freely, the wooden canes were

cumbersome and of limited use in surveying

information about the environment. they

served principally to identify the user as a

blind person for his own safety and

protection.

Concern for the blinded servicemen of

World War II led to the development of a

LONGER, LIGHTWEIGHT CANE AND A SET OF

TECHNIQUES CENTERED ON HOLDING THE CANE IN

FRONT OF THE BODY INSTEAD OF BY THE SIDE,

BECAME THE BASIS OF TODAY'S MOBILITY

programs. Otherwise known as the long
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cane or prescription cane, the white cane

serves to alert the user to obstacles and

assure a safe space for the next footstep.

It is individually prescribed by an orientation

and mobility specialist who also teaches the

skills and techniques required for cane

travel. Orientation and mobility training is

an important part of the rehabilitation

process which includes sensory training,

concept development, self-confidence, and

motor skills. provided by a specialist from a

private or government agency, individualized

training may be conducted in the home of a

client, in rehabilitation centers, hospitals,

nursing homes or in school settings.

For a copy of the free brochure "How

Does a Blind Person Get Around?, " write the

American Foundation for the Blind,
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Department PR, 15 West 16th Street, New

York, NY 10011; or call toll-free 1-800-

232-5463, except in New York call (212)

620-2147.

WASHINGTON STATE 10 PROVIDE FREE TDDS

Persons who are certified as deaf, hearing

impaired, or deaf and blind are now eligible

to receive a free telecommunication device

for the Deaf (TDD) through a program

administered by the office of deaf services,

Department of Social and Health Services

(DSHS) . A TDD is a teletypewriter with a

typewriter keyboard and a readable display

that couples with a telephone, allowing

messages to be typed rather than spoken.

The new program, authorized by the 1987

legislature, also ensures that the hearing
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impaired community will have equal access

to public services and telecommunications

systems in this state through the

establishment of a relay system by which

telephone users of tdd can communicate

with voice telephones.

to fund the program, the legislation

required the washington utilities and

Transportation Commission to authorize an

excise tax. An excise tax of eight cents on

each telephone line began to appear

monthly on telephone bills september 1,

1987.

The program is open to anyone who is at

least six years old and has been certified

deaf or hearing impaired by a licensed

physician, audiologist, or qu ali fi ed state

AGENCY, AND TO ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING
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THE HEARING IMPAIRED, ACCORDING TO PATTY

Hughes, TDD Program Coordinator. Persons

WHO WISH TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION ARE

ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIT THEIR NAMES AND

ADDRESSES IN WRITING TO: THE OFFICE OF DEAF

Services, DSHS, Mail Stop OB 42, 12th and

Franklin, Olympia, WA 98504; or by calling

the office at: voice phone (206) 586-8250,

TDD phone (206) 586-8249.

It is estimated that $3,800,000 will be

needed to provide tdds to approximately

6,000 ELIGIBLE people; TO ESTABLISH AND STAFF

THE RELAY STATIONS; AND TO ADMINISTER THE

PROGRAM. TDDS, WHICH WILL BE FURNISHED

FREE OF CHARGE TO ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS, COST

THE STATE APPROXIMATELY $350-500 EACH. In

addition, the program will also provide

Braille TDDs for the deaf-blind costing from
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$5,000-7,000 each, on the same no charge

basis. The TDDs will be distributed on a

first-come, first-served basis, starting in

December. The program will run from

September 1, 1987 to June 30, 1990, when it

will be reviewed by the legislature.

RIDING HIGH ON BLIND FAITH

by Sally Hayton-Keeva (Reprinted with

permission of the sonoma i n d e x - t r i b u n e

,

Sonoma, CA.)

Sunlight drifts through the redwood trees

and sparkles on a small clear lake. the

sound of laughter rises and falls against a

BACKGROUND WHINE OF A CHAINSAW. Up THE

ROAD COMES THE PLEASANT CLIP CLOP OF HORSES'

HOOVES, AND RIDERS SOON APPEAR, SMILING IN

THE MORNING SUN. THIS IS ENCHANTED HlLLS
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Camp, up in the woods between Napa and

Sonoma in California. It's a busy, happy

place for the campers who love being here,

although, this week, none of them can see

the trees, the lake, the sun, or hear the

hoofbeats of their horses or the sound of

laughter .

Enchanted Hills is a camp run by the

Lighthouse for the Blind. Already this

summer there have been groups of blind

children and adults at the camp. but for

this week the blind adults are also deaf.

They will swim, hike, skate, dance, and ride

horses-but will see and hear nothing around

THEM.

David Kruis is one of the horsemen. He

is wearing loud print shorts and dark

GLASSES AND HIS VOICE IS ROUGH WITH
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EXCITEMENT. SOMETHING AMAZING HAS

HAPPENED TO HIM: HIS WORLD, CLOSED ONLY TWO

DAYS BEFORE, HAS OPENED WIDE. FROM THE

DARKNESS OF HIS FEAR, HE HAS RIDDEN OUT INTO

the sun. "When I came here I was scared, 11

he tells us. " i t was the first time i was on

a bus going anywhere by myself and i kept

wondering if it was too late to turn back.

The volunteer who picked me up at the bus

stop kept telling me what a great time i'd

have, but i'd already decided i was just

going to stay in my cabin all week and not

HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH ANYBODY. ii

For two years David has been a recluse,

living with his wife but avoiding all other

contact. "my neighbors only saw me at

NIGHT, GETTING INTO AND OUT OF A CAR.

Sunlight hurt my eyes and I didn't want
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ANYTHING TO DO WITH PEOPLE. My FAVORITE

phrase was, 'What the hell do YOU want?'"

Once David owned 27 horses, and although

nearly deaf and all but totally blind, he

rode them in shows all over the united

States. Then, one day, he was knocked from

one of his horses by a tree limb, and he

LOST HIS NERVE TO RIDE. He ALSO LOST HIS

desire to be among people and sentenced

himself to two years of bitter exile.

At last David's doctor told him that soon

he would be profoundly deaf and he was

terrified. " i t felt like my whole life was

growing darker and more unliveable every

MINUTE. I WAS DESPERATE." It WAS THEN,

AFTER MUCH PERSUASION, THAT HIS WIFE GOT

HIM TO AGREE TO COME TO CAMP. YESTERDAY

HE RODE A HORSE AGAIN.
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"I WAS SO SCARED," HE SAYS, f, TO BE ON A

HORSE AND NOT HEAR ANYONE AROUND TO TAKE

CARE OF ME. I STARTED TO PANIC, AND THEN I

HEARD THE VOICE OF THE VOLUNTEER WHO WAS IN

CHARGE OF ME AND I KNEW, AS LONG AS HE WAS

NEARBY, I WAS OKAY." YESTERDAY HIS HORSE

WAS LED ALONG A TRAIL BY A VOLUNTEER AND

THIS MORNING HE TRIED IT AGAIN. "THIS TIME I

wasn't afraid at all. When I got back to

THE BARN, I TOOK OFF MY HORSE ' S SADDLE AND

LED HIM TO HIS STALL. I DID EVERYTHING

myself. Before I leave here , I'm goingto

take my horse out on my own because, if i

can do that, i can do anything."

Enchanted Hills has a purpose - "People

HELPING PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE INDEPENDENCE. n

In David's case, it has helped him back into

the world. as david says, " into a family of
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LOVE I NEVER KNEW EXISTED. I'M LEARNING TO

LOVE BEING WITH OTHERS AGAIN, AND, I'M

LEARNING NOT TO BE AFRAID OF LIFE. " We SHAKE

HANDS GOODBYE. It's TIME FOR DAVID'S RIDING

lesson. we watch him walk away, his face

full of anticipation, his step confident.

Welcome back, David. It's been a long,

long, time.

HIGH-TECH AT IM CENTER

y Laura Duran, Supervisor, Daily Living

Skills, and Susan Ruzenski, Supervisor,

Communications Learning Center

The Helen Keller National Center is in

the process of exploring the teaching

modality of computers within the areas of

the Communications Learning Center and

Daily Living Skills Departments.
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The Communications Learning Center (CLC)

HAS BEEN UTILIZING THE COMPUTER AS A

SUPPLEMENTAL teaching tool, allowing clients

to work independently reviewing and

practicing skills through exercises related

to their present instructional objectives.

Various software programs are now available

in clc which aim to enhance a client's

skill and knowledge in several subject areas

common to the curriculum. these include

skills of reading comprehension, english

grammar, math computation, and typing.

Initially a client receives orientation to

THE COMPUTER. It IS THEN DETERMINED BY THE

INSTRUCTOR IF THIS IS A VIABLE APPROACH TO

INDEPENDENT TRAINING. CONSIDERATION IS

GIVEN TO THE CLIENT'S VISUAL ABILITIES, HIS/HER

ABILITY TO FOLLOW DIRECTIONS, OPERATE THE
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computer, and handle disks correctly.

Selection of programs may be suggested by

the instructor for application to daily

LESSONS. The client is provided with access

TO the computer during library periods. As

the popularity of this device increased, it

became necessary to schedule individuals

throughout the course of the week to

guarantee the computer's availability to all

interested. any difficulties a client

encounters during his/her computer session

regarding content can be addressed during

class with the instructor to assist the client

in successfully completing the program.

Clients proceed with programs at their own

pace. Undoubtedly, this device has allowed

clc to provide additional training services

to clients, and to promote growth and skill
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ACQUISITION IN MANY CONTENT AREAS.

Wendall Bear., client,
^ ~c £ntrstss

It has also motivated clients to pursue

independent instruction in many aspects of

their training program. the value of the

computer to clients and staff alike is

evidenced by its constant use throughout the

day. as our library of software expands,

our ability to utilize it with individuals

with varied needs will continue to grow.

Learning is enhanced and made enjoyable for

MANY .
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The Daily Living Skills Department (DLS)

utilizes computers to teach leisure skills.

This application of leisure time skills

encompasses several areas: basic game

concepts, socialization, maki ng cho i c es

,

independence, fine motor skills, and

computer skills. currently, computer

classes in dls are of two types. a client

may work individually on the computer to

facilitate his/her computer skills,

independence and choice abilities, or two

clients may work cooperatively on the

computer to enhance their fine motor skills,

basic game concepts, computer skills, and

socialization skills. a typical computer class

includes making a choice among software,

either alone or with a peer, setting up the

disk, taking a turn on the computer,
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INTERACTING WITH A PEER TO NOTIFY HIM/HER OF

THE NEXT TURN OR TO DETERMINE THE WINNER,

AND REMOVING THE DISK FOR CLEAN-UP.

Larry Brown, client,
and Karen Gillispie,
DLS instructor's aide,
review a computer
program.

Our current software inventory includes

the games, space, tlc-tac-toe, moonbugs,

Paratrooper, Breakout, Football, Bake and

Taste, and Clock.

We have observed the computer to be a

valuable tool to teach leisure time skills

within DLS. Initiation of independent

LEISURE TIME ACTIVITY HAS BEEN NOTED TO
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increase for certain clients. some clients

will walk into the room, sit down at the

terminal and sign, "i want computer 11 or

point to the computer picture in their

communication books.

Working on the computer addresses certain

key skills inherent in any leisure time

program. Those included are: following

directions (signed, verbal, picture card) ;

communicating with a peer or the

instructor. computer skills incorporate

operating the keys, handling disks, and

learning the language of the computer. for

many clients, the computer has been found

to be more motivating for developing social

INTERACTION WITH PEERS THAN TABLE GAMES.
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WORTHY OF PRAISE

The Hadley School for the Blind of

Winnetka, Illinois, the only school providing

correspondence courses for the blind and

deaf-blind in the world, has announced that

the 1987 Dr. Richard Kinney Challenge of

Living Award, named for the school's late

PRESIDENT, WAS PRESENTED TO Mr. ALLAN SUGAR

of northbrook, illinois.

Allan, who spent several months in

training at the helen keller national center

a few years ago, graduated from junior

college last spring, earning his associate of

Arts degree. He has been an active Hadley

student for several years and he plans to

return to northbrook university to work for

a Bachelor of Arts degree.

In addition to his studies, Allan is also
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an active member of the american

Association of the Deaf-Blind, and has

attended several of its annual conventions.

a chess enthusiast, this past summer he won

second place in the chess tournament held

at the aadb convention in pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Currently, Allan is president

of Le Cobda, a club for the deaf-blind

located in the chicago area.

HOW OTHERS DjQL LD TWO GROUP

HOMES IN FINLAND

The Avik Home for the deaf was opened in

Hyvinkaa, Finland, in 1911. Avik was at

first a boarding school for multi-

handicapped deaf girls. four years later a

home for the elderly was opened as well and

now Avik is a modern home for 70 deaf and
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deaf-blind people.

The buildings of the Avik Home are

situated on its own plot which is about 9

hectares, the area of the buildings is

5500 square meters.

The Avik Home offers services to deaf-

blind PEOPLE WHO CAN'T LIVE IN THEIR OWN

homes without these services.

The services are given in sign language

which is the most important language for

deaf people and the easiest way to

communicate. the residents have a chance

to use their own language with the staff as

WELL .

Most of the residents are over 60 years

old (about 70 percent) . The average age is

70 years. The majority of the residents in

Avik are men (There are 20 per cent more
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men than women in avik) . the residents

live either in single or in double rooms, the

sizes of which varies from 15 to 20 square

meters. There are five rooms in each unit

which have a shared kitchen, bathroom and

TOILET.

The residents get a full pension for

themselves (in the same way as they would

get if they lived in town in a rented flat)

and a full social insurance contribution.

The residents pay their rent themselves,

about $150-200 a month, their food, about

$150 a month and their other personal

expenses. Local authorities pay $45 a day

for services provided for the residents.

There are altogether 37 employees in the

Avik Home and some of them are hospital

staff. Many of the residents suffer from
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PHYSICAL DEFICIENCIES BECAUSE OF THEIR AGE

AND THAT S HY THEY ARE ASSISTED IN

household work, washing, e at i ng and movi ng

around. Many of the residents have lived

VE LATED LIVES AND ARE NOT USED TO

TAKING CARE OF THEIR OWN AFFAIRS. MOST OF

THE SERVICES CONSIST OF TAKING CARE OF

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS AND RECREATION.

HE MARJAANA HOME

jaana Home in Finland was opened

It is a home for the

multihandicapped deaf-blind young people

who have finished their comprehensive

school. There is room for eight young

persons in the marjaana home.

The fees and pension are determined by

the same principles as in avik. local

authorities pay $140 a day for the services
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provided for the residents.

There are 9 employees in the Marjaana

Home. The young people are taught skills

that are needed in everyday life such as

personal hygiene, cleaning, washing clothes

,

and cooking. there is also occupational

therapy and hobby crafts for the residents.

THE ALTERNATE MORNING PROGRAM:

ATHWAYS TO INDEPENDENCE IK IH_E COMMUNITY

by Laura Duran, Supervisor, Daily Living

Skills Department

to most of us, a shopping trip is a

routine activity that we don't put too much

THOUGHT INTO. We GET OUR MONEY, HOP INTO

THE CAR, PURCHASE OUR ITEMS, AND DRIVE

HOME. For the clients INVOLVED in THE

Alternate Morning Program (AMP) , at the
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Helen Keller National Center, this activity

is part of their weekly training program.

amp is designed to provide a variety of

community experiences to the individual

with minimal experiences in the community.

The experiences offered range from weekly

shopping and restaurant trips to outings to

pick pumpkins and strawberries.

The goals of the program focus on

training and participation. training

includes objectives that are addressed

weekly, as in the shopping and restaurant

trips. For example, it is necessary for a

client to determine what he/she will need

to purchase in the store. a variety of

methods are used to elicit this type of

information. object cues consisting of

EMPTY CONTAINERS OF PERSONAL ITEMS THAT THE
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client has saved during the week are

paired with the sign for the item.

Occasionally, these object cues are

brought into the store to serve as a

stimulus for choice among various

items. Communication books are used

both at the center and out in the

community. These books provide the

language base needed to enable the

client to initiate making his/her

NEEDS KNOWN TO BOTH STAFF AND STORE

PERSONNEL .

Theresa Fullman, client,
demonstrates the use of
her communication book
during a shopping trip.
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Since communication is inherent in this

program, amp involves the participation of

staff from the communications learning

Center (CLC) . Information necessary to

provide comprehensive programming for the

client is gleaned from all relevant areas at

the Center (i.e., Mobility, Behavior

Modification, etc.). The Behavior

Modification Department is involved in

providing training in amp as well as

developing behavorial plans to enable

INDIVIDUALS TO FUNCTIO OUT IN THE

community. The Daily Living Skills

Department (DLS) formulates money goals for

EACH CLIENT. THE PROCESS INCLUDES COLLECTING

AND STORING MONEY, COUNTING MONEY,

ESTIMATING COST OF PURCHASES, PAYING FOR

PURCHASES, AND WAITING FOR CHANGE. DEVICES
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such as calculators are used when

appropriate to enhance these skills.

Specific dining skill objectives are also

developed for each client. training occurs

in the restaurant setting. as socialization is

closely linked to communication, it is also

highly stressed in this program.

Clients and staff
enter a local
restaurant during
a recent outing.

The clients involved in AMP usually have

HAD MINIMAL OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP THESE

skills. Interacting socially with staff, peers,
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and the public are objectives addressed

during the entire community experience.

The Volunteer Office is also involved

with AMP. A VOLUNTEER REGULARLY

PARTICIPATES IN THIS PROGRAM, ENABLING

CLIENTS TO BENEFIT FROM THE COMMUNITY

EXPERIENCE.

The philosophy of AMP revolves around

the concepts of independence and making

choices. Independence is defined as doing

AS MUCH FOR ONESELF AS POSSIBLE. The

possibilities may range from holding onto

one's own money to using a calculator to

determine the change due. making choices

is what life is all about. here the choices

may include deciding what to purchase in a

store or what to order in a restaurant.

Growth is measured by the confidence in
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one's own ability to make a choice.

Initially, consistency during instruction is

necessary to participate in a community

experience. eventually, variables are

introduced to pattern a more realistic life

experience (i.e., running out of money due to

inadequate planning or buying too much) .

The key to the training program provided

in amp is the way in which it enhances an

individual's quality of life. Many times

that can only be measured by the

transference of skills that occurs across

program boundaries. here at the center,

when a client begins to indicate needs and

desires during times when he/she is not

involved in the alternate morning program,

and to staff he/she does not work with in

this program, we know the connection
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between what happens in the program and

what can happen in real life has been made.

Generalization of skills to new

environments is a major consideration of

this program, as it is with the entire

Center. An escort from the Center always

accompanies a client from the program to

explain and demonstrate the skills the

client has acquired out in the community.

Transference of skills after training is

visually evident when the individual is given

the opportunity to access his/her home

community in a way that expands upon

HIS/HER DEMONSTRATED SKILLS AND POTENTIAL.
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LENDING DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE

A HELPING HAND

by Thomas Flannery (Reprinted with

permission of the independent student

Newspaper at Boston University, Boston,

Mass .

)

Deaf-blind people are getting a "helping

hand" communicating, thanks to two

California-based researchers who combined

traditional sign language and emerging field

robotics .

Deborah Gliden, associate director of the

Rehabilitation Engineering Center at the

Smith-Kettewell Eye Research Foundation in

San Francisco, CA. , and David L. Jaffee, a

research biomedical engineer at the

Rehabilitation Research and Development

Center, also located in California, at the
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Palo Alto Veterans Administration Medical

Center, hope their computerized mechanical

hand will help the estimated 15,000 deaf-

blind people in the united states

communicate with the sighted and hearing

WORLD .

"While many deaf-blind people can express

themselves by speaking via sign language,

they require a 'hands-on' system for

receiving communication, " the team said in

a report recently appearing in soma :

Engineering for the Human Body, a

quarterly publication of the american

Society of Mechanical Engineers.

"a deaf-blind person can 'listen' to

fingerspelling by placing his or her hand in

contact with the hand or hands of the

iiPERSON FINGERSPELLING OR SIGNING, THEY SAID.
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But, according to the report, this method of

communication has numerous drawbacks.

Very few hearing and sighted people are

familiar with manual communication systems;

professional interpreters are expensive and

often difficult to find; and frequently two

interpreters must be used because of the

fatigue factor inherent with tactile, or

hand-to-hand communication.

Dexter, a fingerspelling robotic hand,

resembles a mechanical version of a rather

large human hand projecting vertically out

OF A BOX. The thumb and four fingers are

jointed at the palm, giving the fingers a

range of motion similar to its counterpart.

The thumb can both sweep across the palm

AND MOVE PERPENDICULAR TO IT, WHILE THE

ENTIRE HAND CAN ROTATE 180 DEGREES AT THE
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WRIST .

Adjacent to the box is a typewriter-like

keyboard. when a letter on dexter's

keyboard is pressed, a combination of air

pressure and spring-driven cables controlled

by a microprocessor allow dexter to flex and

extend like a human hand and form the

manual alphabet.

The researchers say Dexter can currently

produce about two letters per second. and

although dexter cannot duplicate all the

fluid motions of a human f i n g e rs p e l l e

r

moving from one letter of the manual

alphabet to another, it does duplicate the

MOTION OF EACH LETTER EXACTLY. In ITS

CURRENT VERSION, DEXTER RETURNS TO A NEUTRAL

POSITION AFTER EACH LETTER, THUS LIMITING ITS

SPEED .
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"Despite these shortcomings, users of

Dexter have experienced little difficulty in

accommodating to the machine, " said gliden.

a small group of deaf-blind people who

tested Dexter were able to identify most of

the letters presented by the robotic hand.

None of the subjects received instructions

and all were correctly interpreting dexter's

sentences in less than an hour. "there were

no negative comments made concerning its

mechanical nature or any other aspect of the

system, " said jaffe .

Future tests will investigate long-term

use of Dexter, optimum configurations of

letters and rate of presentation. one

possibility is to modify the manual alphabet

TO USE ONLY THE THUMB AND TWO FINGERS, THUS

REDUCING DEXTER'S SIZE AND COMPLEXITY.
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Both Gliden and Jaffe say Dexter is not

intended to simply replace or facilitate

traditional face-to-face communication

techniques used by deaf-blind people.

Because Dexter responds to computer input,

it can be connected to a telecommunication

device for the deaf providing telephone

communication, or to computers to provide

VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
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EDITORIAL

OPINIONS! OPINIONS!

by Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

i have been the editor of nat-cent

news since its inception in 1969, shortly

after the helen keller national center began

its small, limited service program in

temporary headquarters in new hyde park,

New York. The Center has grown into a

full-fledged campus with a national program

of multiple services and activities, and nat-

CENT NEWS now reaches nearly 3500

readers in both braille and large-print in the

United States and several foreign countries.

G.K. Chesterton, the English author, once

DEFINED PROGRESS "AS NOTHING MORE THAN GOING

ON AND ON AND ON. " BUT THESE PAST EIGHTEEN

YEARS HAVE BEEN FILLED WITH A FLURRY OF NEW
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IDEAS AND MANY CHANGES, AND A GROWING

COMMENTARY OF OPINIONS. GRADUALLY - IN A

SMALL BUT INCREASINGLY INSISTENT WAY - DEAF-

BLIND CONSUMERS AND THEIR FRIENDS HAVE BEGUN

TO EXPRESS THOUGHTS AND CONVICTIONS THAT,

UNTIL A FEW YEARS AGO, NEVER SEEMED TO

SURFACE .

Recently, a young man from California

wrote: "I don't like it when people get

untrue ideas about us handicapped and our

skills. . . ." i know we are all guilty of

prejudgments - i've had some myself. but

my point is that some people are not as

good at responding to the truth as others in

understanding our needs or abilities. i have

had to say to some people more than once,

"i am not good at (or used to) such-and-

such things."



A PSYCHOLOGIST ASKED ME WHAT WAS THE

HARDEST THING ABOUT BEING DEAF AND BLIND.

One is getting along with people. I have

HAD FRUSTRATIONS AND DIFFICULT EXPERIENCES

WITH PEOPLE WHO WERE NOT GOOD AT

UNDERSTANDING HOW HARD IT CAN BE TO BE

BURDENED WITH TWO SEVERE DISABILITIES.

A YEAR AGO, IN A MAGAZINE FOR THE DEAF-

BLIND, I READ AN ITEM WRITTEN BY A SIGHTED-

HEARING WOMAN WHO IS MARRIED TO A DEAF-

BLIND MAN AND WHO SERVES AS THE MAGAZINE'S

EDITOR. SHE WROTE THAT SHE AND HER HUSBAND

HAD ATTENDED A CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY

PROFESSIONAL WORKERS FOR THE DEAF-BLIND IN

THEIR REGION, WHICH HAD PROVED VERY

INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE. BUT, SHE

WONDERED, WHY HADN'T THE DEAF-BLIND BEEN

INCLUDED? Why hadn't THEY BEEN ASKED WHAT



they wanted or needed?

There is no doubt that deaf-blind people

need the assistance of professionally trained

workers who are familiar with the

techniques and methods that can provide the

best means for a deaf-blind individual to

realize as much independence as possible.

The missing element is that the deaf-blind

population is not given enough opportunity

to express what they feel would be most

beneficial to them as individuals.

Individuals vary in abilities and capacities

and how they adapt their skills for daily

living needs.

Consumerism is one of the major

influences in today's marketplace for

products and services. but it can only be

EFFECTIVE IF CONSUMERS THEMSELVES EXPRESS
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THEIR OPINIONS AND VIEWPOINTS AND INSIST ON

THEIR NEEDS. OPINIONS CAN LEAD TO CHANGE

AND IMPROVEMENTS, AND WE WANT TO HEAR FROM

DEAF-BLIND CONSUMERS NOW!

FIELD NOTES

by Joseph McNulty, Assistant Director

Readers will be interested to know that,

for each of the past three years, the helen

Keller National Center has included speakers

from St. Luke's Roosevelt Developmental

Disabilities Center (DDC) at its annual

Affiliate Meeting. In 1985 Barbara Fedun,

coordinator of nursing at ddc, informed us

of an alarming development of late- emergi ng

manifestations of congenital rubella syndrome

in individuals who are reaching their late

teens and early twenties. these symptoms
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INCLUDE - BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO - GLAUCOMA,

THYROID DISEASE, DIABETES, AND PROGRESSIVE

HEARING LOSS.

Since the mid-1960's staff at the DDC

have been following over 200 individuals who

have congenital rubella syndrome (crs) .

They expressed an interest in finding out if

other agencies throughout the country were

FINDING the same, or other, manifestations in

THIS POPULATION . Co I NC I DENTAL LY , THE HKNC

HAD BEEN RECEIVING REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

AND ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER AGENCY PROGRAMS

WHICH WERE OBSERVING SIMILAR SUDDEN AND

INEXPLICABLE CHANGES IN THE BEHAVIOR OF SOME

OF THEIR RUBELLA CLIENTS.

In the fall of 1987, HKNC and St. Luke's

DDC BECAME INVOLVED IN A JOINT EFFORT TO

ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING GOALS: 1. To CONTACT
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agencies serving individuals with crs to find

out if they are finding the same symptoms,

problems, and mani festations . once these

agencies and individuals are located, we hope

to work more closely with them to collect

specific data and share this information. 2.

to eventually publish a monograph of

articles describing these l at e - em e rg i n

g

manifestations of crs and make it available

to parents and workers in the field of deaf-

blindness .

Another project we are undertaking is

the development of a questionaire/survey to

be completed by individual clients who have

received training at the center during the

past five years. the purpose of this survey

is to receive feedback from former clients to

determine which areas of training were most
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BENEFICIAL FOR THEM AND WHAT PARTS OF THE

PROGRAM PROVED TO BE INADEQUATE OR LACKING

IN PREPARING THEM FOR LIFE IN THEIR HOME

COMMUNITIES . THIS FEEDBACK WILL BE USED TO

ASSIST US IN FUTURE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT.

COMPUTER TERMINAL INTERFACE

FOR DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUALS

loss of vision and hearing is one of the

most isolating and handicapping of all

disabilities. modern technology has resulted

in many benefits for deaf-blind people.

Some deaf-blind individuals can access

computers through voice synthesizers or

large-print terminals; however, many others

cannot do so. for those without functional

vision and/or hearing, the inability to use

input/output devices with personal computers



has sometimes restricted full use of

educational and rehabilitation services

available to them.

Science Applications International

Corporation (SAIC) has proposed to develop

FOR DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE APPROPRIATE SOFTWARE TO

MAKE POSSIBLE DIRECT COMPUTER TERMINAL

INTERFACE BETWEEN THE TELEBRAILLE AND

PERSONAL COMPUTERS, SUCH AS THE IBM-PC OR

THE COMMO-

DORE 64-C

WITHOUT ANY

MODIFICATION

T THE
COMMUNICATION

DEVICE •

The Computer Terminal Interface System

At the Helen Keller National Center the



—
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Computer Terminal Interface will be tested

in educational and rehabilitation

environments with deaf-blind clients. hknc

will assess the effect of this real-time

interactive information system on braille

reading speed and reading comprehension.

Some of the areas to be evaluated include:

Does this system provide deaf-blind

individuals with usable information? wlll

current information motivate users to read

MORE? What is the individual's

understanding and reaction to the system?

What human factors need to be changed to

improve the system? what impact do

individuals feel this system would have on

their lives? can the system be employed in

work situations?

Software to be developed for the Braille
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Terminal Interface will include a Braille

Book Machine, Braille Educational Game

Machine, Braille Calculator, Braille

Dictionary, Braille Clock/Calendar, Braille

Message Machine, Braille Word Processor,

and a Morse Code Learning System.

The equipment is easy to use. The disk

DRIVE, COMPUTER, MONITOR, AND TELEBRAI LLE ARE

ALL TURNED ON

IN A SYSTEMA-

TIC MANNER.

All of the

EQUIPMENT,

INCLUDING THE

FUNCTION
KEYS, ARE

Client Rick Van Driel inserts a disk into the

disk drive.

MARKED IN BRAILLE. THE FIRST ITEM TO BE
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tested at the helen keller national center is

a "braille reader 11

, and the "Helen Keller

Story" is the first disk to be used.

Function keys are used to start the story,

either at the beginning or at the last page

read, and speed of reading can be adjusted

either faster or slower as needed.

for additional information regarding the

Computer Terminal Interface for the Deaf-

Blind, contact Carl Franckowski, senior

instructor, blindness, communications

Learning Center; or Brian McCarroll,

instructor, Dai ly Living Ski lls , Helen Keller

National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and

Adults, 111 Middle Neck Road, Sands Point,

NY 11050.
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WORTHY OF PRAISE

On January 19, 1988, Mrs. Jerry Jamerson

of Cumberland, Virginia, a former client of

the Helen Keller National Center, was sworn

in as a member of the lloness auxiliary of

the Lions Club in Buckingham County,

Virginia .

Jerry, as her friends know her, has been

extremely active as a speaker on the subject

of deaf-blindness, giving presentations for

schools, church groups, and civic clubs in

the Virginia area. Jerry is accompanied by

her guide dog, travis, and together they

demonstrate how a person can overcome the

problems of living without sight and hearing.

Jerry is also a skilled craftswoman who

has won a number of prizes - several of

THEM FIRST-PLACE PRIZES - AT LOCAL, COUNTY,
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and state arts and crafts fairs.

Jerry Jamerson, who is possibly the only

deaf-blind member of the lionesses in this

country, says: "i joined the llons club here

in Buckingham County to better help the

deaf, the blind, and the deaf-blind. i am

knocking myself out telling people about the

deaf-blind, but i am helping myself by doing

so. i mean, if people understand deaf-

blindness, they can help me better, too, and

make life a lot easier for me. when people

understand and help the handicapped, they

ALSO MAKE LIFE EASIER FOR ALL. it
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HELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER

GIVES OGDEN MAN HOPE

(Reprinted with permission of THE

STANDARD EXAMINER, Ogden, Utah)

That slightly queasy feeling you get when

a plane rocks through a pocket of turbulent

air is the feeling rlck van driel lives for.

"i love turbulence, when you really get the

sense of motion. there's a sense of

freedom you get in flight. best of all is a

helicopter or small plane because you really

KNOW YOU ' RE MOVING IN THOSE . Of COURSE, I

can't see the view, " he says with a laugh.

"Not that there's much to see - just clouds,

RIGHT? "

Rick is blind. He also suffers from a

significant hearing loss. the dual handicap

HAS TOSSED A DOUBLE DOSE OF ROUGH SPOTS INTO
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his life. But the irrepressible 24-year-old

Ogden, Utah, resident is determined to build

A LIFE FOR HIMSELF JUST THE SAME. He HAS

spent the past several months in new york

at the Helen Keller National Center learning

skills that will help him take more control

OF HIS LIFE. And, THOUGH THERE ARE

occasional bumps, he's enjoying the ride.

"The world will never crunch you if you

keep upbeat," he says.

Rick was born 3 1/2 months premature,

his lungs not fully developed. doctors told

his parents that, for him to breathe, the

incubator would have to be flooded with

oxygen. the heavy dose of oxygen could

cause blindness, deafness or mental

retardation. hls parents agonized over the

DECISION OF DECIDING WHETHER TO TAKE A
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gamble that it would succeed or let him die,

"because without the oxygen, he would die,"

said his mother, annie van driel.

His sight disappeared by the time he was

three months old and able to be taken

home. his hearing problem wasn r
t detected

until he was about six years old when he

was playing with a toy called "the farmer

Says" that plays the sounds of different

animals. Rick noticed he couldn't hear the

sounds unless he held the toy close to his

EAR.

Rick's parents had his hearing checked

and tests indicated he had a medium-to-

SEVERE HEARING LOSS. He BEGAN WEARING

HEARING AIDS ON BOTH EARS WHICH IMPROVED

THE LOSS TO MI LD - TO -MED I UM , WHICH MEANS HE

CAN HEAR AND UNDERSTAND MOST SPOKEN
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CONVERSATION .

Going to school presented another

challenge. rlck ended up going to the

Utah School for the Blind in Ogden. School

officials say he was educated as a blind

student because his hearing aids enabled him

to understand most classroom conversation.

Because of his frail condition, he was

sick much of the time and he says he really

didn't TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN THINGS UNTIL THE

SUMMER WHEN HE WAS SEVEN YEARS OLD. HlS

FAMILY WENT TO THE OCEAN, SOMETHING HE HAD

HEARD ABOUT IN THE STORY OF PlNOCCHIO. He

WAS A LITTLE DISAPPOINTED HE COULDN'T TOUCH A

WHALE LIKE THE ONE IN THE STORY, BUT FEELING

THE WAVES AND THE POUNDING SURF CHANGED

him. "For the first time, I felt like

SOMETHING WAS REALLY HAPPENING OUT THERE, ii
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HE SAYS.

Rick attended the blind school until he

was about 20, leaving a year before he

graduated because he felt he had learned all

HE COULD THERE. He BEGAN GOING TO A CENTER

for the blind in salt lake clty, utah , where

he could get more mobility training to help

him cross streets safely, ride buses and get

around by himself.

He was there last year when he heard of

the Helen Keller National Center (HKNC) in

Sands Point, NY. The Center, established by

Congress in 1967, is for people with severe

impairments in both sight and hearing. its

goal is to teach deaf/blind people skills they

need to get jobs and live on their own.

Rick was accepted into the Center after

MAKING AN APPLICATION AND UNDERGOING SEVERAL
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MEDICAL TESTS. "I THOUGHT I WAS GOING TO

iiANOTHER PLANET," HE SAYS.

He has been at HKNC since July, where

STAFFERS HAVE BEEN ASSESSING HIM TO

DETERMINE APPROPRIATE TRAINING, AS WELL AS

TEACHING HIM MOBILITY AND COMMUNICATION

SKILLS. HOW LONG HE REMAINS THERE HAS YET

TO BE DECIDED.

SO FAR, HE HAS STARTED LEARNING SIGN

LANGUAGE AND F I N G E RS PE L L I NG . ALTHOUGH HE

CAN T SEE HOW

THE SIGNS ARE

MADE, HE USES

HIS HANDS TO

FEEL HOW
SOMEONE ELSE

MAKES THEM

AND MIMICS Rick "listens" as a student from a local

Port Washington school "talks" to him using
the manual alphabet.
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THE MOVEMENTS. KNOWING THE MANUAL

LANGUAGE ENABLES HIM TO COMMUNICATE WITH

PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF, AND ALSO EASES SOME

FEARS ABOUT HIS FUTURE. "SHOULD I LOSE MY

HEARING, I KNOW I WILL STILL BE ABLE TO MAKE

IT . . . EVEN THOUGH I MAY END UP NEEDING

THINGS SIGNED TO ME OR FINGERSPELLED TO ME, 11

he says. Doctors, he adds, do not know

whether his hearing will deteriorate to the

point of complete deafness.

Rick is also learning to write, using a

guide that can be fastened to a clipboard.

The guide helps him keep his letters the

same size, but he has to follow the pen with

his left index finger to gauge how much

space to leave between letters.

he is most interested in improving his

MOBILITY AND THE SKILLS HE WILL NEED TO LIVE
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independently. for rlck, one of the more

difficult tasks is crossing a street safely.

Traffic sounds are distorted to him. What

sounds "straight 11 to him actually veers off

to the right. so when he walks, he tends to

drift right - a dangerous situation that

might someday lead him into the path of an

oncoming car. and if the wind is howling

around him while he is walking - "forget it.

YOU CAN 'T HEAR ANYTHING ELSE, " HE SAYS. "It's

LIKE CARRYING YOUR OWN PERSONAL JET ENGINE

WITH YOU .
" IN THAT SITUATION, HIS INSTRUCTORS

HAVE TOLD HIM TO ASK FOR HELP. He HAS ALSO

applied for a guide dog. taking cabs, buses,

and eventually trains are also part of his

training.

Rick is also working on home management

skills at a model apartment at hknc. hls
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ultimate goal is to be able to do things

such as cook and wash his clothes.

"They're working with me now on cooking

WITH A MICROWAVE OVEN. If I GET REAL GOOD

with that, they'll have me work on the

stove , " he says

.

The Center also plans to prepare him to

take a high school graduation equivalency

exam. He's hoping to get some kind of job,

though he says he's read about so many

different topics that it's hard to narrow his

choices. "i 'm interested in animals, i'm

interested in aircraft, i'm interested in

computers, " he says .
" come to think of it , i

wouldn't BE TOO UNHAPPY ABOUT MAYBE

BECOMING A TEACHER FOR THE DEAF OR

SOMETHING." BUT HE ADMITS HE HAS A LONG

WAY TO GO IN COMPLETING HIS FORMAL
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education.

Reading - by running his fingers over the

dots in Braille books, or listening to tapes

or records - is his passion. through books,

he says he has learned a little about

astronomy, physics, animals and all kinds of

planes. "i experience a lot of things

through reading, " he says. "i may never pat

a tiger, but i can read about someone who

HAS .

"

If Rick has one gripe, it is with museums

that put their displays behind fences and

glass cases. "i have no end of frustration

with that, 11 he says. once, a guard at a

museum let him touch a sculpture of priests

surrounded by serpents. "you could feel and

see the power of the sculpture. 11

But Rick says there's not much he can
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COMPLAIN ABOUT. " I

r
V E HAD A PRETTY HAPPY

LIFE OVERALL. THERE'S NOT MUCH FOR ME TO BE

BITTER ABOUT." AND THOUGH IT'S UNCERTAIN

WHETHER HIS HEARING WILL DETERIORATE, HE SAYS

he's optimistic about his future. "If I do

LOSE MY HEARING, IT WILL BE A SHOCK AND I'LL

PROBABLY HAVE DAYS WHEN I FEEL SORRY FOR

MYSELF. BUT, HOPEFULLY, I 'LL GET OVER IT AND

KEEP MY SENSE OF HUMOR. ii

DEAF-BLIND UNIT FOR MASSACHUSETTS

The Massachusetts Commission for the

Blind (MCB) recently established a new unit

TO SERVE DEAF-BLIND, RETARDED BLIND, AND

PHYSICALLY DISABLED BLIND INDIVIDUALS. It IS

called the deaf-blind/multihandicapped unit.

The unit provides a wide range of

REHABILITATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES TO THIS
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population. These people are eligible for the

state services that other people receive.

The staff of this unit can assist deaf-blind

persons by the use of sign language or other

methods of communication.

Thirteen people staff the unit in various

locations, and may be contacted either by

voice or by telephone devices for the deaf

(TDD) . The unit also has a TDD answering

MACHINE IN SERVICE AFTER 5 P.M. ON WEEKDAYS

AND ALL DAY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. THIS

MACHINE GIVES WEEKLY INFORMATION ON MCB

SERVICES, JOB OPPORTUNITIES, ACTIVITIES RELATED

TO DEAF-BLINDNESS, AND COMMUNITY NOTES OF

INTEREST. This information will be updated

BY THE STAFF EVERY MONDAY, AND AN EFFORT

WILL BE MADE TO MAKE IT CLEAR AND EASY TO

UNDERSTAND. CALLERS CAN ALSO LEAVE MESSAGES,
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REQUEST INFORMATION, OR MAKE COMMENTS ON

THE UPDATED WEEKLY MESSAGE.

NOTICE

American Brotherhood of the Blind, 18440

Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356, publishes

children's books and several items of

interest to deaf-blind persons.

Twin Vision (print/braille) children's

books are not sold, but are distributed free

of charge to schools and libraries serving

the blind. i ndi v i dual b li nd ch i ldren , blind

parents of sighted children, and those who

would benefit throughout the united states

are served through the american

Brotherhood's braille children's library. The

library has selections to be read to very

young children, as well as books of interest
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THROUGH THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL.

HOT-LINE TO DEAF-BLIND is a free

braille newspaper published twice a month

and edited by a former pri nt - n ews p a p er

editor. Distribution is world-wide and

limited to deaf-blind readers and

institutions serving deaf-blind people.

Small-size braille calendars, which include

all major holidays, are available free on

request. They may be ordered in October

for the following year.

Through public support and the dedication

of volunteers who perform all production,

the American Brotherhood for the Blind is

able to provide these items free of charge.

There is no mailing list, so if you wish to

write for any item, please note the

DEPARTMENT YOU WISH TO CONTACT ON THE
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OUTSIDE OF THE ENVELOPE - LIBRARY, HOT-LINE,

CALENDAR, ETC.

DEAF-BLIND WOMAN ALLOWED ON AIRPLANE

(Edited from the NAD Broadcaster)

(Editor's Note: Your editor, and several

members of the helen keller national

Center's staff, testified in the lawsuit that

made this article a reality.)

Deaf-blind Rosa Perea went from

Lubbock to Austin, Texas, alone on

Southwest Airlines, her first flight after

winning a four-year battle to fly on the

airplane which had excluded deaf-blind

people from traveling alone because it

deemed them a safety hazard to other

passengers in case of emergencies.

Perea, 35, went to talk to the Citizens
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for Texas Disabled meeting at the state

capital .

11

i feel very good about it," rosa said

through a sign language interpreter before

she boarded the aircraft. "this will let

deaf-blind people know that they have rights

TOO. It WILL OPEN OPPORTUNITIES."

a month before the flight, transportation

Secretary Elizabeth Dole had overturned an

administrative law judge's ruling favoring

Southwest Airlines. Dole ordered Southwest

to immediately change its policy because it

discriminated against the handicapped, said

Perea's lawyer. Southwest had been the

only airline with such a policy.

Southwest contended that a deaf-blind

person traveling alone constituted a safety

hazard in an emergency. secretary dole said
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THAT THE CHANCES OF THAT HAPPENING ARE

SLIGHT.

Though not an overwhelming victory, the

decision in favor of rosa perea can be a

legal precedent and tool in deciding similar

cases involving deaf-blind travelers in the

FUTURE .

WORK EXPERIENCE

by Dennis P. Brady, M.S. v C.R.C.

Work Experience Coordinator

For many years now, clients at the Helen

Keller National Center have had the

opportunity to perform part-time jobs to

GAIN THE EXPERIENCE OF WORKING. InJuLY,

1987, Community Work Experience became a

new department at the center.

Work Experience jobs are divided into

two categories: on-campus and off-campus.
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Some of the on-campus jobs are dishwasher,

laundry worker, clerical worker, coffee

lounge worker, table washer and greenhouse

WORKER. The OFF-CAMPUS WORK EXPERIENCES

are all real jobs in the local community

such as data entry clerk, file clerk (library),

linen worker (hospital), stock clerk

(supermarket), clerical worker, and

dishwasher. our goal at hknc is to allow

all clients the opportunity to participate in

the Community Work Experience Program.

One example of an off-campus work

experience is the data entry clerk position

at the Education Assistance Center (E.A.C.)

in Mineola, New York. Ronald Hensley of

Indianapolis, Indiana works there one day a

week. He helped the E.A.C. staff select a

COMPUTER PROGRAM TO HANDLE THEIR INVENTORY
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RECORDS. NOW THAT THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN

SELECTED, RON TRANSFERS THE INFORMATION FROM

WRITTEN FILES ONTO A COMPUTER DISK. E.A.C.

WILL SOON HAVE ONE CENTRAL COMPUTER FILE

WITH DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THEIR

INVENTORY (DESKS, TABLES, FILE CABINETS, CHAIRS,

COMPUTERS, TYPEWRITERS, ETC.). RON SPOKE OF

HIS WORK EXPERIENCE AS "MORE CHALLENGING

THAN I EXPECTED. THERE ARE SO MANY DETAILS

THAT NEED TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS FILE. I

INCLUDE LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT, MODEL NUMBER,

DATE OF PURCHASE AND OTHER INFORMATION ON

EACH PIECE OF INVENTORY. 11 WHEN ASKED IF HE

ENJOYS THIS JOB, HE RESPONDED, "Oh, YES ! I

ENJOY IT VERY MUCH. THIS WORK EXPERIENCE IS

HELPING ME DECIDE WHAT KIND OF JOB I WILL

LOOK FOR WHEN I LEAVE HKNC."

The staff at E.A.C. had never worked
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WITH A DEAF-BLIND PERSON BEFORE RON . "I

IMMEDIATELY TAUGHT THEM THE MANUAL ALPHABET

AND HOW TO SIGN NUMBERS ONE THROUGH TEN.

At the Education Assistance Center, Ron receives
instructions in sign language from his supervisor,

NOW MY SUPERVISOR, KAREN, CAN FINGERSPELL TO

ME VERY EASILY. I AM TEACHING HER SOME

SIGNS AS WELL." RON IS DRIVEN TO HIS WORK

EXPERIENCE EACH WEEK BUT HE RETURNS TO
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HKNC USING PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. "I MUST

TAKE TWO BUSES AND THEN A TAXI. It TAKES ME

a long time but i like being independent."

Another work experience position at

HKNC is Baker's Assistant. This is an on-

campus work experience done in the hknc

cafeteria. geraldine muscetta from the

Bronx, New York, would like to work in a

bakery. When she finishes her program at

hknc, she plans to attend a training

program for baking. geraldine has good

cooking and baking skills but she needs to

learn how to prepare food for large numbers

OF PEOPLE. A SPECIAL WORK EXPERIENCE WAS

SET UP FOR HER TO ACQUIRE THESE SKILLS. SHE

works with Dan Nelligan, HKNC Food

Services Manager, and Melida Johnson, HKNC

Home Management Instructor, and bakes
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CAKES AND CUPCAKES EACH WEEK FOR 50 PEOPLE.

Geraldine MUST MEASURE, POUR, AND MIX LARGE

AMOUNTS OF BATTER AND ICING TO DO THIS KIND

OF BAKING.

Gerry mixes cupcake batter while Melida Johnson, her instructor looks on.

The skills she is learning on her work

experience will help her with her baking

CLASSES AND HOPEFULLY HELP HER TO GET A JOB
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IN A BAKERY.

HERE AND THERE

Recently published is a communication

guide, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION AIDS

SELECTION AND USE, by Iris Fishman.

Basically a resource guide for those who

work with speech and writing impairment, it

is also designed for consumers, their

families, speech therapists, and for special

educators. for information and price,

contact College Hill Press, Division of Little

Brown and Company, Inc. , 34 Beacon Street,

Boston, MA 02108.

***********

A SMALL DEVICE, WEIGHING ONLY A FEW

OUNCES, THE LlGHT PROBE CAN TELL A BLIND OR

DEAF-BLIND USER WHETHER A LAMP OR A CEILING
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LIGHT IS ON OR OFF. AlMED AT THE SOURCE OF

LIGHT, IT EMITS A LOUD BUZZING SOUND AND

VIBRATES, THE INTENSITY OF THE SIGNAL

INCREASING THE CLOSER IT COMES TO THE LIGHT

source. Priced at $19 . 50, it is available

from: Kentucky Industries for the Blind,

1900 Brownsboro Road, Louisville, KY 40206.

The Light Probe is powered by a 9-volt flat

radio-type alkaline battery which is also

supplied .

**********

1988 marks the 100th anniversary of anne

Sullivan's journey to Alabama to begin

teaching Helen Keller at her family home in

Tuscumbia. It also marks the 150th

anniversary of the beginning of the

education of laura bridgman, the first deaf-

blind child to receive a formal education in
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the United States under the supervision of

Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe, the first director

of Perkins School for the Blind in

Massachusetts .

**********

Small pocket calendars, 3 by 6 inches in

size, in large-print and braille, are available

for seventy-five cents each from: joyce

Barajas, Visually Impaired Center, 725 Mason

Street, Flint, MI 48503.

CAREER FAIR AX IHE CENTER

On March 23, 1988, the general public

was invited to a career fair and open house

at the Helen Keller National Center. The

purpose of this event was to address the

concerns of high school and college

students, or people returning to the work
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WORLD, AS WELL AS COUNSELORS AND DEPARTMENT

CHAIRMEN, BY PROVIDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION

ABOUT EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR CAREERS IN

THE HUMAN SERVICES - PARTICULARLY THE FIELDS

OF BLINDNESS, DEAFNESS, AND DEAF- B LI NDNESS

.

IN THE MORNING ATTENDEES HAD THE

OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TO STAFF AND CLIENTS AT

INDIVIDUAL BOOTHS RANGING IN FOCUS FROM

SPECIAL EDUCATION T

audiology/speech/language THERAPY, ART

therapy, home economics , rehabilitation

counseling, socialwork, psychology, and

much more. Videotapes, pamphlets, and lists

of colleges and universities with special

courses and/or degree programs, as well as

other resource materials, were available.

There was no fee, but registration was

required. Helen Keller Services for the
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Blind cosponsored the event.

Laura Duran, supervisor,
Daily Living Skills Depart-

ment, discusses aids and
devices at the Career
Fair with participants.

Mary Michaud, supervisor,
Mobility Department, and
Lisa Rothermich, senior
instructor, Low Vision
Department, answer
questions from partici-
pants at the Career Fair.

Continuous guided tours of the Center's
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campus and training programs were

conducted during the afternoon open house.

Exhibits and demonstrations of special

devices, methods and skills taught in the

Communication Learning Center, Orientation

and Mobility, and Daily Living Skills, Home

Management, and Industrial Arts

Departments, and many other related aspects

of training were available for viewing.

This Career Day and Open House proved

to be a most successful event, with seventy

PERSONS ATTENDING DURING THE DAY.
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EDITORIAL

THE SWEDISH WAY

By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

In May of this year, I journeyed

to Sweden with five others to

attend the annual conference of

the Swedish Association of the Deaf-Blind.

Sweden is not a large country compared to

the United States, but it has a population

of 1066 deaf-blind people according to

Stig Ohlson, president of the Association.

Since 1983, the Swedish Institute for the

Handicapped, a government funded agency,

has been carrying out an investigation

aimed at giving deaf-blind persons

increased independence and facilitating

their contact with other people in their

communities with the goal of creating
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greater possibilities for active living.

The project is called Methods, Aids and

System of Methods and Aids for the Deaf-

Blind. The first stage of this

investigation was to survey existing aids

that can be used by deaf-blind persons

WITHOUT ANY RESIDUAL HEARING AND SIGHT. It

resulted in a catalog, "alds for the deaf-

Blind, April 1985," which is available in

both print and braille and can be ordered

from ICTA Information Centre, Box 303, S-

161 26 Bromma, Sweden. The catalog covers

a wide variety of aids and devices,

mechanical and electronic, that are

produced in various countries.

The second stage of the project was to

hold in-depth interviews with deaf-blind

persons in order to document their day-to-



DAY LIVING SITUATIONS AND NEEDS. The

collected material and information will be

analyzed and will provide suggestions for

improving living standards in the future.

These interviews strive to identify and

document the practical difficulties that

deaf-blind persons encounter in ordinary

day-to-day life, and also map and describe

already existing solutions to problems.

Special attention is given to

communication, information, living and

external environments for the deaf-blind.

Eventually it is proposed to produce a

brochure describing the problems related to

deaf-blindness that will describe the

various ways in which they can be

alleviated, and what is available in the

way of assistive aids and devices to
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overcome the dual handicap.

The Swedish government supplies all aids

and devices to deaf-blind individuals at no

cost. This is a tremendous advantage

considering the cost of producing

specialized devices for the disabled.

While visiting the Swedish technical center

where many of these devices are developed

and produced, i was disappointed not to be

able to inspect many of the aids currently

available, as most of them were out on loan

for demonstration purposes. however, it

was obvious that sweden is very progressive

in caring for its deaf-blind population,

providing needed assistive devices that

otherwise would be too costly for the

individual deaf-blind person, and in the

effort to evaluate the overall quality of



life for these severely disabled people.

The government of Sweden also sponsors

the annual conference of the swedish

Association of the Deaf-Blind with

excellent support from trained

interpreters. sweden is making excellent

progress in providing its deaf-blind

population with an enviable measure of

supportive service.

IN RETROSPECT : HELEN KELLER DEAF-BLIND

AWARENESS WEEK

This past summer the Helen Keller

National Center and other national agencies

and organizations announced the fifth

national celebration of helen keller deaf-

Blind Awareness Week, June 26 - July 2.

The last week of June was first designated
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by Congressional resolution and

Presidential signature in 1984 to promote

an awareness of, and sensitivity to, the

needs and abilities of americans who are

deaf-blind or vision and hearing impaired.

"This is a time to focus on improving the

quality of life for people with a dual

sensory loss . . . one of the most severe

disabilities," notes stephen s. barrett

,

M.Ed., Director of HKNC. "The week also

draws national attention to the need for

continued rehabilitation training services,

access to both housing and employment

alternatives, and recreation and

socialization opportunities within the

community.

"

Just as deaf-blindness can build a

communication wall between an individual



AND HIS WORLD, SO CAN THE ATTITUDES OF

PERSONS WHO ARE S I G HT ED- H EARI NG

.

The

BARRIER THEY BUILD IS WALL OF

INDIFFERENCE, DETACHMENT, AND DISCOMFORT.

MANY RESPECTS, THIS IS THE MOST

IMPENETRABLE WALL OF ALL.

This year's theme, "START BY SAYING

HELLO 11

, FOCUSED ON COMMUNICATION AS A FIRST

STEP TO BREAK DOWN BARRIERS AND ALLEVIATE

MISUNDERSTANDINGS. It IS A

STEP THAT LEADS TO

SUCCESSFUL LIVING IN THE

COMMUNITY- -WITH NEIGHBORS,

CO-WORKERS AND FRIENDS.

Like any population,
Helen Keller Deaf-Blind Awareness Week

PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF AND

BLIND INCLUDE THOSE WITH

NORMAL AND GIFTED COGNITIVE ABILITIES, AS
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WELL AS INDIVIDUALS WITH MILD TO PROFOUND

COGNITIVE DISABILITIES. It ALSO RUNS THE

gamut from the physically able individuals

to those with severe physical disabilities.

Thus, community-based living and work

options need to be developed and

established— a major issue to be addressed

by persons who are deaf-blind, their

families, government officials, and

concerned professionals.

Thomas Gulotta, Nassau County Executive (center) proclaims
DEAF-BLIND AWARENESS WEEK. Joining him from HKNC are (1 to r)

Rita King, volunteer; Robert J. Smithdas, assistant director;
Kristine Carbone, client; and Allison Burrows, administrative
assistant.



We encourage all citizens, civic groups,

libraries and organizations to plan state

and local activities during the last week

of June each year.

HANDICAPS DON'T STOP HER LOVE FOR DANCING

By Mona L. Taylor (Reprinted with

permission of the PLAINFIELD ENTERPRISE,

Plainfield, ID

"Handicap. " That's a word that can't be

found in Barbara Carson's vocabulary

despite the fact that she's deaf and blind.

Barbara communicates as well as those free

of "handicaps."

The 59-year-old Joliet, Illinois, woman

doesn't use her handicaps as excuses to sit

and feel sorry for herself. She leads a

very active life that includes playing the
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guitar, writing for a braille publication

taking walks with her lead dog, sandy, and

spending time with her husband, dave. one

of her most interesting activities is her

participation in jazzercise classes. wlth

the help of her devoted friend, elizabeth

Klein, also of Joliet, Barbara has been

taking jazzercise classes for more than a

year and a half.

Barbara and Elizabeth met seven years ago

through Elizabeth's sister, Cathy, who has

retinitis pigmentosa (rp) - the same

degenerative retinal eye disease that

Barbara has. When she was 30, Barbara was

diagnosed with rp. "i was born hard of

hearing, which is often related to rp. i

HAVE A COMBINATION OF CONDITIONS." It

BEGAN WITH A GRADUAL CLOUDING OF HER EYES,
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Barbara said. "I began going blind and

back then we didn't know what retinitis

pigmentosa was. it is a hereditary disease

for which there is no cure, but they are

working on it. 11

Barbara and Elizabeth communicate through

tactile communications. elizabeth "speaks 11

to Barbara by fingerspelling (using the

manual alphabet) on her hand. barbara

responds mostly by using her voice.

Barbara can also hear some things. "I can

hear sounds, and i have a hearing aid that

i use to talk on the phone. 11 she can also

hear the voice of her husband much better

than that of a stranger.

Barbara became interested in Jazzercise

after her sister, norma dutkiewicz of

joliet, introduced her to it. "i love to
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dance and i wanted the exercise, so i

memorized some of the routines norma taught

me, " Barbara said.

"Norma was showing Barbara some of the

routines, and i was there," elizabeth said,

"i had been involved in jazzercise for

about a year and i mentioned to my

instructor that barbara was interested."

Instructor Ann Erickson "seemed open to

the idea," Elizabeth said, and thus began

Barbara's involvement in the jazz dance

fitness program. the program was founded

by judi shippard mlssett, who is also

president and choreographer. "i can hear

the music, the beat and the melody but not

the words," Barbara said. "Even though the

routines are always changing, i can keep up

WITH THE BASIC STEPS AND PATTERNS." In
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class, Barbara follows the movements

Elizabeth makes. "She will put her hands

on my arms, and sometimes on my legs to

feel what i am doing, 11 elizabeth said. "i

love it. It's great exercise and lots of

fun. It takes a lot of concentration, but

i enjoy it. i don't go to class without

Elizabeth. 11

Erickson said, "What impresses me the

most about barbara is that she doesn't

complain about her handicap. and, what's

the hardest for me is relating to her in

class. Unless I go up to her and talk with

her, she has no relationship to me at all.

i enjoy her being in my class. she's a

very positive person." erickson also said

that Barbara's presence in the class has

been good for everyone. "i will tell them
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that if they are tired and feel like they

can't keep up, they should watch Barbara.

If she can do it, so can you. 11

Barbara and her husband, Dave, dance

almost every weekend. "they dance the

polka all the time," erickson said. "there

was a lady in my class who had seen barbara

polka. She didn't know she was HANDICAPPED

until she saw her at jazzercise .

"

Barbara Carson is an inspiration . . . and

she is living proof that a handicap (or

TWO) isn't NECESSARILY A HANDICAP.

NEW TELEBRAILLE DESIGN UNDERWAY

Telesensory Systems, Inc., (TSI) and

Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Foundation

have announced a joint project which will

result in a new telebraille, a
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communication aid for deaf-blind people.

The current TeleBraille was introduced by

tsi in 1984 and has been of immense help to

many deaf-blind people. production of the

current TeleBraille was put into jeopardy

last year when a critical component became

unavailable. this made redesign necessary

before production could be resumed. the

small size of the deaf-blind population

appropriate for the telebraille precludes

design on a commercial basis.

The TeleBraille enables face-to-face

communication between a deaf-blind person

and a sighted person, or telephone

communication with anyone using a telephone

device for the deaf (tdd) or another

TeleBraille at the other end of the line.

In California, TeleBrailles are provided to
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QUALIFIED DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUALS UNDER THE

Deaf Equipment Acquisition Fund (D.E.A.F.)

which is funded by a monthly charge of 10

cents per end user access line. several

other states- -among them washington,

Florida, Illinois, Nevada, Arizona, and

michigan— have similar funding programs,

while others are in the process of

developing a system.

Recognizing the great need and the

potential loss of the telebraille to the

deaf-blind population, smith-kettlewell eye

Research Foundation has agreed to undertake

designing a new telebraille. tsi has

agreed to manufacture this design which is

expected to continue availability.

Objectives of the new design will be to

extend the life of the product as much as
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possible by using readily available

components, and to make certain

improvements suggested by present users.

It is anticipated that the new design will

be completed in six to eight months, with

production being available several months

LATER.

LAURA BRIDGMAN

On Friday, May 13, 1988, the students,

staff, and trustees of perkins school for

the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts, held a

reception and presentation celebrating the

150th anniversary of Dr. Samuel Gridley

Howe's beginning his work of educating

Laura Bridgman.

Laura Bridgman was born in the year 1829.

At the age of two, she developed scarlet
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FEVER WHICH LEFT HER DEAF AND BLIND. By

THE AGE OF EIGHT LAURA WAS SEVERELY

ISOLATED BY HER LOSS OF HEARING AND SIGHT;

HER FAMILY COULD BARELY COMMUNICATE WITH

HER VIA SIMPLE GESTURES. It WAS THEN THAT

SHE WAS DISCOVERED BY Dr. HOWE , THE FIRST

Director of Perkins School for the Blind.

Dr. Howe brought Laura to Perkins, then

located in south boston, where she became

the first deaf-blind child to become

educated. dr. howe had successfully

pioneered the field of education of the

deaf-blind, which continues to be an

important part of perkins.

Until her death in the 1890's, Laura

Bridgman remained at Perkins School, where

she was known to annie sullivan and helen

Keller. Charles Dickens, the famous
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English novelist, included in his book,

AMERICAN NOTES, a vivid description of his

visit to Perkins and meeting Laura

personally.

AROUND THE GLOBE ON VOYAGE OF VISION

By Todd Burroughs (Reprinted with

permission of THE BOSTON GLOBE, Boston, MA)

Jonathan Lowe, a 13-year-old from

Australia, was asked what it felt like to

come to America. "Coming to America! 11 he

repeated. "just like eddie murphy!" he

joked, the question reminding him of

Murphy's new film of the same name.

For Jonathan, the only aborigine known to

be suffering from usher's syndrome - a

progressive, genetic disease that doctors

say will leave him deaf and blind within 10
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years - it has been a four-year journey

from his initial diagnosis to his

evaluation last week at the perkins school

for the Blind in Watertown, Massachusetts.

"It's been a long, hard haul, but it was

worth it. 11 said his mother, beverly lowe , a

47-year-old farmer from perth, the capital

of Western Australia. She remembered the

pain when she and her husband, john,

discovered their adopted son's condition.

Jonathan is the youngest of their five

children. "it was a tremendous shock when

he was diagnosed," she said, because she

knew the rare disease would rob her son of

sight and sound. it took some prodding

from the family's doctor to help her,

finally, accept her son's condition.

The Lowes were told by Jonathan's
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SPECIALIST THAT HE SHOULD GET HIS CONDITION

ASSESSED AT PERKINS. He HELPED THE FAMILY

begin a fund-raising effort to pay for the

journey to the united states. for almost

two years, Beverly and her husband sold

homemade " lamingtons" - traditional

Australian sweet cakes - along with other

pastries. Mrs. Lowe estimates that they

raised about $21,000 in us dollars from

sales of the baked goods. "being country

people," Mrs. Lowe said, "we believe that

you cannot get something without working

for it." Besides catching the attention of

the Australian press and local fund-raisers

who arranged benefit concerts and

television appearances, the lowes received

help from their state and federal

governments, which granted them a little
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over $13,000 for the journey.

The purposes of the trip, according to

Mrs. Lowe, included assessing educational

opportunities for jonathan, scouting for a

school to teach specialized courses on the

deaf-blind to australian teachers, and

showing Jonathan some of the world before

he lost all of his sight and his hearing.

In addition to being the only aborigine

known to have the disease, jonathan also

was the first australian to be diagnosed

with Usher's syndrome, his mother says,

now, according to mrs . lowe, 25 western

Australians have been diagnosed with the

disease, a form of retinitis pigmentosa, or

retina degeneration.

Jeanne Marquis, coordinator of the

National Information Center on Deaf-
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Blindness at Gallaudet University,

estimates that between 3 percent and 15

percent of the hearing- impaired people in

the United States have Usher's syndrome.

Because she had heard about the Perkins

School, Mrs. Lowe had corresponded with the

school's supervisor for the blind-deaf,

Michael Collins, for a year. About two

months ago, she called Collins to tell him

that she and jonathan would be arriving in

the U.S. Collins arranged for Mrs. Lowe

and Jonathan to stay as guests of the

school when they arrived in july. she

said that the results of jonathan's

evaluation, a summary of reports from 12

specialists, showed that he had above-

average intelligence and the ability and

maturity to pursue a college education.
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"His mother knew all of these things, 11 Mrs.

Lowe said proudly. "He has the promise of

BEING ABLE TO FULFILL A SATISFYING JOB. He

has such potential."

Jonathan, who is legally blind, has

tunnel vision - a condition in which side

vision is constricted - and he is

profoundly deaf. mrs . lowe said that

researchers are interested in jonathan's

case because many of them had thought that

retinitis pigmentosa did not exist among

aborigines, who are the descendants of

Australia's first inhabitants. Mrs. Lowe

praised Collins, who called in additional

specialists from boston to examine jonathan

during his three-day evaluation period.

Their journey, which began in April, will

continue to gallaudet university in
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Washington, the Helen Keller National

Center in New York, and then to England

where they will join jonathan's father

for a trip to continental europe to look at

Usher's treatment programs and visit more

specialists. After making their visits,

Jonathan's mother will choose one of the

schools for his final years of high school

and for college. currently he is not

enrolled in school.

Before coming to Perkins, he and his

mother visited blind-deaf schools and other

Usher families in California, Washington

state, New Mexico and Texas. When they

return home, the lowes will continue their

work with The Jonathan Lowe Research

Foundation, a fund-raising group that seeks

to send Australian teachers to the United
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States for deaf-blind training. The

organization's second goal is to employ a

counselor for families of usher's syndrome

victims - a job that mrs . lowe now does in

Western Australia.

The main purpose of the trip, she said,

"was to make sure Jon and other kids have

MORE OPPORTUNITIES. We'VE BEEN GIVEN A LOT

OF OPPORTUNITIES. JONATHAN HAS SEEN A LOT

OF THINGS THAT MANY PEOPLE HAVE NOT."

OUT OF SILENCE AND DARKNESS

By Marilyn Kline (reprinted with permission

of SIGHTS & SOUNDS, Alabama Institute for

Deaf and Blind, Talladega, AL)

"At the beginning I was only a little

MASS OF POSSIBILITIES. It WAS MY TEACHER

WHO UNFOLDED AND DEVELOPED THEM. WHEN SHE
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came, everything about me breathed of love

and joy and was full of meaning. 11 helen

Keller.

Deaf-blind persons belong to a small

group in our society with all the diversity

you would expect to find among any other

group of people. they have no common

characteristics assumed by the label "deaf-

blind", but are individuals with unique

heredity and experiences.

The dual sensory impairment may mean

total lack of sight or hearing, or it may

mean partially-sighted and hearing- impaired

to the extent that the combination of

impairments interferes with a person's

ability to function in a hearing-sighted

world. There is a wide range of individual

differences among deaf-blind people which
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can be understood by considering the

following factors: the age at which a

person lost vision and/or hearing, degree

and cause of impairment, additional

handicaps, and personality characteristics.

When sight and sound are lost or severely

limited, the immediate consequence is

having to interact with the world in a

different way. perhaps, the vast world is

now funneled through one's fingertips.

The deaf-blind person must depend for

information and concepts on other persons

to interpret for him/her on a one-to-one

basis or use the secondary senses of touch,

taste, smell and kinesthetic awareness.

Persons with dual disabilities of vision

and hearing loss have obvious barriers in

communicating and discovering the world
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about them, moving about safely and

effectively, and gaining personal

competence and control over their

environment. frustration and loneliness

are frequently emotional barriers to be

overcome. Coping with the negative

attitudes of others who focus on what they

cannot rather than can do, are greater

challenges than coping with the impairment.

As Dr. Robert J. Smithdas, a well-known

deaf-blind lecturer and administrator at

the Helen Keller National Center, remarked,

"The deaf-blind person does not feel

isolation and loneliness because he does

not feel that he belongs to society, but

because he is often ignored and not

included in the activities which circulate

freely in the world around him. loneliness
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IS IMPOSED ON HIM BY OTHER PEOPLE. He IS

shut out, neglected, even when

companionship is what he most desires.

"Deaf-blind persons, like most people,

tend to absorb the attitudes of those about

them regarding their value and self-worth.

When negative attitudes and expectations

prevail, these persons become socialized

into a role ... of low status and begin to

think of themselves similarly, as being

dependent and abnormal."

Many deaf-blind persons are extremely

self-absorbed because they are most aware

of their own immediate needs and wants.

Because of their limited awareness, they

have difficulty recognizing the problems of

others, much less empathizing with them.

If these persons are usually ignored or
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mistreated, they tend to build up defenses

to shut out and reject outside influences

so as not to be hurt by them. some

patterns of self-protection, such as temper

tantrums, unresponsiveness, and careless

personal and social habits, may develop and

persist when effective social interaction

is absent from one's experience.

Deaf-blind persons share the basic human

needs for recognition and acceptance with

all of us. With their dual sensory

IMPAIRMENT, THEY MISS THE SMILE, THE

GREETING OF PASSERS-BY TO WHOM WE RESPOND

AND GO ON OUR WAY WITH A LIFT TO OUR

SPIRITS.

From his own experience, Dr. Smithdas

offers these pointers to assist those who

come in contact with deaf-blind persons:
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1. Allow deaf-blind persons, and

particularly children, to explore their

environments and new situations. "i stress

this because of my own feelings of

frustration whenever i was prevented from

touching things or participating in

activities which appealed to me while

growing up. it is innately unfair not to

allow a deaf-blind person to touch and

handle an object, or to explore a new

situation, when others are able to see and

appreciate the same things."

2. Identify yourself to the deaf-blind

person. Use a name or a special gesture

that is easily recognized. don't put a

deaf-blind person into the position of

having to guess who you are.

3. Communicate directly with that
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individual, by touch or fingerspelling , if

appropriate, and not through a third

person. This establishes a sense of warmth

and personal intimacy that lessens the

deaf-blind individual's sense of isolation

and revitalizes his/her belief that he/she

has a distinct personality.

(Marilyn Kline is School Psychologist at

the Helen Keller School of Alabama.)

RICHARD BAZIER

Richard Bazier, 53, blind and deaf since

his teens, is an articulate spokesman for

blind people. rlchard praises the

services that have made it possible for him

to be so active.

He currently packages military resale

cloths and has an excellent productivity
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record. At Cleveland Skilled Industries,

Cleveland, Ohio, where Richard has worked

for 37 years, he has helped train two other

deaf-blind clients in addition to adapting

work procedures and work stations for blind

employees.

In testimony before Ohio state

legislators, bazier pointed out the need

for training and retraining to keep workers

who are blind or multi -handi capped blind

up-to-date and qualified to work in a

changing economy.

Richard earned a high school diploma from

Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown,

Massachusetts, and an Associate in Arts

degree from cuyahoga county community

College in Ohio. Now he is studying

business administration with a major in
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FINANCE AT DYKE COLLEGE, AND HE CAN BRING

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE TO THE CLASSROOM SINCE

HE ONCE OWNED A PROFITABLE GROCERY STORE

AND SOLD REAL ESTATE.

A TALENTED, HARD-WORKING MAN WITH A KEEN

SENSE OF HUMOR, RlCHARD BAZIER BELIEVES IN

SUCCESS.

REFLECTED GLORY

This past summer, during the week of June

12-19, the American Association of the

Deaf-Blind held its thirteenth annual

convention in baton rouge, louisiana.

Friday evening, June 17, at its annual

Awards Banquet, the Association presented

the Dr. Peter J. Salmon Memorial Award to

Vera Schiller, of Glendale, California.

The late Peter J. Salmon, who was a close
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friend of Helen Keller, was a pioneer in

services for blind and deaf-blind people.

He was a key figure in the establishment of

the Helen Keller National Center in 1967,

and was active in many other areas of human

services.

Shortly after the Helen Keller National

Center opened its doors in 1969, Vera

Schiller was one of the first regional

representatives to be hired for its field

service program. for more than ten years

before retiring, mrs . schiller served the

deaf-blind people of the center's

southwestern region, then based in los

Angeles. After retirement she continued

her deep interest in services for deaf-

blind people, and became a volunteer for

the deaf-blind group at the braille
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Institute of America, Mrs. Schiller's

first client, michelle (craig) smithdas, is

now an instructor of communications at the

Center.

Prior to her employment by the Center,

Vera Schiller had worked at the Industrial

Home for the Blind (IHB) in Brooklyn for

MANY YEARS. SHE KNEW DR. SALMON WELL.

"The Peter J. Salmon Award would have been

AN HONOR UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, 11 SHE

SAID, "BUT IT IS ESPECIALLY SO BECAUSE OF

THE MANY YEARS I WORKED WITH PETER."

The Peter J. Salmon Award is presented

annually to a professional worker who has

made outstanding contribution to services

for the deaf-blind. there is no doubt that

Vera Schiller deserves such recognition:

she is loved, admired, and respected by
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PROFESSIONAL AND DEAF-BLIND FRIENDS

EVERYWHERE WHO KNOW HER!

JUST IN TIME !

a new product that may be of special

interest to readers is an "around-the neck 11

Long-Ring timer, ideal for use by people

who are deaf-blind.

The timer, priced at $17.95, can easily

be marked with tape or a product such as

Hi-Marks for tactual reading of time

SETTINGS, AND THE

AROUND-THE-NECK

FEATURE PERMITS

ONE TO FEEL THE

TIMER S VIBRATION

WHEN A DESIGNATED

TIME PERIOD HAS Home Management instructors, Melida Johnson
and Phine Murphy show client, Thane Ayres

,

how to use the "Around-the-Neck" timer.
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ELAPSED. The timer is sturdily built of

HIGH-IMPACT PLASTIC AND HAS A STRONG,

COMFORTABLE CORD. It CAN ALSO BE CARRIED

in a pocket. it has no sharp edges and is

well designed.

The timer is available by sending a check

or money-order to: independent living

Aids, 27 East Mall, Plainview, NY 11803.

a complete catalog of other adaptive aids

can be obtained, free of charge, by writing

to the company or calling (516) 752-8080.

Orders are accepted by mail or by phone,

and will be shipped on 30-day credit terms

to agencies and organizations.

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN SPAIN

By Daniel Alvarez Reyes and Jose' Gayoso

Diez.
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( Editors note : The following article is a

report from the spanish national

Organization of the Blind concerning its

program of service to deaf-blind people in

Spain. One of the authors, Daniel Alvarez

Reyes, is deaf-blind and has visited the

Helen Keller National Center. It is

encouraging to realize that work for the

deaf-blind is growing in many countries.)

The Spanish National Organization of the

Blind (ONCE), which this year celebrates

its 50th Anniversary, has always been open

TO DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE. We HAVE ALWAYS TRIED

to look for solutions in this field, but

taking into account blindness rather than

the association of both handicaps

(blindness and deafness)

.

Within the framework of the educational
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policy of our Organization, that at the

beginning was developed in centers of

Special Education for the Blind and which

at present promotes integration in ordinary

schools, a unit for deaf-blind children was

created, which started with the case of a

child who became deaf-blind before reaching

the age of two. the success obtained with

this child was then followed by other

CASES. Up TO NOW THIS UNIT HAS CARRIED OUT

ITS WORK AT ONE OF ONCE'S EDUCATIONAL

CENTERS, AND FOR THE LAST YEAR ITS

COMMITMENT HAS ALSO BEEN TO COORDINATE THE

EDUCATION OF DEAF-BLIND CHILDREN IN THE

OTHER SCHOOLS OF THE ORGANIZATION IN ORDER

TO PROMOTE, IMPROVE, AND ENLARGE OUR

ACTION IN THIS FIELD. In 1987 ONCE

ASSISTED 34 DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE UNDER 18.
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The cases of either young or adult deaf-

blind PEOPLE WERE ISOLATED SO THAT THE

solutions adopted were rather individual.

We had no specially trained staff in the

rehabilitation of the deaf-blind, and

resources available for other goals were

applied in this field. many of them

learned braille, some handicrafts, book-

binding, the use of tellatouch, etc. some

succeeded in the use of the optacon, and

now a deaf-blind person is being trained to

use the versabraille.

We may say, without fearing immodesty,

that the spanish national organization of

the Blind is the only agency in Spain which

offers employment opportunities to deaf-

blind people or to people with serious

visual and hearing impairments. they work
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in our braille production centers in madrid

and Barcelona; in our book-binding

workshops; in our Braille or talking

libraries; and, especially, selling our

lottery.

Since 1983, ONCE has changed a lot with

regards to the guidelines for its work, its

structure, and its way of doing things.

In 1984 A PERIOD OF strong financial

DEVELOPMENT BEGAN. MANY NEW SERVICES WERE

CREATED AND THE EXISTING ONES WERE

ENLARGED. SERVICES TO THE DEAF-BLIND ARE

AMONG THESE. SlNCE 1985, WE MAY MENTION

THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

1. In June 1985, ONCE was represented by

a deaf-blind delegate in the flrst european

Conference on Deaf-Blindness, which took

place in goteborg, sweden. hls report is
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at the base of our first steps with regard

to this subject.

2. In 1986 we began to establish contacts

on a national level with public and private

agencies in the field of sensorial

handicaps to screen cases of deaf-

BLINDNESS. By December of that year, we

KNEW OF ABOUT 186 PEOPLE.

3. In November 1986, ONCE appointed a

counselor on these matters who is himself a

deaf-blind person.

4. In January 1987, the First National

Meeting of the Deaf-Blind, organized by

once, was celebrated. ten deaf-blind

people from different parts of the country

were present. they discussed and

exchanged points of view about their most

urgent needs. their conclusions have
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constituted the starting point for the

creation of new services for the deaf-blind

within the framework of once.

5. In March of that year, four people with

different degrees of deaf-blindness were

selected in order to study their

individual needs and their employment

possibilities. Results were positive in

two cases. The other two presented the

added problem of their living in small

villages, far away from bigger towns.

6. During the last quarter of 1987, ONCE

DIRECTED A NATIONWIDE SCREENING PROCESS

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. It PROFITED FROM

the branch structure of our organization.

We are already working with the results,

and we expect to have them ready very soon.

We have registered 315 deaf-blind persons
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up to December 31, 1987, and we continue

TO INCLUDE NEW CASES. We KNOW THAT,

according to other european statistics, we

might well have more than 2000 deaf-blind

in Spain. The goal of this screening was

not only the detection of cases but also to

find out as much as possible about their

SOCIAL SITUTATIONS. We TRY TO OFFER THEM

information on our different services

already established, and to put them in

contact with the others.

7. In October 1987, a deaf-blind

Department was created within the

framework of our educational resource

Centre Antonio Vicente Mosquete, in Madrid.

It has nationwide coverage and its aim is

the coordination of all once's steps in

this field. at the same time we promote
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relationship, union and self-organization

of the Spanish Deaf-Blind. Through this

Department ONCE has signed an agreement

with the Spanish National Confederation of

the Deaf so that a service of interpreters

IS ALSO OFFERED TO THE DEAF-BLIND. At THIS

END WE HAVE ORGANIZED THE TRAINING OF DEAF

INTERPRETERS SO THAT THEY HAVE BECOME

GUIDE-INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF-BLIND. We

have trained 12 of them and in a few days

another group of 10 will have finished

this special course.

8. On December 11th and 12th, 1987, the

First Meeting of Experts in Hearing and

Visual Handicaps took place. This

conference was organized and financed by

once and 70 experts in different fields

within once and from other agencies were
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present. Reports and workshops gave an

opportunity for people to analyze a wide

range of problems of the deaf-blind in

different stages and circumstances from the

congenital deaf-blind child to the adult.

Besides going on with some actions that

have already begun in 1988, this year we

will carry out the following steps:

1. Publication and distribution of a

brochure on communication means with the

deaf-blind and correct attitude towards

them. as a complement, plastic cards with

braille and printed alphabets will be

ISSUED.

2. Translation and publication of the

"International Deaf-Blind Newsletter" in

Spanish, with the addition of news of local

interest. This magazine will reach all
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Spanish deaf-blind people and their

families, and it will constitute a very

important source of information.

3. Enlargement of our deaf-blind units

within our educational resource centers so

that the people receiving these services

may be as close to their families as

possible.

4. During the summer of 1988, we will

organize a one-week camp for young and

adult deaf-blind people.

5. Publication of the results of the deaf-

blind SCREENING PROCESS THAT ONCE

organized in 1987.

6. Participation of two experts from our

Organization in the Foreigners Program of

Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown,

Massachusetts, USA.
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7. Opening of a rehabilitation service for

young and adult deaf-blind people in

Spain.

8. Get in touch and sign agreements of

cooperation with other national and

foreign bodies in order to train our

experts, to get their counseling so as to

achieve these and other goals in the field

of deaf-blindness.

CINDY LISOTA : FINDING FULFILLMENT

( Editor's Note : Articles about

congenitally deaf-blind persons (those deaf

and blind from birth) are relatively rare.

The following article, taken from SIGHTS

AND SOUNDS, newsletter of the Helen Keller

School at Talladega, Alabama, is of special

interest.)



Cindy Lisota is nineteen years old. She

was born without sight or hearing, but

Cindy is not trapped in a dark, silent

world thanks to concerned teachers, family

and friends. now in her second year at

the Helen Keller School (HKS) at the

Alabama School for the Deaf and Blind,

Cindy was previously a student at the

School for the Blind in Hawaii for eleven

years. According to her teacher at HKS,

Laurie Wooten, Cindy is learning to "become

a working woman. She is very independent,

and is doing well in our work experience

PROGRAM. ii

Cindy enjoys physical exercise, such as

jogging and trampoline, but her first love

IS SWIMMING. She also enjoys going to

RESTAURANTS AND BEAUTY PARLORS, AND HAS A
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STRONG RELATIONSHIP WITH HER MOTHER,

Paulette Waters, who lives in Anniston, AL.

"Since Cindy has not experienced sight or

hearing, she depends on us to teach her

about her environments, 11 said mrs . wooten.

"We are all concerned with purpose in our

lives, but Cindy also wants to know WHY we

DO SOMETHING. SHE HAS HER OWN INCENTIVE

FOR GETTING UP OUT OF BED IN THE MORNING TO

START A NEW DAY."

NOTICE Ifl BRAILLE READERS

About a year ago, the new Perkins Large-

Cell Brailler became available. This

machine offers better tactile quality than

the older "jumbo 11 brailler.

a group of volunteer transcribers in

Nevada has started a small library of
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large-cell braille materials. most of the

nineteen titles currently available are

essays and short stories in one volume.

The group adds to the collection when

requests for other transcribed materials

are not waiting to be filled. these one-

volume books of articles, essays and short

stories are intended for the touch- impaired

braille reader, and the group is eager to

find all those who need this type of

braille in order to enjoy reading.

The Northern Nevada Braille Transcribers

specialize in doing braille transcriptions

FOR DEAF-BLIND ADULTS. Although

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME, THE GROUP

DOES NOT CHARGE RECIPIENTS FOR BRAILLE

TRANSCRIPTIONS. If YOU WOULD LIKE SHORT

MATERIALS TRANSCRIBED INTO BRAILLE, WRITE
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to: Ms. Lois Baskerville, Northern Nevada

Braille Transcribers, 1015 Oxford Avenue,

Sparks, NV 89431.

HKNC'S GRADUATE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

By Laura J. Thomas, Supervisor, Direct

Services, HKNC

The Helen Keller National Center offers

graduate internships to baccalaureate and

master degree candidates who seek practical

experience in their particular fields of

study. Each internship program is designed

to meet college/university requirements,

and the needs of the hknc. graduate

internships vary in length, but ideally a

full semester can provide an intern with

full scope and diversified experiences.

Of the current group of interns at the
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Center, five were asked to share their

perceptions. ms. sharon reeves and ms

.

Alice Towne are in a ten-week internship

program in the center's orientation and

Mobility Department. Both are studying

toward their master's degrees at the

University of Arkansas at Little Rock, and

they both view their experiences at the

Center as challenging and innovative. They

enjoy using different communication

modalities with a diversified group of

persons who are deaf-blind. daily contacts

with clients has expanded their sign

language skills. they observe that it is

important to use different instructional

methods to teach mobility skills to

individuals. Creativity is very helpful

when one method of approach may not
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succeed. Ms. Reeves, who is interested in

seeking o&m employment in a rehabilitation

facility in Arkansas or in the East, says,

"Keep an open mind." Ms. Towne, who aims

to work with visually impaired persons in a

teaching capacity in the northeast, feels

"everyone has an opportunity to be

independent.

"

After an HKNC field trip with her Art

Therapy class, Ms. Lisa Oconefsky became

interested in pursuing an internship at the

Center. A baccalaureate degree major at

Long Island University/ C.W. Post, she is

at the Center two and a half days each week

in the Creative Arts Department. She finds

herself doing more individual instruction

using tactual demonstration. she feels it

is necessary to develop trust with persons
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who are deaf-blind for creative expression.

in group activities, ms. oconefsky sees

mutual exchange in learning sign language

and independent craft hobbies. her

internship is proving that persons who are

deaf-blind have many abilities and

capabilities. after she completes her

undergraduate work, she would like to

attend graduate school in the evenings

while working with children during the day.

"Never judge anyone - let each person

demonstrate what he/she is capable of

doing," says ms. oconefsky.

Being deaf-blind herself, Ms. Christy

cummings, an undergraduate psychology major

at Gallaudet University, wanted to improve

her self-confidence in working with others

like herself. her internship includes
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working in Daily Living Skills, the

Communication Learning Center, and in the

Residence during the morning. Ms. Cummings

sees that supervisory feedback, and clear

explanations and expectations (for example,

punctuality) are important for a successful

internship. Decision-making is a critical

aspect in this learning experience. ms

.

Cummings feels that she has contributed to

the increasing repertoire of sign language

skills of at least one person who is deaf-

BLIND here. After her graduation, she

would like to gain work experience and

pursue a master's degree in special

Education. Ms. Cummings, who feels that by

"learning to take a risk and being open to

new experience, 11 she has changed her career

goals because of a very supportive
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internship experience.

Having a background in the field of

blindness and currently studying for a

master's in Deafness Rehabilitation at New

York University, Ms. Ro Ricci was intrigued

by hknc's comprehensive program during a

visit to the Center. Having had a one-

month INTERNSHIP IN ITS WORK EXPERIENCE

Department, she feels that she can combine

both areas of study - blindness and

DEAFNESS AND APPLY BOTH TO DEAF-

BLINDNESS. The diversity of people with

VARYING BACKGROUNDS AND COMMUNICATION

PREFERENCES HAS CHALLENGED Ms . RlCCI TO BE

CREATIVE AND FLEXIBLE. The full

COOPERATION OF ALL TEAM MEMBERS IN VARIOUS

DEPARTMENTS ASSURES CONTINUITY OF SERVICES

FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF-BLIND. Ms . RlCCI
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IS INTERESTED IN BEING A REHABILITATION

COUNSELOR WITH PERSONS WHO ARE DEAF-BLIND

AFTER SHE GRADUATES. "BY HAVING A FLEXIBLE

MIND," MS. RlCCI FEELS THAT HER INTERNSHIP

AT HKNC HAS ONLY BEGUN TO PREPARE HER FOR

FUTURE CHALLENGES.

Pictured at HKNC headquarters are (1 to r) interns,
Lisa Oconefsky, Sharon Reeves, Alice Townd, Ro Ricchi
and Christy Cummings.

HKNC BELIEVES THERE ARE MUTUAL BENEFITS

TO BE GAINED BY WORKING WITH COLLEGE AND

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS. THE EDUCATIONAL
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EXCHANGE AND THE SHARING OF MUTUAL

EXPERIENCES AND KNOWLEDGE BY HKNC TEAM

MEMBERS ADDS TO THE OVERALL GOAL OF

REHABILITATON OF PERSONS WHO ARE DEAF-

BLIND, AND TO THE TRAINING OF FUTURE TEAM

MEMBERS.

FIELD NOTES

By Joseph McNulty, Assistant Director, HKNC

The Helen Keller National Center is

pleased to announce that sheryl ("rustie")

rothstein has been hired as regional

representative for its san francisco

office. rustie is a familiar face to many

who have attended the recent conventions of

the American Association of the Deaf-Blind

(AADB)

.

Prior to accepting the regional
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REPRESENTATIVE POSITION IN REGION IX, Ms

.

ROTHSTEIN WORKED IN THE LOS ANGELES SCHOOL

SYSTEM FOR SEVEN YEARS AS A TEACHER OF

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS, INCLUDING VISUALLY

IMPAIRED AND BLIND, DEAF-BLIND, AND DEAF-

MULT I HAND I CAPPED . During this time she

also served on the deaf-blind guidelines

Committee for the California State

Department of Education.

a 1976 graduate of the university of

California at Los Angeles, and holder of a

master's degree in Special Education from

San Francisco State University in 1980, Ms.

Rothstein's credentials include

certification as an instructor in

Orientation and Mobility.

In the June issue, mention was made of a

joint effort undertaken by the helen keller
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National Center and St. Luke 's-Roosevelt

Hospital Developmental Disabilities Center

to survey agencies serving individuals with

Congenital Rubella Syndrome (CRS) in hopes

of forming a national picture of any late-

emerging manifestations of crs symptoms,

to date, we have received ninety responses

from professional workers and parents.

While this is encouraging, we are hoping

for even more input. a second letter has

gone out to all those on our mailing list

who did not respond to the initial

questionnaire.

We would appreciate any and all help on

this project, so if you or someone you know

either has a family member with crs or

WORKS WITH PROGRAM SERVING THIS

POPULATION, PLEASE CONTACT ME HERE AT THE
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Center and I will send them a

QUESTIONNAIRE.

-THE FTft$T

Cartoonist, Howard Miller, is currently a client at the Helen
Keller National Center.
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EDITORIAL

LEST WE FORGET

By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

Once in a while we need to review social

norms that make living seem civilized and

bearable, and that give life to that

quality we call human dignity. the

following editorial, written for an early

issue of NAT-CENT NEWS, is a reminder that

DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE ARE INDIVIDUAL HUMAN

BEINGS WHO WANT TO BE TREATED WITH RESPECT

BY OTHERS.

Years ago, while I was serving as

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF SERVICES FOR THE

DEAF-BLIND AT THE INDUSTRIAL HOME FOR THE

Blind, I had an elderly man as a client who

HAD A REMARKABLE TALENT FOR IDENTIFYING
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people readily by touch. orris had been

totally deaf and blind most of his life,

but he rarely failed to identify a person

simply by feeling the hand that was offered

to him. Many of his friends tried to

confuse him by altering the way they

spelled, or by using their other hand, but

he would merely rub their hands between his

fingers and then spell out the correct

NAME.

Orris definitely had a unique ability,

but it is not one shared in common with

most deaf-blind individuals. over the

years, many deaf-blind people have

expressed their annoyance and dislike of

having to guess the identities of others

who ask, "Guess who this is?" They point

out that such guessing games are for
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CHILDREN, AND THAT THEY, AS ADULTS, SHOULD

NOT HAVE TO PARTICIPATE IN THEM. ONE DEAF-

BLIND FRIEND HAS COMMENTED: "EXPECTING ME

TO GUESS THE IDENTITY OF SOMEONE PLAYS ON

MY DISABILITIES - AND I'M AN INDIVIDUAL,

TOO."

The remedy to this situation is a simple

one: Identify yourself to your deaf-blind

friends. Use a name sign or a special

gesture that is easily recognized.

Equally important is the need to

communicate with deaf-blind individuals

directly. if one has the essential

communication skills for conversing with a

deaf-blind person, there is no valid excuse

for using a third person to relay

information to a deaf-blind person.

Communicating directly establishes a sense
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of warmth and personal intimacy that

lessens the deaf-blind individual's sense

of isolation, revitalizing their belief

that they are still part of the world they

live in and function as personalities in

their own right.

Every individual has a sense of his/her

own dignity as a human being. deaf-blind

people are no exception, and we can provide

that extra uplift to the spirit by a simple

sign or gesture, or a few direct, personal

words that break through the barrier of

isolation.

WORTHY OF PRAISE

On November 17, 1988, Linda Ann Stillman,

member of the board of trustees of the

Helen Keller Services for the Blind, member



of the Operations Committee of the Helen

Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind

Youths and Adults, and long-time volunteer

braillist at the Center, received an award

from the New York Association for Education

and Rehabilitation of the Visually

Impaired.

Linda received the

Nat Seaman Recognition

Award as a N

ii EXTRAORDINARY
HUMANITARIAN WHO HAS

DEDICATED MORE THAN 35

YEARS OF HER LIFE TO

helping blind, deaf-blind, and disabled

persons in New York. 11

In addition to her current activities,

Linda was on the board of the Great Neck
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Visiting Nurse Association and developed

the first "Meals on Wheels 11 program for the

homebound in her community. a certified

transcriber of braille, she has transcribed

thousands of pages for many students, and

has been an interpreter in college classes

for a deaf-blind woman studying for her

master's degree in special education. All

this, in addition to a busy family and

social life, singles her out as a

remarkable woman

!

In October, 1988, Dr. Roderick J.

Macdonald of Silver Springs, Maryland, was

one of the five recipients of outstanding

Handicapped Worker of the Year Awards

presented by the federal government of the

United States and signed by President



Ronald Reagan.

Rod, as he is affectionately known to his

deaf-blind friends, is president of the

American Association of the Deaf-Blind, and

works as a computer analyst for the united

States Department of Labor in Washington,

d.c., where he has been employed for more

than fifteen years. in addition to his

responsible duties at the u.s. department

of Labor, he has served on many committees

on behalf of disabled people, and is a

dedicated worker for the deaf-blind

COMMUNITY. He HOLDS A master's DEGREE FROM

California State University at Northridge,

California, and an honorary doctorate from

Western Maryland College, Westminster,

Maryland.

Rod also received an award from the
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National Association of the Deaf in

recognition of outstanding service.

In December, 1988, a retirement dinner

was given by national industries for the

Blind, honoring Mr. Harold Richtermann, its

director of rehabilitation services.

RlC, AS HE IS

AFFECTIONATELY KNOWN

TO HIS COLLEAGUES ,

FRIENDS, AND COUNTLESS

BLIND AND DEAF-BLIND

people, began his

career at t h e

Industrial Home for

the Blind in 1948 as a

Ric displays the award he received
in recognition of his years of
service on the Advisory Committee
of the Helen Keller National Center,

MOBILITY INSTRUCTOR, AND LATER BECAME

DIRECTOR OF ALL ITS REHABILITATION
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PROGRAMS. An exceptionally perceptive and

understanding professional worker, he

earned the esteem and love of his

colleagues and clients. over the years he

received numerous awards, including the

McCauley Award for Placement, the Ambrose

Shotwell Award, the prestigious M.C. Migel

Award, and the Member of Honor from the

Union Nacionale Des Aveugles De Tunisie of

Tunisia. Harold Richtermann is recognized

as one of the most outstanding experts on

rehabilitation of the blind and deaf-blind

IN THE FIELD. He HAS SERVED AS CHAIRPERSON

for many committees and conferences,

including the advisory committee of the

Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind

Youths and Adults. He plans to live in New

Jersey with his wife, Anita, who is also
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RETIRING AS A COLUMNIST FOR THE LONG ISLAND

NEWSPAPER, NEWSDAY.

SOUND DECISION !

Jo Helen Mann of Sulfur, Oklahoma, blind

SINCE BIRTH AND PROFOUNDLY DEAF FOR NINE

YEARS, WAS RESCUED FROM TOTAL DEAFNESS TWO

YEARS AGO.

Jo Helen was the first deaf-blind woman

ever to receive a nucleus 22-channel

Cochlear Implant at the Central Ear

Research Center at Baptist Medical Center

in Oklahoma City. The Nucleus 22 is a

DEVICE THAT HELPS TO RESTORE SPEECH AND

SOUND UNDERSTANDING TO NERVE-DEAF PEOPLE

WHO CANNOT BE HELPED BY THE USUAL HEARING-

AIDS.

Jo Helen's life was profoundly changed as
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a result of her implant. she resumed

teaching at the oklahoma school for the

Deaf, and now treasures the voices of her

TWO CHILDREN, STEVE AND APRIL. Jo HELEN

was eager to share her experiences with

other deaf-blind people, which led her to

her husband-to-be, gary fltts.

Gary, 48, of St. Charles, Illinois,

BECAME BLIND AT THE AGE OF TWENTY-FIVE. He

WAS A PSYCHOLOGIST WORKING IN

REHABILITATION OF THE BLIND UNTIL 1982

WHEN HE BECAME PROFOUNDLY DEAF. In 1987,

when Gary's doctors decided he would be a

good candidate for a cochlear implant, his

audiologist, who had heard of jo helen,

suggested g a r y write to her.

Correspondence turned into love.

Gary received his cochlear implant in
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March of this year at Mercy Hospital in

Chicago. His fiancee, Jo Helen, was at his

side when his implant was tuned up a month

later. They were married in June and now

live in Oklahoma.

(Editor's Note: Jo Helen Mann is a

former client of the Helen Keller National

Center, who was subsequently placed as a

teacher's aide at the Oklahoma School for

the Deaf) .

Jo Helen and Gary Fitts
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JOB HELPS OVERCOME HANDICAPS

By Sandy Strickland (Reprinted with

permission of THE FLORIDA TIMES-UNION,

Jacksonville, FL)

Mary Beth Smallwood bends her slight

frame over a copy machine that is rapidly

spewing page after page. when the desired

number has been printed, she brings the

papers up to eye level and meticulously

arranges them in stacks.

to the casual observer, the job seems

simple enough. a little tedious, perhaps,

but not so to mlss smallwood. her job in

the Duplicating Department at Jacksonville

University (JU) represents a milestone, not

only for her, but for the florida

Association for the Deaf-Blind and Multi-

Handicapped. The 21-year-old Jacksonville
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RESIDENT WAS BORN DEAF, BLIND IN ONE EYE,

LEGALLY BLIND IN THE OTHER AND MENTALLY

HANDICAPPED. HER PARENTS WERE TOLD SHE WAS

NOT TRAINABLE AND SHOULD BE

INSTITUTIONALIZED.

Six months ago, she became the first

person to be placed in an employment

program sponsored by the association. her

job experience has resulted in a dramatic

change in her demeanor, the program's

executive director said. "although

communication with mary beth is limited

because of her disability, her quality of

life has improved, 11 said llllian garcia,

who also serves as association president.

"She carries herself with pride. She seems

happier. you can note the fulfillment,"

SHE SAID.
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Michael Bobbin, who is in charge of

purchasing for ju, said the duplicating

Department previously had hired a deaf

person, and he was willing to give mlss

Smallwood a trial. But he had not expected

her handicaps to be as obvious to the eye.

"At FIRST, I WAS A little bit hesitant.

When I saw her, I didn't think she would be

AS DISABLED AS SHE LOOKS, 11 BOBBIN SAID. He

SOON DISCOVERED IT MADE NO DIFFERENCE.

Miss Smallwood proved to be a quick

LEARNER, DEPENDABLE, WILLING TO WORK AND

TRUSTWORTHY IN REGARD TO THE CONFIDENTIAL

LETTERS AND TEST PAPERS THE DEPARTMENT

PROCESSES.

TO COMMUNICATE WITH HER, EMPLOYEES USE

GESTURES AND SYMBOLS. A FEW CO-WORKERS ARE

EVEN LEARNING SOME SIGN LANGUAGE. THE
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duplicating order form was redesigned, with

pictorial symbols substituted for words.

For instance, scissors are used to show

when material needs to be cut. other

symbols denote whether it is to be stapled,

spiral bound or folded for three-hole

PUNCH.

The Association, a nonprofit organization

established by parents and professionals in

1984, received a grant from the state

Division of Blind Services to set up the

program in October, 1987. It is a new

concept known as "supported employment,"

Mrs. Garcia said. A job coach provided by

the Association is sent to the work site.

At first, Miss Smallwood's coach - Teresa

Stone - was with her the entire workday.

Miss Smallwood's hours are 9:30 a.m. to
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2:30 p.m. Until Miss Smallwood was

trained, Mrs. Stone performed any tasks she

was unable to do. as mlss smallwood

learned the routine, mrs . stone spent less

and less time with her. repetition was the

key to the training procedure. "i would

call attention to the specific details and

then have her do it right behind me, 11 mrs

.

Stone said. "She is very comfortable with

the machine."

Now Miss Smallwood is essentially on her

own. "a coach spends an hour a week

monitoring her progress and is available

whenever needed," said jane isaacs, program

director. "That support will be provided

as long as Miss Smallwood is employed at

JU." Miss Smallwood has learned the layout

OF THE CAMPUS. SHE WALKS TO THE
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cafeteria, selects her meals, returns to

the Founders Building and goes to the

cashier's office to get change for the soft

drink machine.

Other handicapped clients also are being

trained, Ms. Isaacs said. "We are looking

for employers interested in hiring the

severely handicapped, 11 she said, praising

ju officials for their support of mlss

Smallwood.

The goal is to place them in a

competitive job where they can work at

least 20 hours a week, earn minimum wage

and find their own level of independence,

she said. "the only way to educate society

is to let it see that those with

disabilities have a lot of abilities, to

let it see how productive they really are.
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Rather than being isolated with other

handicapped individuals, they need to be

integrated into the community, 11 she said.

If locked away with their own kind, Mrs.

Garcia said, the more handicapped they will

remain. In Miss Smallwood's case, her

parents refused to accept the diagnosis and

were willing to do everything possible to

change it, Mrs. Garcia said.

Miss Smallwood, a graduate of the Florida

School for the Deaf and the Blind, now

lives in the association's residential

home. Before she was hired by JU, her

STRONG POINTS WERE ASSESSED TO SEE WHICH

JOB SHE WAS MOST SUITED FOR. "It HAS TO BE

close to a perfect match for a high

success rate," mrs . garcia said. "a lot of

Mary Beth's abilities matched some
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requirements this job had. she draws very

well and has a beautiful visual memory.

Her attention to detail is wonderful. 11

Initially, Miss Smallwood worked at

Regency Church of God and Southside Estates

Academy on a janitorial crew with other

handicapped clients. now the association

is seeking positions for her former co-

WORKERS.

BOOK REVIEW : HAPPY 10 SING THE BLUES

(Reprinted from the N.Y. TIMES Book Review)

Joanne Greenberg's affecting novel "Of

Such Small Differences 11 calls attention to

the slow, painful movement that charts our

struggles from isolation toward

connectedness. this is a subject that the

author, writing as hannah green, began to
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EXPLORE 24 YEARS AGO IN HER ACCLAIMED NOVEL

"I Never Promised You a Rose Garden. 11

There Ms. Greenberg examined her theme

against the misshapen interior landscape of

THE MENTALLY ILL. In " F SUCH SMALL

Differences, 11 her 13th book, the background

is the silent, unlighted island of those

who are both deaf and blind.

Written from the main character's

viewpoint, the novel recounts a year in the

life of John Moon, who is 25 years old when

WE MEET HIM. He LIVES ALONE, ESTRANGED

from his nuclear family, without a friend

outside the deaf-blind community. the best

teacher he's ever had has been imprisoned

for reasons john has never been told.

Deepening John's isolation is an inability

to control the volume of his speech, which
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RENDERS THAT COMMUNICATIVE TOOL NEARLY

USELESS.

John was born blind; his father beat him

into deafness and, in a peculiar rite of

penance, deserted the household. the rage

John bears for his condition is searing and

NEARLY SELF-CONSUMING. So IS HIS FURY AT

what he endures at the hands of the sighted

and hearing - indifference at best,

brutality at worst. hls is a world in

which he must be exhaustingly vigilant

("Deaf-blind people," a character says,

"suffer more for their carelessness") .

Other people are not his only potential

enemies; the wrong turn on a street, a

misplaced chair, daydreaming while cooking

a meal - each can result in disaster.

Of central interest here is that John
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Moon is a poet, a vocation that provides

Ms. Greenberg opportunity to explore the

notions of voice and vision. john's

poetry, although commercially successful,

avoids the language and form dictated by

his own experience and reflects his

understood experience of the hearing and

sighted. his subject matter is not the

truths in his heart - his rage, for

example, his longing - but the platitudes

of stiffly rhymed verses about trees and

sunlight.

Into John's world comes Leda, an aspiring

actress who can hear and see and with whom

John falls in love, contrary to standard

advice. Leda accepts John, loves him in

return, becomes companion, guide,

interpreter. equally important, she
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encourages him to cultivate his own poetic

voice and vision, to shape each out of the

textures of his experience. that

experience can be special indeed,

arresting. here, for example, is john

making concrete the abstraction " ideas 11

.

"At certain edges corners meet severely.

Sun-facing and sun-siding truths close on

one another to a knife-edge. other corners

come from sides that begin, long before

their edges, to state their truths. llke

aromas they come, a whiff, a hint. ...

Ideas were like these two kinds of edges.

Some ideas make their connection thought-

to-thought AT THAT SHARP, PERFECT MEETING.

Some come hint by hint. ... Some ideas are

like falling a sudden sprawl. 11

As John's love for Leda deepens, as his
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POETIC VOICE DEVELOPS, HIS PERSONALITY

BEGINS TO FLOURISH. He ACTS TO RECONNECT

WITH HIS FAMILY, WRITES TO HIS FATHER,

MOVES INTO LEDA'S HOUSE AND ATTEMPTS TO

BECOME PART OF HER NEIGHBORHOOD. He

discovers, through leda's efforts, the

reason that his teacher was sent to prison

and arranges to visit him.

It would be heartening to report that

these efforts result in successes. they

don't, but the triumph here, (and our

consolation) is that although John has

failed, he is not defeated. because he has

learned to love and trust himself and

others, he can continue to take the risks

necessary to test the waters that contain

HIM. He IS ARMED NOW WITH AN AUTHENTIC

VOICE AND CONVINCED THAT THERE IS A PLACE
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FOR HIM. He knows, as he says, that he can

sing the blues now, which means he can

temper his s e l f -

d

estru ct i ve rage,

acknowledge his condition and celebrate his

survival. Compared with where he was at

the beginning of the novel, these are no

small differences.

FROM MERRIE OLDE ENGLAND

Helen Browne, 28, received a bachelor of

arts degree with honors last june from the

University of Durham, England. What is

remarkable is that helen is profoundly deaf

and totally blind. together with her

guide dog, ben, she proudly headed the

queue of students waiting to receive their

awards. Helen got a degree in English,

history and politics, and was one of four
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deaf graduates that day.

Mark Fox received a First Class B.Sc. in

chemistry, and hopes to continue studies

for a Ph.D. Serena Cant received a B.A. in

English and plans to continue studying for

a master's degree; Jaqui Parkes received a

b.a. in sociology and social policy.

Durham University is unique in its

support of deaf and blind students.

Currently there are eighteen students

taking courses at the university, supported

by numerous aids, including interpreters.

HE DEVOTES LIFE 10 RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS

By Will Schermerhorn (Reprinted with

permission from the RICHMOND TIMES-

DISPATCH, Richmond, VA)

In 1970 Michael R. Van Orman had perfect
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vision, perfect hearing and a deadly kidney

disease. the experimental drug he was

given destroyed his hearing, and his

kidneys failed anyway.

It took a month for his world to go

silent. He was put on dialysis and later

had a kidney transplant. In 1976, high

BLOOD PRESSURE RUINED HIS OPTIC NERVE. In

ONE MONTH, HIS VISION WENT FROM PERFECT TO

TOTAL DARKNESS. "It's a lonely, small,

little world. you can be alone in a

crowd, 11 Van Orman said. §|

Because he cannot

hear or see, his

FIANCEE AND
INTERPRETER, BARBARA D.

SCALCIONE, LISTENS TO

WHAT PEOPLE SAY TO HIM
Barbara Scalcione interprets for
Mike at a meeting.
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AND SPELLS OUT WORDS IN HIS PALM USING SIGN

LANGUAGE. He FEELS THE LETTERS SHE FORMS

with her fingers. when people who do not

know sign language want to talk to him,

they can spell out words in his palm by

tracing individual letters in succession.

He and Ms. Scalcione communicate easily,

and they often hold hands even when not

conversing. but for a long time after

losing his sight, almost no one tried to

communicate with him. some family members

and other people were afraid of looking

foolish spelling into his palm. some are

still afraid, he said. their reluctance

made him think that something in him had

CHANGED WHICH MADE PEOPLE AFRAID. It MADE

HIM ANGRY. He NOW KNOWS HE'S JUST THE SAME

INSIDE, EVEN IF HE CAN'T SEE OR HEAR. VAN
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Orman has devoted much of his recent life

to making people aware that deaf-blind

people have specific needs and that the

first is communication.

He lives with Ms. Scalcione in the

Brandermill subdivision of Chesterfield

County. Last November, he had surgery for

oral cancer at johnston-wl llis hospital off

Midlothian Turnpike. Both he and Ms.

Scalcione were impressed that the

Johnston-Willis staff was sensitive to his

needs during his stay. when he had heart

surgery shortly thereafter at another

hospital, he did not find the staff as

understanding.

to teach hospital workers the needs of

deaf-blind patients, he agreed to be the

subject of a short film made by barbara a.
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Zaremba, the state coordinator of services

to deaf-blind children at the college of

William and Mary's School of Education.

Filming at Johnston-Willis was completed in

late September. Van Orman has worked at

the college with ms . zaremba since 1985.

He was also featured in the film "Silence

And Darkness, 11 which Ms. Zaremba made in

1987 to raise awareness of the concerns of

deaf-blind people.

Van Orman 's work includes finding ways to

ensure that public school pupils who are

dual-sensory impaired receive an

appropriate education. dual-sensory

impaired means having impairments in both

hearing and vision, but not necessarily

DEAF-BLINDNESS. He GIVES TALKS TO GROUPS

WHO REQUEST A SPEAKER ON DEAF- B LI NDNESS

,
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and he is working on a registry to identify

all the dual-sensory impaired children in

Virginia. "We are serving, in the state of

Virginia, 200 children who are dual

sensory- impaired ... some of whom are

deaf-blind like mlchael," said ms.

Zaremba. "He is an excellent spokesman for

the deaf-blind. just the fact that

Michael is who he is - very articulate,

very intelligent, very affable - makes it

easier for the next deaf-blind person who

comes along," she said. "i think it's

really important for school systems and

other professionals who are out there to

hear the thoughts of a deaf-blind person."

About 90 percent of the deaf-blind

children in the united states are mentally

retarded and have difficulty communicating,
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Ms. Zaremba said. Someone like Van Orman,

WHO HAS EXCELLENT SPEAKING SKILLS, IS

UNCOMMON EVEN AMONG THE 10 PERCENT WHO ARE

NOT MENTALLY RETARDED, SHE SAID. "MlCHAEL

IS SO AWARE IN HIS OWN MIND AND IN HIS OWN

LIFE OF THE NEED FOR COMMUNICATION ... THAT

HE IS AN EXCELLENT SPOKESMAN FOR THE OTHER

90 PERCENT. I THINK HE IS PHENOMINAL. I

don't THINK WE COULD GET ANYONE BETTER. I

ALWAYS COME AWAY FROM MlCHAEL FEELING SO

UPLIFTED.

"

Van Orman, 47, is a tall, bearded man

with dark hair. hls voice is deep and

clear. ms. scalcione met him six years ago

when he was learning sign language, and

they've been together since. He and Ms.

scalcione want to get married, but they

haven't had time yet. Van Orman said he's
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decided not to make any big plans for the

future. "i learned it doesn't pay to make

long-term goals," he said. ms . scalcione's

former job required her to move to the

Richmond area three years ago. Van Orman

went with her.

"i became a music critic," he joked.

Music used to be a big part of his life, he

said. Born in Hudson, NY, he played

ELECTRIC BASS IN A BAND. AFTER HIGH

SCHOOL, HE WORKED AS A PRESS OPERATOR FOR

the ITHACA JOURNAL in New York for 16

years. He lost his hearing but he kept his

job. "to me at that time, it was more of

an inconvenience, not a handicap ... i knew

what things sounded like, and i had my

speech." The loss troubled him

nonetheless.
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"i lost the sound of music, something i

was crazy about," he said, "i was very

embarrassed by my deafness .... this was a

mistake. 11 six years later, he lost his

sight. "It was devastating. There was no

communication at first. everything was

GONE." He was left with just touch, smell

AND TASTE - AND THOUGHTS. "MILLIONS OF

THOUGHTS SWIMMING THROUGH THE HEAD - THE

ANGER, THE FRUSTRATION, THE DISGUST, THE

DESPAIR." And HE STILL DREAMED IN SIGHT

AND SOUND, WHICH MADE WAKING A WRENCHING

RETURN TO REALITY. He HAD TO RELEARN THE

BASICS OF LIVING. "CAN YOU SHAVE IN THE

DARK?" HE ASKED. "YOU LEARN TO DO IT IN

THE DARK. It TAKES A LOT OF TIME." TWELVE

YEARS AFTER LOSING HIS SIGHT, VAN ORMAN,

WHO IS DIVORCED, STILL MISSES SEEING AND
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hearing his two sons. because he loves

sports, he hated not being able to see the

Olympics. And he misses baseball,

ESPECIALLY HIS BELOVED YANKEES. "It MAY

sound corny, but i always got a thrill out

of seeing Mickey Mantle put one in the

BLEACHERS," HE SAID A BIT WISTFULLY. He

MISSES "WAVES ON A LAKE, AND CLOUDS AND

TREES BLOWING IN THE WIND. ... We TAKE IT

all for granted. 11

Van Orman seems to have accepted the loss

OF HIS VISION AND HEARING. He SAT IN HIS

living room on a big, soft sofa, sipped

coffee with one hand and with the other

rubbed Amos, his old Labrador retriever

guide dog. His goals now are simple. "To

TRY TO BE HAPPY IN LIFE - TO HAVE OUR SLICE

OF THE PIE." HE PATTED AMOS ' HEAD. "AND
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Amos wants his slice of the pie." He

finished his coffee. ms . scalcione, a real

estate agent, had an appointment to go to,

so she bustled around getting ready.

Van Orman walked outside and stood on the

LANDING IN THE WARM SUNSHINE. "It's LOVELY

OUT HERE, 11 HE SAID. "A GOOD DAY TO BE

ALIVE. "

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mike Van Orman is a former

CLIENT AND STAFF MEMBER OF HKNC.

TURNING HOPES INTO REALITIES

By Jeremy Burwell, Senior Placement

Specialist, HKNC

The idea of a dual-sensory- impaired

individual taking part in america's work

force often is a challenging one, not only

for the public at large, but suprisingly
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EVEN FOR MANY HUMAN SERVICES
PROFESSIONALS. It HAS BEEN OBSERVED BY

THIS WRITER THAT SOME PROFESSIONALS AND

EMPLOYERS ARE RELUCTANT TO WORK WITH

DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE, EITHER BECAUSE THEY ARE

UNCOMFORTABLE WITH THE PERCEIVED IMPACT OF

THE DISABILITY, OR SIMPLY FROM BELIEVING

THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR SUCH AN

INDIVIDUAL TO LEARN MARKETABLE WORK SKILLS

AND TO BE AN EFFECTIVE PARTICIPANT IN THE

workplace. The task of the HKNC Placement

Department thus becomes one of advocacy

and informal education, as well as the

day-to-day process of locating and securing

employment for individual hknc clients.

However, it is the results of the latter

activity that enable us to work confidently

in the first. if we are able to get the
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ear of the employer or the professional,

then we can develop a working relationship

and begin addressing the client's

vocational needs.

The process is, by its nature, a dynamic

one, involving a great deal of knowledge

and communication. through the hknc

evaluation and training programs, and in

communicating with the client, we begin to

get an idea of what might be feasible work

goals for them, both in terms of their

actual abilities, and also their hopes and

interests. once potential goals have been

identified, the next step is to examine the

employment picture in the individual

client's home area. (As our clients

originate from various parts of the usa,

this picture naturally will be different in
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each case.) This is done through a great

deal of written and telephoned

correspondence, as well as an eventual

visit to the locale. during the visit,

work sites will be examined and analyzed,

not only for their actual tasks and duties,

but also for environmental factors that may

IMPACT ON MOBILITY AND SAFETY. It IS

THROUGH THIS PROCESS OF JOB-ANALYSIS THAT

WE ARE ABLE TO DETERMINE IF THE CLIENT CAN

BE MATCHED TO THE JOB. IT ALSO IS

INSTRUMENTAL IN PINPOINTING ANY

MODIFICATIONS THAT COULD BE MADE THAT

WOULD ENABLE THE CLIENT TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN

THE WORK SITE. SUCH MODIFICATIONS MAY

CONSIST OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS (SUCH

AS IN COMPUTER-RELATED FIELDS) OR SIMPLE

CHANGES IN LIGHTING, TASKS, OR SEATING. In
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general, when placing a deaf-blind worker,

it almost always is necessary to address

the areas of communication, mobility and

transportation, acquisition of new skills

and socialization. these are key areas of

concern whatever the actual skill-level of

the job may be.

The next step is to convince the employer

that the client can do the job and that

they should be given an opportunity to

perform. This process can happen through

discussion, videotapes of the client, and

hopefully a face-to-face meeting with the

prospective deaf-blind worker. during this

time, the responsibility of the placement

specialist is to see that both the client's

AND THE EMPLOYER'S NEEDS ARE MET. In OTHER

WORDS, WE SHOULD BE FAIRLY AND REASONABLY
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ASSURED THAT THIS CLIENT IS RIGHT FOR THAT

PARTICULAR JOB. We ARE LOOKING FOR VIABLE

employment, not charity.

i would like to cite three case-examples

of hknc clients who have been successfully

placed in community based work sites.

t. is a young man in his early thirties

who has Usher's syndrome. As such, he is

congenitally deaf and is experiencing a

GRADUAL LOSS OF FIELD IN HIS VISION. He

ORGINALLY HAD BEEN EMPLOYED AS AN

ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLER BUT FOUND THIS JOB

INCREASINGLY DIFFICULT TO PERFORM DUE TO

HIS DETERIORATING VISION. WHILE AT HKNC,

HE BEGAN TO EXPLORE OTHER POSSIBLE

OCCUPATIONS, MOSTLY THROUGH COUNSELING AND

discussion. It was observed by the HKNC

STAFF THAT HE HAD SOME LEADERSHIP
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ABILITIES AND THAT A FEW OF THE OTHER

CLIENTS LOOKED UP TO HIM. It WAS SUGGESTED

that he consider the field of education and

he was offered the opportunity to

experience this through a thirteen-week

internship as a teacher's aide in the

Communications Learning Center and Daily

Living Skills Departments. His

responsibilities included lesson planning,

client instruction, and reports. this all

proved to be a successful experience for

the client. the placement specialist then

worked with him in preparing a resume and

in practicing interview skills. an

appropriate opening for a teacher's aide

was located in a school for the blind in

Pennsylvania. The client was assisted in

getting to the interview and he ultimately
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WAS ABLE TO SECURE A JOB. HlS DUTIES

INCLUDE ASSISTING TEACHERS ON THE

PRE-SCHOOL LEVEL AND COACHING ADOLESCENTS

IN JOB-RELATED SKILLS. He HAS BEEN QUITE

SUCCESSFUL ON THE JOB, HOLDING IT NOW FOR

NEARLY TWO YEARS.

G. IS A YOUNG WOMAN IN HER EARLY TWENTIES

WHO WAS BORN WITH CONGENITAL RUBELLA

SYNDROME. ALTHOUGH SHE IS DUAL

SENSORY-IMPAIRED, SHE HAS A GOOD DEAL OF

VISION. G. EXPRESSED A STRONG INTEREST IN

COOKING AND BAKING AS AN OCCUPATION, AND

SHE WAS PROVIDED WITH A WORK EXPERIENCE AT

HKNC, WHERE HER RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDED

SOME SIMPLE BUT FAIRLY LARGE-SCALE BAKING

TASKS. The placement specialist was able

TO LOCATE A WHOLESALE AND RETAIL BAKERY

FAIRLY CLOSE TO HER HOME, WHICH WOULD
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provide her with on-the-job training.

Modifications were made to the work site in

the form of putting tactual markings on

some of the equipment, as well as marking

the stairs to the facility's storage room

for easier mobility. communication and

skill-learning were enhanced through the

utilization of a job coach with sign

language skills, and through the

development of a communication book. key

work terms and phrases were put into the

pages of a loose-leaf notebook, as well as

simplified recipes that were used daily in

the work site. the book enables the client

to communicate with her supervisor and

co-workers when the job coach is absent.

Although G. has to refine her job-related

SKILLS, IT IS REPORTED BY THE EMPLOYER THAT
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she has become an effective member of the

bakery team.

d. is a young man in his early twenties

who also has congenital rubella syndrome,

again with a fairly good degree of

functional vision. when he was referred to

hknc, it was stated to us that his goal

would be one of sheltered employment.

However, in working with him, it became

apparent to our staff that such a situation

would represent a state of underemployment

for him. he was subsequently provided with

work experiences as a dishwasher at both

the hknc cafeteria and at one in a local

hospital. he did quite well at both sites

and a videotape was made of him performing

his duties. This was sent with a letter to

the workshop agency, requesting that they
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provide him with more food service training

and eventual community based employment.

(It had already been determined through a

Placement Department field visit that the

agency could provide such training.) d.

did well upon his return home and

eventually was placed in a local fast-food

restaurant. again, communication was

enhanced through a specially-designed book,

much like the one that g. used. d. has

held his job for well over a year now and

is even being considered for some

supervisory duties.

In all of the cases cited above, both

employer and employee are satisfied

parties. in many instances, deaf-blind

people are denied their right to work due

to misconceptions about their capabilities
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and a hesitancy to give such employment a

try. However, some success can be achieved

through a careful and thorough match-up of

client skill potential with the actual

requirements of a given job, as well as the

implementation of modifications that serve

TO ENHANCE THE WORKER'S PERFORMANCE. It

REMAINS FOR PROFESSIONALS, CONSUMERS,

PARENTS, AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES TO

CONVINCE THE PUBLIC THAT IT CAN BE DONE,

AND DONE PRACTICALLY, NOT THROUGH ANY

UNUSUALLY EXOTIC METHODS. ALL OF THE

INDIVIDUALS MENTIONED ABOVE WERE UNIFIED BY

THEIR DESIRE TO WORK AND TO BE ENGAGED IN

PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY. HOW THEIR GOALS WERE

MANIFESTED, IS, OF COURSE, DIFFERENT IN

EACH CASE. BUT IT IS THEIR EXPERIENCE AT

HKNC AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE COMMUNITY
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AND THE WORLD OF WORK, THAT ENABLED THEIR

HOPES FOR EMPLOYMENT TO GROW INTO THE

REALITY OF ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN THIS

WORLD.

LARGE-PRINT DISPLAY FOR TDD

At the Helen Keller National Center,

currently available to clients for use and

training, is a new large-print display for

TDD in the Communication Learning Center

(CLC) . The purchase of this special device

WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY GENEROUS DONATIONS

from Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Smithdas, and

Mrs. Linda A. Stillman.

This large-print visual display is

presently designed to hook up with a

superprint 100tdd (telephone device for the

deaf). The large visual display is
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' attached by a special cable to the printer

port of the superprint 100. the superprint

100 itself needs to be equipped with

special software to be compatible with the

large visual display.

The large visual display allows

individuals requiring enlarged print (ten

times larger than the standard tdd display)

to access and use the telephone. a

selection of colored lenses is also

available - green, blue, yellow, lavender,

amber, and violet - which can enhance

optical reading ability for each individual

by providing the best color contrasts for

each person. other special features

include a memory that allows the user to

play back and review a conversation, and a

built-in tdd announcer.
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Thus far, we have received many favorable

reviews of this device from a variety of

visually-impaired individuals.

For more information about this device,

contact Ultratec, 6442 Normandy Lane,

Madison, WI 53719 (608) 273-0707 (TDD and

Voice). Early next year, Krown Research,

Inc. in California, another popular maker

of tdd's, will also be marketing a similar

large-print display tdd.

DEAF-BLIND COORDINATOR FOR WRAP-USA

World Recreation Association of the Deaf

(wrad) has announced that it now has a

coordinator for deaf-blind members living

in the United States. The United States

coordinating board of wrad has appointed

Kathleen Potter to be their consultant and
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liaison with deaf-blind members.

Kathleen Potter is a deaf-blind person

with a lot of energy and dedication to both

the deaf and deaf-blind communities. she

was born deaf, and went to school in

Cleveland, Ohio, before finishing school at

Hollywood High School in Hollywood,

California. Kathleen became legally blind

a few years ago, but this did not stop her

from taking massage classes and she

recently became a licensed masseuse. she

also helps to teach sign language to blind

people at the braille institute of america

in Los Angeles.

Kathleen is the founder and president of

the Southern California Association of the

Deaf-Blind, a group that has many parties

and social events for the deaf-blind
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community in los angeles and orange

Counties. The group is very active, with

many socials, trips, and other activities

similar to those sponsored by wrad . wrad

welcomes Ms. Potter to the WRAD community

AND HOPES TO LEARN MUCH FROM HER.

A HISTORICAL VIGNETTE

The BRITISH DEAF NEWS, May, 1988,

contains the following item which may be of

interest to readers:

Among the arrests made in Ireland on

historic September 15th, 1865, was the

entire staff of the irish people, the organ

of the Fenian party, a group of ardent

nationalists dedicated to the cause of

independence of ireland from great britain.

One of the staff thus arrested was Kirkham,
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a leading writer, who was stone deaf from

birth and nearly blind.

He was a very able writer, one of the

raciest novelists ireland has produced, and

a poet of much higher intelligence.

He was sentenced, with Member of

Parliament, James O'Connor, to twenty years

of hard penal servitude. when and how he

died during his sentence was not recorded.

SHE PREPARES FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE

(Reprinted with permission of THE NORTHPORT

JOURNAL, Northport, NY)

Born hearing and vision impaired, Cindy

tlley, a resident of northport, long

Island, New York, has never been deterred

BY HER DUAL DISABILITY. "My GOALS FOR THE

FUTURE INCLUDE GETTING A JOB, GOING TO

\
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college and working in the field of helping

people, " she states with great confidence.

One of five children (one brother is

similarly disabled) clndy was fitted with

glasses at 13 months and started speech

training at age five. she attended several

schools on Long Island including elementary

school in the north port/ east northport

School District, BOCES in Deer Park, the

James E. Allen Learning Center in Dix

Hills, and graduated from Northport High

School in 1976. Always industrious, Cindy

enrolled in an english class at queensboro

Community College that summer. Later she

worked a a teacher's aide in commack, l.i.,

and as a child care worker with a child who

had Down's syndrome, in Bay Shore, L.I.

In July 1987, Cindy enrolled at the Helen
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Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind

Youths and Adults (HKNC) , a residential,

comprehensive vocational training and job

preparation program, whose headquarters are

located in sands point, l.i. "the helen

Keller National Center has provided me with

on-campus and off-campus clerical work

experiences at the port washington public

Cindy Tiley is pictured with her supervisor, Priscilla Ciccariello during
her clerical work experience at the Port Washington Public Library.
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Library and North Shore University

Hospital. This simulated a real work

environment and gave me an opportunity to

try a variety of jobs.

hknc offered me the chance to learn new

skills in home management, horticulture,

art, English, mathematics, communications

and more, 11 she noted enthusiastically.

Cindy also maintained an apartment on the

HKNC CAMPUS FOR SOME nine weeks while she

CONTINUED HER DAILY CLASS ROUTINES. SHE

WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR RUNNING AN EFFICIENT

AND ECONOMIC HOUSEHOLD WHICH INCLUDED

CLEANING THE APARTMENT, PLANNING,

BUDGETING, SHOPPING AND COOKING HER OWN

MEALS.

For the past month and a half, Cindy has

received job training in the radiology
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Hospital on Long Island, and she has a

strong possibility of full-time employment.

"If I get a job, I'll share an apartment or

house, just like a lot of single women do. II

The public is not aware of the fact that

there are many devices on the market today

that help individuals who are deaf-blind to

live independently in their own home and in

the community. for example, there's the

TDD Relay Service. A hearing impaired

PERSON CALLS THE SERVICE ON HIS/HER TDD (A

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVICE FOR THE DEAF) TO

ASK FOR A TAXI, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT OR CALL

ANOTHER PERSON WHO DOESN'T OWN A TDD, AND

THE SERVICE CONVEYS THE CALL. THERE IS

also the Tactile Communicator (TO,

DEVELOPED AT HKNC, WHICH TRANSMITS
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information through vibrations, like the

doorbell and phone ring, to a pocket-sized

receiver worn by the individual.

"Disabled people in society go to school,

work, marry, have children and socialize.

Disability doesn't have to mean the

inability to live a full life, for in

fact, we're doing just that," says clndy.

For further information about the Helen

Keller National Center training for parents

and professionals, or volunteer

opportunities, please call barbara hausman

at (516) 944-8900, extension 325.

VISION IN CHILDREN

VISION IN CHILDREN - NORMAL AND ABNORMAL

IS A VERY USEFUL REFERENCE FOR

PROFESSIONALS, PARENTS, HEALTH CARE WORKERS
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AND EDUCATORS WRITTEN BY Dr. LEE HYVARINEN,

Finnish ophthalmologist, who has been

interested in the development of visually-

impaired children with or without other

handicaps. Dr. Hyvarinen was Chief

Ophthalmologist of the first World Vision

Clinic in Finland 1976-1979. In addition

to being the author of several articles and

booklets on low vision, she has developed

visual acuity tests to improve screening

and assessment of vision in young children.

Dr. Hyvarinen is now engaged in a

research project on assessment of vision of

Deaf-Blind Persons for the Smith-Kettlewell

Eye Research Foundation in San Francisco,

California. Three years ago she spent

several weeks at the helen keller national

Center studying the visual problems of the
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Center's clients who are losing sight due

to Usher's syndrome.

Dr. Hyvarxnen's developmental approaches

are based on activities which naturally

occur every day in a child's life and

become the basic elements for visual

stimulation. VISION IN CHILDREN - NORMAL

AND ABNORMAL should be of value to parents,

paraprofessionals and professionals

working in the field of vision.

For further details, write to: The

Canadian Deaf-Blind and Rubella

Association, Head Office, Box 1625,

Meaford, Ontario, Canada N0H 1Y0

FIELD NOTES

By Joseph McNulty, Assistant Director, HKNC

In October, 1988, Martha Bagley joined
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the staff of the helen keller national

Center, assuming the position of specialist

in services for elderly deaf-blind persons.

Ms. Bagley came to the Center from the

University of Arkansas, Little Rock, where

she was the coordinator of the regional

Continuing Education Program (Region VI)

.

Prior to that she was director of training

at the Research and Training Center on

Blindness at Mississippi State University.

Ms. Bagley will be working out of the

Center's regional office in Dallas, Texas,

and can be contacted at (214) 497-9670.

Her address is: 4455 LBJ Freeway, Suite

317, Dallas, TX 75244-5998.

In an effort to provide better services

and to determine the impact of training

received at the helen keller national
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Center, we are undertaking a follow-up

survey of each client who has attended the

Helen Keller National Center since January,

1984 to the present. each of the center's

regional representatives will be contacting

former clients in their respective regions.

This should prove an extremely interesting

and informative project.
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EDITORIAL

THE TELEPHONE RELAYS

By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

In January 1989, the New York Telephone

Company opened a new service, the New York

Relay Center (NYRC) for people who are

deaf, based in albany and staffed with 70

"communication assistants." For those who

use telephone devices for the deaf or

TeleBrailles and other braille output

equipment, this statewide service,

conducted on a 24-hour full-time basis,

opens a new door to greater communication

and independence. this service has made it

possible for deaf and deaf-blind citizens

to use their telephones almost as easily as

their hearing neighbors.

Relay centers are not a new concept; they



have been in existence on a small scale in

several of the country's larger cities and

heavily-populated areas. being small, such

relay centers were usually operated by

volunteer groups, and often it was

difficult to make a call when one wanted to

because contact lines were often

overloaded. then southern bell of

California set up the first statewide relay

system, which soon provided telephone

service for over 250,000 deaf callers per

DAY.

For deaf-blind persons who own

TeleBrailles or similar equipment, these

large relay centers can be invaluable.

They make it possible for an individual to

call anyone anywhere in the state in case

OF EMERGENCY, TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS WITH
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FRIENDS, TO ORDER SUPPLIES AND GROCERIES,

OR JUST FOR THE PLEASURE OF COMMUNICATING

DIRECTLY WITH OTHERS. My WIFE, MICHELLE,

AND I HAVE USED THE SYSTEM FOR ORDERING

MERCHANDISE FROM CATALOGS, MAKING PLANS

WITH FRIENDS, ORDERING A PIZZA, OR

OBTAINING INFORMATION. KNOWING THAT THE

NYRC IS AVAILABLE DAY AND NIGHT GIVES US A

SENSE OF SECURITY BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT IF

WE HAVE EMERGENCIES WE WILL BE ABLE TO CALL

A PLUMBER, DOCTOR, OR OTHER SOURCES FOR

HELP.

At present, these large relay centers

limit their operations to accepting calls

made within a single state, and long-

distance calls are not accepted. to call

family members or friends who live in other

states, one must still depend on volunteer



RELAY GROUPS. BUT, HOPEFULLY, THIS

DISADVANTAGE WILL BE OVERCOME IN TIME AS

MORE STATES ADOPT RELAY CENTERS AS PART OF

THEIR TELEPHONE SERVICES.

What is needed now is NEW

telecommunication device to replace the

telebraille, which is no longer being

produced. With such a device, deaf-blind

people will be able to move one step closer

to independence by being able to access a

host of needed services!

ARTIST DONATES SCULPTURE 10 CENTER

World renowned artist, Alfred Van Loen,

has donated one of his major works, titled

"Sea Form I," to the Helen Keller National

Center.

The first in a series of three sculptured



PIECES, ALL WORKED FROM ONE FIVE-TON SLAB

of Georgian pink marble, "Sea Form I
11 is a

perfect geometric shape and, according to

Mr. Van Loen, represents the very beginning

OF LIFE THAT EMERGED FROM THE SEA. "The

Artist, Alfred Van Loen and his donated
sculpture titled "Sea Form I" on the
grounds of the Helen Keller National
Center.

CRUSTACEANS DEVELOPED FIRST. THEY STARTED

IN ABSTRACT AND SIMPLE GEOMETRIC FORMS TO

DEVELOP INTO ELABORATE AND BUSY SHAPES.



From this beginning, fish, lizards, birds,

MAMMALS, AND FINALLY MAN, APPEARED, 11 Mr.

Van Loen explained.

Mary Campbell, from the North Shore

Council for the Arts in Glen Cove, New

York, long-time supporter of the Creative

Arts Program at HKNC, was instrumental in

obtaining the donation of this unique

sculpture.

a year ago, several clients from hknc's

Creative Arts Department visited the

sculptor's studio/home in Huntington, Long

Island, and had an opportunity to tactually

explore many of his unusual works. during

a dedication ceremony at the center, one of

the clients expressed his feelings about

the dynamic sculpture, and as a

SPOKESPERSON FOR HIS FELLOW CLIENTS,
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thanked the artist for his generous gift.

Mr. Van Loen said, "To have one of my

best large stone carvings, 'sea form i", at

the Helen Keller National Center is a great

joy to me. i always wanted people to touch

my work so they, in turn, could experience

my thoughts and feelings which i turned

into three-dimensional form. 11

Born in Germany and educated at the Royal

Academy of Art, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

Alfred Van Loen has had a long career as a

prolific sculptor of works in stone, wood,

BRONZE AND ACRYLIC. In ADDITION TO HIS

THREE-DIMENSIONAL WORK, HIS DRAWINGS HAVE

EARNED HIM A REPUTATION AS AN ILLUSTRATOR

AS WELL.
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COOKING U UP

By Elizabeth Janson, Supervisor Home

Management; Laura Rocchio, Supervisor Daily

Living Skills; Susan Ruzenski, Supervisor

Communications Learning Center; and John

Walters, Acting Supervisor Behavior

Modification, HKNC.

For several months, a group of clients at

the Helen Keller National Center have had

the opportunity to prepare their own

breakfast, lunch, and dinner meals. from

past experience, it was realized that

there is a need to provide functional

training for clients who have difficulty

transferring the skills they learn in the

classroom to a natural, realistic setting.

a small kitchen in the center's residence

is the setting for this program. a group
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of clients have been preparing breakfast

and lunch for some time, and with the

addition of the dinner meal the program

became complete. currently, the four

clients who participate in this program

assist with the main dish, which is

prepared in the main kitchen of the

Residence.

The focus of training is on the

acquisition and development of skills

related to basic cooking and communication.

Clients learn how to use a microwave oven

to cook vegetables, potatoes, rice and

other side dishes, as well as desserts.

Clients assist with some stove-top cooking

with support, as needed, from the

instructor. another important aspect of

this program is helping clients to learn to
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MAKE CHOICES BY SELECTING FOODS FOR EACH

MEAL. A MAJOR ASPECT OF THIS TRAINING

PROGRAM IS THE PROMOTION AND UTILIZATION OF

COMMUNICATION SKILLS. An INDIVIDUALIZED

approach that meets the needs of each

client's developing understanding of

language within the context of a meaningful

activity, such as dinner preparation, can

be both motivating and successful.

Instruction is interdisciplinary, using

many of the center's services. staff from

various departments, such as daily living

Skills, Behavior Modification,

Communication Learning Center, Home

Management, and the Residence assist in

supervising this program. each department

contributes its experience and resources to

ACCOMMODATE WHATEVER NEEDS A CLIENT MAY
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have related to program activities.

This is just one more step in the

direction of the center's objective to

provide training for these clients who are

preparing for community living in the

FUTURE.

LINDSAY RESIDENT IS A MODEL FOR OTHERS

Reprinted with permission from the LINDSAY

GAZETTE, Lindsay, CA.

a local resident, marie anne fousek,

became hearing-impaired at a young age, and

discovered that her vision was

deteriorating during her high school years.

She couldn't see the blackboard or overhead

projector, and had difficulty with

nighttime vision. this dual sensory

IMPAIRMENT IS ONE OF THE MOST SEVERE
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conditions known to mankind. but that

didn't deter Marie!

"Other kids knew I had hearing problems.

It was difficult socializing but I never

had any counseling to deal with my

disability. i was somewhat of a loner, but

i enjoyed reading my books and magazines

until i couldn't read anymore, 11 explained

Mrs. Fousek.

At age 16, Fousek, the youngest of six

children, was diagnosed as having

Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) , a progressive

disease of the retina which restricts

visual fields. she attended public school

in San Jacinto and graduated from high

school in 1975.

"It was suggested that my eyesight could

remain as it was, or gradually deteriorate.
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I HAD NO PREPARATION FOR DEALING WITH THIS.

In fact, my family and I didn't talk about

it much. i soon learned that the

combination of my hearing impairment and rp

was a genetic condition called usher's

syndrome. for seven months i attended the

Orientation Center for the Blind in Albany.

This was my first exposure to other

individuals with blindness and i was

introduced to braille and mobility

training.

"

fousek married when she was 20, and with

her husband, who is sighted-hearing , moved

to Pendelton, Oregon. After the birth of

her daughter a year later, her vision

DRASTICALLY CHANGED. In 1980, THE FAMILY

moved to Lindsay, where their son was born,

"i felt uncomfortable talking about my
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DISABILITIES WITH MY CHILDREN'S FRIENDS AND

THEIR PARENTS. I DIDN'T LET THEM KNOW THAT

I HAD TROUBLE HEARING AND SEEING," SAID

FOUSEK.

In March of 1987, she heard about the

Helen Keller National Center.

Headquartered in Sands Point, New York,

hknc is a residential short-term

comprehensive rehabilitation training, job

PREPARATION AND PLACEMENT PROGRAM. It ALSO

OPERATES A NETWORK OF FIELD SERVICES

THROUGH TEN REGIONAL OFFICES, SOME 29

AFFILIATES, A NATIONAL TRAINING TEAM, AND A

Technical Assistance Center. HKNC's

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FROM SAN FRANCISCO

VISITED FOUSEK AT HOME AND FELT THAT SHE

WOULD BE A GOOD CANDIDATE FOR PERSONAL

ADJUSTMENT SKILLS TRAINING. SHE ARRIVED AT
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the Center in March 1988.

"The strong support from my church family

at St. James Episcopal was critical and

they helped with my adjustment to hknc

during the first two months. because of

them i knew that my husband and children

were not alone.

"Socializing with others who are deaf-

blind WAS A SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR ME AT HKNC.

We related to one another. The audiologist

fit me with new hearing aids and helped me

adjust to the idea of becoming more

assertive - letting people know that i

can't hear or see, and feeling comfortable

about that. i learned some sign language

using tracking and tactual sign. the low

vision specialist suggested stronger

TELESCOPE LENSES FOR MY GLASSES AND
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several low vision aids, like the hand-held

telescope and illuminated magnifier. i was

exposed to a wide selection of protective

sunglasses and chose the appropriate ones

for me. These cut the bright rays for

persons with rp and sharpen the contrast in

A BRIGHT, GLARY ENVIRONMENT. My SOCIAL

WORKER, THE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR AND OTHER

STAFF AT THE CENTER WERE EXTREMELY

SUPPORTIVE. I THINK THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY

TRAINING WAS STUDYING BRAILLE WITH A

TEACHER WHO IS DEAF-BLIND - SHE WAS AN

INSPIRATION. !l

While at the Center Fousek also served as

chairperson of the trainee town hall

meetings. she met with staff and advisers

to plan and respond to the concerns of her

FELLOW CLIENTS. SHE HAD A CLERICAL "WORK
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IIEXPERIENCE" ON

CAMPUS AND

SAYS THAT SHE

IS TENTATIVELY

THINKING OF

RETURNING TO

SCHOOL-
POSSIBLY TO A

COMMUNITY
COLLEGE.

"It CAN BE A

LONELY LI FE

,

TO BE DEAF-

BLIND. SO I

As part of her clerical work experi-
ence on-campus at HKNC, Marie sorts,
counts, and packages coins.

WILL SEARCH FOR MORE SUPPORT GROUPS TO

EXPAND MY SOCIAL LIFE AND EDUCATION. Now

THAT I'M RETURNING HOME, I WILL DEFINITELY

BE LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEER WORK. LAST JUNE
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while visiting at home, i shared a bit

about myself with the students who are

hearing-impaired at the clinite school in

Tulare. They tried out my cane using

blindfolds, and experienced tactual

signing. i want to speak with other young

people who are hearing impaired, to

encourage them and advocate for the

introduction of sign language into the

public schools. people shouldn't be afraid

to learn sign language in order to reach

out to someone who is deaf or deaf-blind.

According to Fousek's HKNC former rehab,

counselor, Nancy Skolnick, "Marie is

entering a new phase of her life. she has

been developing leadership skills and self-

advocacy and is discovering her untapped

potential. she can now integrate with
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INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE DEAF, THOUGH SHE ALSO

COMMUNICATES ORALLY. I BELIEVE THAT SHE IS

LOOKING FORWARD TO ESTABLISHING A SOCIAL

NETWORK WHICH SHE DIDN'T HAVE BEFORE HKNC."

MODERN TECHNOLOGY IN TACTUAL MAP MAKING

By Nancy Higgins, Instructor of Orientation

and Mobility

The Ricoh-Fuser is a new machine

manufactured and sold in sweden, which is

designed for the production of raised print

work. It is distributed by RPH-SYN, The

National Center for Educational Aids for

the Blind, to be used in teaching blind

children in schools and institutions

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. It IS USED

EXTENSIVELY IN ALL AREAS OF INSTRUCTION AT

THE EKESKOLAN SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND AND
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Deaf-Blind in Sweden. They utilize the

machine to produce all sorts of raised

materials, i.e. maps, pictures, graphs,

letters and words.

The machine was introduced to the

Orientation and Mobility staff at Helen

Keller National Center by a Swedish man,

Arne Yngstrom, who had found the machine

INVALUABLE IN HIS ENDEAVORS. Mr. YNGSTROM

IS AN ORIENTEERER.
i

In most Swedish schools, the sport of

orienteering is included in the physical

education curriculum. orienteering, a

physically and mentally challenging

activity, requires a person to read a map

and, using a compass, walk or run a

complex course through the woods.

Orienteering is a very popular sport with
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SIGHTED YOUTHS AND ADULTS AND Mr.

yngstrom, a school teacher and avid

orienteerer, has created opportunities for

blind and visually impaired youths to also

become involved in this sport. to

accomplish this, he utilized the

ricoh-fuser to mass produce study maps,

all of equal quality, thus allowing blind

children to participate in the competition.

He highly recommended the equipment.

The device was immediately of great

interest to the staff in the o&m

department at hknc. when teaching o&m,

maps can be of great value. whether a

student is experienced or is a novice in

the skill of orientation and travel using

tactual maps, sharp definition and

consistency of texture and symbols is of
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THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE. POPULAR MAP KITS

VARY IN STYLE AND COMPONENTS, RANGING FROM

VELCRO AND MAGNETIC PIECES TO HOMEMADE

MATERIALS. THE MOST DIFFICULT ASPECT OF

MAP MAKING IS GUARANTEED CONSISTENCY. WHEN

USING STANDARD FLEXIBLE MAP KITS, PIECES

CAN TEND TO MOVE AROUND OR THE MAP PARTS

MAY BE OF A TEXTURE THAT DOES NOT PROVIDE

CLEAR DEFINITION TO THE FINGERTIPS, ALL OF

WHICH CAN SOMETIMES BE CONFUSING FOR THE

STUDENT.

In contrast, the Ricoh-Fuser produces a

HIGH QUALITY, STURDY MAP. It WILL RAISE UP

ANY DESIGN THAT IS DRAWN WITH LEAD ONTO A

SPECIALLY TREATED, MICROCAPSULE PAPER,

CALLED SVALLPAPPER, ( "SWELLPAPER 11

) . By

APPLYING HEAT TO THE MAP, THE PAPER SWELLS

UP AND THE SYMBOLS ON THE PAPER ARE SHOWN
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IN RELIEF.

The machine was designed for use in

Sweden but, with a few electrical

alterations, "the fuser" is now available

FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES. It HAS BEEN

modified to operate with a 110-115 v

current. the machine works with the heat

of an infrared, 800 watt lamp which is

located above a c y l i n d r i c a l l y shaped

screen. This cylindrical cage rotates when

in operation. the piece of svallpapper is

attached to the outside of the screened

cylinder, with the printed side facing up,

and is exposed to the heat of the lamp as

the cylinder slowly turns. the heating

process takes approximately 20 seconds.

The Ricoh-Fuser is small and portable and

only weighs about 30 pounds. the price in
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1986, INCLUDING ELECTRICAL ADAPTATION,

SHIPPING CHARGE AND TAX, WAS $735.00.

A T T H E 1

Helen Keller

National
Center, this

device is

INVALUABLE IN

ALL TEACHING

AREAS . WE The Ricoh-Fuser

are able to produce tactual maps quickly

and easily, and make as many as are

needed. maps are now also available for

visually impaired visitors and

professionals attending seminars or taking

tours of our facility. the communications

Learning Center uses the machine to prepare

A WIDE VARIETY OF WORK IN RAISED LETTER
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form. In the Creative Arts Department, the

device has enabled clients to better

appreciate their own artwork by raising up

drawings and sketches. overall, it has

reduced teacher preparation time by more

than half and has quickly provided clients

with relevant and effective materials.

RESOURCES

1. The National Center for Educational

Aids for the Blind, RPH-SYN, Tomtebodavagen

11, S-171 64 SOLNA, Sweden. Contact:

TORSTEN ANDERSSON, DIRECTOR.

2. "Orienteering - A PM of Ideas 11 by Lief

Larsson and Arne Yngstrom, The

Orienteering Federation of Sweden, 1985,

Taken from Orienteering - A Book of Ideas ,

Liber Foreign Rights Department S-205, 10

Malmo, Sweden (currently only in Swedish).
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3. Allehanda - (Swedish newspaper) "Arnes

Special Map Worked - The Blind Go

Orienteering" , 11 August 1984

HEARING AIDS - NOI ONLY FOR SPEECH

By Deborah Simon, Senior Audiologist, HKNC

Deaf-blind individuals, due to the

severity and nature of their hearing

losses, may not be able to understand

spoken language. but often they find that

they are greatly assisted by high-powered

hearing aids that provide them with

environmental sounds such as loud voices,

footsteps, and traffic noises.

Frequently, these individuals who cannot

understand speech may not consider

themselves - and may not be considered by

others - good candidates for amplification
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through use of hearing aids. this is a

misconception. many of these people report

that when "sound 11 is made available to

them, they are much more aware of their

surroundings. they are able to determine

when they are in the presence of other

persons, or near machinery, because of the

intensity and patterns of amplified sounds.

Such information may help to reduce

feelings of isolation and provide a greater

sense of security and independence.

Developments in hearing aid technology

have made high-powered hearing aids

AVAILABLE IN THE BEHIND-THE- EAR FORM. In

THE PAST, THESE HIGH-POWERED HEARING AIDS

WERE ONLY AVAILABLE IN LARGE, BULKY BODY-

WORN units. Some individuals found these

BODY-WORN AIDS UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE THEY
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required the use of cords, a body harness

case, and/or clothes with pockets.

If two behind-the-ear hearing aids can be

used, sound localization may be possible.

For some individuals this has been found to

be helpful in spatial orientation and

general mobility.

At the Helen Keller National Center, all

individuals who are interested are

evaluated to determine if they can benefit

from the use of hearing aids. however,

some individuals may have enough useful

vision to get information about the world

around them and may not find use of a

hearing aid beneficial. others may have

unpleasant memories of being forced to use

such equipment during their school years,

AND REJECT THE IDEA THAT USING A HEARING
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aid can be a positive experience. others

may never have had the opportunity to try

hearing aids.

During the audiological evaluation at the

Center, individuals are introduced, or

reintroduced, to amplification. the focus

of the evaluation is to determine if, in

the presence of visual impairment, auditory

information in the form of environmental

stimuli can be beneficial. the program

consists of a hearing aid evaluation,

hearing aid orientation, maintenance

instruction, counseling, and trial periods

of hearing aid use in structured and

nonstructured settings.

After being given the opportunity to

experiment with these devices, clients can

decide if the benefits gained by
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amplification are significant enough to

warrant the use of high-powered hearing

aids for the reception of sound.

Whether or not to make use of a hearing

aid is a personal decision for each

individual. This decision will be

influenced by many factors, including

audiologic considerations, social issues,

emotional needs, and financial

considerations.

It is our experience at the Helen Keller

National Center that, for an individual

experiencing both visual and hearing

impairments, introduction or reintroduction

to the amplification of sounds through the

use of a hearing aid has been found to be

INVALUABLE AND REWARDING.
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OVERCOMING OBSTACLES 10 EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE

WHO ARE DEAF-BLIND

( Editor's Note : Information for the

following article was contributed by the

following HKNC staff: Stephen S. Barrett,

director; Dennis Brady, assistant director;

Jeremy Burwell, senior placement

specialist; and Mary Trainor, supervising

rehab. counselor.)

There are specific problems inherent with

the condition of deaf-blindness which need

to be overcome if persons who are

deaf-blind are going to become successfully

employed in their community. these include

THE following:

1. COMMUNICATION. Spoken language is

often not accessible due to the presence of
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hearing, vision and sometimes cognitive

deficits. Alternative systems of

communication such as manual alphabet, sign

language, braille, or technology-supported

approaches are often not accessible or

understood by employers.

2. TRANSPORTATION. The unique needs

PRESENTED BY THE COMBINATION OF HEARING AND

VISION LOSS CAUSE GREAT CHALLENGES IN

TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE JOB,

ESPECIALLY WHEN PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IS

NOT AVAILABLE OR AN OPTION. ALTHOUGH MANY

INDIVIDUALS MAY MASTER EVEN COMPLEX TRAVEL

ROUTES USING ORIENTATION AND MOBILITY

TECHNIQUES ADAPTED FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF-

BLIND, NOT ALL PERSONS ARE CAPABLE OF DOING

SO.

3. LACK OF SOCIAL INTEGRATION. The above
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FACTORS, TAKEN IN COMBINATION, GREATLY

LIMIT OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEANINGFUL SOCIAL

EXPERIENCES WITHIN THE COMMUNITY. PEER AND

SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIPS OFTEN SUFFER AS A

RESULT AND PROBLEMS MAY BE MULTIPLIED BY

YEARS OF ISOLATION AND FRUSTRATION.

4. COMMUNITY AND EMPLOYER ATTITUDES.

Most citizens have never met an individual

WHO IS deaf-blind because persons who are

DEAF-BLIND ARE PART OF A VERY LOW

INCIDENCE POPULATION. MANY MEMBERS OF THE

GENERAL PUBLIC ARE NOT YET AWARE OF THE

ABILITIES OF DISABLED PERSONS. WHILE SOME

EMPLOYERS MIGHT CONSIDER HIRING AN

INDIVIDUAL WITH A SINGULAR DISABILITY, THE

THOUGHT OF HIRING A PERSON WHO IS DEAF-

BLIND MEETS WITH RESISTANCE WHICH NEEDS TO

BE OVERCOME. LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF THE
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of the apparent disabilities, requires

ongoing community education.

Traditionally, vocational options for

individuals who have profound and/or

multiple handicaps, including those who are

deaf-blind, have been limited to a

narrowly defined continuum, including work

activity center placement, sheltered

workshops, or fully competitive employment.

An alternative approach to employment in

community-based work settings is that of

supported employment - a concept virtually

unheard of until the early 1980's. some

concerned service providers have

established models and systems which

promote employment with ongoing support for

THE WORKER WHO IS PROFOUNDLY HANDICAPPED.
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In the past, most of the individuals

served in supported employment have been

those who are mentally retarded or

chronically mentally ill, not individuals

who have profound and/or multiple physical

disabilities. yet, probably no other

population of individuals with disabilities

faces greater likelihood of exclusion from

the work force than those who are

deaf-blind. taking into consideration all

of the above traditional obstacles, this is

truly a population at extreme risk for

chronic unemployment.

Supported employment offers the

opportunity for persons who are deaf-blind

to have long-term, ongoing support services

in order to make their employment

successful. Examples of support services
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provided may include assistance with

transportation, interpreter services,

one-to-one job training, flexible work

hours, and any other service which may be

of assistance.

Supported employment services can be

provided over long time spans, and may even

be provided over the lifetime of the

individual. This is one major factor

which makes the concept of supported

employment far different from other

rehabilitation services.

For information on supported employment

projects in your state, contact your hknc

Regional Representative, or our Field

Services Department at HKNC headquarters in

New York, (516) 944-8900, voice and TDD.
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DEAF-BLIND CAN TOUCH THE WORLD WITH IV

By Kenneth R. Clarke (Reprinted with

permission of the CHICAGO TRIBUNE COMPANY)

Joe Johnson, 24 and the victim of a

degenerative nerve disorder, can neither

see nor hear. hls favorite television

shows, he says, are "'blll cosby', 'family

Ties' and anything at all in the way of

news information."

Richard Ramm, 64, also deaf and blind,

likes television so much he writes his own

computer programs to allow him to !!watch m

it. He is partial to "Good Morning

America, 11 which he frequently records on a

floppy disk for "viewing 11 at his leisure.

Television for those who can neither see

nor hear it? until now, the very thought
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would have been absurd, and for many of

the estimated 50,000 americans who are both

deaf and blind, it still is. but a

technological breakthrough called the

Braille TeleCaption System is ending their

isolation.

Here's how it works. Network and cable

programmers now offer 275 hours a week of

programming captioned for deaf people, a

service that includes 97 percent of all

network prime time offerings. the printed

captions are pulled from the broadcast

signal by a special decoder and displayed

on the television screen, but only the

sighted can use them.

Five years ago, Daniel Hinton, an

engineer for science applications

International Corp. in Annapolis, Maryland,

.
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TOOK THE PROCESS ONE STEP FURTHER IN AN

EFFORT TO HELP HIS OWN DEAF-BLIND SON. BY

FEEDING THE TELEVISED CAPTIONS INTO AN

INEXPENSIVE PERSONAL COMPUTER, HlNTON WAS

ABLE TO RECORD THEM AS SIGNALS ON A FLOPPY

DISK, THEN PASS THEM ALONG TO A

TeleBraille PAD BEARING THE SIX-DOT MATRIX

of the braille alphabet by which the blind

can read. as the television captions

flash on the screen, each letter, passed to

the TeleBraille pad, raises the tiny

"bumps 11 of its corresponding braille

letter, enabling the deaf-blind "viewer 11 to

follow, with his fingertips, anything from

the dialogue of a prime-time sitcom to the

current events of a newscast.

The TeleBraille already had been

developed as a device by which blind people
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could communicate by typing messages at a

tdd keyboard and feeding them down a phone

line, where they were translated either

into braille or an on-screen text display.

hlnton's adaptation, bringing television

into the mix, was funded by a grant from

the Department of Education and tested by

the Helen Keller National Center in New

York, where deaf and blind people are

taught to live in a sighted, hearing world.

to people such as johnson and ramm , both

of whom learned the new t e l ec apt i on i ng

system at the center, it opened a world

they had only dreamed of. johnson, who can

communicate only through the tdd keyboard

or sign language, used his mother as the

INTERPRETER FOR A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FROM

HIS HOME IN FOLCROFT, PENNSYLVANIA. "JOE
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SAYS HE LIKES ANY TYPE OF NEWS, FROM THE

EVENING NEWS SHOWS TO % NlGHTLINE ,
" SHE

said. "That's the only way he can find out

Former HKNC client, Joe Johnson, is reading the TV captions
in braille on the TeleBraille. On the left is the TV, de-
coder, VCR, Commodore 64, and a TDD. Information is trans-
mitted from the computer via the TDD to the TeleBraille.

WHAT S GOING ON IN THE WORLD. It's a

SHAME NONE OF THE LOCAL NEWS SHOWS ARE
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captioned. He'd love that. The weather is

important for him to know, too. you and i

can look out the window, but he can't.

There's another thing with the Braille

TeleCaption System: It's great for

vocabulary building, 11 she said. "joe could

hear once, so he does have the english

language, but the situation comedies - the

phrases they use - make him aware of how

PEOPLE TALK. it

Ramm, a victim of Usher's syndrome, was

born deaf, and his sight slowly diminished

until he now can no longer read even the

large type hlnton's system is capable of

displaying on the screen of a computer

terminal. "i started going blind as a

teenager, but i decided to cast my lot with

NORMAL PEOPLE, RATHER THAN PUT MYSELF
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forward as a blind person, 11 he said. "i

got a good education, a master's degree in

chemical engineering, but nobody would

hire me. i was considered unemployable."

Undeterred, Ramm studied brokerage-house

procedures and securities analysis and

started playing the stock market. after

earning "a small fortune 11 there, he went

into business, and his holdings soon

included a string of shops, ranging from

fast-printing to a liquor store. then the

personal computer came out, and he found

HIS life's HOBBY.

"Through trial and error, I learned to

PROGRAM MY COMPUTER 11

, HE SAID. "THAT

COMPUTER BECAME AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

VISUAL AID FOR ME. THINGS ON A SCREEN IN

WHITE, WITH A BLACK BACKGROUND, SHOW UP
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LIKE A STAR IN THE SKY. 11 RAMM SAID HE SENT

HIS PROGRAM TO HlNTON, WHO IN TURN ARRANGED

FOR HIM TO RECEIVE THE TELEBRAILLE SYSTEM,

USING THE LARGE-TEXT SCREEN DISPLAY, WITH

WHICH RAMM CONTINUED TO TINKER, ADAPTING IT

TO HIS GROWING PERSONAL NEED. "I COULD USE

A MAGNIFIER AND READ, 11 HE SAID. "THEN, AS

MY VISION GOT WORSE, I DEVELOPED PROGRAMS

THAT TOOK SMALL CHARACTERS AND TURNED THEM

INTO LARGE ONES, BUT I CAN'T SEE ANYTHING

ON A TV SCREEN NOW. It's JUST A BUNCH OF

BLURS, WHITES AND DARKS. So NOW I'M GOING

TO BRAILLE. ii

Along the way, Ramm said he became, among

other things, "an expert on gambling. i

published one computer program and two

iiBOOKS ON CASINO GAMBLING," HE SAID. "I

NEVER PLAYED IN A CASINO, BUT I READ ALL
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about it and i wrote a program for my

computer that would simulate the games, and

i have as much fun as you do when you go to

Atlantic City and lose money."

Unfortunately, for all the television

horizons that the braille telecaption

System has opened up for Johnson and Ramm,

thousands still are left in dark, silent

isolation for lack of the vital telebraille

pad, which is in short supply and costs

$5,500. hlnton said he sells his system

consisting of a commodore 64 computer, a

plug-in software cartridge and telephone

handset, for $1,100, "but only if they

already have the telebrai lle ,

" because none

of it works without that unit.

Rick Van Driel, blind but with marginal

hearing, learned the system during a
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13-month stay at the helen keller national

Center, but none of it is available to him

NOW.

In most states, either state agencies or

the telephone company will supply

TeleBraillers to deaf-blind people, free of

charge. Utah, where Van Driel lives with

his parents, whose sole income is social

Security, is not one of them. To get the

vital piece of equipment in his ogden home,

Van Driel either would have to buy it or

prove to the state that he needs it to get

A JOB.

"i was the test pilot on the braille

TeleCaption System at Helen Keller, and

it's pretty good," he said with a touch of

WISTFULNESS. "It's A NEAT THING TO HAVE,

BUT IT'S AWFULLY EXPENSIVE. I REMEMBER I
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liked to watch 'this old house.' i watched

the 'Cosby Show,' too, especially the one

where the cosby kids met stevie wonder.

That was something!"

The Helen Keller National Center sits on

a green expanse of lawn in the peaceful

suburban landscape of new york's long

Island. "Tactile" sculpture, for those who

must see with their fingers, graces the

grounds, while inside, blind, deaf and

deaf-blind people with mental capacities

ranging from ramm's intellect to the

severely retarded are taught everything

from braille to budgeting so they can

function in a world in which the simple act

of fixing a sandwich or going to the store

is a monumental achievement.

Clients, funded and referred by state
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agencies for the handicapped, typically get

200 to 300 hours of training, but staff

member, Barbara Hausman, said the outside

world could use some education too. "there

is still a feeling, even among some

professionals, that deaf-blind people are

so severely handicapped they can't be

trained to live independently," she said.

"It's a myth. It's archaic. They don't

have to live in group homes. they can live

up to whatever potential degree they have,

AND OUR MISSION IS TO REACH THAT GOAL. ii

They reached it with little effort in

Ramm's case, and he volunteers now to help

others who, like himself, can neither see

nor hear yet seek to live full lives.

"new technologies like this have really

ENRICHED THE LIVES OF INDIVIDUALS WITH THIS
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disability, " ramm said of the telebrai lle

system. "Other disabled people still have

a sense of the world, but if i'm blind and

deaf, i could be in a room with 200

people, and if i can't touch them, i'm

alone in that room. 11

ramm said he lives for the day when the

Library of Congress finds a way to put

books on computer floppy disks (a system on

which hlnton said he now is working) so

that through the telebraille pad he can

continue to indulge his passion for

reading. Meanwhile, he was settling for

TV.

as his finger rested lightly on the

braille pad, where the text of the day ' s

"Good Morning America" raced by in rising

and falling dots, he unconsciously used the
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metaphor of his handicap.

"I'm a reader," he said. II T fI've been a

READER ALL MY LIFE. If YOU CAN READ, THE

WHOLE WORLD IS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. ii

OUTSTANDING DEAF-BLIND CANADIAN WOMAN DIES

On November 18, 1988, Mrs. Majorie Wood,

an outstanding deaf-blind woman, passed

away in Vancouver General Hospital,

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. She

was 85 years old.

Deaf and blind since the age of seven,

Mrs. Wood was a member of the Order of

Canada, and founder of Canada's first

braille magazine for the deaf-blind, dots

AND TAPS. She raised a family of three

CHILDREN, AND FOR MANY YEARS DEVOTED

HERSELF TO IMPROVING THE WELL-BEING OF
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DEAF-BLIND CANADIANS. SHE LAUNCHED THE

magazine, DOTS AND TAPS, in 1952 and the

following year she established the canadian

League for the Deaf-Blind.

The Canadian National Institute for the

Blind later appointed her national

consultant on welfare of the deaf-blind, a

position she held from 1957 to 1971.

After retiring at the age of seventy,

Marjorie Wood published her autobiography,

TRUDGING UP LIFE'S THREE-SENSED HIGHWAY.

She was awarded the Order of Canada in

1976.

a determined, intellegent, and

independent-minded woman, marge - as she

was known to countless deaf-blind friends

in both Canada and the United States - was

an avid reader and a dedicated fisherman.
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THE ISONA DISPLAY

The small size of printed text often

makes it difficult for a visually impaired

person to follow his/her typing while

OPERATING AN ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER. The

Isona Display may provide a solution for

this problem.

The Isona Display is a separate unit that

can be connected to an electronic

TYPEWRITER. It ENLARGES THE TEXT BEING

typed to letters 15 mm. high and

illuminates text for strong contrast. the

text can be corrected immediately, as any

corrections made on the typewriter are also

shown on the isona display.

The Isona Display can be provided with a

built-in memory of 32,000 characters, which

CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT SIX FULL TYPEWRITTEN
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pages. Thus, text can be typed into the

memory of the isona and be printed only

after it has been worked into final form.

Text typed into memory is retained, even if

the isona is switched off. text typed into

the memory of the isona can be reproduced,

either by means of a terminal typewriter or

a braille console.

For the purpose of scanning, the Isona

also includes a separate cursor shift

wheel. When the cursor shift wheel is

rotated it makes a beeping sound for each

LETTER. The cursor can be shifted both

ALONG THE LINE AND FROM LINE TO LINE. WHEN

TEXT IS TO BE CORRECTED, THE CURSOR IS

SHIFTED TO THE POINT OF CORRECTION, AND THE

ERROR IS CORRECTED BY MEANS OF THE

TYPEWRITER. BESIDE AN ELECTRONIC
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typewriter, the isona can also be connected

with other apparatuses.

For further information on technical

DETAILS, OR FOR ORDERING, CONTACT: The

Finnish Federation for the Visually

Handicapped, Makelankatu 50, 00510

Helsinki, Finland; tele.: 358-0-77041.

FIELD NOTES

By Joseph McNulty, Assistant Director, HKNC

The Helen Keller National Center is

pleased to announce a new staff person who

is actually an old friend returning to its

employment. monika werner mcjannet has

replaced Mary Cay Stewart as the Center's

regional representative for the states of

North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,

and Kentucky. MONIKA IS A FORMER
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rehabilitation counselor at hknc's

headquarters in sands point, new york, who

left the center last year to relocate to

Atlanta, Georgia. She is the first

regional representative to have worked at

headquarters before joining the field

services staff. monika will be located in

the Center's Atlanta regional office, 1005

Virginia Avenue, Suite 104, Atlanta, GA

30354; Tel. (404) 766-9625.

We have completed the initial phase of a

survey aimed at gathering information on

late-emerging manifestations of congenital

Rubella Syndrome. Of particular interest

and concern is the fact that 32 percent of

the respondents have observed sudden or

inexplicable changes of behavior in clients

they serve. while there is still not
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enough data to connect these changes with

specific medical conditions, additional

research is warranted.

a second survey, one that will be in the

form of a behavioral/medical checklist, is

being developed. the researchers will

contact anyone who responded and indicated

they are working with 21-26 year old

individuals with crs, and complete the

second questionnaire over the phone.

The detailed summary of the first survey

on Congenital Rubella Syndrome is not

included in this issue of the newsletter,

BUT IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
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FOR MICHAEL . . .

By Robert Scalcione, November 1988

Silence

Darkness

Communication redefined

Your Hands

Are now ears

Caressing melodies muted

While the songbird sings

Stillness in the key of teardrops

Fortified fingers anxiously await

Grasping symbols one by one

a shared struggle of comprehension

Rapidly processing perceptions

Striving for accurate interpretations
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Your mind is now your sight

to paint visions unseen

Like the beauty of a lover

The flight of a white winged dove

AS TRUST GUIDES YOUR IMAGINATION

YOU HAVE LEARNED TO FEEL THE WARMTH OF A

SMILE

In the palm of your outreached hand

(The above poem was written for Michael Van

Orman, a former client and instructor's

aide at the helen keller national center.

Mike is currently living in Richmond,

Virginia) .
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EDITORIAL

TECHNOLOGY AND THE DEAF-BLIND POPULATIONS

By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

(The following is a keynote address read at

the opening ceremonies of the fourth helen

Keller International Conference on Deaf-

Blindness held in Stockholm, Sweden, in

October, 1989)

.

There is no question that the dual

disability of deafness and blindness is one

of the severest handicaps known to mankind,

and that people who lose both sight and

hearing face unique problems that make it

difficult for them to function

independently. slght and hearing are the

two primary channels through which we

acquire information and knowledge of the

WORLD WE LIVE IN; AND WHEN THESE TWO SENSES



ARE DAMAGED OR ABSENT, THERE ARE SERIOUS

PROBLEMS OF COMMUNICATION AND ORIENTATION

AND MOBILITY THAT LIMIT THE DEAF-BLIND

person's SENSE OF INDEPENDENCE.

TO OVERCOME SUCH PROBLEMS, IT IS

NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH WAYS AND MEANS OF

SUBSTITUTING FOR THE LOSS OF SIGHT AND

HEARING BY USING OTHER METHODS TO PROVIDE

THE DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUAL WITH ACCESS TO

INFORMATION. It HAS ONLY BEEN DURING THE

LAST TWO DECADES THAT WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO

MAKE REAL PROGRESS IN OVERCOMING THESE

PROBLEMS BY USING AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES TO

IMPROVE EXISTING CONDITIONS. We NOW HAVE

SPECIAL SIGNALING SYSTEMS TO ALERT A DEAF-

BLIND PERSON WHEN THE DOORBELL OR TELEPHONE

RINGS, DEVICES THAT MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO

COMMUNICATE BY USING THE TELEPHONE, AND
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computers, braille printers, and braille

displays or large-print displays that may

eventually open up a whole new environment

for employment and leisure time activities.

This is a time to be optimistic and to

assume that we have barely tapped the

possibilities.

Modern technology can provide solutions

to many of the problems that confront deaf-

blind people in today's society. but we

need to recognize the fact that the special

products of technology are often beyond the

financial means of most deaf-blind

individuals, and that we must find a means

of making them available to those who can

use them. we need to find and evaluate

existing products that can be modified for

use by deaf-blind people at minimum costs.
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We should recognize the importance of

keeping deaf-blind people informed of all

technical advances that may be of interest

to them, and the sources of supply from

which they can obtain aids and devices

that can be useful to them in achieving a

measure of independence at home and at

WORK.

It is very important that deaf-blind

people be kept informed of technological

developments. there is an urgent need to

centralize information about aids and

devices that may be of use to the deaf-

blind population, including sources and

products, detailed descriptions and prices.

There should be a universal catalogue

describing items that are currently

AVAILABLE WHICH WOULD BE UPDATED ANNUALLY.
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Agencies engaged in rehabilitation and

training of deaf-blind people should

provide samples of such items and be able

to arrange for their clients to obtain

needed equipment, perhaps at government

expense. Schools that provide education

for deaf-blind children should be able to

teach their students how to use such

equipment. Deaf-blind people should be

given the opportunity for hands-on

experience with aids and devices so that

each individual can decide and choose which

ones will be of most benefit in alleviating

the problems they face.

There is no doubt that modern technology

is providing many deaf-blind individuals

with a greater sense of personal security

and self-confidence today, and that it has



opened new areas of potential for them.

But we must not assume that technology will

ever be able to substitute for the natural,

spontaneous senses of sight and hearing, or

that it can solve all the unique problems

related to the dual disability of deafness

and blindness.

What aids and devices are best for deaf-

blind people? There is no easy answer to

this question because each individual

differs from others in capacities,

abilities and needs. what may be helpful

for one person may not be suitable for

another person. the best judge of whether

a device may be useful and beneficial is

the deaf-blind individual," he must evaluate

IT IN TERMS OF HIS PERSONAL LIVING NEEDS.



IN MEMORIAM: HARRY J^ SPAR

It is with sincere regret that we announce

the death of harry j. spar, former director

of the Helen Keller National Center for

Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults on December

10, 1989.

Mr. Spar
brought more

than forty

YEARS F

EXPERIENCE IN

WORK FOR THE

blind and deaf-blind to his position as

director of the center. even before

receiving his degrees from teacher's

College, Columbia University (bachelor's,

1940; master's, 1942), Mr. Spar, who was

himself blind, worked with students at the
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New York Institute for Education of the

Blind (now the New York Institute for

Special Education) as early as 1935. In

1942, he joined the staff of the industrial

Home for the Blind (IHB) in Brooklyn, NY,

(now Helen Keller Services for the Blind,

which operates the helen keller national

Center) , as a specialist in the industrial

placement of blind and visually impaired

trainees. his progress at the ihb was

steady: In 1945 he became director of its

Vocational Department; in 1951, director of

Rehabilitation; in 1953, assistant

executive director; and IN 1970, ASSOCIATE

executive director.

It was from this post that Mr. Spar was

appointed associate director of the helen

Keller National Center in 1971, and shortly



afterward became director in charge of the

Center's development. He was responsible

for all day-to-day operations of the

Center, and was intimately involved in

every phase of the design and construction

of its final campus in sands point, new

York. Mr. Spar lectured frequently on the

rehabilitation of blind and deaf-blind

persons, and published papers extensively

on the subject.

At the dedication of the Center's campus

in 1975, Mr. Spar was awarded the Anne

Sullivan Gold Medal for outstanding service

IN THE FIELD OF DEAF- B LI NDNESS . At THE

SAME CEREMONY HE WAS PRESENTED WITH A HARD

HAT IN RECOGNITION OF HIS UNFLAGGING

VIGILANCE IN OVERSEEING THE CENTER'S

CONSTRUCTION - AN AWARD IN WHICH HE TOOK
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particular pride.

Mr. Spar is survived by his wife, Janet,

and three daughters.

LOOKING 10 IHE OPEN DOORS

By Matthew Clarkson (Reprinted with

permission from CAREERS FOR THE

HANDICAPPED).

When deaf customers of the US WEST

Communications Telephone Company need help

with billing problems, or have

installation and repair requests, they talk

to Dan Mansfield. He takes care of their

problems and goes out of his way to meet

THE NEEDS OF THESE CUSTOMERS. He SELDOM

TALKS TO THE CUSTOMERS ABOUT HIS OWN

DEAFNESS OR THE FACT THAT HE IS LEGALLY
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blind because it would only interfere with

the business at hand, and as his supervisor

notes, "Mansfield is all business."

Mansfield is a one-man service department

for the hearing impaired. working in

Seattle, WA, he serves the needs of over

5,000 customers using telecommunication

devices for the deaf (tdds) in the state of

Washington and parts of Idaho. He has made

innovations to improve customer service,

created brochures to make the services

easier to understand, and made the deaf

community more aware of what the phone

company can do for them.

Starting in the early 1970s, Mansfield

worked with the phone company as a

proofreader and senior typist in the

COMPOSING DEPARTMENT. "I HAVE STRONG
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English skills and have always loved to

read," signs mansfield. hls deafness and

tunnel vision did not hinder him from

producing the highest quality work during

the 12 years he worked in the composing

department.

he had relatively good vision most of his

life. But he suffers from Usher's

syndrome, a form of retinitis pigmentosa

which eventually leads to blindness. the

genetic disorder began affecting his

vision as he approached his mid-thirties.

Today, his area of vision is so small that

when looking at another person he can

either see the person's mouth or the

person's eyes, but not both - and what

VISION HE HAS LEFT IS FOGGY. He ESTIMATES

HE WILL BE TOTALLY BLIND WITHIN TWO YEARS.
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The deteriorating vision was becoming a

frustration for mansfield. not only was he

facing the prospect of unemployment and

isolation from mainstream business, but

drastic changes were taking place in his

LIFE. He was losing many of his interests:

HIS LOVE OF READING, SWIMMING, AND

TRAVELING. BUT, THE MOST FRUSTRATING

ASPECT OF THE BLINDNESS WAS THE LOSS OF

INDEPENDENCE. "I AM FIERCELY INDEPENDENT, 11

HE NOTES, "AND I'VE ALWAYS BEEN PROUD OF

THAT. ii

Mansfield, however, is not unfamiliar

with frustation or obstacles in his life.

At the age of five, he left home to attend

a state school for the deaf, and while he

received a good education, he experienced

DIFFICULT TIMES THERE, LARGELY BECAUSE OF
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his limited vision.

He learned to deal with the teasing from

other students, but his limited ability in

sports was more damaging to his self-

CONFIDENCE. "It was embarrassing and

FRUSTRATING FOR ME, 11 HE REMEMBERS. "I HAD

FEELINGS OF INFERIORITY. 11 He CHANNELED HIS

energy into student government and began

developing the skills of leadership that

would later serve him well in the workplace

and in community service.

When Mansfield's supervisor was unable to

find a position for him within the company,

Mansfield turned to the Department of

Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) in Seattle

for assistance. dvr and the helen keller

National Center in New York both sent a

representative to the telephone company.
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Working in conjunction with the company,

the three groups assessed possible jobs to

accommodate mansfield's new needs and to

determine his vocational skills.

He actively took part in the evaluation

process and prepared himself by studying

braille, taking mobility classes, computer

classes, and learning how to use a white

cane. These steps were taken in an effort

to regain some independence and to make

HIMSELF adaptable for a new position.

Despite the efforts of those involved,

the process of finding a new position took

TWO YEARS. The telephone company was in

the midst of a reorganization at the time

and many positions were being eliminated.

Mansfield's dilemma came to the attention

OF THE COMPANY PRESIDENT, ANDREW SMITH, WHO
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was supportive of several alternative plans

and provided the necessary backing to enact

one of them. the decision was made to

train Mansfield for a position in customer

service working with the firm's hearing-

IMPAIRED CUSTOMERS. The company provided

OVER THREE MONTHS OF COMPUTER TRAINING AND

INSTALLED SEVERAL DEVICES TO HELP HIM IN

HIS WORK.

A WRIST RECEIVER VIBRATES WHEN THE PHONE

RINGS, ALERTING HIM TO INCOMING CALLS. He

CONNECTS THE PHONE TO THE TDD VIA A PHONE

MODEM AND IS ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH

CUSTOMERS BY TYPING. He USES A

TeleBraille, a unique TDD which

incorporates both a readable led screen and

braille. as he becomes totally blind,

Mansfield will rely on braille, but for now
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he has enough vision to see the single line

of type displayed on the tdd. mansfield

also uses a vtek large print viewer which

enables him to read interoffice memos and

mail. Several hours each week, the

company also provides him with an

interpreter so he can make voice calls,

interact with coworkers, and give

workshops and lectures.

The benefits to the company and to the

community from training mansfield as a

customer service representative have

outdistanced the cost of providing him with

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AND ASSISTANCE. He NOW

reaches a growing segment of the market the

telephone company largely ignored in the

past. Several of his innovations have

GENERATED NEW REVENUE FOR THE COMPANY.
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"Mansfield has recieved a number of

commendations from customers who were happy

with the way dan took care of their

PROBLEMS," SAYS MARY DelRe, MANSFIELD'S

immediate supervisor, "and some of the

people weren't aware of his disabilities."

The successful placement of Mansfield in

the workplace exemplifies what can be done

for individuals with disabilities if

BUSINESS MAKES CERTAIN ACCOMMODATIONS. He

is proud of his accomplishments but says,

"If society would give us opportunities,

there would be more achievement by us."

For those preparing for, or seeking a job

in mainstream business, mansfield states

that the most important factor is to be

"positive about yourself. If you don't

have self-esteem, you won't go far. also,
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BE REALISTIC. SEARCH FOR THE TALENTS YOU

HAVE AND GET TRAINING TO IMPROVE THOSE

SKILLS. ii

In addition to his accomplishments at

work, Mansfield spends much of his extra

time involved with the deaf community. hls

resume includes a long list of offices,

memberships, and awards acknowledging his

leadership in the community. "i define

success in two parts: first in overcoming

obstacles, not only with accommodations,

but by handling my emotions and self-

ESTEEM. And two, by learning to live with

MY DISABILITIES, I ACCEPT WHO I AM," HE

REMARKS.

Stated at the bottom of his long resume

IS HIS FAVORITE QUOTE: "Life is a

CELEBRATION." He SAYS, "THE QUOTE IS TO
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remind me that life is not all down and

out. There is a silver lining in

everything if you just look for it."

Paraphrasing another favorite quote,

Mansfield sums up the reason he has come so

far, "i look to the doors that have been

opened to me instead of gazing at the ones

that have been shut."

HOW JAKE LEARNS

By Barbara Stewart (Reprinted with

permission from the ORLANDO SENTINEL,

Orlando, FL)

It is noon and Susan Allen, her lean face

as vibrant as her sun-yellow dress, is at

yet another civic club lunch. this time

it's the Apopka (FL) Rotary Club, where

SHE WILL ACCEPT A $1,200 DONATION FOR HER
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LOVE AND OBSESSION, HER SMALL SCHOOL

LOCATED IN AN OLD PILLARED HOUSE IN

Zellwood, FL. Susan is sitting at a long

table in a musty church community room,

with a paper plate of chicken pot pie and

boiled beets before her. next to her is

her son Jake, 12, who can be mischievous.

Like his mother, Jake has an angular,

ANIMATED FACE. He IS SLIGHT AND WIRY, WITH

spiky blond hair and pale blue eyes. jake

hates civic club meetings; they bore him.

He is here because his mother wants him

here. Making the best of a bad situation,

HE GULPS DOWN THE CHICKEN POT PIE. Then

HIS FORK VEERS TOWARD HIS BANANA- VANI LLA

WAFER PUDDING, BUT IS FIRMLY DIRECTED FIRST

TO THE SALAD. WHEN HE HAS FINISHED THE

SALAD AND PUDDING, HE LETS HIS HAND DRIFT
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as if by accident to his mother's pudding,

which he snatches. "no," susan tells him.

"That's Mom's. Jake must ask." Jake

pauses, his spoon hovering above the second

bowl of pudding. "no," susan says,

EMPHATICALLY. JAKE'S FACE FALLS. HE

HESITATES, INTENT ON THE PUDDING. He PUTS

THE SPOON ON THE TABLE. FINALLY HE GIVES

in. He asks: "May I eat Mom's pudding?"

Susan, her purpose accomplished, replies:

"Yes, you may eat Mom's pudding."

The exchange is unremarkable enough. But

to Susan Allen, it is a conversation

replete with triumph.

Jake Allen did not see the banana-vanilla

WAFER PUDDING OR THE CHURCH COMMUNITY ROOM

OR HIS MOTHER. He DID NOT HEAR THE

SPEECHES, OR THE ROTARY CLUB MEMBERS
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SAYING, "HOW ARE YOU, SON?" OR HIS MOTHER'S

REPRIMANDS. JAKE ALLEN HAS BEEN DEAF AND

BLIND SINCE BIRTH, COMMUNICATING ONLY

RECENTLY USING SIGN LANGUAGE. He HAS LIVED

12 years in darkness and silence, in a

world where even the simplest things take

him very much by surprise.

Not long ago, Jake could not have been

taken to a rotary club meeting, or even a

family get-together, without disrupting

everything so thoroughly that people

assumed he was crazy. now, he stoically

endures strangers patting him on the head.

He sits politely through a dull meal. He

stands for a pledge of allegiance he will

never hear, facing a flag he will never

see. he does not, and almost certainly

NEVER WILL, KNOW HOW HIS NEW LIFE, WITH ITS
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ELEMENTS OF ORDER, LANGUAGE AND DISCIPLINE,

CAME TO BE. He'll NEVER KNOW WHAT HIS

mother did for him.

Susan Allen married at 18 and had Jake,

her first son, at 19. she has not been to

college. now she is 32, divorced with

three children. after years, during which

Jake got progressively more wild - but no

more educated - in the hands of the public

schools, Susan Allen set out to educate her

son herself. defying predictions from

professionals, she raised money, rented an

old building and, in 1986, opened her own

school for deaf-blind children. (there are

5,042 deaf-blind children in the united

States, including 102 in Florida).

Susan's school is called the Jake Allen

Center for Deaf-Blind Children, and it now
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has 16 children, among them jake . this

year Susan Allen must raise $1.2 million to

KEEP THE SCHOOL AFLOAT. The cost of

educating one child is $38,000 a year.

What she is doing with almost no training-

opening A SCHOOL FOR DEAF-BLIND CHILDREN,

funding it with garage sales and rotary

Club donations - seems clearly impossible.

To Susan Allen, Jake Allen is beyond

UNDERSTANDING, A MYSTERY THAT ENTHRALLS

HER. IT IS A WORLD OF NOT SEEING AND NEVER

HAVING SEEN, OR NOT HEARING AND NEVER

HAVING HEARD. It IS A WORLD WITHOUT WORDS

OR ANY REAL COMMUNICATION. SOMETHING AS

SIMPLE AS LEARNING TO WALK BECOMES ALMOST

IMPOSSIBLE - THERE IS NO WAY TO KNOW WHAT

LEGS ARE FOR. NOTHING MAKES SENSE; THERE

IS ONLY CHAOS.
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People who don't understand say: Helen

Keller did it - meaning she attained

language, friends, a radcliffe college

degree and an extremely broad, sensitive

understanding of the world and her place in

it. If Helen Keller did it, can't all

deaf-blind children do it? helen keller,

after all, was born in the last century.

But Helen Keller was not born deaf and

blind. She was born with all her senses

and lost them to illness at age 18 months.

She knew the basics: that she and others

were human beings, that words existed,

that there was an outside, separate from

herself. When Helen was 7, Anne Sullivan

propelled her into sophisticated

COMMUNICATION. If YOU ARE DEAF-BLIND,

SPARKY AND IMPATIENT, LIKE HELEN KELLER OR
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Jake Allen, you struggle. You live in a

nightmare and do your best to pull others

into it with you for stimulation and some

sense of what's going on.

As Jake grew, he became wilder. He could

NOT COMMUNICATE IN ANY WAY, AND HIS

FRUSTRATION ACCUMULATED. He LEARNED THAT

tantrums allowed him to get his way.

Angering people was one of his only forms

of entertainment. what he wanted, he

grabbed. when he was thwarted or in need

of stimulation, he pounded his head against

THE WALL.

one morning a week, beginning at age 1,

Jake attended an Orange County class for

DEAF CHILDREN. It WAS A CLASS IN WHICH

DEAF CHILDREN WERE TAUGHT THROUGH THEIR

EYES - THOUGH JAKE, BEING BLIND, COULD NOT
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learn like that. when she could, susan

took baby jeremiah and watched jake in

class. a teacher and an aide would force

him into a high-backed chair and strap him

down. Jake would pound his head on his

desk again and again. unstrapped, jake

would zoom through the classroom crashing

into desks and walls, butting people with

his head. This did not look like learning

to Susan, but then she was just his mother

and had no college degree. gradually,

though, her sense that jake was getting

nothing from school grew. "i knew he could

learn, " she said.

It is December 1982. Outside is a North

Carolina mountain frost; inside a colonial

house is an upstairs living room filled

with holiday sounds - the upbeat patter of
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GRANDPARENTS, A MOTHER AND FATHER AND THREE

SMALL GRANDCHILDREN VISITING FROM ORLANDO,

FL. It is Christmas. NOTHING is going to

SPOIL IT - MEANING 5-YEAR-OLD JAKE WILL

NOT RUIN THE HOLIDAYS FOR EVERYBODY. The

adults do not try to restrain jake as he

attacks gifts - his and everybody else's-

frantically tearing gift paper and dumping

out contents. jake grabs a bough of the

Christmas tree and gives it a healthy tug.

He is only 5, but he is strong. The

adults' steely calm snaps. Before they can

pry him off, the tree - shivering with

ornaments - crashes down in a broken heap.

He fingers a fine crystal vase, a gift to

somebody, and, wrapping his long fingers

around it - fingers that could have made

HIM A PIANIST OR A SURGEON - HEAVES THE
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vase against the wall.

Again, Jake, trembling with fear and

frustration, has triumphed, a grim triumph

for which he has no words. jake feels

himself firmly propelled by his mother to

THE SOFA BED DOWNSTAIRS. He FEELS THE COLD

OF A METAL SPOON PRESSED INTO HIS MOUTH, HE

TASTES SWEET SYRUP. SOON HE NODS DROWSILY

AND FALLS FAST ASLEEP, LEAVING HIS FAMILY

THE SHARDS OF THE DAY. "I DOSED HIM ON

COUGH SYRUP," SAID SUSAN. "THAT'S THE ONLY

THING THAT WOULD SEDATE HIM. I FELT

TERRIBLE. I HELD HIM IN MY ARMS, A

BEAUTIFUL BLOND-HEADED BOY. He WAS

WRESTLING WITH ME - WRESTLING WITH LIFE.

And I thought: 'He may be worthless to

EVERYBODY ELSE, BUT HE'S NOT WORTHLESS TO

ME. I'm willing to gamble everything on
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him." i had no choice. 11

It is 1977, the nightmare far in the

future, and susan allen, in her longwood,

FL, HOUSE IS ROCKING BABY JAKE. At 11

MONTHS, HE WEIGHS 10 POUNDS. In HIS GREEN

SLEEPER, HE LOOKS LIKE A GARDEN SNAKE. "A

SKINNY GREEN SNAKE, 11 SAID SUSAN . "We'd

laugh. We called him Jake the snake. 11

Jake is her first baby, and she and her

husband, Mike, are crazy about him. While

rocking him, she covers her eyes with a

bandanna and her ears with headphones, to

be deaf-blind like him.

Jake's tragedy began before he was born,

at a New Year's Eve party with champagne

and kissing at midnight to usher in 1976.

a few days later, a friend called to say he

had the German measles, and a few weeks
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after that, susan, who had a suspicion she

was pregnant, got sick. when jake was born

and Susan was cradling her scrawny newborn

baby, she knew, for a few wonderful

minutes, that he was fine. "in the

delivery room, i felt like a million

bucks, 11 she said - until she noticed a

white glaze in jake's eyes, a glaze she

soon learned indicated blindness.

But Susan and Mike adjusted. "We

ACCEPTED HIM AS A BLIND CHILD. We THOUGHT,

"He can be another Stevie Wonder. '" She

arranged for a hearing test - simply as

confirmation that jake's hearing was

COMPLETELY NORMAL. At THE TEST'S END, THE

AUDIOLOGIST SAID ABRUPTLY: "THIS IS THE

MOST PROFOUNDLY DEAF CHILD I HAVE EVER

TESTED.

"
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Susan's sense of Jake's intelligence was

NOT MERELY A MOTHER S INTUITION. One

Easter, when Jake was 5, he concocted an

elaborate ruse to get at some easter candy

he wanted. the easter candy was out of

REACH, ON TOP OF THE REFRIGERATOR. HE

pulled his mother into the laundry room

under the pretext of hunting for a lost

object. Then he slammed the door shut,

locked it and proceeded to help himself to

the candy.

Jake also had a perfect sense of

direction. in the house, the neighborhood

or even on car trips around orlando, he

ALWAYS KNEW PRECISELY WHERE HE WAS. Jake

did not have words, but he was retaining

information.

Jake left Susan little time to be
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PHILOSOPHICAL. JAKE - HIS MIND

UNSTIMULATED DURING THE DAY - WAS RESTLESS

AT NIGHT, AND ANYWAY HE COULD NOT

DISTINGUISH THE TIME OF DAY. He WOULD GET

up in the middle of the night and turn the

television on and off or bounce on his

parents' bed. He would wander outside and

break into neighbors' houses. once he

located a tube of caulking and squirted it

all over a neighbor's kitchen, then made

off with a box of cereal. susan began to

sleep outside his door so he would wake her

when he wandered.

At 7, Jake was placed in a class for the

profoundly mentally retarded, where the

Orange County schools decided he belonged.

But Susan insisted he wasn't retarded at

all and began casting about for assistance
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OUTSIDE THE SCHOOLS.

When Jan Van Dijk, a Dutchman who is one

of the few to specialize in teaching people

who are deaf-blind, lectured at florida

State University, Susan brought Jake to be

EVALUATED. He TOLD HER: "THIS CHILD IS ONE

OF THE FOUR BRIGHTEST DEAF-BLIND CHILDREN

WHO HAVE NOT BEEN EDUCATED THAT I HAVE EVER

MET. DO NOT WASTE A MINUTE. FLOOD HIM

WITH LANGUAGE. ii

She was introduced by Van Dijk and two

Canadian teachers of deaf-blind children,

John and Jacquie McInnes, to the intervenor

method of teaching deaf-blind children. a

DEAF-BLIND CHILD IS PROVIDED WITH A GUIDE,

A PERSON TO ACT AS THE CHILD'S EYES AND

EARS. Far from being an innovation, this

IS THE SAME METHOD ANNE SULLIVAN USED WITH
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Helen Keller. Intervening was a revelation

to Susan. One morning, rushed and

exhausted from having been up all night

with Jake, Susan announced to Mike:

"That's it. somebody has to do it. I'm

STARTING MY OWN SCHOOL. ii

Jake, in the backyard of the Jake Allen

School, pours soap powder into a bucket of

water, and, his hands beneath those of his

intervenor, klm gailey, he scrubs one car

and then another. hls face lights up when

he is handed two $1 bills, payment for

WASHING THE CARS. He WANTS THE MONEY TO

buy a glow stick, the light from which

enthralls him.

He can sign or fingerspell 500 words and

understands many more. while he no longer

POUNDS HIS HEAD, HE RECENTLY HAD A TANTRUM
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in which he kicked the door and then

lightly tapped his head on it, pretending

to pound it.

Jake is totally deaf, but he can discern

light and color with one eye and has very

LIMITED TUNNEL VISION IN THE OTHER. In THE

bedroom is Jake's calendar, which orders

HIS LIFE. The days are marked with simple

bright drawings. jake, by peering at it

from an inch away, sees that monday he will

swim, Wednesday he will have lunch at

Wendy's.

This is the school that Susan, out of

defiance and frustration, built to give

Jake and other deaf-blind children order,

coherence, language, discipline, friends

and a sense of their own humanity. there

ARE NOW TWO SCHOOLS. The first, which
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OPENED IN 1986, HAS EIGHT CHILDREN; A

SECOND, IN APOPKA, IS JUST FOR INFANTS AND

CURRENTLY HAS EIGHT. "It GETS

frustrating," said anne deatrick,

intervenor for a boy named matthew auletta.

"But then he does something great - like

SIGN POTTY WHEN HE WANTS TO GO POTTY. ii

To Susan, the intervenor method seemed

LIKE COMMON SENSE; HAVING ONE PERSON

CONSTANTLY WITH JAKE TO ACT AS HIS EYES AND

EARS AND TO GRADUALLY INTRODUCE HIM TO SIGN

LANGUAGE. SHE AND MlKE LOCATED A BUILDING

IN Zellwood WITH HOLES IN THE CEILING AND

NO ELECTRICITY. It WAS 1985. MlKE AND

Susan sold their house, went $50,000 in

debt, and with friends, renovated the

rented building that became the jake allen

School. She recruited staff, not for their
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brilliance or education, but for their

patience and willingness to work with deaf-

blind children.

The 38 intervenors at Susan Allen's

schools tend to be young, with little

college education. that does not sit well

with state educators, some of whom say

Susan Allen could do damage because she is

relatively uneducated and does not know

WHAT SHE IS DOING. "The lack of

professionalism is the problem," said

Connie Trent, a state program specialist

for deaf-blind services. some educators

question the effectiveness of one-on-one

intervenors. " deaf- blindn ess is a

dependent disability, 11 susan allen said.

"Sometimes I think, here I am, a mother

TRYING TO EDUCATE EDUCATORS WHO DON T KNOW
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what they don't know. 11

"We have to be willing to give Susan

Allen a chance, 11 said Don Wedewer, recently

retired director for the state division of

Deaf-Blind Services. "The best practice

(in public education of deaf-blind

children) is lousy practice. Susan is an

innovator, and if you ' re an innovator, you

throw the rule book out. i admire her.

I'm watching what she does."

It is Jake who has introduced Susan to

her real self, which she considers a

BLESSING. IIT'I'm the luckiest person in the

world," Susan said. "I do something that

feeds my soul. jake is not a tragedy to me

at all. Jake fires me up more than

ANYTHING ELSE IN THE WORLD. ii
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A DECLARATION OF BASIC NEEDS

a declaration of the basic needs of deaf-

blind persons was adopted and approved by

the Fourth Helen Keller World Conference on

Deaf-Blindness in Stockholm, Sweden,

October, 1989. This international

conference on deaf-blindness, at which many

deaf-blind delegates participated, was

SPONSORED BY THE STANDING COMMITTEE On

Activities of Deaf-Blind People of the

World Blind Union, and was chaired by Mr.

Stig Ohlson of Sweden. Following is the

full text of the declaration:

Article 1: Statistics indicate that

deaf-blind persons exist in every country

of the world. every one of these countries

should develop demographic data on its

DEAF-BLIND POPULATION FOR THE PLANNING OF
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necessary services to assist these people

to develop their full potential as

citizens.

Article 2: Deaf- blindness is not

blindness with the additional disability of

deafness, nor is it deafness with the

ADDITIONAL DISABILITY OF BLINDNESS. It IS

a unique disability, requiring specialized

services.

Article 3: Highly specialized training of

professional workers is needed in order to

take both deafness and blindness into

account. Each country has the

responsibility to train qualified

professionals to effectively assess and

evaluate the potential of its deaf-blind

citizens. Where such expertise does not

exist within the country, assistance should
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be sought from countries with established

services to ensure that a basic level of

quality service is available.

Article 4: Communication is the most

formidable barrier faced by deaf-blind

people. Communication is the key to

learning, the acquisition of knowledge, and

the access to others. communication is

imperative regardless of the potential

level of achievement of the deaf-blind

individual. This being the case, it is

strongly urged that a high priority be

placed on training deaf-blind individuals

in effective communication methods. native

sign languages, manual alphabets, oral

training, braille and other technical aids

and devices are all important avenues to

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION THAT CAN BE
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FOLLOWED THROUGH THE SENSE OF TOUCH. It IS

strongly urged, however, that deaf-blind

individuals be offered training in several

communication methods in order to provide

the greatest flexibility in receptive and

expressive communication.

Article 5: Every country of the world

should provide specialized educational

opportunities designed to meet the unique

needs of deaf-blind persons. appropriate

placement can often be found in programs

designed for deaf children, blind children,

or non-disabled children. however, each

country should carefully evaluate which

educational setting is most enabling for

its deaf-blind children. integral to the

educational program for deaf-blind children

should be a curriculum of basic self care
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and daily living skills.

Article 6: The loss of sight and hearing

in itself is not a barrier to productivity

in the workplace for deaf-blind people.

Gainful employment in the least restrictive

enviornment should be considered for every

deaf-blind person with work potential.

Appropriate counseling, training, job

preparation, work placement and follow-up

services are all important components of

the rehabilitation process. every country

should develop these services to the

fullest degree possible, with the deaf-

blind person's active involvement in

rehabilitative planning to the fullest

degree feasible.

Article 7: Effective communication for

DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE OFTEN REQUIRES THE
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assistance of an interpreter. interpreting

services are the key to independence for

deaf-blind people. each country,

therefore, should give priority attention

to the training of professional

interpreters. there are important

differences between interpreting for deaf

people and interpreting for deaf-blind

people," these differences should be taken

into account when developing interpreter

training. Interpreting services are one of

the most critically needed resources for

deaf-blind people; they are an essential

component of the overall service network.

Article 8: Alternative living

opportunities are critically needed by

deaf-blind adults. supervised residential

placement, supported apartment living, and
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fully independent housing are all viable

living alternatives for deaf-blind adults,

given appropriate preparation and training.

Every effort should be made to find

placement as close to a normal community

setting as feasible for the individual

deaf-blind person. the deaf-blind person's

individual preferences and capabilities

should be a primary factor in determining

the most appropriate placement.

Article 9: Opportunities for recreation

and social interaction are as important and

enjoyable to a deaf-blind person as to any

member of the community. because deaf-

blind people themselves are often unable to

reach out for these opportunities, society

has the obligation to bring them to the

DEAF-BLIND PERSON. SOCIAL INTERACTION WITH
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one's peers can have a very significant

influence on a deaf-blind person's

adjustment to and acceptance of the dual

disability, thereby promoting a positive

personal development.

Article 10: Public awareness of the

needs, abilities, and achievements of deaf-

blind people is of prime importance in

securing governmental and community

assistance to develop and maintain services

needed by deaf-blind people. as a tool in

promoting this awareness, and as a symbolic

reminder of the achievements of the most

famous deaf-blind person in history, it is

suggested that the week of helen keller's

birthday, june 27, be declared helen keller

Deaf-Blind Awareness Week throughout the

world.
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE COMMUNITY

By Barbara Hausman, Director of Public

Relations, HKNC

Finding an appropriate job, worrying

about layoffs, receiving fair and equitable

compensation - these are major concerns for

all adults. historically, however,

vocational options for individuals with

profound and/or multiple disabilities, and

particularly those who are deaf-blind, have

been limited to a narrowly defined

continuum that includes work activity

centers, sheltered workshops, and less

frequently, competitive employment. the

provision of employment services that

enables individuals who are visually and

HEARING IMPAIRED, OR DEAF-BLIND, TO
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experience success in the community and in

the job market has been a challenge. no

other population faces a greater likelihood

of exclusion from the work force, and today

these individuals remain at extreme risk

for chronic unemployment.

At the Helen Keller National Center

(hknc) , clients receive short-term

comprehensive rehabilitation training. the

program focus is the provision of personal

adjustment training in communication

skills, orientation and mobility, personal

hygiene and skills of daily living, home

management, and other areas related to

increasing the capacity of the individual

to participate more fully in his or her

HOME COMMUNITY. In ADDITION TO DEAF-

BLINDNESS, MANY CLIENTS HAVE OTHER
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disabilities including mental retardation,

orthopedic and cardiac problems, and

diabetes.

Through a specialized approach to job

training and placement, hknc is

demonstrating that individuals who are

deaf-blind, with little or no employment

history, can join the work force using an

adapted model of supported employment that

stresses the need for temporary, intensive

and/or ongoing supports such as a job

coach, interpreter, or other support

system. Acknowledging this population's

special needs, hknc has developed a

community based work experience program

(WEP) . Here clients are exposed to a

VARIETY OF REALISTIC WORK SETTINGS IN LOCAL

COMMUNITIES. SOME CLIENTS HAVE HAD LITTLE
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OR NO JOB EXPERIENCE. OTHERS, WHO ALREADY

UNDERSTAND THE SUBTLETIES AND EXPECTATIONS

OF THE WORKPLACE, NEED TO EXPLORE NEW

OPPORTUNITIES, DEVELOP NEW SKILLS, OR LEARN

TO DEAL WITH THE ADJUSTMENT OF HEARING

AND/OR VISUAL DETERIORATION OR LOSS.

Typically, WEP coordinator, Deborah

Harlin, meets with the individual to

consider vocational goals. a situational

assessment may be made in a work experience

on-campus - in bookkeeping, food service,

braille proofreading, or teacher's aide, to

name a few. the client's abilities,

aptitudes, and personal preferences are

essential. armed with these facts and

cognizant of the job market outlook, the

coordinator matches client with job. the

community "work providers 11 are typical of
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most employers: They have no special

communication skills, they have never hired

an employee who is deaf-blind, and they are

often resistant, but the jobs are average

positions that anyone could perform.

Each match is unique. So is the

preparatory work and the strategies for

support systems required. usually the

coordinator surveys sites looking for

CHALLENGING JOBS, ALWAYS NETWORKING AND

USING CONTACTS WHERE POSSIBLE. The

following case examples illustrate hknc's

Work Experience Program:

Carmen Rios is deaf and visually

impaired. She has good writing skills and

A KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH. THE LONG ISLAND,

NY, district Social Security office needed

ASSISTANCE IN PROCESSING SOME 3,000 MONTHLY
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applications. After a site visit to

determine if the physical working

environment was suitable, the wep

coordinator met with the key people who

would interface with rlos. then they met

with rlos and an interpreter. a social

Security employee, who later assigned and

verified rlos's work, first taught the

interpreter the tasks.

Client Carmen Rios, who is deaf and visually impaired, is
pictured at her community work experience site at the L.I.
district Social Security Office.
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Acting as job coach, the interpreter

instructed rlos in four specific tasks

involved in alphabetizing applications by

date and returning them to her coworker.

Simple adjustments were made to accommodate

glare from large exterior windows.

Mobility training focused on routes to her

site in the building, restrooms , and lunch

room. assertiveness training encouraged

rlos to communicate her needs to others.

After five on-site sessions at the office,

rlos was able to negotiate on her own.

hknc provides transportation. according to

district manager anita jankowski , "carmen

IS TERRIFIC. She has a positive attitude

TOWARD HER WORK AND WORKS VERY HARD. She

HAS DEFINITELY BEEN AN ASSET TO US. ii

Working in the cafeteria at nearby St.

j
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Francis Hospital, Leonard Ferguson's job

coach was an instructor from hknc's

Communications Department. Ferguson needed

to learn job related vocabulary in written

AND SIGN LANGUAGE MODES. He COULDN'T READ

the lunch menu, and was unable to order for

himself. his time skills needed sharpening

to enable him to identify "break time." a

Center mobility specialist reinforced

Ferguson's indoor cane skills in the

congested cafeteria.

At Schuco, a manufacturer of home health

care and medical products located in carle

Place, NY, two HKNC clients, who have some

USABLE VISION AND ARE DEAF, ARE PERFORMING

FOUR TO FIVE DIFFERENT TASKS. WAREHOUSE

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR, JOE NEWMAN, USES

SIMPLE GESTURES TO COMMUNICATE WITH HIS
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WORKERS AND IS BEGINNING TO LEARN BASIC

ii signs." He and the HKNC job coach monitor

THE CLIENTS' PRODUCTION LEVEL AND "QUALITY

REVIEW. ii

An "enclave" is another alternative

approach to the supported employment model.

Four HKNC clients are working at

Independent Living Aids, Inc. in Plainview,

ny, where they label brochures, stuff

envelopes, collate, and staple papers. a

wep intern and residence aide serve as job

coaches during this two-day per week

experience. supports included mobility

training for routes from their worktable

to restrooms and break room. prompting, to

keep clients on their tasks, is ongoing.

An HKNC van transports them about 45

MINUTES EACH WAY.
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WEP intern, Ro Ricci, uses tactual sign language to communicate
with one of the four HKNC clients at their warehouse site. Marvin
Sandler, (standing right) president, Independent Living Aids, who
is the work experience provider, looks on.

Reflecting on the effectiveness of the

WEP, Dennis Brady, HKNC assistant director,

notes that "the cooperation of our local

business community is the key to a

successful program, and it has truly been a

UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE PRIVATE
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sector and the helen keller national

Center. These "real life' work

experiences, along with letters of

recommendation from employers and video

tapes of clients on the job, have

definitely enhanced their employab i lity

when they return to their home

communities.

"

Today, persons who are deaf-blind are

working in a variety of jobs and settings-

as data entry clerks, bakers, teachers,

assembly workers, maintenance and hospital

workers, and computer programmers. "the

ultimate evaluation of everything we do and

provide at hknc is what happens to our

clients once they return home," says hknc

director, Stephen Barrett. "A gainfully

EMPLOYED WORKER WHO CAN LIVE SUCCESSFULLY
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IN THE COMMUNITY WITH A SENSE OF DIGNITY

AND SELF-WORTH - THAT'S EVERYONE'S GOAL."

DOGS TRAINED TO HEAR FOR DEAF MASTERS

By Chuck Campbell (Reprinted with

permission from THE DAYTONA BEACH NEWS

JOURNAL, Daytona Beach, FL)

Richard Lesher can sleep easier at night.

The 40-year-old Daytona Beach Community

College instructor, who is legally blind

and deaf, used to worry about fire and

prowlers. But now he has Ann to help him

erase those fears. ann , in turn, can be

thankful lesher needed her. otherwise, she

may have been put to sleep.

Ann is a medium sized mixed breed dog

that has been trained to hear sounds for

Lesher, keeping him aware of the world
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Ann was trained at

International Hearing Dog, Inc. (IHD) in

Henderson, CO., by partners in that

nonprofit organization, martha foss and

Agnes McGrath. The Lioness Club of Daytona

Beach sponsored Lesher's dog. IHD selects

all types of dogs from animal shelters,

which saves the animals' lives and, at the

same time, is an inexpensive way to acquire

the canines.

"It really doesn't matter what size they

are, 11 said Mrs. Foss recently when she was

in the Greater Daytona Beach area to

deliver Ann to Lesher. She said that IHD

has attempted to train dogs ranging from

Chihuahua to Saint Bernard size. The dogs

are taught to let their hearing impaired

OWNERS KNOW WHERE NOISES ARE COMING FROM.
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They are trained to notice sounds coming

from doorbells, crying babies, alarm

clocks, telephones, etc. when a trained

DOG DETECTS SUCH NOISES, IT WILL ALERT ITS

OWNER AND GUIDE HIM TO THE SOURCE. For

EXAMPLE, IF Ann hears someone knocking at

THE DOOR, SHE WILL TOUCH LESHER SOFTLY AND

LEAD HIM TO IT. THE DOGS ARE ALSO TRAINED

TO ALERT OWNERS TO TWO OTHER CRUCIAL

sounds: A fire/smoke alarm and a prowler's

noises. If the owner is asleep, the dogs

are taught to jump on them until they are

awakened.

Ann was specifically selected for Lesher

because of her gentle personality which is

ADAPTABLE TO HIS VISUAL IMPAIRMENT. Mrs.

FOSS' DEMONSTRATION DOG - "DENVER DOG 11

- IS

MUCH MORE PHYSICAL. MRS . FOSS SAID IT
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takes an average of three months to train a

dog for the hearing impaired. for multiply

impaired people such as l.esher, it takes

longer. the dogs must meet certain

criteria before they are selected for the

program. "They must be outgoing, healthy

and 'people dogs, ' meaning they must like

people more than other dogs, 11 mrs . foss

said. ihd has 24 dogs in its kennel at all

TIMES.

In 1975, Mrs. McGrath got the idea of

training dogs for the hearing impaired.

She was joined in her efforts by Mrs. Foss

IN 1976, AND IHD WAS FOUNDED. "We HAD TO

BUILD FROM THE GROUND UP, 11 MRS . FOSS SAID,

NOTING THEY LEARNED A GREAT DEAL ABOUT THE

DOGS' AND THEIR OWN LIMITATIONS IN THE

PROCESS.
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IHD IS THE OLDEST AND LARGEST

ORGANIZATION OF ITS KIND, ALTHOUGH ABOUT 29

OTHER GROUPS HAVE FOLLOWED SUIT ACROSS THE

COUNTRY, SAID MRS. FOSS. It COSTS

approximately $2,800 to train each dog, and

the costs are often absorbed by groups like

the Lioness Club and other organizations.

Lions Clubs are the biggest supporters,

Mrs. Foss said, and Florida is one of the

BEST STATES AT BRINGING IN THE DOGS. In

fact, in addition to bringing ann to

Lesher, Mrs. Foss was also in the area to

check on another possible recipient in new

Smyrna Beach.

In 1979, Lesher's mother, Wanda Miller,

read about ihd and wrote them to inquire

about the possibility of her son getting a

dog. Mrs. Foss explained that the long
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DELAY WAS PARTLY DUE TO THE FACT THAT A DOG

HAD TO BE TRAINED TO ADAPT TO LESHER'S POOR

SIGHT IN ADDITION TO HIS DEAFNESS, AND IHD

WAS NOT TRAINING DOGS FOR ANYTHING EXCEPT

HEARING FOR THE FIRST FEW YEARS. WHEN IHD

DID BEGIN TRAINING FOR MULTIPLE HANDICAPS,

THE WHEELS WERE SET IN MOTION. At FIRST,

THEY HAD TO DETERMINE THAT L.ESHER
#

S SIGHT

WAS AT LEAST GOOD ENOUGH FOR HIM TO TAKE

CARE OF A DOG. He ALSO HAD TO JUSTIFY HIS

need of a dog for his hearing impairment.

Then the special training began and,

although lesher has ann now, it still must

be determined if the relationship will

work. lesher has to work with her every

day, and after a trial period, ihd will

decide if ann can be certified as a hearing

TRAINED DOG. THAT WILL ALLOW HER TO WEAR A
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BRIGHT ORANGE LEASH AND COLLAR. So FAR, SO

GOOD.

Speaking through a sign language

interpreter and family friend, sylvia

Bartholomew, Lesher said he is very excited

about Ann. "I waited for five years, and

now I've got my dog. I can't tell you how

happy i am. i always worried about fire

at night, 11 he said, so he had trouble

sleeping. But Ann has changed that. Mrs.

Bartholomew said that on a morning soon

after Lesher got the dog, she stopped by

but he was still asleep. instead of

uselessly knocking on the door all morning,

Ann came to the rescue. The dog woke

Lesher up and took him to the door, just as

she was trained. "rlchard was beaming when

he came out, 11 mrs . bartholomew said.
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Mrs. Foss pointed out several

considerations a potential hearing dog

owner should note: the dog must be

constantly trained, and as such must be

treated as a working dog, not a pet. no

other dog can be in the same household with

a hearing dog. cats, however, are

acceptable. only one hearing dog can be in

each household, regardless of the number of

hearing impaired individuals in the family.

People with normal hearing must be

discouraged from doing the dog's work.

Otherwise, the dog will become lazy and

LESS INCLINED TO DO HIS JOB. If THE

hearing impaired person already has a dog

as a pet, it cannot be trained to work,

ihd selects the dogs to be trained.

Mrs. Foss had one plea on behalf of her
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GROUNDBREAKING ORGANIZATION: "We NEED

MONEY - DONATIONS ARE TAX EXEMPT. ii

to send donations or to inquire for an

application to receive a hearing dog, write

to: International Hearing Dog, Inc., 5901

E. 89th Avenue, Henderson, Colo. 80640.

Phone: (303) 287-3277.

VIEWPOINT ON DEAF-BLINDNESS

In December, 1988, three deaf-blind

individuals participated as members of a

panel in Seattle, WA. They discussed the

impact of the loss of vision on their adult

lives. two of the participants have

Usher's syndrome; the third has progressive

nerve deafness due to trauma and retinitis

pigmentosa (rp) . the following statements

PROVIDE A CANDID, REVEALING SUMMARY OF THE
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INNER FEELINGS AND REACTIONS OF PEOPLE WHO

ARE LOSING BOTH SIGHT AND HEARING.

Don Meyer: The changes and the

acceptance of deaf-blindness is hard, and

sometimes i wonder if it will ever end.

With retinitis pigmentosa, as soon as you

think you have adjusted to what you are,

you go through another change. your eyes

get worse again. each time there's more

stress and learning. looking back, i find

a lot of places where my "blindness 11

bothered me. but i didn't understand it

then, because i didn't know i had a problem

WITH MY EYES. I CALL DEAF-BLINDNESS A

DEATH AND A BIRTH BECAUSE OLD WAYS OF

DOING (LIVING) HAVE TO DIE, AND A NEW WAY

OF DOING THINGS HAS TO BE BORN. The
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FRUSTRATION IS TREMENDOUS. NOW I ONLY

HAVE A 1 TO 2 DEGREE FIELD OF VISION. I

HAVE TO LEARN NEW WAYS OF COMMUNICATION

AND MOBILITY. It's A HARD TRICK LEARNING

new skills. i'm scared to death of the

future because i have never in my life been

able to get enough information and learning

to satisfy me. but now i am getting less

and less information. information is

power. Power is control. I'm losing

power, so I'm losing CONTROL. I HAVE A

lot of fear of the future, though i know

somehow I'll pull through. So it is a lot

OF ADJUSTMENT. It TAKES TIME AND FRIENDS

WHO ARE WILLING TO STAY BY YOU WHEN THE

TIMES GET ROUGH.

Janie Neal: Before I talk about the

DIFFERENT STAGES I WENT THROUGH WHILE I WAS
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GROWING UP, THERE IS ONE THING THAT ALWAYS

STAYS THE SAME - A FEELING OF PRESSURE.

When I was 24, I started to feel that I

needed to cry about things but i would

always repress this feeling. i often had

disagreements with my parents. last summer

my parents came to seattle and had an

opportunity to see the deaf-blind

community, and i had an opportunity to talk

to them about my vision problems. that's

when they finally got a chance to

understand and accept my vision problems.

Before my feelings went up and down a lot.

The difference now is that I don't suppress

MY FEELINGS. If I'm upset, or sad, or

HAPPY, THOSE ARE ALL IMPORTANT FEELINGS AND

IT IS IMPORTANT TO FEEL THEM. I AM FEARFUL

ABOUT THE FUTURE. SOMETIMES WHEN I THINK
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ABOUT BEING DEAF AND LOSING MY VISION, IT'S

JUST TOO MUCH. GROWING UP I WAS A DEAF

PERSON; I WAS VERY INVOLVED WITH THE DEAF

COMMUNITY. Here in Seattle there is a

DEAF-BLIND COMMUNITY AND THAT IS VERY

WONDERFUL, BUT THERE IS STILL SOMETHING I

AM LOSING. I FEEL THE LOSS OF THE DEAF

community, and it is something i am

grieving about.

Dan Mansfield: It's not easy to talk

about years of feelings in a few minutes!

For deaf-blind people it is a constant

ADJUSTMENT. It NEVER STOPS. WlTH RP

you'll often lose some vision, then it will

stabilize. Then you begin to adjust to the

loss of vision, and it begins to

deteriorate more so you have to adjust all

over again. for myself, my vision has
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BEEN GETTING WORSE AND WORSE. THERE ARE

PROBABLY ONLY A FEW YEARS LEFT BEFORE I

WILL BE TOTALLY BLIND. To BE HONEST, IT IS

VERY SCARY. SOMETIMES IT'S HARD NOT TO

DWELL ON IT. RlGHT OR WRONG, THAT'S THE

WAY I DEAL WITH IT. My FEELINGS DON'T

always stay the same. sometimes i avoid

people who don't feel good about

themselves, or about my blindness. i am

more interested in being around people who

have a good attitude and are enjoying their

life. That helps me to keep a positive

ATTITUDE ABOUT MYSELF AND MY LIFE. If I AM

AROUND PEOPLE WHO HAVE SOME SAD STORY

GOING, THAT BRINGS UP THE NEGATIVE FEELINGS

IN ME. SO IT IS JUST A PROCESS OF LEARNING

HOW TO ADJUST TO THIS CONSTANTLY. The

SUPPORT OF FAMILY AND FRIENDS HELPS.
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(Editor's Note: Janie Neal was formerly a

client at the helen keller national

Center) .

"PATRICK CAVE BELIEVES IN IHE FUTURE"

By Kim Severson and Melissa Stevenson

(Reprinted with permission from THE MORNING

NEWS TRIBUNE, Tacoma, WA)

Patrick Cave lives

IN A WORLD WHERE

SOUND HAS NO MEANING

AND LIGHT IS

PRECIOUS THING. The

41-YEAR-OLD MAN WAS

BORN DEAF. As CAVE

grew up in Wisconsin

and Minnesota, he became a part of the

DEAF COMMUNITY. He MADE HIS WAY THROUGH
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LIFE USING SIGN LANGUAGE. He WAS AN AVID

SPORTS FAN AND A COMPETITIVE WATER-SKIER.

Then at 23, his vision began to fail. "I

was riding with some friends in their cars

at night, and it was dark and raining. i

noticed that i couldn't see very well. i

went to see my eye doctor for glasses, and

he sent me to the department for services

for the Blind, 11 he said, speaking through a

sign language interpreter.

"Without explaining what was happening to

me, they gave me a cane and a book to learn

braille. i still didn't know what was

happening to my vision. finally, someone

at the Department of Services for the Blind

told me i had usher's syndrome." wlth

little warning, cave was thrust from the

community of the deaf into an entirely new
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WORLD AND CULTURE THAT OF DEAF-

blindness.

a good percentage of the deaf-blind

people in the united states have usher's

syndrome. the genetic disease immediately

takes a person's hearing ability and then

slowly robs them of sight. although some

people lose both vision and sight through

accidents, Cave says that for him, Usher's

syndrome is a more disturbing way to lose

vision. "It's a slow, agonizing process of

daily feeling like you are going

BACKWARDS. I!

The process has been slow for Cave. It's

been almost 20 years since his sight began

to go. Today, he describes his field of

VISION AS ROUGHLY A SMALL OVAL. He HASN'T

ENOUGH VISION TO READ LIPS, BUT CAN READ
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SIGN LANGUAGE IF IT IS DONE WITHIN HIS

FIELD OF VISION. WlTH A NUMBER OF UNIQUE

ADAPTATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY, HE CAN READ

NEWSPAPERS, BOOKS AND A PARTICULAR

FAVORITE, THE STOCK MARKET REPORT.

TO MAKE HIS WORLD MORE CLEAR TO A VISITOR

AT HIS OFFICE AT THE DEAF-BLIND SERVICE

Center in Seattle, WA, Cave says to imagine

WALKING THROUGH THE WORLD WHILE LOOKING

THROUGH A VIDEO CAMERA. "It's SORT OF LIKE

looking through that camera hole, 11 he said.

"If you had a camera to your eye and tried

to walk, you'd probably fall."

People with deaf- b l

i

ndn ess are a

tightknit group. seattle is fast becoming

a minor mecca for people who are deaf-

blind because the estimated 150 people

with the condition who live in the area
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Most live in the Capitol Hill and

NORTHGATE AREAS OF THE CITY. In THE TACOMA

area, there are fewer than a dozen people

with deaf-blindness. statewide, there are

about 500 people who are deaf-blind.

"There seems to be a boom right now of

deaf-blind people moving here. most of it

is word of mouth. one of the reasons is

the services are really great here and

there are interpreters and volunteers

AVAILABLE. It IS SO GREAT TO HAVE A

community around you. this feels like the

best place to be, 11 cave said.

In the four years Cave has been in

Seattle, he has become a leader in that

community, working first as a case manager

at the Deaf-Blind Center and now as a
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COMMUNITY ADVOCATE AND EQUIPMENT

SPECIALIST. His VAST KNOWLEDGE OF

COMPUTERS AND HIS INGENIOUS ADAPTATIONS AND

TECHNICAL WIZARDRY HAVE ALLOWED HIM TO

DEVELOP METHODS FOR WINDSURFING, PLAYING

THE STOCK MARKET AND USING SEVERAL UNIQUE

COMPUTER PROGRAMS. On A TABLE IS A SPECIAL

wristband vibrator that alerts cave to

telephone calls. equipment that magnifies

print several times is on his desk, and a

nearby computer is programmed with software

that similarly blows up written material to

readable size.

Seattle's popularity with the deaf-blind

community comes in part from the

availability of services, said cave and

others at the center. for example, metro

TRAINS ITS BUS DRIVERS TO RECOGNIZE SPECIAL
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YELLOW CARDS WITH BLACK NUMBERS THAT ARE

HELD BY PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF-BLIND. The

numbers let bus drivers know what bus the

person wants and the color signifies that

the person is deaf-blind. drivers are also

trained to offer special help.

The 128 people on the caseload at the

Deaf-Blind Service Center use it for

referrals, information and advocacy. there

are regular classes for deaf-blind people

at Seattle Central Community College to

help keep them informed about elections,

news and tips for making it around the

CITY.

Perhaps most important is the cultural

aspects of the deaf-blind community in

Seattle, Cave said. There are dances,

PICNICS AND PARTIES, AND EVERYONE KNOWS
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EVERYONE ELSE.

This past summer, people who worked at

the Center were excited about a week-long

deaf-blind camp that began in august near

Bremerton. The camp, sponsored by the

Lighthouse for the Blind, drew people with

deaf-blindness from all across the country,

"no matter who you ran into, you could

communicate, 11 said sue farrell, coordinator

of support services at the deaf-blind

Service Center. "It might be the one time

they can be totally relaxed with

COMMUNICATION. 11

(Editor's note: Patrick Cave was formerly

a client at the helen keller national

Center) .
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HERE AND THERE

The Braille Institute of America, 741

Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90029, has

ANNOUNCED THAT IT IS NOW ABLE TO ACCEPT 200

NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS TO ITS EXCELLENT BRAILLE

magazine, THE BRAILLE MIRROR. This free

BRAILLE MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED TEN TIMES A

YEAR, IS FILLED WITH HUMOR, RECIPES,

POETRY, AND INFORMATIVE ARTICLES ABOUT

WORLD EVENTS, SCIENCE, ECONOMICS, CULTURE,

MEDICINE, TRAVEL, PERSONALITIES AND OTHER

INTERESTING SUBJECTS. MANY OF THE ARTICLES

ARE REPRINTED FROM NEWSWEEK, TIME, PEOPLE

AND OTHER POPULAR PUBLICATIONS. AVAILABLE

ONLY IN BRAILLE, THE MAGAZINE IS

DISTRIBUTED TO OVER 1000 READERS IN THE

United States.

Anyone interested in receiving THE
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BRAILLE MIRROR should send a postcard with

NAME AND ADDRESS TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS,

ATTENTION, Mr . DOUGLAS MENVILLE, EDITOR, OR

call (213) 663-1111.

Shake Awake, the Vibrating Alarm Clock,

is a new small alarm clock that houses a

powerful pulsating vibrator within its

attractive design. placed under a pillow

OR INSIDE THE PILLOWCASE, IT WILL AWAKEN A

SLEEPER AT THE PRESET ALARM TIME. Small

AND COMPACT, IT REQUIRES NO LONG WIRES OR

BULKY VIBRATOR AND CAN BE CARRIED IN A

suitcase with ease.

Manufactured in Hong Kong to quality

standards, shake awake uses two battery

sources for operation and reliability, 1 c

cell and 2 aa batteries. it has an
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illumination. the cover of the clock folds

back so that it can be used during the day,

on the nightstand or as a desk clock.

Priced at $24.95, Shake Awake can be

ordered by sending a check, plus $1.00 for

postage and handling, to shake awake, 9230

Olympic Blvd., Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA

90212.

(Editor's Note: This product may be very

useful to readers who have usable residual

vision; but because of the liquid crystal

display, is not practical for readers who

depend on touch.)

LOC-DOTS ARE SMALL ROUND PLASTIC BRAILLE

DOTS WHICH CAN BE USED TO MARK DIALS,

TYPEWRITER KEYS, AND OTHER ITEMS. EACH
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package contains six dots. the dots will

adhere to most surfaces and can be easily

felt tactually.

Priced at $1.50 per package, they can be

ordered from the massachusetts association

for the Blind, 200 Ivy Street, Brookline,

MA 02115.

The Lighthouse for the Blind, Inc.,

Seattle, Washington, sponsored its first

annual training program for professional

workers in the field of work with people

who are deaf-blind in july, 1989. the

program consisted of two weeks of in-depth,

experiential learning with a variety of

deaf-blind teachers, panelists and

FACILITATORS. It IS PLANNED TO OFFER THIS

TRAINING ON AN ANNUAL BASIS EACH SUMMER.
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EDITORIAL
PRINT-TO-BRAILLE: EXPENSIVE

SOLUTIONS
By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D, LHD

For years now, blind and deaf-blind

people have had the dream of being able to

slide a printed page into a reading machine
that will automatically and reliably reproduce
the printed characters in braille. Back in the

sixties, I read about a prototype machine
being tested in West Germany by the well-

knownAEG Telefunken organization, and the

description of the device was so promising

that I immediately wrote for more
information. In fact, I wrote several letters

inquiring about its progress, only to learn that

the project had been discontinued for lack of

funding.

Since then, there have been several

developments in the print-to-braille effort that

have produced reading machines that actually

perform - at a price. The latest and best of

these devices are probably the Kurzweil



Reading Machine (KRM), and the newer, less

expensive Arkenstone Reader.

Prices for setting up shop with either the

KRM or the Arkenstone Reader are still

beyond the reach of most deaf-blind people.

The components for either setup could run to

$10,000.00. The KRM, with its console and
tabletop scanner, requires a braille printer or

a VersaBraille machine to translate print to

braille; and the Arkenstone requires a

computer, a scanner, special software, a

braille translator, and a braille printer or

VersaBraille. Additionally, one must be

trained to use either device to obtain the best

results.

Personally, I feel a twinge of jealousy

every time I observe a sighted friend opening

one of the letters I receive in my mail at

home or at the office. In seconds a sighted

reader can slit a letter open, scan the page

and know the general contents of the missive.

There have been times when I have had to

wait two or three weeks before I could have

a lengthy letter transcribed into braille by a



willing volunteer. No doubt my feeling of

frustration is shared by many others,

particularly when it involves private

information such as personal letters, bank
statements, bills of all kinds, and special

offers.

Of course, there is the Optacon if you are

given proper training and learn to use it

effectively. But the Optacon is still an

expensive device for most deaf-blind

individuals, though it only costs half as much
as the KRM or the Arkenstone.

In this present age of technology, solutions

to the print-to-braille problem are still

expensive and beyond the means of most
individuals. It is true that prices are lower on
many items than they were five years ago, and
on some items there are special discounts, but

they would still need to be subsidized so that

the ordinary user could afford them.

Hopefully, technology will find a way to

overcome this problem in the near future.
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At21Marydeclaredherindependence...

At 61shemaylose it to visionand
hearing impairment.

And she's not alone. Millions of men and women over the age of 60 are disabled by

vision and hearing loss. But it doesn't have to be that way.

At the Helen Keller National Center, we are dedicated to helping people overcome

the problems of vision and hearing impairment. A phone call from you could help a person

like Mary keep her independence. If you know someone who needs our help, please

call us today.

Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults'

From HKNC's 1990 Poster

This year's national celebration of Helen
Keller Deaf-Blind Awareness Week will occur

during the week of June 24-30, 1990.

Originally proclaimed by Congressional

resolution and signed by President Reagan in

1984 and 1985, its theme this year will be



THE CHALLENGE TO INDEPENDENCE:
VISION AND HEARING LOSS AMONG
OLDER ADULTS. This event, featuring

information about vision and hearing loss

and/or deaf-blindness, occurs annually during

the last week of June around the time of

Helen Keller's birthday, June 27.

During 1990, HKNC and other agencies

and organizations are promoting an awareness

of and sensitivity to the needs of older adults

who are experiencing serious vision and
hearing loss and feeling a sense of confusion,

insecurity and dependence.

As life expectancy in our society has

increased, so has the number of people with

a dual sensory loss, usually gradual, and often

misunderstood or ignored by the older

person. But with appropriate rehabilitation

and training for independent living, a person

CAN continue to maintain his/her

independence.

"It is important for professionals,

volunteers, family members and older people

to be aware of the warning signs of vision and



hearing loss, to determine the extent of loss,

how to prevent additional loss and where
medical and rehabilitation assistance can be
obtained," reports Martha Bagley, HKNC
specialist in services for older adults who are

deaf-blind. "If you know an older person who
frequently asks you to repeat things and
identify where things are, you probably know
someone who is functionally deaf-blind.

Fortunately, there are many ways to help."

Bagley points out that general behavioral

changes may occur as a result of fear,

confusion or embarrassment caused by

reduced vision and hearing. Any overall

behavioral change should be investigated.

Sensory losses should always be conclusively

ruled out before an impairment of the mind
such as Alzheimer's disease or "senility" are

assumed.

"At present, services for older people with

both hearing and vision loss are inadequate in

quality and accessibility," note Luey, Belser

and Glass in their monograph, BEYOND
REFUGE-COPING WITH LOSSES OF



VISION AND HEARING IN LATE LIFE,

1989. They conclude that direct efforts at

program coordination, community education

and advocacy need to be made. "Better

communication between agencies serving

single disabilities would facilitate a better

referral process, and in-service training for

people working with older adults might

improve the level of service now available.

Dissemination of information about available

equipment would be very beneficial."

The first national conference highlighting

this issue will be held November 1-3 in Dallas,

TX. Spearheaded by HKNC and co-

sponsored by prominent national and regional

rehabilitation and aging organizations, the

conference goals are to foster cooperative

efforts and share expertise among people

working in the fields of aging, blindness,

deafness and deaf-blindness.

All citizens, civic groups, libraries, schools

and organizations are encouraged to plan

state and local activities during the week of

June 24-30. A sample proclamation, public
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service script, press release and 1990 poster

are available from the Public Relations

Department, HKNC, 111 Middle Neck Road,
Sands Point, NY 11050, or call (516) 944-

8900, Ext. 325 (TDD or voice). Contact

Martha Bagley for further information about

the November conference in Dallas, at (214)

490-9677 (TDD or voice).

PROGRAM CHANGES AT HKNC
By Dennis Brady, Assistant Director, HKNC

Many deaf-blind individuals who come to

the Helen Keller National Center for training

are interested in job-related information. For
some of these people it is the first time they

are considering what kind of work they would
like to do. For others, it means thinking

about returning to work: Will I go back to

my old job? Can I do my old job? What is

out there for me?
These are not easy questions to answer,

but they are important. To help answer them,

the Center has developed the Vocational



Studies Program (VSP) which will offer

clients a chance to find out more about

working. Each client can meet with a staff

person to design his/her specific program.

This may include interest and aptitude tests,

writing a resume, reading about jobs and job

opportunities, investigating job possibilities

near home, applying to a training program,

and much more. The Center's case managers,

vocational evaluator, and volunteers will be
available to meet with clients, and materials

will be available in print, large print, braille

and on computer to assist this process.

The goals of the Vocational Studies

Program are: 1) To increase self-awareness of

career interests; 2) To investigate various

vocational avenues and possibilities; 3) To
choose specific career directions; and 4) To
develop knowledge and understanding of the

world of work.

Another new development at the Center

is the Self-Directed Studies lounge (SDS).

Through the generosity of The Friends of

Helen Keller, a group of community leaders
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who serve as a support system for the Center,

there is now a new room called the Self-

Directed Studies lounge. Clients can use this

room during their free time to do homework
assignments, read, watch television or

videotapes, play computer games, join a social

activity, have a snack or just relax. There will

always be at least one staff member present to

help clients with activities.

In addition to learning new skills, the SDS
lounge will encourage decision making skills,

choosing leisure time activities, learning to

operate equipment, taking part in work
experiences and other meaningful activities.

Clients will have access to a CCTV,
computers, large print and braille materials,

TV, VCR, decoders, books, magazines and
games. The SDS lounge will replace the old

library/lounge setup, and will provide clients

with many more choices for better use of

their free time. With help from staff, when
necessary, clients can work in a group or

individually on an activity of choice.
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SHE DEVOTES TTME TO OTHERS
By Marc Waldman (Reprinted with

permission of THE CHRONICLE, Hofstra

University, Hempstead, NY)

"Lean on me, when you're not strong and
I'll be your friend to help you carry on." No
words better describe Hofstra University staff

member, Valerie Dwork, who is also on the

Board of Trustees at the Helen Keller

National Center (HKNC).
Dwork's role on the Board

of Trustees is to provide a

parental perspective on issues

that the Board discusses. She
became active at HKNC
partially because her daughter,

Christine, is deaf and visually

impaired. Said Dwork, "I want
to contribute to other people's

lives and give them the same
opportunities in their lives that

my daughter was able to have."

Her proudest accomplishment
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is just now taking place in the formation of

the HKNC National Parent Network. This

network shares resources nationwide with

families of children who are deaf and blind.

Currently Dwork and the group are trying

to have the Americans with Disabilities Act
passed through Congress. "We are trying to

get this act passed in order to guarantee as

normal a life as possible for people who are

deaf and blind," commented Dwork. She also

has been petitioning the New York State

government for money. This money would be
used in the area of community residences as

well as vocational training and the

establishment of vocational jobs for people

who are deaf and blind.

After her daughter was born, Dwork felt

devastated and had a tough time emotionally

handling the situation. "I have grown
tremendously through this time," Dwork said.

She was able to meet parents who had
children with similar disabilities and was able

to discuss her problems with them. For years,

Dwork has been an outspoken supporter of
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the Long Island Task Force for Aging Out.

This group involves parents of children with

different disabilities. Dwork and the group
try to acquire funds to help deaf-blind people

find and attain vocational training after their

funds are cut when they turn 21.

Another project that Dwork is involved

with is trying to receive grants for the HKNC
so they will be able to purchase apartments.

These apartments would be used by clients

while receiving vocational training at HKNC.
During the past eight years, Dwork has

worked as assistant to the University's

financial aid director. She takes her work
very seriously. "I deal with money - and
money is just not funny," commented Dwork.
"If a student gets a loan for the amount that

they wanted, I've made them happy." As
student loan office supervisor, she is in charge

of distributing in excess of $14 million in

loans for prospective students. In addition to

this, she is currently pursuing a bachelor's

degree in psychology.

The goal that guides Dwork is "Quality of
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life for every human being." According to

Dwork, without a person having quality in

their life, it is not worth living. Even though
Dwork is active in proposed legislation for

people who are deaf and blind, she does not

consider herself to be a crusader. "I'm doing

something that in the end will help me," she

explained. "I'm doing this work to help my
daughter. My work might be able to help me
as well as others because a person never

knows what will happen to them in the

future."

WHAT'S UP IN LOW VISION
By Alice Towne, Senior Instructor,

Orientation & Mobility/Low Vision, HKNC

The primary goal of the Low Vision

Department at the Helen Keller National

Center is to clinically and functionally

evaluate all clients (except those who are

totally blind), and to develop training

programs that will enable each person to use

their residual vision to its maximum potential.
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When a client enters the Center's

rehabilitation program, he or she receives

comprehensive vision evaluation and training

services from a highly skilled team of

professionals including an ophthalmologist,

optometrist, and a low vision specialist. The
low vision specialist reviews each client's

communication method, abilities and special

needs. The specialist must be very aware and
sensitive to the responses of each individual

client because there may be difficulty in

getting an accurate assessment of visual

functions from those with limited language

understanding. The specialist uses whatever

communication method or technique is

appropriate in each case, and may use an

interpreter if necessary so that the doctors are

able to obtain the most accurate assessment

possible. Because of the expertise and
experience of the Center's staff, this may be
the first time that a client receives an accurate

acuity and visual field evaluation, one of the

most important outcomes of the low vision

service.
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The purpose of the low vision service is to

enable persons with hearing and visual

impairments to use their functional residual

vision most effectively. Initially, the low
vision instructor reviews the case history of

each client when he/she arrives at the Center,

to determine how the client is presently using

his/her vision, and if their viewing capacities

could be improved by use of optical aids or

non-optical aids. The client is then seen by
the ophthalmologist for an ocular health

examination and to determine if any medical

treatment is required. Finally, each client is

seen by the optometrist, who measures tear

point, distance acuities, visual field losses and
refractions for prescribing needed glasses.

In addition to clinical assessment, clients

are observed during various programs and
day-to-day activities to determine the

functional use of their residual vision. The
information obtained from the formal and
informal evaluations are then used in

planning and recommending an appropriate

ow vision program. A listing of the various
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training programs include:

1. Orientation to the low vision clinic and
its various testing devices, and initial training

and practice in taking the acuity and visual

field tests (this is especially important for

individuals who are not familiar with visual

exams, or for those whose language ability is

limited and may need instruction so an
accurate assessment can be obtained).

2. Training in the use of optical aids,

which includes: a) prescription lenses, such as

reading glasses, cataract spectacles, prisms; b)

magnifiers, for reading and near work; c)

telescopes for distance viewing; d) closed-

circuit television and electronic magnification;

e) absorptive lenses, for reduction of glare

and to increase color contrasts.

3. Training in the use of non-optical aids,

such as: a) low vision lamps; b) reading

stands; c) bold line paper; d) filter overlays; e)

typoscopes; f) writing guides; g) felt tip pens;

h) sun visors.

Training in the above areas of skills and
devices occurs in outdoor and indoor settings
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in the classroom or informal environment, to

ensure that the client properly uses the aid

and applies correct techniques in everyday

situations.

Acquiring a comprehensive, accurate

clinical and functional assessment is one of

the first and most important stages in

rehabilitation of clients. It provides them
with information they need to understand and
come to terms about their visual condition so

they can begin to plan appropriately for the

future.

The service also provides clients with

options - aids, devices and techniques - which

can improve their visual functioning. Such
improvements in visual functioning can impact

positively on all aspects of a client's life,

setting the stage for success in many
situations. Through the services provided,

many clients may be able to improve their

viewing capabilities. Examples of this include

reading newspapers or letters from home,
using a CCTV, reading a price tag with a

hand-held magnifier, viewing a sporting event
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with a mounted telescope, or reading a fast-

food restaurant menu with a monocular.

Travelling may also become easier as a client

learns to use appropriate scanning techniques.

In general, they can improve their skills so

that they can become more independent

members of society.

VIEWPOINT: DEAF-BLTNDNESS AND
THE LONG CANE

In the January issue of NAT-CENT
NEWS we published an article describing the

personal feelings and reactions of four deaf-

3lind individuals when they learned that

blindness can be a reality, a way of life.

Following are the comments of three panelists

who discussed their attitudes to using a cane

as a mobility aid at a conference in Seattle,

Washington, in December 1988.

For years, the long cane has been
accepted as the simplest and safest travel aid

for blind and visually impaired people. But
for those who do not need to use a cane, it
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often represents being labelled as different

from the norm of mainstream society.

Realistically, the cane provides a measure of

freedom and safety for disabled persons, and
should be considered a symbol of

independence.

*J> *»£> A A <> ^m %X*
^^* ^^* ^^ ^^* ^^* ^^* ^^

Dan Mansfield:

Growing up, I didn't want to have
anything to do with the cane. If I saw a blind

person coming down the street, I would go on
the other side to avoid him. It made me
fearful to think that was what I might

become.
One year I got a Christmas present, and it

was the best gift I could have gotten. It was
a cane. At the time I got it, I wasn't ready.

I said, well, maybe I can try it a few hours a

day and see how it goes. My friend went with

me when I used it. I was very embarrassed.

I felt like the whole world was watching me
go down the street with my cane! It was an
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awful feeling! Sometimes I would quickly

fold it up and put it away. I was embarrassed

to have a friend see me use it.

But more and more of my friends

encouraged me to use it. And now, I would
be terrified to go out without it! The cane

itself has become my friend. It provides

information; it lets other people know I have

vision problems. It gives me information

about the streets and curbs, and when I need
to be careful. Now I really appreciate my
cane!

*J> vl> vj> *JL* *J> »A» •J^
^^ *J> ^^ *y» ^y» ^j* ^^

Janie Neal:

Using the cane is very important to me.

It's important for safety. I remember when I

first started using the cane I was ashamed of

it. When a deaf person was around, I would
want to hide it so I could just be a deaf

person. Now I feel I can't get by without a

cane. My feelings still go up and down but,

of course, that is part of life. I do worry
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about the future, but I think that is also part

of life, and I try to keep a positive attitude.

*J^ *A* *&* *J> *JV ^J* vt>
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *]^ ^* ^^

Don Meyer:
After I entered the school for the blind

and went into mobility training, they tried to

get me to take a cane. I knew I should, but

I just couldn't do it! It was three months
before I could take a cane into my hands.

There was a woman I liked at the school

and one evening the two of us went for a

walk. Her vision was worse than mine and
she had a cane with her at all times. While
we were walking down a trail, I hit my head
against a tree and it kind of confused me a

little. It was getting darker and I didn't know
where I was. The woman turned to me and
said, "If the blind man will take the sighted

woman's elbow, she will guide him out of

here!" Then she took me back to the school.

That was a very good lesson for me. The
next day I got a cane, and have used one
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ever since. It was foolish of me to reject the

cdiie because of my feelings about other

people's attitudes. I changed my attitude

about the cane and accepted it. I still don't

like to use it, and I don't think anyone does,

but it is a necessary fact of life. It is a tool

that protects you and helps keep you alive.

A RARE VISION OF COURAGE
AND HOPE

By Patricia Anstett (Reprinted with

permission from the DETROIT FREE
PRESS, Detroit, MI)

A young suburban woman who is hearing

impaired now also faces blindness. Imagine a

life without listening to loud, obnoxious

oeople. Grateful feelings like that have

lelped Debbie Wright accept her deafness.

Now, she is using the same positive attitude

to cope with another reality. She is going

blind. Debbie, 21, has a rare hereditary

disease called Usher's syndrome, a

degenerative eye condition that about 10,000
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hearing-impaired persons in the United States

currently have. It causes gradual to complete
loss of sight, over periods of a few years to 30

or 40 years. Debbie already is legally blind.

She can't see well at night or even in daylight

in the broader field around her, causing her

to trip so frequently that she's a regular

emergency room visitor. Her mother, Joan,

hopes Debbie will be able to retain her

central vision for another 15 years, so she can

see most things directly in front of her in

daylight hours.

Debbie has prepared for her life as a

multiply handicapped person by taking a five-

month course last year at the Helen Keller

National Center. There, she learned braille

and other personal skills and served as a

teacher's aide and beginning sign language

instructor. It was her first extended time

away from her Harper Woods, MI, home and
her close-knit family support group.Recently,

she transferred to Hofstra University in

Hempstead, NY, where she is studying

psychology. Seven interpreters work with her
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to augment class discussions. "I'll try my
best," Debbie said last month, before

departing for school. "I've had a lot of

challenges in my life. I will look at this as

one more.
f?

Debbie Wright uses American
Sign Language to communicate
through an interpreter when she was
guest speaker at the Friends of
Helen Keller National Center's
Annual Fund Raising Luncheon.
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Debbie's family and supporters don't try

to minimize the problems she faces. But they

believe her life holds some universal lessons

about coping with life's smaller setbacks and
aggravations. "What I learned from Debbie is

that all of us let little circumstances, conflicts

and anxieties overwhelm us to the point that

we dwell on it too much," said Tom Neil, a

Grosse Pointe North High School counselor

who has become a mentor and friend to

Debbie since she attended school there. "I

see kids who are shattered because of a spat

with their girlfriend or boyfriend. They are

completely dysfunctional because of what
would be a relatively minor problem. Many
times I've said to myself, what's the worst that

could happen in this situation? It seems small

compared to the stress Debbie goes through

each day."

The foundation for Debbie's courage and
persistence began early. Her mother, a

Detroit Public Schools pre-school teacher for

blind children, was convinced when her four

day-old infant wasn't startled when a nurse
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dropped a tray in the hospital that something

might be wrong. She continued to ask

questions of her pediatrician, who initially

reassured her that Debbie was fine. But by

the time Debbie was eight months old, Joan
Wright knew something was wrong. The
doctor tested her baby and confirmed that she

was profoundly deaf. To get her daughter's

attention, she stomped on the floor and
Debbie turned to her. "That's how we've

always made contact with her," she said.

Joan Wright enrolled in a correspondence

course for the parents of deaf children begun
by actor Spencer Tracy's wife, Louise, whose
son John was deaf. Joan Wright helped

Debbie learn to speak by constantly repeating

words, enunciating sounds and exaggerating

the movement of her lips. "We started with

the word ball and we'd say, 'here's a ball,

bounce the ball. .
.' The day she crawled to

get it, we celebrated because that was a

breakthrough. She knew language had
meaning."

The speech Debbie developed is somewhat
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harsh, clipped and loud, with an emphasis on
the vowels the profoundly deaf hear most.

They may not hear hard consonants, such as

"g" or "k." Debbie was fitted with her first

hearing aid at 10 months. By 15 months, she

wore the devices on both of her tiny ears to

help her pick up rudimentary sound. "I feel

the hearing aids helped, because her voice is

quite normal, and she does have pitch range,"

Joan Wright said.

By age 2, Debbie was enrolled in the

Detroit Day School for the Deaf. Each night

when she came home, the Wrights, now
divorced, asked her what happened in school.

Her father, Richard Wright, a journalist and
editor who heads Wayne State University's

journalism program, would draw what she

talked about in school, Joan Wright said.

"We also did a lot with pictures. We'd get

out albums and tell her who her relatives

were." The Wrights wanted Debbie to have

as normal an upbringing as possible, so they

enrolled her in the Grosse Pointe Public

Schools. Their home is on the borderline of
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Grosse Pointe Woods, within the Grosse

Pointe school district. Initially, teachers and
administrators were reluctant about the

Wrights' insistence on putting her into regular

classrooms, her mother and teachers said.

"Everyone who had Debbie was
apprehensive at first," said Janice Kay, a

Grosse Point Schools teacher consultant, who,
with speech therapist Julie Smart, worked
with Debbie throughout elementary and
middle school. "By the end of the year they

would say, Tve learned so much by having

Debbie here.' A lot of that is because of her

intelligence. She is one of the smartest kids

I've ever worked with." Debbie has unusually

strong writing ability and a sense of humor -

traits many other persons don't fully develop

because they can't always hear humorous
nuances or sentence structure, Kay said.

Her parents learned when Debbie was in

seventh grade that she had Usher's syndrome,

but waited until she was in 10th grade to tell

her. "We had adjusted to her loss of hearing,"

her mother said. "But when we heard about
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the vision loss, I thought, 'Why this too?'

That really has been very difficult for the

entire family. I don't think Debbie really

began to deal with it until the last few years."

Debbie was the first deaf child to go
completely through the Grosse Point Schools.

She was inducted into the National Honor
Society, and won writing and office support

systems awards. As a teenager, she also held

jobs as a grocery store bagger and office

worker, and she ran a successful bagel

delivery service.

Kay credits Debbie's success to strong

family support. "Debbie probably wouldn't

have been able to accomplish what she did

without the support," Kay said. "Behind

Debbie are mother, father, brother, sister,

aunts, uncles and cousins who cared and who
were very much a part of her life." Debbie's

life hasn't been without some stinging

setbacks. She wanted to attend Michigan

State University but went to Madonna
College, which has a strong hearing-impaired

program, because a girl who was supposed to
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have shared a room with her, in a

preadmissions weekend at MSU, refused to

stay in the room, Joan Wright said.

Debbie's vision seems to have stabilized in

the last few years, but she still gets blank

spots in her eyes and she has to tip her head
down to see below, her mother said. The
vision, particularly in the evening, "comes and
goes," said Debbie who talked throughout a

three-hour interview. Debbie picked Hofstra

because Long Island, where the college is

located, has a strong deaf community, and the

school is a close commute to the Helen Keller

National Center which she loved. "It was the

first time in her life that everyone could

communicate with her," her mother added.

While there, Debbie also became attracted

to Manhattan. "New York City is in a class

by itself," she said with a smile. Debbie said

her handicaps have taught her "don't grieve

for what you have lost. Appreciate what you
have. You have to have something to live

for." In Debbie's case, that's college and
family. Oh yes, and her favorite TV program,
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"LA Law," captioned for the hearing impaired.

INFO-TOUCH

For the past two years the TeleBraille, a

telecommunication device that can be used
over the telephone lines by deaf-blind users,

has been out of production pending
development of a new prototype by

TeleSensory (formerly Telesensory Systems,

Inc.), and the Smith-Kettlewell Foundation,

both of California.

Now Enabling Technologies of Stuart,

Florida, is offering the Info-Touch as a

practical solution for the telecommunication

problem.

According to B. T. Kimbrough, spokesman
for Enabling Technologies, the Info-Touch

device consists of three components - a

telephone modem, a Romeo braille printer,

and a vibrator. The Romeo is a standard,

dependable braille printer that uses tractor-

feed braille paper. The modem and vibrator

have been adapted to operate reliably with
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the telephone and Romeo printer. The
vibrator is a small vibrating box that can be

worn by the deaf-blind user. When Info-

Touch is in use, the vibrator will signal when
the phone rings at the other end of the line,

and when the receiver is picked up. It will

also signal a busy line.

The cost of the complete system varies

according to the speed of the Romeo braille

printer chosen for use. A system that

operates with a Romeo printer running at 20

characters per second (cps) is $3,995; a system

based on the Romeo printer at 40 cps is

$4,595.

The deaf-blind user must access the

telephone with a typewriter-style keyboard.

All messages are printed out in hard-copy on
braille paper, which might be an advantage

for some readers who like to keep copies of

their calls.

For further information about Info-Touch,

write to Enabling Technologies, 3142 S.E. Jay

Street, Stuart, FL 33497. All components of

the Info-Touch are documented in print,
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braille and cassette. Each component has its

own manual and documentation.

A NEW CAREER FOR ONE OF "NEW
YORK'S FINEST"

(Reprinted with permission of the QUEENS
CHRONICLE, New York, NY)

Noel Carrington has recently been named
residence director at the Helen Keller

National Center's Sands Point headquarters.

Previously, Carrington had been a counselor

for the deaf with the NYS Office of

Vocational Rehabilitation in Brooklyn. His

new responsibilities are many: managing a

staff of some 20 people including kitchen,

housekeeping, residence aides, maintenance

and support staff; supervising the 24-hour

year round care of deaf-blind clients living on
campus; and coordinating client training goals

and plans with their case managers.

"I worked as a counselor in the Office of

Disabled Students at Queens College when I

matriculated at age 49, and that's what got me
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involved in rehabilitation," said Carrington. "I

had two students who were blind and they

taught me to read and write braille. My
secretary who was deaf taught me American
Sign Language."

After a two-year stint in the U.S. Army
and a year with a New York City bus

company, Carrington joined the NYC Police

Department and worked his way up to

detective in the Narcotics Division. He
retired at age 42 after 20 years with "New
York's Finest," to take over a family business.

"I made a deal with my brother-in-law (who
had become physically disabled) to return to

college if he did," explained Carrington. "I

was a drop-out, so, of course, I went with

him."

In 1979, Carrington earned his bachelor's

degree in Communications from the ACE
Program at Queens College. He received his

master's in Rehabilitation Counseling from St.

John's University in 1985, while working at

the Lexington School for the Deaf. A year

later, with 30 credits above his master's
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degree, the "one-time drop out" received his

P.D. (professional diploma) in rehabilitation

while serving as a rehab counselor and
vocational evaluator at the NY Lighthouse for

the Blind. He joined HKNC's staff in

December, 1989.

Just for fun, the new residence director

flies small engine planes, plays tennis, skiis

and for years has taught tennis to low-income

kids at Liberty Park in Jamaica. Carrington

was raised in Queens and is presently a

resident of Springfield Gardens, NY.

Noel Carrington (L) chats with client, Leslie King (R)

.

They are communicating using tactual sign language while
enjoying a game of Othello.
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BLIND, DEAF AND FULL OF LIFE
By Meg Kissinger (Reprinted with permission

from THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL,
Milwaukee, WI)

Jayne Moore proudly holds up the brightly

colored butterfly quilt she has just made and
runs her fingers down the edge. "I love

butterflies," she says with a smile. "They're so

beautiful and so free." The stitching is

precise. The symmetry, nearly perfect.

Consider then that Moore, who has been deaf

since early childhood, is nearly blind. She
looks so tiny and frail as she holds the quilt

for a visitor to view. Her arms and legs are

like sticks. With her coke-bottle glasses

amplifying her eyes, she looks something like

a wounded bird. Your first notion is to pity

her.

Here is a woman - 30 years old and in the

prime of her life - who cannot hear a sound.

No Tchaikovsky for her, no soulful growls of

Aretha Franklin, not the coziness of rain

tapping at the window or the sweet laughter
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of a little child. And her vision is so

deteriorated that she can see only fuzzy

outlines of what is directly in front of her. In

her world, there are no sparkling lakes, no
bright orange sunsets, no soft pastels of a

Monet painting. You find yourself deciding

that Moore can't have much of a life. And
your heart sinks for her.

Well, you can save your pity. Moore
doesn't want it. "I'm a person just like you,"

she says. "I'm lazy. I laugh. I have a good
life." So you watch her as she moves about

her West Allis apartment, playing with her

cat, Tia, moving slowly as she struggles to get

dinner ready. You see her joke with her

friends and beam proudly over another row of

knitting accomplished. And the pity melts

into admiration.

Not long ago, a person like Moore might

not have been given the chance to live on her

own. She might never have known the pride

of caring for herself or the thrill of learning a

new hobby. She could have ended up in an

institution, assumed to be helpless, left to
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fade away quietly. And it would have been
such a waste. Her restrictions are many, she

says, but her life is rich. And even though

she cannot see you very well or hear you at

all, Moore is the kind of person you decide

you would like as a friend. She is funny and
wise, snide and unsentimental.

"I remember the day the doctor told me
that I was going blind," she says. "I jumped
into my Pinto and drove up and down my
mother's driveway for hours. I loved to drive.

I didn't want to let go. But you have to. You
can sit around and feel bad about being blind

and deaf all your life. You can't change it, so

you have to accept it."

Moore owes much of her independence to

the Center for Deaf-Blind Persons, Inc., a

non-profit organization on Milwaukee's South
Side that serves strictly those who have the

combined disabilities of vision and hearing

impairments. Located in St. John's Center, at

3680 S. Kinnickinnic Ave., the Center is the

only one of its kind in Wisconsin and one of

few nationwide. Funded mostly with local
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grants from civic organizations, foundations,

businesses and individuals, the Center has

gained an international reputation for its

services, with people coming from as far as

New Zealand to observe the Center and the

work there. The Center, Moore says, has

changed her life and the lives of many more.

Such Milwaukeeans as: Doris Mae
Dennee, 68, totally deaf and blind, who lives

with her cousin and works four days a week,

following years of loneliness in a nursing

home; Ethel Tolzmann, 78, who is sewing

again, just months after she abandoned her

machine when conditions of old age caused

her hearing and vision to fade; Dennis Deeds,

40, severely vision- and hearing-impaired and
developmentally disabled, who is learning sign

language even though teachers told his

parents repeatedly that he was not mentally

able to; Sheila Hallenberg, 38 and deaf, who
considered suicide when her doctor told her

she was going blind.

The Center, which opened in January

1985, is the brain child of Ruth Silver, 58, of
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Fox Point. Silver, who has been blind since

early adulthood and is gradually losing her

hearing, says she had been struggling for years

with the notion of a life without sight and
sound when she decided it was time to stop

grieving and begin reaching out to others.

The organization began in 1983 as a social

group. Anxious to meet others with her

double disability, Silver drew up flyers and
distributed them at doctors' offices and social

agencies. The first meeting was strained,

Silver says. "No one knew what to say." But
once they began to confide in one another, it

was as though someone had opened their

veins. To a person, they recounted their

many hours of loneliness, fear and isolation.

Soon it became apparent that their

problems extended well beyond social

isolation. Many of these people did not have

the basic skills to communicate or even

survive on their own, Silver says. Silver, a

former teacher of deaf-blind people, dreamed
of a center where people who are deaf-blind

could learn to become independent. In
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remarkably short order, she formed a board
of directors, began soliciting grants and the

Center was born.

Last year they served 52 clients, ages 20 to

90. Clients pay no tuition, though they are

asked to contribute whatever they can. In

1989, the Center operated with a budget of

$120,000. Although most of the money comes
from foundations - such as the Milwaukee
Foundation - civic organizations, businesses

and individuals, the Center does get some
service fees for specially designated training

by the Senate Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation, the Milwaukee County
Department of Social Services and the

Waukesha County Human Services

Department. These service fees, however,

represent a small percentage of the total

revenue.

The Center is one of 26 in America
affiliated with the Helen Keller National

Center whose headquarters is in New York.

No one knows for certain how many deaf-

blind people there are in the United States,
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but HKNC estimates there are 41,000

nationwide who are both profoundly deaf and
blind. Silver says she suspects there are

dozens, if not more, deaf-blind people in the

state who need help, but don't know about

the Center. Clients at the Wisconsin Center

vary, including those who have been blind and
deaf since birth, those who were born deaf

and eventually lost much of their sight, those

who were born blind and lost much of their

hearing, and those who, like Silver, gradually

lost their sight and hearing.

At the Center, deaf-blind people learn

how to communicate through a variety of

methods as simple as printing on palms and
as complex as braille computers. It's a

tedious, often frustrating process that has

reduced grown men and women to tears. But
slowly the deaf-blind specialists at the Center,

people like Cindy Aaron, Sue Savatovic, Rene
Ambrose and Lisa Coenen, try to open a

window into their world.

Ed and Treva Deeds can still see their son

Dennis sitting on the stoop waiting for the
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school bus. "He sat there and waited so

patiently," Treva Deeds recalls. Dennis, deaf

and vision-impaired, is developmentally

disabled, too. And 30 years ago, when he was
a grade school student, teachers told the

couple that there was nothing they could do
for their son. He spent the next 10 years in

an institution and then was transferred to a

group home.
Since coming to the Center three years

ago, he has learned to walk with a cane and
to tell time with a braille watch, and he is

picking up on sign language, something

instructors have been telling his parents for

years that he would never be able to do. So
far, he has learned more than 250 words.

"He's learned more patience here," Treva

Deeds says. "This place has changed his life."

The Deedses, who are retired, have

enrolled in a sign language course at

Milwaukee Area Technical College. Now
they are able to communicate with their son

in ways they never could before. "Hi, Daddy,"

Dennis gleefully spells out in sign language as
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he greets his father at the Center.

Responding, Ed Deeds carefully signs:

"Howya doing, Dennis?"

Specialists at the Center teach daily living

skills such as cooking, sewing, telling time,

doing the laundry and balancing a checkbook.

These might sound like simple tasks, but they

take on terrific complexity when you consider

that the person can't read the label on a can,

hear a buzzer or see the eye of a needle.

Clients also are given mobility training,

learning to walk with a cane or sighted guide,

and they're counseled on how to do their jobs

better. Deaf-blind specialists will go to the

client's workplace, too, and advise his or her

boss and co-workers on how they can help to

communicate better.

The Center's deaf-blind specialists go to

nursing homes, advising the medical personnel

on basic sign language or other
communications skills. "It might be
something as simple as teaching a nurse's aid

how to say, 'The doctor is coming.' But it

means a lot to the patient," Cindy Aaron says.
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"It can be very frightening, not being able to

communicate."

The Center offers community education

programs and support and basic instruction

for families of deaf-blind people. Howard
Zabler, a specialist there, trains deaf-blind

people in weaving, basketry, belt making,

mitting, wood carving or sewing a quilt, to

name a few. Games are available such as

cards, Monopoly, Scrabble, checkers, chess

and tic-tac-toe that have been marked in

braille. There is a stationary bike to ride and

a machine that can magnify type to 60 times

its normal size to allow those people with

some remnants of sight to see certain things,

such as a letter or a picture. One man, for

instance, recently brought in pictures of his

family.

Volunteers such as Juliette Welsh help

the deaf-blind people write letters and read.

Because deaf-blind people have so much
trouble communicating with other people,

crafts and hobbies are very important, Silver

says. Consider Ethel Tolzmann of
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Milwaukee. Tolzmann, 78, used to love

nothing more than to sit at her sewing

machine and create. "She used to make my
suits," says her husband, Bill, 80, whom she

married 60 years ago. But when she

developed macular degeneration, costing her

much of her sight, Tolzmann was forced to

3ut away her sewing machine. When her

learing failed, too, she decided to try the

Center. She thought maybe she could learn

some braille that would help her to read her

recipes so she wouldn't have to call to her

husband for help.

"I never thought I'd have a problem like

this," says Tolzmann, a proud, neatly dressed

person. There were two things she could do;

sit around the rest of her life and feel sorry

for herself, or accept it and learn to deal with

it. "I'm not ready for the fox farm yet," she

snaps. Aaron, a deaf-blind specialist at the

Center, taught Tolzmann how to sew by
touch. Tolzmann's husband still has to thread

the needle, but she does the rest. She just

finished a T-shirt for her granddaughter with
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a frog applique. And how did her

granddaughter like it? "She went gaga," Bill

Tolzmann says with a laugh. The sound of

her sewing machine is like music to his ears.

"The first time I heard her up there sewing

again, I got tears in my eyes," says her

husband, who now helps out at the Center.

Perhaps the most difficult part of losing both
vision and hearing is not the physical, but the

emotional trauma, Silver says. Imagine the

notion of living without sight or sound. "The

sense of isolation is terrific," the Center's

director says.

So the Center offers emotional support,

too. Professionals help people through the

pain and fear of losing their ability to hear

and see. Social gatherings are held so deaf-

blind people can meet, and a support group

has been organized to deal with such issues as

how to raise children, how to maintain a

marriage, how to deal with the reactions of

others to the loss of your hearing and vision.

"I don't care how strong you are, when you
lose that second main sense, you're
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devastated," says Silver. "It shatters you."

Sheila Hallenberg, 38, has been deaf since

she was a baby. She found out about four

years ago that she had retinitis pigmentosa,

the same disease that cost Silver her sight.

Hallenberg already has lost much of her

vision. Her husband, Bill, is deaf and they

have two hearing, seeing boys, ages 12 and 14.

"I'm scared to death," she says, shaking her

head. "It's like I've lost a loved one." She
worries about how she will relate to her sons.

"What if they are fighting. How do I solve

that?" And she worries about her relationship

with her husband. "I feel like I'm a different

woman than the one he married," she says.

"Even though he loves me and we want to

stay married, I feel I am different."

The oldest of eight children, Hallenberg

likes to cook and sew. But mostly, she says,

she loves to sit and chat. "I'm very afraid,"

she says. "If no one is there to share things

with me, I feel like it's the end of my life."

Tears well in her eyes as Hallenberg confesses

that sometimes she feels like she should just
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die. "I don't want to be a burden," she says,

sobbing. "I'm so afraid." But in the few

months Hallenberg has been coming to the

Center, she can sense a change in herself, she

says. She's starting to learn braille and is

participating in a support group. Hallenberg's

story sounds hauntingly familiar to Silver.

Silver is so poised and so organized you
would never guess that for years after her

diagnosis of hearing loss, she languished in

frustration and grief.

All of her life, she says, she dreamed of

being a symphony cellist. But, at 16, she

learned that she had retinitis pigmentosa, a

disease causing progressive vision loss. She
tried to deny her impending blindness for her

sake and for the sake of "a sensitive family

member," who found her disability an

embarrassment.

But by her junior year at the University of

Wisconsin-Milwaukee there was no more
hiding it. She could not read without help.

Reluctantly, she switched her major from

music to exceptional education. Her first job
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was as a teacher in the Deaf-Blind

Department of the Iowa School for the Deaf
in Council Bluffs. Two years later she moved
to Watertown, MA, teaching deaf-blind

children at the Perkins School for the Blind.

"I never imagined anything like that could

happen to me," she says. Silver returned to

Milwaukee a few years later to marry her

"honey," a psychiatric social worker. She went
to work as a foster parent teaching a 4-year

old deaf-blind child, and spent the next 15

months preparing her for a residential school.

A few years later, Silvers' daughter, Julie, was
born. By this time, Silver's eyesight was
nearly gone. She had come to accept her

blindness fairly well, she says, but, four years

later, her hearing began to fail. "I thought,

no, no! It couldn't happen to me."

Again, she tried to ignore it. But, again,

the problem persisted. Finally, a doctor

confirmed it: she had suffered significant

hearing loss - believed to be related to her

retinitis pigmentosa, the disease that robbed
her of her sight. "The world came crashing
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down," she says. Suddenly, the would-be
cellist was faced with a world without music.

This proud and independent woman was
faced with a world in which she would be
looked on with pity. By 1981 , she was forced

to wear hearing aids, which made normal
hearing impossible. They amplified

everything. Party chatter sounded like a din.

She quit her job. Some mornings, she says,

she was so depressed she couldn't get out of

bed. Embarrassed at her double impairment,

she avoided her friends. Her faith, once
strong and helpful, grew ever weaker.

"I, who rarely shed a tear in the past,

found myself weeping and weeping," she said

in a speech at the American Association of

the Deaf-Blind at its national convention.

"The future looked bleak. There seemed no
real reason to go on." She credits her

husband with helping her to get through that

period. "He still saw me as Ruth, the girl who
loves hot fudge sundaes and needs a hug
when she is sad," she says.

Like learning to cope with death, the loss
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of the second sense is slow and painful, Silver

says. "You go through the same stages of

death and dying. There's denial, anger, grief.

People often ask me how long it takes to

adjust to being deaf and blind and I say,

exactly one lifetime." Silver devised a plan to

overcome her grief. Every night before going

to bed, she would make a list of things she

had to do the next day, tasks like cleaning the

silverware drawer, writing the rough draft of

a poem, calling social agencies to learn if they

ever served deaf-blind clients. It was simple -

and it worked.

Today, Silver is so busy she barely has

time for a break. Aside from managing the

Center and soliciting donations and grants,

she also teaches occasionally and has to make
time to learn herself. She's still learning some
forms of touch sign language and how to use

a braille computer. Silver peppers stories

with her humor. She jokes that her husband
is tall, dark and handsome. "At least that's

what he tells me," she says. "I'm blind, so

what do I know?"
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Having lived with the fear and isolation of

losing her vision and hearing, Silver offers a

shoulder to cry on for many people at the

Center. But she also delivers a stern message.

"It's a busy world out there," Silver tells them.

"The world won't learn braille or sign

language for you. So it's your responsibility

to learn how to communicate with them."

With advancing technology, that's getting to

be increasingly easier. New computers now
can translate print English into braille at the

flip of a switch. A deaf-blind person, for

example, can now "watch" a TV that will

translate the dialogue into braille on a

machine the size of a small box. The braille

characters are raised so the deaf-blind person

can "read" the words, adjusting it to any

speed. "We've come so far in the last five

years," Silver says. "It's like whole new worlds

are opening up to us."

"I A-M S-O H-A-P-P-Y N-O-W, Doris

Mea Dennee, who is totally blind and deaf,

types on to the screen of the TeleBraille. The
machine allows her to communicate with a
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person who does not know either braille or

sign language. Dennee types the message in

braille and the machine translates it to print

English with the words appearing on a screen.

The hearing and seeing person then can

return a message by typing it in English and
having the machine translate it to braille.

Dennee had been living in a nursing home
since her husband died 11 years ago. She was
miserable. She says she was on too much
medication, which made her tired all the time.

Because the staff didn't know sign language,

she spent many lonely years with no one to

talk to. As her vision deteriorated, she says,

she found herself bumping around the

hallways, cutting and bruising her arms and
legs.

With the Center's help, Dennee moved in

with her cousin and his wife late last year.

It's made a world of difference, she says. "I

A-M P-E-A-C-E-F-U-LN-O-W; she taps into

the machine. She says she loves taking a bath

by herself and cooking in the microwave. She
sleeps better, too. "I C-A-N D-O I-T M-Y-S
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-E-L-F," she types with a big smile. Since

going to the Center, Dennee has learned to

print and read braille, to sew, crochet and
make belts and purses. She also loves to play

cards. "At the nursing home, no one would
play cards with me," she says.

But it's quite expensive. A braille TV
costs $5,000. A braille computer costs more
than $6,000. More basic, less expensive

technology is making a big difference in the

daily lives of deaf-blind people. Vibrating

pagers and noise-sensitive lights help people

like Bernard and Rachel Newman to care for

their four small children. Bernard is totally

deaf. His wife also is totally deaf and mostly

blind, too. They have four children, ages 10,

8, 5 and an infant. All of the children can

hear and see. The family lives in a Victorian

house on Milwaukee's East Side. Rachel's

brother, Gary Reese, who is blind and deaf,

lives in an apartment in the basement.

When the baby cries in the middle of the

night, the sound-triggered bedroom light

flashes off and on, awakening them.
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Likewise, a light flashes when the doorbell

rings. Gary wears an electronic pager around
his wrist that vibrates when the doorbell rings.

Rachel and Gary were born with Usher's

syndrome, a rare genetic condition that strikes

the children of men and women who both

carry the defective gene. Commonly, Usher's

syndrome children are born deaf and begin to

lose their vision starting about age 10. Now,
genetic testing can determine the defect.

Silver's goal for the Center is to attract as

many people who need help as possible. She
calls the Center "one of Milwaukee's best kept

secrets," and is working hard to help it gain

some recognition. The rewards are beginning

to show. The crowd that gathered late last

summer at the Old Country Buffet to

celebrate the support group's fifth anniversary

was so large that there was barely enough
room.
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AFB SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
PURSUES CAREER GOAL IN

COUNSELING
(Reprinted from AFB NEWS October 1989 -

January 1990, with permission of the

American Foundation for the Blind)

Creating a new life

for herself is what
Dorothy Walt is

currently about. Wait,

herself legally deaf and
blind, is the recipient of

a Helen Keller
Scholarship from the

"

American Foundation
for the Blind which will

enable her to pursue a graduate degree in

counseling at Gallaudet University in

Washington, D.C., the nation's only

institution of higher learning for deaf people.

At age 47, this marks a major career change
for Walt who has spent over 20 years in the

accounting profession.
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A native of Washington, D.C, Walt was
not born legally blind and deaf. Although a

hearing loss was noticed when she began
elementary school, it was not until age 15 that

she was diagnosed with Usher's syndrome - a

hereditary disease that causes congenital

nerve deafness and progressive vision loss.

Walt's vision deteriorated little through

grade school and as a teenager, but her loss

of hearing was significant, approaching the

category of profound deafness. She remained
in public schools, however, attending special

education classes for speech lessons and
speech (lip) reading. After graduating from
high school, she attended the University of

Miami and, later, the American University in

Washington, D.C, where she received a

bachelor's degree in business administration

in 1967.

Until the last few years, Walt says, she has

functioned "as a hearing impaired person in a

sighted and hearing environment," relying on
good speech and speech reading to

communicate. She and her husband, Ron,
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live in Alaska where Walt has worked as an
accountant for a wholesaler, a retailer, an
accounting firm, and for the past fifteen years,

the Older Alaskans Commission. With the

Commission, her responsibilities entailed

overseeing the expenditure of state and
federal funds which provide nutrition and
supportive services to elderly Alaskans.

About five years ago, Walt's vision began
to deteriorate quickly. By October 1988, her

vision was so limited that she enrolled at the

Louise Rude Center for Blind and Deaf
Adults in Anchorage, AK. There she learned

cane travel and sign language basics and
received instruction in braille and computers.

"This was my first experience with blind

people," she recalls, "and it had a positive,

profound impact on me."

Walt says her experiences at the Louise

Rude Center prompted a re-evaluation of her

goals and expectations from life. "My only

daughter was leaving home for college. Now
was the time for a change." With the total

support of her family, she decided to go back
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to school to study rehabilitation counseling

and begin a new career working with other

deaf and blind people. Center director,

Carolyn J. Whitcher, was not surprised. "On
several occasions Dorothy and I discussed

career opportunities, and each time she spoke

of her interest in working with people in a

helping profession."

"I first became interested in counseling

and working with and for deaf-blind people

when I became acquainted with the Family

Service Foundation in Lanham, MD," said

Walt. "The people there provided many
wonderful services for my sister who is deaf

and blind. She was transformed from a

dependent, unhappy and isolated individual to

an independent, happy and social woman,
learning new skills for independent living,

making new friends and creating a new life

for herself."

Walt had visited Gallaudet University in

the summer of 1988, and was impressed by
the Counseling Department. Because the

primary responsibility of Gallaudet's graduate
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program is to promote the intellectual

development of both hearing and deaf

students, Walt felt this university could best

meet her communication needs. She applied

for admission and was accepted for study in

the fall of 1989.

"I can be a role model and my experiences

can benefit other deaf-blind people," she says.

"I'm committed and persistent, and I believe

I can be effective as an advocate, a counselor,

and a public educator." Those who know
Dorothy Walt couldn't agree more.
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NAT-CENT NEWS

Dear Subscriber:

Please take notice that

this issue contains a

special notice on the last

page. Thank you.

- Editor
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EDITORIAL
COMMUNITY-SUPPORTED LIVING

By Robert J. Smithdas, LHD, Litt.D., LHD

In recent years there has been increasing

emphasis on the need for community-
supported living arrangements for the deaf-

blind population. Basically, this concept

involves two major issues: 1. Training the

deaf-blind individual to live as independently

as possible in the open community using the

techniques and methods of daily living to the

maximum; and 2. Making available

community support services that can provide

dependable assistance in overcoming the

special problems of mobility, transportation

and communication that deafness and
blindness create as a dual disability.

For obvious reasons, living in a supervised

apartment on a training campus does not

have the impact of living in an apartment in

an open community environment. On



campus, the deaf-blind trainee feels secure in

knowing that staff persons are always

available in case of emergency, and that

assistance with day-to-day needs is readily

available. There is no sense of urgency.

In a community-based apartment, away
from the protectiveness of a training campus,
the deaf-blind person faces the problem
situations and frustrations of everyday life. If

he/she has useful residual sight or hearing, or

both, coping with the realities of community
living on a daily basis may not be too

stressful, but if the visual and hearing loss is

severe, ingenuity and initiative will be tested.

The common requirements of daily living

become challenges: how to find assistance for

paying bills and handling banking; finding

volunteers for routine shopping or for visiting

the doctor and dentist; finding essential

transportation to and from the workplace -

just to mention a few examples.

Setting up an apartment for community



living experience requires funding, not only

for the apartment itself, but also for the

essential aids and devices that can provide

more independence for the deaf-blind

resident - a signalling system that includes a

doorbell, fire alarm and telephone alert; a

telephone device for communication with

family, friends, or emergency services. Such
equipment is available today, or technically

possible, but is usually too expensive for the

average deaf-blind individual. But technology,

even if affordable, is not a complete cure-all

for the challenge of community living. Deaf-

blind people, no matter how capable,

confident and skilled, will always need the

support of human services in order to achieve

satisfying lives.

What we need to provide for deaf-blind

people who return to their home communities
is the most enabling environment - an

environment with reliable support services

that can meet their needs and provide a sense



of security.

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

Robert Smithdas, left, and Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kansas),
right, discuss the Americans with Disabilities Act
at the signing ceremony on the grounds of the White
House in Washington, D.C., where both were special
invited guests.

On July 26, 1990, President George Bush
signed into law the Americans With
Disabilities Act, the most important piece of

national legislation protecting the rights of

disabled people since the passage of the

National Rehabilitation Act of 1973.



Following is an excellent, brief summary of

the new law and how it will affect the lives of

disabled American citizens with regard to

employment, services, transportation and
other important issues. Readers should study

the summary and develop a clear, general

understanding of its meaning and the impact

it may have on the well-being of disabled

people in years to come.-Editor

*JV «J> vL* *Jj» «JV *!<»
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Americans with Disabilities Act
Requirements Fact Sheet

Employment
Employers may not discriminate against

an individual with a disability in hiring or

promotion if the person is otherwise qualified

for the job. Employers can ask about one's

ability to perform a job, but cannot inquire if

someone has a disability or subject a person

to tests that tend to screen out people with



disabilities.

Employers will need to provide

"reasonable accommodation" to individuals

with disabilities. This includes steps such as

job restructuring and modification of

equipment. Employers do not need to

provide accommodations that impose an
"undue hardship" on business operations.

Transportation

New public transit buses must be
accessible to individuals with disabilities.

Transit authorities must provide comparable
paratransit or other special transportation

services to individuals with disabilities who
cannot use fixed route bus services, unless an

undue burden would result.

Existing rail systems must have one
accessible car per train. New rail cars ordered

after August 26, 1990, must be accessible.

New bus and train stations must be accessible.

Key stations in rapid, light and commuter rail
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systems must be made accessible.

All existing Amtrak stations must be

accessible by July 26, 2010.

Public Accommodations
Private entities such as restaurants, hotels,

and retail stores may not discriminate against

individuals with disabilities.

Auxiliary aids and services must be
provided to individuals with vision or hearing

impairments or other individuals with

disabilities, unless an undue burden would
result.

Physical barriers in existing facilities must
be removed, if removal is readily achievable.

If not, alternative methods of providing the

services must be offered, if they are readily

achievable. All new construction and
alterations of facilities must be accessible.

State and Local Government
State and local governments may not
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discriminate against qualified individuals with

disabilities.

All government facilities, services and
communications must be accessible consistent

with the requirements for section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Telecommunications

Companies offering telephone service to

the general public must offer telephone relay

services to individuals who use
telecommunications devices for the deaf

(TDD's) or similar devices.

*i* *i# ^L* ^L# +3* k1>
*J* *T* *?* *T* *T> "T*

Americans with Disabilities Act
Statutory Deadlines

I. Employment

TheADA requirements become effective

on:



July 26, 1992, for employers with 25

or more employees.

July 26, 1994, for employers with 15-

24 employees.

II. Public Accommodations
TheADA requirements become effective

on:

January 26, 1992, generally.

August 26, 1990, for purchase or

lease of new vehicles that are

required to be accessible.

January 26, 1993, for new
construction.

Generally, lawsuits may not be filed until

January 26, 1992. In addition, except

with respect to alterations, no lawsuit

may be filed until:

July 26, 1992, against businesses with

25 or fewer employees and gross

receipts of $1 million or less.

January 26, 1993, against businesses
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with 10 or fewer employees and gross receipts

of $500,000 or less.

III. Transportation

A. Public bus system

The ADA requirements become
effective on:

January 26, 1992, generally.

August 26, 1990, for purchase or

lease of new buses.

B. Public rail systems-light, rapid,

commuter, and intercity (Amtrak)

rail. The ADA requirements become
effective on:

January 26, 1992, generally.

August 26, 1990, for purchase or

lease of new rail vehicles.

By July 26, 1995, one car per train

accessibility must be achieved. By
July 26, 1993, existing key stations in

rapid, light, and commuter rail

systems must be made accessible

with extensions of up to 20 years (30
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years, in some cases, for rapid and
light rail).

C. Privately operated bus and van

companies. The ADA requirements

become effective on:

January 26, 1992, generally.

- July 26, 1996 (July 26, 1997, for

small providers) for purchase of

new over-the-road buses.

August 26, 1990, for purchase or

lease of certain new vehicles

(other than over-the-road
buses).

IV. State and local government operations

TheADA requirements become effective

on:

January 26, 1992.

V. Telecommunications

TheADA requirements become effective

on:

July 26, 1993, for provision of relay

services.
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FIELD NOTES
By Joseph McNulty, Interim Director.

HKNC

In an attempt to measure the impact of

the training program at HKNC, and in order

to improve the services offered at the Center,

former clients were contacted and asked to

participate in a follow-up survey of their

training.

A total of 208 clients went through the

Center's training program between January 1,

1984, and December 31, 1988. Of these, 177

responded to the survey. In many cases the

survey was completed by clients; while in

others, information was provided by a family

member, case manager, or other source.

The purpose of the survey was twofold: 1.

To measure the impact the Center's program
has had on the lives of former clients -

particularly in the areas of employment and
lousing. 2. To elicit feedback from clients as
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to the areas of the program they found to be

most, or least, beneficial. This data will be

used in planning for future programs.

At the time of the survey a total of 79

persons (45.9%) were employed. Of this

group, 17 were in competitive employment
and 10 in supported employment. Prior to

entering the Center's training program, 40

individuals (23.2%) were employed in jobs

ranging from competitive employment to

work activity centers.

In the area of residential placements, the

most significant impact concerned the 21

persons (11.9%) who originally came to

HKNC for training from Mental
Health/Mental Retardation (MH/MR)
facilities. Only four of these individuals

returned to such facilities. Of the rest, one is

living with his family, one is living in a semi-

independent apartment, one is living in a

foster home, twelve are residents in small

group homes, and two are residing in
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intermediate care facilities. The total number
of clients who had been placed in community-
based small group homes was 36 (20.9%).

In general, the feelings of former clients

toward the training they had received were
positive, with the exception of the Industrial

Arts program. A number of people felt that

this department did not prepare them for

"real" work, and recommended that it be
discontinued.

While pleased with the feedback received

from the survey, the Center recognizes that

there is room for improvement and that much
work lies ahead. We are currently looking at

the overall program with a view to improve it

by making constructive changes. The
recommendations and comments of the

people who participated in the survey will be
taken into account. In the future, we plan to

conduct a similar survey among former clients

who went through the Center's training

program from January 1, 1989, to June 30,
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1990.
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The Helen Keller National Center is

pleased to announce that Ms. Diane Reeves
has accepted the position of HKNC Regional

Representative for its Chicago office (Region

v).

Ms. Reeves has worked as a vocational

evaluator and a vocational trainer at

BAWAC, a rehabilitation agency located in

Florence, Kentucky. Her experience should

prove to be extremely valuable as the Center

strives to increase employment opportunities

for the people it serves.

Region V includes the states of Illinois,

Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and
Wisconsin. Ms. Reeves will begin her work
with HKNC in early August, and will start

visiting agencies and programs in the Region
V area sometime in September.

The address of the Chicago office is: 35
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East Wacker Drive, Suite 1843, Chicago, IL
60601-2109; Telephone: (312) 726/2090,

(TTY/Voice).

LOOKING TO THE NORTH

A proposed apartment complex for

independent deaf-blind adults is a new project

of the Rotary (Don Valley) Cheshire Homes,
Inc., (RCH) of Ontario, Canada. The project

receives funds from private donors and from
the Ministry of Housing. One means of

raising money is the Great Valentine Gala,

sponsored by the Don Valley Rotary Club
and held annually at the Harbor Castle Hilton

Hotel.

The proposed apartment community will

include sixteen one-bedroom apartments, a

reception and meeting area, and recreational

facilities. The Board of Directors, RCH, has

been looking for an appropriate site for over

three years. Certain requirements had to be
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met related to location, such as nearness to

bus lines and subways, as most of the deaf-

blind residents will be going to and from work
each day and will need a reliable means of

transportation. The building itself will be

designed to include all the aids, devices and
adaptation necessary for a sensory, barrier-

free premises. A few examples of these are:

wide corridors to accommodate two people

side-by-side; adequate height and depth of

shelving for equipment such as telephone

devices, TV readers, closed-caption TV
decoders, typewriters, braillers, and braille

books; bright lighting without glare; large

electrical outlets; tactile markings on railings,

doors, elevators, and the edge of steps; strobe

fire alarms; large mailboxes for braille books
and magazines; and spacious closets to allow

for feeling and separating to keep things

organized.

In addition to physical modifications, a

service called Intervention will be available
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within the building at all times. Deaf-blind

people remain independent as a result of the

services of an intervenor. An intervenor is a

person who makes access to activities and
other people possible by providing

information in a tactile or manual
communication mode - thus compensating for

the loss of sight and hearing. In the

apartment complex, such intervention will be
available at all times funded by the Ministry

of Community and Social Services. Residents

will be able to work, pursue goals and
experience a sense of community impossible

in any other location.

At present, most of the complex's

prospective tenants live alone or in an
isolated environment because so few people

know how - or will take the time - to

communicate with them. Future tenants of

the building are looking forward eagerly to

having a place of their own, with friends and
intervenors who know the methods by which
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they communicate. The world of a deaf-blind

person can be a lonely one, and one of the

aims of this first-ever project in Canada is to

help deaf-blind persons become established in

an environment where there are no
communication barriers. Such a place to live

has been requested by deaf-blind people for

over 20 years.

Most deaf-blind people lose their sight in

their young adult years due to the congenital

disease called Usher's syndrome. They may
have some residual sight or hearing. But their

intelligence remains unimpaired. There are

some 600 deaf-blind people in the province of

Ontario, with about 60 residing in the

Toronto area. RCH is only providing

accommodations for sixteen. There are many
others who wish to live where a

communication system exists that

compensates for their loss of hearing and
sight.
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OWEN COUNTY IS A DARK. SILENT
BUT LOVING HOME FOR JEFF HESS

By Chris Ranard (Reprinted with

permission from the EVENING WORLD,
Spencer, Indiana)

What would it be like to lose your
eyesight and hearing? Daily blessings we all

take for granted. Every night when we go to

bed we never think about waking up in total

darkness ... never again to hear ... never again

to see.

About three years ago Jeff Hess, now 36,

formerly of Indianapolis, IN, awoke from a

month-long coma, and was told he would
never walk, talk, hear, or see again. After 33

years of leading a very active, full life, it

seemed as if the world was stopping. He
loved fishing, hunting, boating, skiing and he
loved his job. Aside from loving all those, he
was also very good at them. He worked hard

to be an expert at his hobbies and his
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employment.
Jeff was a salesman for his father's roofing

business, and whenever employees would fall

behind on the job, he would put on his work
clothes and climb the ladder, becoming one of

the roofers. He went for weeks feeling ill due
to extremely bad headaches, but doctors could

not find the source of the problem. He later

became more physically ill and found it very

difficult to stay awake. His family took him
to a specialist and he was diagnosed as having

spinal meningitis, an infection of the spinal

fluid that surrounds the spine and the brain.

It was assumed Jeff had contacted the fungal

infection from bird droppings.

Spinal meningitis usually is not contracted

by someone healthy and doctors were puzzled

because Jeff was in good physical condition.

The infection is most common in people who
have have weakened antibodies because of

cancer or other diseases.

During his time of having headaches and
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feeling tired, Jeffs mental ability remained
extremely sharp. His infection affected the

nerves to his eyes and the nerve from the

brain to his ears. The blindness and deafness

is a permanent "inconvenience." Jeff made
the comment, "I'm not handicapped, I'm

inconvenienced."

He has learned to communicate through

palm-spelling, using the index finger to spell

letters into one's palm. Jeff is usually ahead
of the person spelling, and after a few letters

will speak the word being spelled. Tapping
Jeff on the hand one time means "yes" and
tapping him two times means "no".

It was a necessity for Jeff to take physical

therapy due to the weakness in his muscles.

For several months he spent 2 to 2 1/2 hours

a day in therapy. Aside from his physical

therapy he also spent close to an hour a day
in speech therapy and 45 minutes, two times

a day in occupational therapy. The
occupational therapy was to help him deal
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with the activities of daily living, such as

dressing, bathing, eating and hair combing.

Jeff had to be taught how to read braille

and also how to use the braille machine which
enabled him to label canned goods and food

so he could cook for himself. He lives by

himself in the northern part of Owen County,

IN, but he has a very close companion -

Dexter, his seeing eye dog, and the two of

them are learning how to survive together.

Jeff arrived at his home here in Owen
County on March 18, after spending time at

the Helen Keller National Center in New
York. He received Dexter on March 17, from
the Guiding Eyes for the Blind, Inc., in

Yorktown Heights, New York.

Dexter was born at the Guiding Eyes for

the Blind Breeding Center. When the puppy
was eight weeks old, a volunteer family took

Dexter home, teaching him family living skills

and basic obedience commands. When the

dog was 15 months old, the family returned
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him to the school where professional trainers

taught Dexter the skills needed to become a

guide dog in a rigorous four-month training

program. While at Guiding Eyes, Jeff lived

with other blind men and women from across

the United States and Canada. They were
trained in terrain varying from the subways of

the Bronx to the winding country roads of

northern Westchester County. Together they

(Jeff and Dexter) have reached a "strong bond
of friendship" walking the area in which they

live. "I feel as safe with Dexter as I would
with a sighted person," said Hess.

Jeff is friends with a couple, Ralph and
Louise Hunter from Indianapolis, who had
purchased property in northern Owen County
several years ago. Jeff purchased property

and built a one and a half story house near

the Hunters before his illness. He is now a

neighbor who lives about one-half mile from
the Hunters who check on Jeff periodically

throughout the day. They take him to shop
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or to the laundromat in Spencer, and assist

him when he needs assistance or when the job

is too great or Dexter can't help. Hess said

he wasn't just lucky to have the Hunters -

"They are a God-sent blessing."

Jeff and Dexter stand on the road near his
home in Spencer, Indiana.
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One day when Ralph was driving Jeff into

town, Jeff offered to drive Ralph's truck for

him. Ralph informed him he would rather let

Dexter drive than let Jeff drive. They are

constantly joking with each other - they have

a lasting friendship. Ralph took Jeff fishing

several weeks ago and Jeff caught two fish but

Ralph snagged ... zero fish. Way to go, Jeff!!!

Ralph said, "I told Jeff I wasn't going to take

him fishing again. I have two eyes and he's

the one that caught the fish."

When you walk into Jeff's home it doesn't

look different from a home owned by a

sighted person, except it is cleaner than a lot

of homes. He has end tables with lamps on
them, a telephone hanging on the wall, and
coffee cups hanging on a pegged rack above
the sink. However, his home is quiet - no
television or radio noise to be heard.

Jeff wears a detector on his wrist which
usually enables him to feel the telephone

ringing or someone knocking at the door
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through the vibration detector. He has a

signal between the Hunters and himself that

tells them he is not in distress. The Hunters

have a certain number (frequency sound) that

he can detect on his telephone when he

answers. This tells Jeff the Hunters will be
home in case he needs them.

To fill in his hours, Jeff likes to macrame
plant hangers and has macramed a beautiful

wall hanging of an owl. Ralph chooses the

colors for Jeff when he starts a new project.

He takes the yarn and ties beads on the ends

to help him in keeping the strands separated

for the braiding process.

For Jeff to be able to read this feature

article about himself, Ralph and Louise will

be sending it to Indianapolis and it will be

transcribed into braille. Here is a message to

you Jeff: Even though you can not visibly see

us and you can not hear us, we want you to

know you have chosen one of the greatest

counties to make your home. When you are
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shopping or walking in the town of Spencer

there will be residents smiling and nodding
their head to you, which will be their way of

saying, "Welcome to Owen County, Jeff

Hess."

HERE AND THERE

Northern Nevada Braille Transcribers,

1015 Oxford Avenue, Sparks, NV 89431,

announces that it has a list of informational

and entertainment articles available to deaf-

blind readers without charge. This list

includes manuals, instructional materials for

commercial products, health-oriented articles,

cookbooks, humor and miscellaneous subjects.

Unless the reader plans to add the material to

his/her library, items should be returned to

the Sparks address after reading.

For readers who have a problem due to

poor sense of touch, there is a limited supply

of materials in large-cell braille. Reading
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materials are available in grade two braille,

cassette and IBM-compatible disks for those

who use VersaBrailles.

Northern Nevada Transcribers also

accepts requests to transcribe personal

materials, and has been offering this service

to deaf-blind people for several years. They
will also provide brailled decks of playing

cards free on request.

Readers are asked to send the group the

used envelopes in which braille magazines are

sent. These will be re-used to help save on
cost and waste. For additional information or

list of titles, contact Northern Nevada
Transcribers directly.

*,]v *-£* *\t-* *"!* *"-!-*
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TAKE CHARGE: A STRATEGIC
GUIDE FOR BLIND JOB SEEKERS, is a

unique, up-to-date manual that deals with

every aspect of job-hunting - application,

resume-writing, preparing for interviews,
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presenting oneself to the employer, and many
excellent tips on job markets, reading

materials and additional information. The
book, written in five braille paperback
volumes, is written in straightforward, easy-to-

understand sections. One of the authors,

Rami Rabby, is himself blind and has wide
experience in the area of employment of

disabled people, and serves as a consultant on
employment. The book, available from the

National Braille Press, Inc., 88 St. Stephen
Street, Boston, MA 92115, is also available in

large-print and on cassette and disk.

Of special interest is the fact that the

book includes tips on employment for deaf-

blind persons. Every imaginable source for

help in finding jobs is covered, and many
articles are written by successful job-seekers

who are currently working in various

professional and open employment. The
book provides information on where to obtain

counselling and guidance, addresses of
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sources of information and assistance, and
considers development of home based

employment.
TAKE CHARGE, by Rami Rabby and

Diane Croft, is available by direct order from
National Braille Press, Inc. Contact Diane
Croft for prices of the braille, large-print and
cassette editions.
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The new 1990-1991 edition of the catalog,

PRODUCTS FOR PEOPLE WITH VISION
PROBLEMS, is now available in both print

and braille editions from the American
Foundation for the Blind, Inc., 15 West
Sixteenth Street, New York, NY 10010. To
obtain a copy in either print or braille, write

directly to the American Foundation for the

Blind.
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HEIDICO, INC., announces the
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introduction of the first telephone answering

machine that answers an incoming call in both
voice and TDD AT THE SAME TIME . The
new voice/TDD answering machine accepts

incoming calls in either voice or TDD to

accommodate both the hearing and the

millions of deaf and hard-of-hearing

Americans who use a TDD for their

telephone conversations. The Voice/TDD
Telephone Answering Machine has all the

most wanted features, including "VOX" voice

actuation, beeperless remote and dual

standard cassettes, and sells for prices

comparable to 'Voice only" units on the

market today. For more information, contact

your local assistive devices dealer, or

HEIDICO, INC., P.O. Box 5665, Vancouver,

WA 98668-5665. Phone (206) 694-0446, 9:00

a.m. to 3:00 p.m., Pacific time.

*J> «J> «1» *JV *Jjr «Jj*
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Mr. Saul Schiff, 7205 N.W. Fourth Place,
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Apt. 107, Margate, Florida 33063, offers a

suggestion which may be helpful to readers

who have deaf or deaf-blind family members.
Mr. Schiff, who is deaf-blind himself and
whose wife is deaf,writes as follows:

"I have a Tactile Communicator with

receivers that vibrate and inform when the

doorbell or telephone ring. My wife, who
recently had a stroke, sometimes falls or

needs other assistance. She now can push a

button on a small device attached to her wrist

or ankle. This sends a signal to a vibrating

device inserted in my Tactile Communicator
receiver alerting me to any emergency. This

idea could be very important for a deaf or

deaf-blind person."

If you have any questions or desire further

information, contact Mr. Schiff in braille at

the above address.

*-I j* "I-* M-* *•!-* *!'* *•*
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Dorothy Stiefel, Executive Director, Texas
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Association of Retinitis Pigmentosa, Inc., P.O.

Box 8388, Corpus Christi, TX, announces that

the Association's newsletter is now available

in braille, due to the generosity of the LIONS
Club of Flagstaff, Arizona. The newsletter

contains up-to-date information concerning

scientific and medical progress in diagnosis,

treatment and research of retinitis pigmentosa
and Usher's syndrome.

Usher's syndrome is a group of inherited

disorders with both hearing impairment and
progressive loss of vision (retinitis

pigmentosa), of two major types:

Type I - Profound (preverbal) deafness at

birth and early onset of retinitis

pigmentosa (before age 10 years)

Type II - Milder (postverbal) hearing loss

and later onset retinitis pigmentosa (ages

10 to 20 years)
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The Cullen Eye Institute in Houston, TX is

seeking families to continue their project to

isolate the genes for these two diseases. If

you know families with at least two individuals

affected with Usher's syndrome (of either

type) and both parents are living, please ask

them to contact:

Richard Alan Lewis, M.D.
Cullen Eye Institute, NC-206
Baylor College of Medicine

6501 Fannin Street

Houston, Texas 77030

Telephone: (713) 798-3030

Fax: (713) 798-4364

SOCIAL GROUP WORK AT HKNC
By Miriam Domingo-Schmitt, CSW, Intake

Coordinator, HKNC

Social Group Work is a therapeutic
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intervention technique that provides people

with development in social interaction,

maturity, reality testing, problem solving skills

as well as emotional support and education.

The group can give its members feelings of

belonging, safety and validation. It can also

produce direct, immediate confrontation with

situations, attitudes and misconceptions.

Groups provide a forum in which members
can learn experiences through others in a

more natural setting than is possible in a one-

to-one instructional or therapeutic situation.

Social group work has been part of the

HKNC program for many years. It gave rise

to the client Townhall meetings through

which the clients express concerns and
advocate for themselves in regard to program
and living at HKNC.

The Problem Solving Group has been
running for many years, meeting weekly for

two periods. Clients are recommended by
their case managers. Criteria for participation
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is the client's ability to express himself

(feelings, experiences, etc.) in formal or

informal language, and to understand the

same from another person. Communication
methods are varied - oral/aural with FM
amplification; visual signs, tactual signs

ASL/signed English; print/script with CCTV
or TDD magnifier; Tellatouch. Interpreters

are used to accommodate the client's

preferred communication method.
The group is usually made up of six to

seven members, depending on the availability

of interpreters. Unless the group member
chooses otherwise, he remains until finishing

his program.

As most deaf-blind people have been very

isolated, they benefit from feeling a part of a

peer group. They talk about feelings and
experiences they have in common, especially

related to their deaf-blindness; e.g.

communications, family attitudes, dealing with

the general public, fears about the future, lack
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of confidence, dependence and independence.

The members show care, kindness and
understanding to one another. They help

each other to find ways of handling difficult

situations.

There is an educational part of the group
experience. This includes respect for one
another - taking turns, acknowledging a

person's right to an opinion, maintaining the

discussions as confidential. Members learn to

ask questions, express their points of view and
advocate for needs related to their visual and
auditory deficits (appropriate lighting, seating,

repetition). They learn about visual and
auditory deficits, and communication methods
different from their own. They learn to

handle their opinions and ideas being

challenged.

The group has proved to be beneficial to

all age groups, to clients with different

etiologies of deaf-blindness, and to clients

with different degrees of visual and auditory
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losses.

Within the past two years an attempt has

been made to develop small groups for clients

with minimal formal language to focus on
appropriate social interaction. Currently, the

Socialization and Sexuality Group has been
started. It is time limited - two scheduling

periods, eight weeks - meeting once weekly,

with a structured agenda. The group has

three members, and is led jointly by the

clinical social worker and the nurse, who
teaches health, hygiene and sex education.

The agenda includes meeting and dating;

social relationships developing into intimate

relationships; intimacies and sexuality; and
marriage and its responsibilities. The group
discusses situations within their own
experience. Role-playing provides for

speculating about other situations, optional

actions and clarification of misconceptions.

This group is a source of emotional

support to its members about the topics of
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intimacy and sexuality. It provides a safe and
comfortable forum for asking questions and
clarifying misunderstandings about subjects

that are difficult to discuss.

Social Group Work has provided an

important part of the HKNC program for

enriching the lives and abilities of the clients.

It will hopefully develop to include more
varied client groups and different important

life issues.

FRAGRANCE AND FEEL LIGHT
UP THE DARK

By Irene Virag (Reprinted with permission

of NEWSDAY, L.I, New York)

Three men stroll through the secluded

garden, touching the green leaves wet from a

summer rain, sniffing the flowers that

perfume the cloudy day. Two of the men
walk with canes; each of them holds the arm
of a guide. They stop at a redwood planter
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brimming over with purple blossoms. One of

the men buries his face in the clump of

lavender, his salt-and-pepper hair mixing with

the purple flowers. "Ohhh," sighs Richard
Ramm, who is 65 years old, and was once a

stockbroker, owned restaurants and wine
shops and has a degree in chemical

engineering. A huge smile crinkles his face as

he gathers together the tall stalks to heighten

the fragrance.

Lance Kamaka stands by Richard's side.
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He touches the damp dirt in the raised

planter and his fingers travel up a slender

stem and move across the smooth, silvery-

green leaves and rest lightly on the flowers

which look like tiny grapes. "I know this

smell/' said Lance, a 32-year-old musician who
played the keyboard and synthesizers in his

native Hawaii with a band called The Three
Jewels. "I can't remember what it's called, but

gee, it smells nice."

Ed Deknatel strays from his guide and
walks past the Japanese holly and the Korean
spice viburnum to the wooden benches and
the water fountain - his favorite spot in the

garden; the place where he likes to sit on
bright days and feel the sunshine on his face,

"like the gentle hands of God reaching down
to touch me." The place where he comes to

pray. He turns his face toward the sky where
rain clouds have swallowed the sun, then

stoops to smell a red rose and caress its

petals. "Like velvet," says the man in orange
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tinted, wrap-around glasses who spent 42 of

his 66 years as an operations specialist for

Chemical Bank. "God's handiwork is

everywhere. It's like the Garden of Eden."

For the three men in the garden on this

day spotted by clouds they cannot see, it is

almost that. Lance and Richard are blind.

Ed has cataracts in both eyes and his vision is

almost gone. Richard is deaf, and Ed and
Lance, whose hearing is impaired, eventually

will be. In a garden on a summer afternoon,

there is much that is lost to them: the clap of

thunder, the roar of a passing jet, the buzz of

a bumblebee, the blood red of the velvet

roses, the pure white of the baby carnations,

the way the lacy leaves of the white fringe

tree dance in the wind.

But the three strollers - residents of the

Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind

Youth and Adults in Sands Point - can be
close to God and nature in the small enclave

of blooms and shrubs that they and their
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fellow residents help tend. It is a special

place - the Helen Keller Sensory Garden.

"When trees and flowers rain out their

fragrance," Helen Keller once said, "the

darkness of the blind overflows with light."

And everything in this 50-by-100-foot space is

designed for that purpose. Every leaf and
blossom is there to be touched and smelled:

the fuzzy Burkwood viburnum that tickles the
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fingers, the lilacs that hold the very scent of

spring; the thorny, pink rugosa rose and the

velvety hybrid tea rose called Oklahoma; the

long spear-shaped leaves of summer phlox;

the pungent yarrow that sprouts small yellow

flowers; the thick, glossy leaves of the

Japanese holly; and the papery seed pods of

the silverbell that pop out in the fall.

The signs that identify the plants and trees

are in braille, and even the paths that run

through the boxwood, the Somerset daphne
and the flowering crab apples are designed as

guideposts in a garden tucked away in a

corner of the 25-acre campus - the flagstone

path that leads to the fragrant roses, the

smooth pebbles of the herb garden, the brick

walk that brings a stroller to the tall shade

trees and the blueberry borders.

And in a way, the garden reaches to the

spirit that lives somewhere beyond the senses
- to soul and memory and the texture of life

as it changes from day to day. Richard
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breaks off a sprig of mint and holds it to his

nose. "Oh, mint juleps on a summer day."

He leans against the redwood planter and
talks about his recent heart attack and the fire

that destroyed the Levittown cape he lived in

for 35 years. He brushes away a tear and
smells the sprig of mint. "How I remember
mint juleps."

Ed stops at a planter full of ginger and
says he has some growing in his room at the

Center. "I tell my wife I have Ginger in my
room." He laughs at the memory of recent

conversations with his wife, who still lives at

their home in Valley Stream. "She loves

plants - 1 was always so annoyed because she

had so many. Now I understand. They're

like children; you take care of them, and they

grow up healthy and beautiful." He shakes

the clump of ginger and bends to inhale the

aroma. "I love ginger. My wife got worried

though when I mentioned Julie until I told

her that's what I named my wandering Jew."
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Lance smells the oregano. He runs his fingers

through the lemon balm and the sage and
shows the way to a small fenced-in patch just

beyond the sensory garden where the

vegetables grow. Barbara Hausman, the

Center's director of public relations and a

sighted guide, breaks off a green stem and
hands it to Lance. "Phew," he says. "Onions."

There is another clap of thunder and then

the rain comes. A grin breaks again across

Ed's face. "Into every life a little rain must
fall," he says.

"Raindrops are falling on my head," sings

Lance, looking very much the musician in his

dark glasses, jeans and black goatee. It is

easy to imagine him in a more exotic setting -

playing the electric keyboard at weddings and
luaus on the beaches of Oahu.

The three men walk back through the

garden. Lance taps his cane on the brick

section of the path that passes the Chinese

juniper and the little-leaf linden. Richard
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catches another whiff of mint as he walks past

the herb garden. The rain comes harder,

running down the smooth leaves of the hosta,

bending the tall stalks of the day lilies and the

lavender.

Ed pauses on the flagstone path near his

favorite spot by the velvety, red roses and
turns his face to the heavens. Rain washes
down his glasses and drenches his shirt. The
roses and the lavender and the ginger rain out

their fragrance, and it mixes with the smell of

the soggy earth.

"I don't have to see it to know - this is

Eden," he shouts, and he twirls and laughs

like a little kid dancing in the downpour.
And here in the Helen Keller Sensory

Garden, in the middle of a summer shower,

the darkness of the blind overflows with light.
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FINGERS OF LIGHT
By Anne Saunders (Reprinted with

permission from THE REGISTER
CITIZEN, Torrington, CT)

When Elaine Ducharme converses with

her co-worker, Frank Coppola, she rests her

hand gently on his as he communicates in sign

language. Though she is both blind and deaf,

she can understand what Coppola says

because she can feel his gestures.

Ducharme follows Frank Coppola's signing by lightly
resting her hand atop his and visualizing his gestures.

Photo by John Murray
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Although Ducharme, 33, has always been
deaf, she did not become blind until her 20s.

Usher's syndrome, a genetic disease, caused a

gradual deterioration in her vision. The fact

that she was once able to see helps her to

envision the world around her. She visualizes

mentally the layout of her apartment and her

office. She can picture the signs Coppola is

making by feeling the movements he makes
with his hands. Ducharme also communicates
in sign language with Coppola, who can

translate her signs into speech.

"Before I became blind, I was very

dependent and afraid of becoming
independent," she said. She spent many years

trying to deny the encroaching blindness. For
a time, she used a magnifying glass to read,

but if anyone approached she would hide the

magnifying glass, she said. "I spent too much
time thinking of all the things I can't do. I

was very afraid to learn new things."

In 1983, Ducharme did become blind and
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in the spring of 1984, she went to the Helen
Keller National Center in New York to learn

the skills she would need to live with her

disabilities. Though she quickly learned to

understand sign language by resting her hand
on the hand of another who is signing,

learning braille was much more difficult, she

said. Braille is an alphabet of letters

represented by arrangements of raised dots.

"The first few months are very frustrating,"

she said. Trying to read words by feeling a

series of little dots on a page was difficult. "I

cried and felt like giving up." Friends and
family encouraged her to persist in learning

braille and developing skills to become
independent. For three years she worked
alongside hearing and seeing people

assembling lipstick containers at Lark
Industries in Torrington, CT. Now she lives

on her own in an apartment she shares with

two roommates who are students at

Northwestern Connecticut Community
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College (NCCC). "Right now, my brain is

bright," she said of the long road to becoming
independent and learning to enjoy it. "There

is a limit but it's important to conquer your

disabilities and be as independent as possible."

Ducharme graduated from the college this

spring with an associate's degree in general

studies. She continues to work at the

dormitory for students who are attending the

college's Career Education for the Deaf
program. Ducharme coordinates services for

people who are deaf and blind. She organizes

trips, lectures and social events. In June

1990, a group of students traveled to Lake
Compounce Amusement Park in Bristol, CT
on an outing Ducharme organized. She put

together such programs as an art therapy

workshop, a Thanksgiving Day dinner and
opportunities for students to go swimming.

At work and at home, Ducharme benefits

from devices for deaf-blind people.

Computers, braille printers and other
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communication tools help her accomplish

what she sets out to do. At home in her

apartment, she slips on a wristband that will

vibrate in different ways if the phone or

doorbell ring. In the case of the telephone,

she has a special set of devices that allow her

to converse with friends and colleagues.

Another special device allows hearing-

impaired people to type messages to one
another via the telephone. For a seeing

person, the messages appear on a small

screen and responses can be typed back with

a keyboard. For Ducharme, the conversation

is translated by machine into braille and she

can respond by typing on a braille keyboard.

Calling a friend in Torrington, she dials the

telephone, feeling the dial for each digit of

the phone number. Then she sets the

receiver in a special cradle that is part of the

machine. "Hi, this is Elaine," she types on a

braille keyboard and the message is sent

through the telephone lines to her friend.
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When her friend responds by typing a

message in return, raised bumps appear on a

little panel, forming the words in braille.

Ducharme runs her fingers over the braille

letters and then types a response. Eventually

computer technology and voice simulators

may allow her to type in braille and have a

computer turn her words into speech and vice

versa.

But there are many other tricks not

involving any high-tech devices for surviving

in a world where most people see and hear.

Ducharme has placed braille markings on her

microwave oven to mark the settings. When
she goes shopping she chooses produce like

most of us do, by feeling it for ripeness. A
helper will assist her in choosing items such as

canned goods. Ducharme also cooks for

herself using her sense of touch and smell to

season food and decide when its done.

Though deaf-blind people find ways of

managing day-to-day activities, they still face
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barriers because hearing and seeing people

are often frightened of their handicaps. It is

easy for someone who is deaf and blind to

feel isolated, Ducharme said. Even when she

meets those familiar with sign language, they

are sometimes uneasy, she said. "They're

nervous. I can tell by their shaking hands."

Ducharme likes to confront people's fears, to

reassure them she is a regular person in spite

of the handicaps. Though she needs people

to drive her to meetings, help with grocery

shopping or interpret for her when people

don't know sign language, she can handle

most other tasks on her own.

Ducharme plans to continue working at

the deaf dormitory and to take additional

classes at NCCC. At some point in the

future, she hopes to attend Gallaudet

University in Washington, D.C., to study

social work. This summer she travelled to

Virginia to visit friends. "I love to fly," she

said. But the best part is the opportunity to
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converse with old friends. "We go out and
talk and skip the museums," she said. "I like

visiting the people more than the places."

In her time off here in Winsted she also

enjoys working on her suntan. "People say

what do you want to get a suntan for? I want
a tan, that's it, don't bother me," she said,

signing in a humorous, exaggerated way.

Even through an interpreter it doesn't

take long to realize Ducharme has a bold

personality. Coppola, her co-worker who acts

as her interpreter, remembers meeting

Ducharme and watching her go in search of a

bathroom at the dormitory. She refused his

assistance and though she knocked over a

plant and kept looking in closets, none ofit

fazed her and she found her own way.

The hard part about being deaf and blind

is not so much the difficulties involved in

finding bathrooms but the difficulties of

communicating with the rest of the world.

"The important thing for a deaf-blind person
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is communication, " Ducharme said. Once the

communication barriers are bridged, "I think

people forget after a while that I am deaf or

blind."

THE CLIENT COMPUTER PROGRAM
By Carl Franckowski, Senior Instructor,

Computer Technology, HKNC

At the Helen Keller National Center,

clients can now become computer literate! By
making use of various computer devices and
word-processing software, they can print

letters in braille, access the computer screen

in braille or large print and learn how to type,

or improve their English skills. These options

are being made available to clients in the

Center's computer program.

Clients are given exposure to available

computers, special devices and software

during their evaluation at HKNC. Using
computers and appropriate software
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programs, clients can perform many of the

same operations that their sighted-hearing

peers can do. In addition, they can use

computers to supplement their rehabilitation

programs.

The goals of the computer program for

clients are: 1. To provide exposure to

computers and adaptive equipment and their

potential uses. 2. To use such equipment as

a supplemental tool in training in conjunction

with software educational programs. 3. To
encourage personal use of such equipment by
clients (letters, files, etc.).

Clients who have severe visual

impairments or blindness can access the

computer by using a braille display device

called the Navigator, marketed by
TeleSensory, Inc., of Mountain View,
California. This device allows an individual to

scan and read what is on the computer
screen, using a braille display unit with a 40-

cell braille line. A bar on the computer
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screen, which functions as a "window", shows

a sighted individual the location of text that

the Navigator user is reading. This "window"

can be moved, using a set of navigational keys

located on the front panel of the unit. The
Navigator can be used with a Toshiba laptop

computer or an IBM computer.

Client, Richard Ramm, works in
the HKNC computer room on the
Navigator, being shown above
with a Toshiba laptop computer
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Clients with usable residual vision may
also access the computer in large print, using

either ZoomText or Vista. ZoomText
magnifies existing software programs while

they are running. With it a user can magnify
(2x to 8x) either a portion of the screen or

the entire screen, choose one of four different

fonts or scroll through the text. Vista, "an

image enlarging system," has many features

including: enlarging material (up to 16x);

creating a single line display to reduce

distortion while reading; and scroll-scanning

the text.

Clients can also use a system called

PhoneCommunicator. IBM, manufacturer of

the system, describes this device as "a system

to help hearing/speech-impaired persons

communicate effectively on the telephone."

Individuals are able to use IBM computers as

a TDD (telephone device for the deaf) if

PhoneCommunicator has been added. Key
features of the PhoneCommunicator system
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include telephone communication with

hearing-impaired persons, using a touchtone

phone; running other computer programs at

the same time as PhoneCommunicator is

being used; and automatic dialing of phone
numbers from the system's directory.

Another program distributed by IBM is

called Speechviewer. It offers clients who
retain some useable vision a means of visual

feedback for various aspects of speech and
voice, i.e., vowel accuracy, pitch, volume and
duration of sound. In the vowel accuracy

portion of the program, a target vowel is

selected - for instance, the vowel "oooo" as in

"shoe". The client pronounces the vowel and
is able to get visual feedback. This makes it

possible, by way of graphics, for individuals to

determine the accuracy of their vowel

pronunciations.

There are also several word-processing

programs available to clients. These include

Friendly Writer, First Choice, PC Write, and
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WordPerfect (versions 4.2 and 5.1.). These
programs can be used on black-and-white,

color and large monitors.

In addition to word-processing programs,

clients can also use educational software to

improve their sight-word vocabulary, or

improve their English grammar. Grammar
programs focus on all aspects of usage - verbs,

adverbs, adjectives, nouns, pronouns, roots

and affixes. Programs geared to sign-word

recognition and survival/real-life reading skills

are also available that address such areas as

alphabet order and reading such functional

items as labels, menus, job ads, forms and
applications. Clients can also use Typist or

Keyboard Master to learn to type.

And we have barely tapped the

possibilities for the future!



SPECIAL NOTICE TO READERS
Due to increased costs of publication,

distribution and postage, it has become
necessary to establish an annual subscription

charge for NAT-CENT NEWS, beginning

with the January, 1991 issue of the magazine.

All organizations, agencies, and professional

workers now receiving the magazine will be
asked to pay a subscription of $10.00 (ten

dollars) per year if they wish to continue

receiving it.

An exception to this policy is that readers

who are deaf-blind will still continue to

receive NAT-CENT NEWS free of charge.

If you wish to continue receiving NAT-
CENT NEWS, please fill out and return the

form on the back with your name, address,

and whether you wish to receive the large-

print or braille edition. Return the form to

the Helen Keller National Center along with

a check for $10.00 before November 15, 1990.

We sincerely regret this change of policy,

but hope that our readers will understand its

necessity.



I wish to continue receiving NAT-CENT
NEWS.

Enclosed is my check for $10.00

(American) payable to the HELEN
KELLER NATIONAL CENTER for a 1-

year subscription to the print issue of

NAT-CENT NEWS. Send to: 111

Middle Neck Road, Sands Point, NY
11050.

I am a deaf-blind reader and wish to

continue receiving NAT-CENT NEWS
free of charge.

Braille Large Print

Name:

Address:

city, state, zip
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